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THIS MONTH’S COVER ART: New projects from Image and DC!
THIS MONTH’S THEME: Women in Comics!
Since 1988, PREVIEWS has been your ultimate source for all of the comics and merchandise to be 
available from your local comic book shop… revealed up to two months in advance! Hundreds of 
comics and graphic novels from the best comic publishers; the coolest pop-culture merchandise on 
Earth; plus PREVIEWS exclusive items available nowhere else! Now more than ever, PREVIEWS 
is here to show the tales, toys and treasures in your future! This May issue features items scheduled 
to ship in July 2014 and beyond.
Catalog, 8x11, 500+pg, PC $4.50

PREVIEWS #308 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM — MAY 2014
PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this separate order form 
booklet! This May issue features items scheduled to ship in July 2014 and beyond.
Comic-sized, 62pg, PC PI

MARVEL PREVIEWS VOLUME 2 #22
Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide and preview to all 
of Marvel’s upcoming releases — it’s your #1 source for advanced information on Marvel Comics! 
This May issue features items scheduled to ship in July 2014 and beyond.
FREE w/Purchase of PREVIEWS
Comic-sized, 120pg, FC $1.25

COMICS SECTION
PREMIER VENDORS

DARK HORSE COMICS

HATSUNE MIKU: UNOFFICIAL HATSUNE MIX TP
KEI (W/A/Cover)
On sale July 2
FC/b&w, 480 pages $19.99
TP, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4" 
Who's that girl with the long green ponytails you've been seeing everywhere? It's Hatsune Miku, the 
Vocaloid—the synthesizer superstar who's singing your song! She's a global cyber celebrity and a 
cosplay favorite at conventions. Now Miku's original illustrator, KEI, brings you Hatsune Miku: 
Unofficial Hatsune Mix—an omnibus manga of the musical adventures (and misadventures!) of 
Miku and her fellow Vocaloids Rin, Len, Luka, and more—in both beautiful black-and-white and 
charming color!

DRAGON GIRL AND MONKEY KING: THE ART OF KATSUYA TERADA HC
Katsuya Terada (W/A)
On sale July 23
FC/b&w, 200 pages $39.99
HC, 9" x 12"
Dark Horse proudly presents the first English-language art book showcasing one of Japan's most 
sought-after painters and illustrators, Katsuya Terada! Dragon Girl and Monkey King collects 



Terada's art in every mood: sexy, brutal, bizarre, and humorous, including his distinctive Hellboy 
figurine work, commentary, and an exclusive interview with the artist! Foreword by Guillermo del 
Toro!

LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOL. 5 TP
Kazuo Koike (W), Goseki Kojima (A), Frank Miller and Lynn Varley (Cover)
On sale July 2
b&w, 712 pages $19.99
TP, 5’’ x 7’’
Separated from his son while battling Yagyu assassins, Itto Ogami’s mission of retribution heats to a 
boil as he cuts through any obstacle to find his missing child. But little Daigoro, though a mere 
toddler, is the son of the most formidable and resourcefull samurai in the land. Though alone in a 
cruel world, Daigoro has the heart of a warrior! Collects two stories from Lone Wolf and Cub 
Volume 10 and all of volumes 11 and 12. Cover by Frank Miller and Lynn Varley.

ALSO AVAILABLE

LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 1
OCT128088 $19.99

LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 2
APR130078 $19.99

LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 3
JUL130090 $19.99

LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 4
DEC130144 $19.99

************************************************************************

GANTZ VOL. 32
Hiroya Oku (A)
On sale July 23
b&w, 216 pages $13.99
TP, 5 1/8” x 7 1/16”
The devastating war against the alien invaders is over! A new day of peaceful coexistence is 
dawning! Olive branches for everyone! Of course, before tranquility can be attained, something 
must be done about the nasty Gantz “terrorists” monkey wrenching the works. Fighting monstrous 
extraterrestrials is tough enough, but how about taking on the entire human race?

MPD-PSYCHO VOLUME 11 TP
Eiji Otsuka (W) and Sho-u Tajima (A/Cover)
On sale July 23
b&w, 224 pages $12.99
TP, 5 1/8’’ x 7 1/4’’
“Dead Man’s Galaxy Days” skips back in time to events that take place before MPD-Psycho 
Volume 1. Yosuke Kobayashi seems like a smart, driven Tokyo police officer, but he’ll soon be 
transformed into a tragic “multiple personality detective.” The ongoing mystery of the Gakuso gang 
and their murderous “barcode clones” unravels further, and MPD-Psycho’s strange supporting cast 
is seen in a totally new light as a serial killer—the Tokyo Mirror Man—terrorizes the city with his 
chainsaw! 



STAR WARS: LEGACY #15
Corinna Bechko (W), Gabriel Hardman (W/A), Jordan Boyd (C), and Agustin Alessio (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing 
The good news: Ania Solo has escaped the vengeance of a crazed bounty hunter. 
The bad news: She has been taken into custody by the Empire for the murder of an Imperial Knight! 
Somebody’s getting a death sentence!

STAR WARS: DARTH VADER AND THE CRY OF SHADOWS HC
Tim Siedell (W), Gabriel Guzman (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Felipe Massafera (Cover)
On sale July 2
FC, 120 pages $24.99
HC, 6 5/8” x 10 3/16”
After he is left for dead during the Clone Wars, a single trooper comes to hate the Jedi who 
abandoned him. Years later, he hears of a great and powerful warrior—the hand of the new Galactic 
Empire, Darth Vader! Seeking to serve the Dark Lord, this man, Hock, becomes a stormtrooper and 
works to gain the respect of Vader! Collects the five-issue miniseries.

STAR WARS: DARTH MAUL—SON OF DATHOMIR #1 (OF 4)
Jeremy Barlow (W), Juan Frigeri (P), Mauro Vargas (I), Wes Dzioba (C), and Chris Scalf (Cover)
On sale May 21
FC, 40 pages $3.50 / Miniseries
Getting cut in half by Obi-Wan Kenobi and being rejected by his former Sith master Darth Sidious 
isn’t going to defeat Darth Maul. In fact, it only makes him mad enough to take on the galaxy—
with an army of Mandalorians!

THE STAR WARS #8
Jonathan Rinzler (W), Mike Mayhew (A), Rain Beredo (C), and Nick Runge (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
Annikin Starkiller fights Darth Vader and Prince Valorum to save Princess Leia! Luke Skywalker 
and the Wookiees attack the Empire’s Space Fortress! This is the final battle! It’s like nothing 
you’ve seen before, but it’s all Star Wars!

THE STAR WARS TP, HC, AND DELUXE HC
Jonathan Rinzler (W), Mike Mayhew (A), Rain Beredo (C), and Nick Runge (Cover)
On sale July 9
FC, 216 pages $39.99
HC, 6 5/8” x 10 3/16”
On sale July 9
FC, 184 pages $19.99
TP, 6 5/8” x 10 3/16”
On sale Aug 13
FC, 244 pages $99.99
Deluxe HC, 8” x 12 1/4”
Before Star Wars, there was The Star Wars! This is the official adaptation of George Lucas’s rough-
draft screenplay for what would become Star Wars—the film that changed motion pictures and the 
world. You’ll see familiar characters and places—but not all is the same in this long-ago and 
faraway galaxy. Still, strap yourself in for high adventure and lazersword duels, Jedi Knights, 
Princess Leia, Han Solo, and a battle to defeat the evil Empire! 
• Softcover collects issues #1–#8 of The Star Wars.



• Hardcover collects issues #1–#8 and issue #0 of The Star Wars.
• The deluxe oversized boxed-set edition contains the entire saga — plus extras — in three deluxe, 
foil-stamped, hardcover volumes.

STAR WARS: REBEL HEIST #2 (OF 4)
Matt Kindt (W/Cover), Marco Castiello (P), Dan Parsons (I), Gabe Eltaeb (C), and Adam Hughes 
(Variant/Ultravariant Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries
On a planet outside the Empire’s jurisdiction, Princess Leia goes undercover to obtain a vital code 
from an Imperial source. She’ll have to use disguises, gadgets, and her feminine wiles to succeed—
and her only ally is another spy who is convinced the Princess is a liability in the field!

STAR WARS #17
Brian Wood (W), Stéphane Créty (P), Julien Hugonnard-Bert (I), Gabe Eltaeb (C), and Víctor 
Manuel Leza (Cover)
On sale May 14
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing
As Princess Leia and her prince prepare for their wedding day on Arrochar, the uneasy feeling 
among the Rebels—especially Han Solo—grows. Meanwhile, Luke, on an alpine mission with local 
troops, discovers the Alliance’s new “friends” aren’t so friendly!

ALSO AVAILABLE

STAR WARS VOLUME 1: IN THE SHADOW OF YAVIN 
MAY130061 $19.99

STAR WARS VOLUME 2: FROM THE RUINS OF ALDERAAN
DEC130071 $19.99

************************************************************************

ROBOCOP VS. THE TERMINATOR HC
Frank Miller (W), Walter Simonson (A/Cover), and Steve Oliff (C)
On sale July 2
FC, 128 pages $24.99
HC, 7’’ x 10’’
Comics’ greatest creators pit the supreme machine killer against the ultimate cybernetic cop in one 
of the most celebrated crossovers ever! When fate reveals that the technology that built RoboCop 
will lead to the creation of Skynet, Alex Murphy must engage in time-twisting battle against both 
the murderous computer network and the human resistance fighters out to destroy him!
Dark Horse is proud to collect for the first time ever, Frank Miller and Walter Simonson’s classic 
RoboCop vs. The Terminator #1–#4 in a newly restored edition!

ALSO AVAILABLE

TERMINATOR OMNIBUS VOLUME 2
JAN080066 $24.95

TERMINATOR: THE BURNING EARTH
JUL130081 $17.99



TERMINATOR: 2029 TO 1984
FEB110024 $19.99

************************************************************************

ROBOCOP VS. THE TERMINATOR GALLERY EDITION HC
Frank Miller (W) and Walter Simonson (A/Cover)
On sale July 9
FC, 160 pages $125.00
HC, 15” x 17”
One of the most beloved comics crossovers of all time is back to usher in Dark Horse’s new gallery 
edition format—reprinting Walter Simonson’s original art exactly as it appeared on his drawing 
table twenty years ago! Relive Simonson and writer Frank Miller’s seamless blend of the RoboCop 
and Terminator worlds while marveling at the sheer virtuosity of Simonson’s draftsmanship in all its 
original glory. In addition to the full story, this edition provides the greatest insight available into 
Simonson’s process, with pages of his original pencils and promotional art faithfully reproduced, 
along with a revealing foreword by the artist himself!

TERMINATOR SALVATION: THE FINAL BATTLE #6 (OF 12)
J. Michael Straczynski (W), Pete Woods (A/Cover), and Matt Wilson (C)
On sale May 7
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
Years ago, cybernetic infiltrator Marcus Wright sacrificed himself in a noble effort to save the life 
of John Connor. Now, as the alliance between serial killer Thomas Parnell and Skynet endangers 
Skynet’s own survival, the machines pull out their last ace in the hole—the resurrection of Wright!

THE TERMINATOR: ENEMY OF MY ENEMY #4 (OF 6)
Dan Jolley (W), Jamal Igle (P/Cover), Ray Snyder (I), and Wes Dzioba (C)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
When a mercenary army with sinister motives joins the hunt for Dr. Elise Fong, ex-CIA operative 
Farrow Greene is no longer sure if she’s Fong’s kidnapper or rescuer! Meanwhile, a tireless, 
merciless Terminator remains intent on murdering Fong before anyone else can learn her secrets!

ELFQUEST: THE FINAL QUEST #3
Wendy Pini (W/A/Cover), Richard Pini (W), and Sonny Strait (C)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing
Chieftess Ember begins her darkest journey alone when she’s held captive by a brutal human tyrant. 
Will her sacrifice ensure the safe escape of her tribe as they flee into unknown territory? And can 
the sacred connection between Ember and her elfin lovemate survive when they are forcefully 
separated? 

GRIP: THE STRANGE WORLD OF MEN HC
Gilbert Hernandez (W/A/Cover)
On sale July 2
b&w, 128 pages $19.99
HC, 6’’ x 9’’
Comics luminary Gilbert Hernandez delivers a genre mash up unlike any other! When Mike Chang 
wakes up with nothing but a lipstick smudge, someone else’s suit, and amnesia, he’s thrown into a 
world of criminal gangs, crime fighters, skin swappers, and a one-eyed girl with bizarre powers! 
Collects Grip #1–#5.



HALO: ESCALATION #6
Chris Schlerf (W), Ricardo Sánchez (P), Rob Lean (I), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Sparth (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
The saga of Halo Wars enters the modern age as Infinity struggles to liberate the long-lost Spirit of 
Fire from the deadly Vata ’Gajat. Meanwhile, Petra’s search for the identity of Infinity’s spy could 
result in her death. The Halo universe is on the brink of a new galactic war!

MASS EFFECT: FOUNDATION #11
Mac Walters (W), Jeremy Barlow (W), Tony Parker (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Benjamin Carré 
(Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
While investigating Shepard’s crew, Rasa uncovers the escapades of the galaxy’s most notorious 
mercenary—the universally feared Zaeed Massani! Join the universe’s greatest heroes on their 
untold adventures set during the events of BioWare’s blockbuster science fiction trilogy!

THE WITCHER #3 (OF 5)
Paul Tobin (W), Joe Querio (A/Cover), and Carlos Badilla (C)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
Madness begins to plague the minds of our heroes as they wander through the horrific hallways of 
the House of Glass and discover the true origins of its tenants.

DRAGON AGE: THE SILENT GROVE—#1 FOR $1 EDITION
David Gaider (W), Alexander Freed (W), Chad Hardin (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Anthony 
Palumbo (Cover)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $1.00 / One-shot
The perfect introduction to BioWare’s dark fantasy universe! In this first issue of the essential, 
canonical story from David Gaider (lead writer of the games), King Alistair, accompanied only by 
rogues Isabela and Varric, embarks on a quest deep inside the borders of Antiva—a nation of 
assassins! Reprinting Dragon Age: The Silent Grove #1-#2 The Silent Grove, previously available 
only on the Dark Horse digital store and in hardbound collection!

TOMB RAIDER #4
Gail Simone (W), Nicolás Daniel Selma (P), Juan Gedeon (I), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Stephanie 
Hans (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing 
Gail Simone’s thrilling addition to the Tomb Raider saga kicks into high gear! Lara Croft is chased 
through the streets of London as she gets dangerously close to the truth! But it’s not her own safety 
that concerns her, but that of her friends, the surviving crew of the Endurance!

CATALYST COMIX TP
Joe Casey (W), Dan McDaid (A), Paul Maybury (A), Ulises Farinas (A/Cover), and Brad Simpson 
(C)
On sale July 2
FC, 284 pages $19.99
TP, 7” x 10”
Superstar writer Joe Casey—along with the widest array of artistic talent this side of the 



Renaissance—gives superhero comics a back-alley face-lift, as these very different champions 
confront cosmic threats, personal demons, superheroes’ role as global activists, an alien love 
invasion, and the strangest virtual reality you’ve ever experienced—but not before they face the end 
of the world as we know it! Collects Catalyst Comix #1–#9!

CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT #11
Joshua Williamson (W), Fernando Dagnino (A), Javier Mena (C), and Freddie Williams II and 
Jeremy Roberts (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing
Captain Midnight has no time to mourn the death of an ally while an old friend is trying to kill him! 
Fueled by righteous fury, Midnight faces an impossible choice: Should he kill one friend to avenge 
another? Midnight pulls no punches to achieve a better tomorrow . . . but can he pull the trigger?

BRAIN BOY: THE MEN FROM G.E.S.T.A.L.T. #1 (OF 4)
Fred Van Lente (W), Freddie Williams II (A), Jeremy Colwell (C), and Freddie Williams II and Dan 
Scott (Cover)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Miniseries
Agent Price’s new mission pits him against a doomsday cult leader with a political agenda that 
poses a direct threat to the president. But a mysterious hive mind has more menacing plans for 
Brain Boy. He’ll have no choice but to go head to head—brain to brain—with the mysterious Men 
from G.E.S.T.A.L.T.!

BLACKOUT #3 (OF 4)
Frank J. Barbiere (W), Randy Stradley (W), Colin Lorimer (A/C), Doug Wheatley (A), Wes Dzioba 
(C), Micah Kaneshiro (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Miniseries
The search for Scott Travers’s missing benefactor has turned up nothing but mystery and even more 
trouble. And this time he’s up against eight-feet-tall, cheetah-fast, bulldozer- strong, plasma-
cannon-wielding, made-of-metal trouble. Good thing there are “only” three of them . . . for now!

X #13
Duane Swierczynski (W), Aleksi Briclot (Cover)
On sale May 14
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing
Betrayed by his friends and stripped of his mask, X will have to crawl from an iron prison to 
wrench his city from Tango’s stranglehold. But a new gang, unlike any Arcadia has seen before, 
may be more than even X can handle! A new episode in the Project Black Sky event begins here!

DARK HORSE PRESENTS #36
Mike Mignola (W), Justin Aclin (W), Stan Sakai (W/A), Luciano Saracino (W), Jaime Hernandez 
(W/A), Patrick Alexander (W/A), Kel McDonald (W/A), Christopher Sebela (W), Dennis Culver 
(W/A), Martin Conaghan (W), Ben Stenbeck (A), Nicolás Daniel Selma (A), Juan Manuel 
Tumburús (A), Brian Churilla (A), Jimmy Broxton (A), and Ben Stenbeck (Cover)
On sale May 21
FC, 80 pages $7.99 / Ongoing
Living legends Mike Mignola, Stan Sakai, and Jaime Hernandez all contribute to this final issue of 
Dark Horse Presents! Mignola and Ben Stenbeck deliver a new Witchfinder story, while Hernandez 
introduces Merlon the magician! This issue also features new stories— Sunstroke from Luciano 
Saracino and Juan Manuel Tumburús, a new Clark Collins tale from Kel McDonald, two hilarious 



new strips from Patrick Alexander, and a surprise-ending sci-fi story from Martin Conaghan and 
Jimmy Broxton! Plus, the exciting conclusions of Cruel Biology, S.H.O.O.T. First, Usagi Yojimbo, 
and Davey Jones!

BAD BLOOD #5 (OF 5)
Jonathan Maberry (W) and Tyler Crook (A/Cover)
On sale May 7
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
The big showdown between man and monster takes place in the vampires’ lair and the fate of 
humanity is on the line.

FURIOUS #5 (OF 5)
Bryan J. L. Glass (W) and Victor Santos (A/Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
Furious meets her nemesis—a dangerous and deranged shadow from her past—head on. The life of 
an innocent hangs in the balance as the two face off, and Furious’s doppelgänger, obsessed with 
unmasking the celebrity vigilante, fights to expose the truth at any cost! As the media broadcast this 
public showdown, can Furious overcome her own demons in time to save the day?

PARIAH #4 (OF 8)
Aron Warner (W), Philip Gelatt (W), and Brett Weldele (A/Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
Nukes are sent out to destroy the Vitro satellite. Will our heroes make it back to Earth in time? 

THE WHITE SUITS #4 (OF 4)
Frank Barbiere (W) and Toby Cypress (A/Cover)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
The final pieces of the bloodstained puzzle fall into place to reveal the awful truth behind the White 
Suits’ reign of terror. The truth is all former Suit Prizrak and FBI agent Sarah Anderson ever wanted 
. . . but it may be the last thing they ever get!

FEAR AGENT VOLUME 4: HATCHET JOB 2ND EDITION TP
Rick Remender (W), Jerome Opeña (A/cover), Kieron Dwyer (P), and Michelle Madsen (C)
On sale July 2
FC, 128 pages $16.99
TP, 6 5/8” x 10 3/16”
From the subterranean mazes of the barbaric Kipferi, to a haunted planet populated by soul-eating 
ghouls, and finally to a showdown with the deadly space pirates of the Centurion Nebula, the 
obstacles before Heath Huston and his beleaguered band of Fear Agents become nearly 
insurmountable! The critically acclaimed team of Rick Remender, Jerome Opeña, and Kieron 
Dwyer spin a classic tale: drunk on intergalactic adventure . . . and whiskey! Collects issues #17-
#21 of the landmark series.

VANDROID #4 (OF 5)
Tommy Lee Edwards (W/Cover), Noah Smith (W), Dan McDaid (A), and Melissa Edwards (C)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
Vandroid’s night is at its darkest, and it’s up to the Vanettes to step in to save the day! But when the 
Van-man is struck with a case of robo-amnesia, the six-cylinder sirens will stop at nothing to get his 



motor runnin’!

JACK KRAKEN ONE-SHOT
Tim Seeley (W/A/Cover), Ross Campbell (A), Jim Terry (A), and Carlos Badilla (Cover)
On sale May 14
FC, 32 pages $3.99
Jack Kraken is the best agent the Humanoid Interaction Agency has. Using his extranormal powers, 
Jack protects humans and humanoids alike from those who would kill them. Follow Jack’s 
adventures rescuing kids and stopping the things that go bump in the night. 

THE VICTORIES #11
Michael Avon Oeming (W/A/Cover) and Nick Filardi (C)
On sale May 7
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Ongoing
The surviving members of the Victories are at a standoff with the military. With Metatron and DD 
Mau dead, Faustus is on the edge. Will one more death push him into becoming the killer Jackal 
said he was? Will the Powers be able to save themselves and the innocents around them?

THE MASSIVE #23
Brian Wood (W), Danijel Zezelj (A), Jordie Bellaire (C), and J. P. Leon (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.50 /Ongoing
The water convoy is attacked by forces unknown, plunging Mary into a conflict that she doesn’t 
want, but one she can handle. With over a thousand kilometers to go, can she make it across the 
Sahara unscathed?

NEVER ENDING TP
Adam P. Knave (W), D. J. Kirkbride (W), and Robert Love (A/Cover)
On sale July 2
FC, 88 pages $9.99
TP, 7’’ x 10’’
Fighting crime isn't superhero Charles Baxter's main problem—it's fighting time! Trapped for 
decades in a superpowered body that never ages but is now driving him insane, Chuck's only hope 
for a “permanent cure” is to team up with his archnemesis Archibald McCrae. He just needs the evil 
scientist to stop hitting him before a dark, devastating arrangement can be made! Collects the three-
issue miniseries.

MIND MGMT #22
Matt Kindt (W/A/Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 24 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
With the team spread out around the world on the hunt for the Magician, each member faces a 
deadly trial—and one doesn’t return!

ALSO AVAILABLE

1 FOR 1: MIND MGMT #1
FEB130027 $1.00

MIND MGMT VOLUME 1: MANAGER
DEC120059 $19.99



MIND MGMT VOLUME 2: FUTURIST
JUN130046 $19.99

************************************************************************

SERENITY: LEAVES ON THE WIND #5 (OF 6)
Zack Whedon (W), Georges Jeanty (P/Variant cover), Karl Story (I), Laura Martin (C), and Dan 
Dos Santos (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries
Mal, Jayne, and River have infiltrated an Alliance facility that is home to more victims just like 
River—except, unlike her, they were never rescued. Now that Mal and the crew are in, the problem 
has become getting out—because Zoe still needs to be rescued and the Alliance is out for blood!

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE RIFT PART 2 TP
Gene Luen Yang (W), Michael Dante DiMartino (W), Bryan Konietzko (W), and Gurihiru 
(A/Cover)
On sale July 16
FC, 80 pages $10.99
TP, 6” x 9”
Team Avatar find themselves up to their necks in trouble as mysterious forces threaten to destroy 
land once sacred to the Airbenders! While Aang journeys to the spirit world in search of clues, Toph 
faces off against her own past!

ALSO AVAILABLE 

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE LOST ADVENTURES
MAR110029 $14.99

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE PROMISE PART 1
SEP110039 $10.99

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE PROMISE PART 2
JAN120087 $10.99

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE PROMISE PART 3
MAY120011 $10.99

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE SEARCH PART 1
NOV120020 $10.99

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE SEARCH PART 2
MAR130020 $10.99

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER—THE SEARCH PART 3
JUN130051 $10.99

************************************************************************

USAGI YOJIMBO: RED SCORPION TP & LTD. ED. HC
Stan Sakai (W/A/Cover)
On sale July 2



b&w, 184 pages $17.99
TP, 6” x 9”
On sale July 16
b&w, 184 pages $59.99
Ltd. Ed. HC, 6” x 9”
Introduction by George Takei! The Red Scorpion Gang has been terrorizing the countryside for 
months, with evidence of their ill deeds appearing everywhere the rabbit ronin turns! Usagi first 
crosses swords with the Scorpions as the gang extorts protection money from poor farmers, then 
must defend a temple from their attacks. But when Usagi is accused of being a member of the gang, 
he has no choice but to take the fight to the Red Scorpion himself! This volume also features the 
return of wily thief Kitsune and the mysterious Lord of Owls! Collects Usagi Yojimbo #132–#138!

THE SAKAI PROJECT: ARTISTS CELEBRATE THIRTY YEARS OF “USAGI YOJIMBO” HC
Arthur Adams (A), Michael Allred (A), Sergio Aragonés (A), Howard Chaykin (A), Richard Corben 
(A), Dave Gibbons (A), Michael Golden (A), Matt Groening (A), Adam Hughes (A), David Mack 
(A), Alex Maleev (A), Mike Mignola (A), Bill Morrison (A), Paolo Rivera (A), Tim Sale (A), 
Walter Simonson (A), Jeff Smith (A), Paul Smith (A), William Stout (A), and many others!
On sale July 23
FC, 112 pages $34.99
HC, 9”x 12”
The most amazing artists in the world have come together to celebrate thirty years of Stan Sakai’s 
marvelous samurai rabbit saga, Usagi Yojimbo. The participating artists bring their own 
interpretations and their own styles to the subject, making this book a one-of-a-kind treasure. 
Produced in association with the Comic Art Professional Society (CAPS). All proceeds from this 
book will go to Stan and Sharon Sakai.

CONAN THE AVENGER #2
Fred Van Lente (W), Brian Ching (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Kilian Plunkett (Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing 
When a case of mistaken identity leaves Conan accused of witchcraft, the Cimmerian finds himself 
the target of the powerful and deadly Agara — witch hunter of Kush! But as the warrior and the 
wizard quarrel, an evil force plots to eliminate them both!

CONAN: THE NIGHTMARE OF THE SHALLOWS VOLUME 15 TP
Brian Wood (W), Davide Gianfelice (A), Mirko Colak (A), Andrea Mutti (P), Pierluigi Baldassini 
(I), Dave Stewart (C), and Massimo Carnevale (Cover)
On sale July 16
FC, 152 pages $19.99
TP, 7’’ x 10’’
In the wake of an unthinkable tragedy, Conan and Bêlit find their bond buckling under an enormous 
strain. When Bêlit returns to her childhood home, what she discovers in the sands of Shem could 
separate her from Conan forever. Conan then seeks clarity through the mind-altering power of the 
yellow lotus, but the visions revealed to him may be more than the Barbarian can bear. Collects 
Conan the Barbarian #13–#18.

KING CONAN: THE CONQUEROR #4 (OF 6)
Timothy Truman (W), Tomás Giorello (P/Cover), and José Villarrubia (C/Cover)
On sale May 28
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries
Conan’s quest for the mystical jewel that could restore him to the throne of Aquilonia leads him into 
a pitch-black, demon-filled maze in Stygia! Facing the fanatical priests of Set will be hard enough, 



but can the hot-blooded barbarian resist Akivasha, a tempting seductress with . . . strange appetites?

THE CHRONICLES OF CONAN VOL. 27 TP
James Owsley (W), Val Semeiks (P), Geof Isherwood (I), Alfredo Alcala (I), George Roussos (C), 
and Val Semeiks and Geof Isherwood with George Roussos (Cover)
On sale July 9
FC, 224 pages $19.99
TP, 7’’ x 10’’
He is known as “The Great Devil”—Heku, warlord of the eastern kingdoms, commander of a horde 
likened to the sands upon the earth. More than conquest, Heku desires the return of his son, Kobe, 
once coldly given as a gift to a king but now Conan’s comrade and unwilling to return to his 
father’s evil embrace. All Kobe has between him and Heku’s host is his sword and Conan’s 
friendship, a bond stronger than steel! Collects Marvel’s Conan the Barbarian #206–#214 and 
Handbook of the Conan Universe, never before collected.

ANGEL & FAITH SEASON 10 #2
Victor Gischler (W), Will Conrad (A), Michelle Madsen (C), Scott Fischer (Cover), and Chris 
Samnee (Variant cover)
On sale May 7
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing
As Faith awkwardly settles into her new job at Kennedy’s bodyguards-for-hire company, Angel is 
finding that he knows less than everyone about what is going on in London’s magic town. Trying to 
get to the bottom of a fiendish group of scheming pixies, Angel travels further down a really wrong 
road . . 

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 10 #3
Christos Gage (W), Nicholas Brendon (W), Rebekah Isaacs (A/Variant cover), Dan Jackson (C), 
and Steve Morris (Cover)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing
Actor Nicholas Brendon joins the creative team as his character Xander acquires help from his old 
friend—um, master—Dracula. The new vampires are still a mystery, and unquestionably similar to 
Drac . . . Meanwhile, Buffy and Willow track down one of those new vampires as a study specimen!

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER: SPIKE—INTO THE LIGHT HC
James Marsters (W), Derlis Santacruz (P), Andy Owens (I), Dan Jackson (C), and Steve Morris 
(Cover)
On sale July 16
FC, 72 pages $14.99
HC, 7” x 10”
He played Spike on the show, and now James Marsters writes a poignant but action-packed story of 
the vampire who chose to have a soul, and now has to deal with his past while being compelled to 
play the hero. 

B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH #119
Mike Mignola (W), John Arcudi (W), James Harren (A), Dave Stewart (C), Rafael Albuquerque 
(Cover), and Kevin Nowlan (Variant cover)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing
As Manhattan erupts with Lovecraftian demons, a young psychic must lead the remaining B.P.R.D. 
crew through the monster-packed streets of New York back to headquarters for safety, as Liz 
Sherman goes supernova.



ABE SAPIEN #12
Mike Mignola (W), Scott Allie (W), Max Fiumara (A), Dave Stewart (C), and Sebastián Fiumara 
(Cover)
On sale May 14
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing
Abe’s journey takes a new turn as he meets a twisted couple in this rural horror story of a domestic 
relationship gone terribly awry.

ABE SAPIEN VOLUME 4: THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME TP
Mike Mignola (W/Cover), Scott Allie (W), Sebastián Fiumara (A), Max Fiumara (A), and Dave 
Stewart (C)
On sale July 9
FC, 144 pages $19.99
TP, 7” x 10”
A mutated Abe Sapien fights carnivorous monsters crawling out of the desert sand, a fortified 
militia that’s walled Phoenix off from the rest of the world, and a vicious zombie swarm, while a 
mad necromancer rises over the monster-infested ruins of Seattle. Collects issues #6-#7 and #9-#11 
of the series.

LOBSTER JOHNSON: GET THE LOBSTER #4 (OF 5)
Mike Mignola (W), John Arcudi (W), Tonci Zonjic (A/Cover), and Dave Stewart (C)
On sale May 7
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
After shooting a gung-ho NYPD chief right through the head, Lobster heads to the villains’ massive 
laboratory, where he’s attacked by two huge steampunk cyborgs!

HELLBOY IN HELL #6
Mike Mignola (W/A/Cover) and Dave Stewart (C)
On sale May 14
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing
Hellboy revisits an old vampire acquaintance in the bowels of Hell.

GRINDHOUSE: DOORS OPEN AT MIDNIGHT #8 (OF 8)
Alex de Campi (W), Gary Erskine (A/C), and Dan Panosian (Cover)
On sale May 7
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
The knock-around teen gals of Oneida hockey camp discover that they may have taken on more 
than they bargained for, as they face off with an ancient, evil beast with a hunger for the sweet meat 
of virgins! And that calls for a shopping spree—for all the guns!

GRINDHOUSE: DOORS OPEN AT MIDNIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE TP
Alex de Campi (W), Chris Peterson (A), Simon Fraser (A), Nolan Woodard (C), and Dan Panosian 
On sale July 16
FC, 112 pages $17.99
TP, 7’’ x 10’’
Literature: overrated. Morality: expendable. Midnight is right for some over-the-top sex and 
violence, and this Grindhouse double feature is packing the aisles with blood ’n’ guts and T ’n’ A! 
Gasp as insatiable alien insects overtake a Southern town with only a one-eyed deputy to stop them 
in “Bee Vixens from Mars”! Shudder as the sexy lady convicts of Block E revolt against an insane 
warden in “Prison Ship Antares”! Tremble in anticipation at the gallery of shocking “coming 
attractions”! Collects issues #1-#4 of the miniseries in a filthy flipbook.



THE STRAIN VOLUME 4: THE FALL TP 
David Lapham (W), Mike Huddleston (A), Dan Jackson (C), and E. M. Gist (Cover)
On sale July 2
FC, 136 pages $19.99
TP, 7” x 10”
As the CDC's Dr. Ephraim Goodweather makes one last attempt to stop the swiftly moving vampire 
plague, he sends those dearest to him away from the city—a decision the doctor will soon regret. 
Meanwhile, a ragtag gang of street fighters joins forces with an elderly pawnbroker to secure an 
ancient tome that may tip the scales in this ongoing war. Collects issues #5–#9 of The Strain: The 
Fall.

THE STRAIN VOLUME 1 HC 
David Lapham (W), Mike Huddleston (A), Dan Jackson (C), and E. M. Gist (Cover)
On sale July 9
FC, 272 pages $29.99
HC, 7 1/4" x 10 7/8”
When a Boeing 777 lands at JFK International Airport and goes dark on the runway, the Centers for 
Disease Control, fearing a terrorist attack, calls in Dr. Ephraim Goodweather and his team of expert 
biological-threat first responders. Only an elderly pawnbroker from Spanish Harlem suspects a 
darker purpose behind the event—an ancient threat intent on covering mankind in darkness. 
Collects issues #1-#11. Introduction by creators Guillermo del Toro and Chuck Hogan.

THE SECRET FILES OF DR. DREW HC
Marilyn Mercer (W) and Jerry Grandenetti (A/Cover)
On sale July 16
FC, 160 pages $29.99
HC, 6 5/8” x 10 3/16”
In 1949, three of Will Eisner’s most talented “ghosts” created the remarkable horror comic strip 
featuring Dr. Desmond Drew, a paranormal investigator and “supernatural Sherlock Holmes.” 
Gorgeously drawn by future Creepy contributor Jerry Grandenetti and written in a gripping pulp 
style by Marilyn Mercer, these thirteen chilling stories have been collected and digitally restored 
while retaining the exquisite design and artwork that characterized the output of the Eisner studio. 
Brand-new introduction by Michael T. Gilbert.

KISS ME, SATAN! TP
Victor Gischler (W), Juan Ferreyra (A), and Dave Johnson (Cover)
On sale July 2
FC, 136 pages $19.99
TP, 7’’ x 10’’
Cassian Steele is boss of the werewolf mafia in the Big Easy, and he’s got a problem. The old witch 
Verona has discovered his secret and gone into hiding. Cassian wants her dead. So he sends out the 
word: An open contract. The first monster to dust her gets a big payday. What they don’t realize is 
that the witches are under the protection of Barnabus Black, a demon desperately trying to regain 
his halo. Collects the five-issue miniseries.

VEIL #3 (OF 5)
Greg Rucka (W) and Toni Fejzula (A/Cover)
On sale May 7
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries
When Veil’s only ally is ripped away from her, she’s left at the mercy of a mysterious and powerful 
enemy. Could this stranger know who Veil is? Why is he pursuing her? The truth is more terrifying 



than you can imagine.

PICTURES THAT TICK VOLUME 2 TP & LTD. ED. HC
Dave McKean (W/A/Cover)
On sale July 9
FC, 272 pages $29.99
TP, 9” x 12”
On sale July 9
FC, 272 pages $100.00
Ltd. Ed. HC, 9” x 12”
McKean uses mixed media to take readers on a journey unlike any other: “The Coast Road” follows 
a desperate wife trying to find her missing husband, whose ghostly image appears in unexpected 
ways. “Black Holes,” written by an anonymous journalist, concerns the politically sensitive true 
story of Chinese villagers induced by the government to sell their blood, only to be infected with 
AIDS through poor medical practice. A myriad of personal tales fill the pages of McKean’s latest 
achievement. 

DOCTOR SOLAR, MAN OF THE ATOM ARCHIVES VOLUME 3 TP
Paul S. Newman (W), Frank Bolle (A), and George Wilson (A/Cover)
On sale July 9
FC, 208 pages $19.99
TP, 7’’ x 10’’
In a series of catastrophic events like nothing ever witnessed, Doctor Solar struggles to save the 
Earth from giant death machines, nuclear annihilation, lava monsters, robot scorpions, and even a 
bizarre Doctor Solar clone! Hurtling back in time, Solar relives the incredible events that both 
blessed and cursed him with godlike powers! Solar battles Primo—an elemental demon—and 
multiple  Solars fight microscopic aliens from outer space! Don't miss the strangest, most fantastic 
tales from the atomic age! Collects issues #15-#22 of Gold Key’s sci-fi/adventure series. Featuring 
a foreword by Mike Baron (Nexus, Badger)!

GASOLINE ALLEY: THE COMPLETE SUNDAYS VOLUME 2, 1923–1925 HC
Frank King (W/A/Cover)
On sale July 9
FC, 128 pages $75.00
HC, 16” x 12”
Presenting the second in a series that will collect, in chronological order, all the Sunday pages of the 
celebrated newspaper strip! Discover the abundant wonder and dazzling beauty in the world—as 
seen through the eyes of creator Frank King and his beloved characters, Walt and Skeezix—in some 
of Gasoline Alley’s most artistically imaginative art! Reprinted in full color, this giant-sized volume 
collects every Gasoline Alley Sunday strip from 1923 through 1925. 

THE EC ARCHIVES: TWO-FISTED TALES VOLUME 3 HC
Harvey Kurtzman (W), Jerry De Fuccio (W), Jack Davis (W/Cover), Wally Wood (W/A), Gene 
Colan (A), Johnny Craig (A), Reed Crandall (A), Jack Davis (A), Will Elder (A), Ric Estrada (A), 
George Evans (A), Joe Kubert (A), John Severin (A), Marie Severin (C), and Carlos Badilla (C)
On sale July 30
FC, 216 pages $49.99
HC, 8 3/16” x 11”
Before Two-Fisted Tales burst onto the scene in 1950, war comics were largely unsophisticated, 
focusing only on action and adventure—wartime propaganda, essentially. But under the editorial 
direction of Harvey Kurtzman—who also penned the majority of the stories therein—Two-Fisted 
Tales dared to examine all the horror and madness to be found on the battlefield. Collecting Two-



Fisted Tales issues #30–#35 in fully remastered digital color. Features stories created by comic 
artists Gene Colan, Johnny Craig, Reed Crandall, Jack Davis, Will Elder, Ric Estrada, George 
Evans, Joe Kubert, John Severin, and Wally Wood!  Foreword by Joe Kubert! 

THE ELTINGVILLE CLUB #2
Evan Dorkin (W/A/Cover)
On sale May 21 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
This is it! The final meeting of the Eltingville Comic Book, Science-Fiction, Horror, Fantasy, and 
Role-Playing Club! Ten years after the club's breakup, Bill, Josh, Pete, and Jerry unexpectedly 
reunite at the San Diego Comic-Con. Can the biggest fan event of the year survive a decade of pent-
up nerd rage? 

AXE COP: AMERICAN CHOPPERS #1 (OF 3)
Malachai Nicolle (W), Ethan Nicolle (A/Cover), and Dirk Erik Schulz (C)
On sale May 21
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries
President of the World Axe Cop reunites with Super Axe, an old friend from college, and the two of 
them decide to start a superteam of axe-wielding heroes to defend America, called the American 
Choppers. They are joined by Captain Axe, Axe Girl, Axe Woman, Axe Dog, and other axe-
wielding heroes. The only problem is that there are no bad guys left, but that all changes when 
mysterious giant creatures attack the city!

GAME OF THRONES FIGURINES
On sale July 30
ROBB STARK
The eldest of the Stark children. 
$24.99
ARYA STARK
The youngest daughter of Ned Stark. 
$24.99
CERSEI BARATHEON
The wife of King Robert and queen of Westeros.
$24.99
WHITE WALKER
Demonic creatures born of the icy wastelands of the far North. 
$24.99
JAIME LANNISTER 
The twin brother of Cersei, Jaime is as beautiful and ruthless. 
$24.99.
Dark Horse has rocked the collectibles world with its series of stunning Game of Thrones figures. 
Sculpted and painted with painstaking detail, these 7–8 inch figures capture the character of the 
show and the likenesses of the HBO series cast.
Our first two releases, Jon Snow and Daenerys Targaryen (see Toy & Model section of this month’s 
Previews for an O/A listing), were named “best figures of Comic-Con” by the io9 website when 
they were revealed last year. We think the same acclaim will happen with these new figures. All 
figures are packaged in a deluxe window-box format.

LEGEND OF KORRA MERCHANDISE
On sale May 28
COFFEE MUG
$12.99



LEGEND OF KORRA LUNCHBOX
$14.99
LEGEND OF KORRA MAGNET SET
$8.99
LEGEND OF KORRA SHOT GLASS SET 
Set of four glasses in a box
$19.99
Nickelodeon’s animated television series The Legend of Korra has taken audiences by storm. 
Created by Bryan Konietzko and Michael Dante DiMartino as a sequel to Avatar: The Last 
Airbender, one of Dark Horse’s most popular series, it is inspiring an ongoing merchandise line. We 
launched with some iconography of the element symbols and are following up with a new range of 
cool merchandise.

MASS EFFECT 3-D LITHOGRAPH
On sale May 28
24”x 36” Lithograph
Limited edition of 1,000 numbered pieces $99.99
Modern technology has refined the three-dimensional printing process to new levels of 
sophistication. This format provides such depth and clarity that one feels they are entering a portal 
to another world! We are taking you to that world—the realm of BioWare’s Mass Effect!
We’re creating a huge graphic, measuring 24” x 36”, which highlights one of our finest cover art 
pieces: the painting by Daryl Mandryk from Mass Effect: Redemption #1. The image shows Liara 
in a dramatic pose that heightens the three-dimensional aspect of this large-scale print.

MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER: X-MEN 94 #3—CYCLOPS
On sale June 23
Packaged in a custom litho-printed tin box, containing character booklet and unique pin back 
button. Limited to 750 numbered copies. $49.95
The debut of the “new” X-Men marks a milestone in comics history. Although the new lineup was 
the launch of characters who have become  superhero icons, the team leader, Cyclops, was a 
holdover from the original team. We are delighted to once again give him the Syroco style 
treatment.

STAR WARS STOCK UP FOR MAY THE 4TH!

STAR WARS ADVENTURES: BOBA FETT AND THE SHIP OF FEAR
OCT100033 $7.99  

STAR WARS ADVENTURES: CHEWBACCA AND THE SLAVERS OF THE SHADOWLANDS
MAY110021 $7.99  

STAR WARS ADVENTURES: LUKE SKYWALKER AND THE TREASURE OF THE 
DRAGONSNAKES
OCT108148 $7.95

STAR WARS ADVENTURES: PRINCESS LEIA AND THE ROYAL RANSOM
MAR090088 $7.95  

STAR WARS ADVENTURES: THE WILL OF DARTH VADER
APR100068 $7.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 1 



FEB108517 $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 2
SEP098257 $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 3
SEP098258 $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 5 
APR108097 $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 6
DEC098048 $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 7
SEP098256   $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 8
JAN118083 $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 9
JUN070058 $6.99

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ADVENTURES VOLUME 10
JAN118084 $6.99

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: AT WAR WITH THE EMPIRE VOLUME 1
DEC100072 $24.99

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: AT WAR WITH THE EMPIRE VOLUME 2
AUG110023 $24.99

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: BOBA FETT 
DEC090068 $24.99

STAR WARS OMNIBUS : DROIDS 
FEB080143 $24.95

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: EARLY VICTORIES
JUN080124 $24.95

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: EMISSARIES AND ASSASSINS
APR108113 $24.95

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: EPISODES I-VI—THE COMPLETE SAGA
MAY118260 $24.99

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: MENACE REVEALED
APR108269 $24.95

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: QUINLAN VOS—JEDI IN DARKNESS
AUG100018 $24.99



STAR WARS OMNIBUS: RISE OF THE SITH
SEP080075 $24.95

MANGA MONTH RELISTS

ANGELIC LAYER TP BOOK 01 
MAY120063 $19.99

ART OF BLADE THE IMMORTAL HC 
FEB100064 $29.99

BLADE OF THE IMMORTAL NOVEL VOL 01: SWORD DEMON 
JUL090100 $10.99

BLOOD BLOCKADE BATTLEFRONT TP VOL 01 
MAY110052 $10.99

BLOOD PLUS GN VOL 01
SEP070084 $10.95

BRIDE OF THE WATER GOD TP VOL 01
SEP098117 $9.99

CHOBITS OMNIBUS ED VOL 01 
SEP090040 $24.99

COFFIN ART OF VAMPIRE HUNTER D HC SLIPCASE EDITION
JUN060027 $39.95

EDEN TP VOL 01 IT’S AN ENDLESS WORLD 
AUG050045 $12.95

FLCL OMNIBUS GN 
JAN120105 $19.99

GANTZ TP VOL 01 
MAR108043 $12.99

GATE 7 TP VOL 01 
JUN110039 $10.99

HELLSING TP VOL 01
SEP098121 $13.99

KATSUYA TERADA THE MONKEY KING TP VOL 01 
OCT118164 $16.99

MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH OMNIBUS ED VOL 01 
MAR110065 $19.99



NEON GENESIS EVANGELION: THE SHINJI IKARI RAISING PROJECT TP VOL 01
FEB118126 $9.99

OH MY GODDESS TP VOL 01 
AUG128226 $10.99

OLD BOY TP VOL 01 
AUG138378 $13.99

OREIMO TP VOL 01 
MAY120064 $10.99

PATH OF THE ASSASSIN TP VOL 01: SERVING DARK 
JAN138243 $9.99

SHAMAN WARRIOR TP VOL 01 
JUL060047 $12.95

TOKYO BABYLON GN VOL 01 
NOV120065 $19.99

TRIGUN OMNIBUS TP 
MAY130074 $19.99

TRIGUN ANIME MANGA TP VOL 01 
JUL040045 $14.95

TRIGUN MAXIMUM OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 
JUL120062 $19.99

VAMPIRE HUNTER D NOVEL VOL 01 
SEP138379 $11.99

***********************************************************************

DC COMICS

The NEW 52

THE NEW 52 – FUTURES END #1
Written by KEITH GIFFEN, DAN JURGENS, BRIAN AZZARELLO and JEFF LEMIRE
Art by PATRICK ZIRCHER
Cover by RYAN SOOK
1:50 Variant cover by TK TK
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for details.
Five years from now, the DC Universe is reeling from a war with another Earth, leaving the world 
unprepared for an approaching evil that threatens to destroy the future. Can a time-traveling Batman 
Beyond help a massive cast of the DCU’s finest avert the impending apocalypse? Find out in this 
new weekly series that will forever alter the direction of The New 52! In this debut issue of The 
New 52’s weekly series, Batman Beyond arrives five years later! Grifter turns against humanity! 
And a Justice League member DIES!



THE NEW 52 – FUTURES END #2
Written by KEITH GIFFEN, DAN JURGENS, BRIAN AZZARELLO and JEFF LEMIRE
Art by JESUS MERINO and DAN GREEN
Cover by RYAN SOOK
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
The entire DC Universe gathers to mourn a fallen hero! Plus the secrets of the DCU five years later 
arrive at Lois Lane’s door!

THE NEW 52 – FUTURES END #3
Written by KEITH GIFFEN, DAN JURGENS, BRIAN AZZARELLO and JEFF LEMIRE
Art by DAN JURGENS and MARK IRWIN
Cover by RYAN SOOK
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Did Firestorm kill a member of the Justice League? Who is watching Batman Beyond? And why is 
Frankenstein living in an igloo?! 

THE NEW 52 – FUTURES END #4
Written by KEITH GIFFEN, DAN JURGENS, BRIAN AZZARELLO and JEFF LEMIRE
Art by AARON LOPRESTI and ART THIBERT
Cover by RYAN SOOK
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Where is Red Robin? Who wants to steal from the world’s most famous man? And whatever 
happened to Stormwatch?

SUPERMAN: DOOMED #1
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL with GREG PAK and CHARLES SOULE
Art and cover by KEN LASHLEY
1:50 Variant cover by TK TK
Blank Variant cover available
ONE-SHOT • On sale MAY 7 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for more information.
Beginning the super-event you have been waiting for in The New 52: Superman vs. Doomsday in a 
way you’ve never seen before! And with Doomsday’s deadly new abilities, in this battle there can 
be no winners. The Man of Steel must unleash insane levels of power in order to do the job, only to 
terrify the world he’s saving. Beating Doomsday is only the beginning of this never ending battle!

JUSTICE LEAGUE UNITED #1
Written by JEFF LEMIRE
Art and cover by MIKE McKONE
1:50 Variant cover by KENNETH ROCAFORT
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for more information.
In Canada, the team of Animal Man, Green Arrow, Martian Manhunter and Stargirl is joined by 
Adam Strange to fight an unstoppable forced called the Unimaginable.
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a digital download of 
this issue.

JUSTICE LEAGUE #31
Written by GEOFF JOHNS
Art and cover by IVAN REIS and DANNY MIKI



1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for details.
Introducing the new Power Ring! But who is she? What does she want? And how will her presence 
affect the team?
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a digital download of 
this issue.

JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #31
Written by J.M. DeMATTEIS
Art by ANDRES GUINALDO and MARK IRWIN
Cover by MIKEL JANIN
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information.
Zatanna and the team learn more about the origin of Nightmare Nurse – with deadly results for one 
member in particular!

AQUAMAN AND THE OTHERS #2
Written by DAN JURGENS
Art by LAN MEDINA and ED TADEO
Cover by IVAN REIS and JOE PRADO
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
The Others’ plane is blown to bits at 40,000 feet – how will this group of non-flying heroes survive? 
Plus: Who wants the team’s Atlantean relics? And why?

AQUAMAN #31
Written by JEFF PARKER
Art and cover by PAUL PELLETIER and SEAN PARSONS
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for details.
The King of Atlantis vs. the Avatar of the Green! It’s Aquaman against Swamp Thing, with 
countless lives hanging in the balance! But why – and what does this mean for rest of The New 52? 
Find out here!

SECRET ORIGINS #2
Written by JEFF PARKER, JEFF LEMIRE and SCOTT LOBDELL
Art by PAUL PELLETIER, SEAN PARSONS, ANDREA SORRENTINO and PAULO SIQUEIRA
Cover by LEE BERMEJO
On sale MAY 28 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T
Don’t miss The New 52 origins of three superstar heroes of the DC Universe: Aquaman, Green 
Arrow and Starfire!

THE FLASH #31
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI and VAN JENSEN
Art and cover by BRETT BOOTH and NORM RAPMUND
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information.
Continued from THE FLASH ANNUAL #3! Guest starring Future Flash, Future Mirror Master 



and…Wally West! The future is invading Central City and the fates of Wally West and his Aunt Iris 
hang in the balance!

GREEN ARROW #T31
Written by JEFF LEMIRE
Art and cover by ANDREA SORRENTINO
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
“The Outsiders War” finale, featuring the return of Count Vertigo! As the final shot in this war is 
fired from his bow – what is left of Green Arrow?

JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000 #6
Written by KEITH GIFFEN and J.M. DeMATTEIS
Art and cover by HOWARD PORTER
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
The League decides to launch a mission to rescue Green Lantern without Cadmus’s approval! Plus: 
The unfortunate return of The Flash makes things awkward for everybody!

CONSTANTINE #14
Written by RAY FAWKES
Art by ACO
Cover by VICTOR IBANEZ
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+
Has John Constantine really turned his back on everything that’s he’s been fighting for as the leader 
of Justice League Dark? The last shreds of his humanity are at stake when he’s forced to confront a 
hideous demon that’s been feeding on the American Southwest for decades!

TRINITY OF SIN: PHANTOM STRANGER #19
Written by J.M. DeMATTEIS
Art by FERNANDO BLANCO
Cover by GUILLEM MARCH
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
“The Crack in Creation,” part two. The Phantom Stranger and Madame Xanadu head to San 
Francisco to undo the latest crack in creation. There, they discover that the bookshop of blind 
psychic Cassandra Craft has been transformed into a living spell – and the only way to stop that 
spell from rupturing reality might mean Cassandra’s death!

TRINITY OF SIN: PANDORA #11
Written by RAY FAWKES
Art by FRANCIS PORTELA
Cover by JULIAN TOTINO
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
As the graveyards around Baltimore flood around her, Pandora finds herself in the crosshairs of the 
deadly agents of S.H.A.D.E.!

EARTH 2 #23
Written by TOM TAYLOR
Art by NICOLA SCOTT and TREVOR SCOTT
Cover by STEVE SKROCE
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information.
With Green Lantern resurrected, the heroes of Earth 2 go on the offensive against the forces of 



Darkseid and Apokolips! As the heroes prepare an all-out assault, plans are put into motion for the 
Red Tornado to make one last, desperate attempt to stop Superman.

WORLDS’ FINEST #23
Written by PAUL LEVITZ
Art by R.B. SILVA and JOE WEEMS
Cover by BARRY KITSON
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Can Huntress and Power Girl at last return to Earth 2? Now that the duo know their home world 
still exists, the heroines debate whether to return!

WONDER WOMAN #31
Written by BRIAN AZZARELLO
Art by GORAN SUDZUKA
Cover by CLIFF CHIANG
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information. An 
unlikely ally arrives on the eve of the Battle for Olympus… but standing by Wonder Woman’s side 
is a deadly place to be!

SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN #8
Written by CHARLES SOULE
Art and cover by TONY S. DANIEL and BATT
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for details.
Continued from this month’s SUPERMAN: DOOMED #1! Wonder Woman must deal with what 
Superman is becoming. Will she have to slay her lover to save him?
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a digital download of 
this issue.

ACTION COMICS #31
Written by GREG PAK
Art and cover by AARON KUDER
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information.
The SUPERMAN: DOOMED epic continues! Superman barely survived his battle with Doomsday 
and now realizes that his wounds are not healing. Not only that, but he’s suffering disturbing 
physical and emotional side effects. He is changing…and the newly enlisted Men of S.T.E.E.L. – 
Metallo, Ghost Soldier, Atomic Skull and Steel – are about to find out into what!

SUPERMAN #31
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL
Art and cover by ED BENES
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for details.
“SUPERMAN: DOOMED” continues as Superman continues to change. Plus, Lois’s psi powers 
spike again as we see the looming shadow of Brainiac!



SUPERGIRL #31
Written by TONY BEDARD
Art EMANUELA LUPACCHINO
and RAY McCARTHY
Cover by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Beware her rage! Supergirl joins the Red Lanterns and sets out to learn more about her new status in 
the group! But a surprising new villain tells Kara that she’s more alone in the universe than she ever 
suspected...

SUPERBOY #31
Written by AARON KUDER
Art by JORGE JIMENEZ
Cover by KARL KERSCHL
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
The son of Superman returns to the present day DC Universe to shape the world into a metahuman-
free society. With blood on his hands and murder in his heart, Superboy begins a plan to cure his 
own genetic disorder and change the future he was born into.

BATMAN/SUPERMAN #11
Written by GREG PAK
Art and cover by JAE LEE
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for details.
TK TK
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a digital download of 
this issue.

BATMAN ETERNAL #5
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, RAY FAWKES, JOHN LAYMAN and TIM 
SEELEY
Art by ANDY CLARKE
Cover by ANDY KUBERT
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
As the Dark Knight’s weekly series continues, Red Robin takes center stage in a major Gotham City 
mystery that has Harper and Cullen Row caught in the crosshairs!

BATMAN ETERNAL #6
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, RAY FAWKES, JOHN LAYMAN and TIM 
SEELEY
Art by TREVOR McCARTHY
Cover by ANDY KUBERT
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Something hellish is brewing in the tunnels under Arkham Asylum…and Batman’s going to need 
the help of The Demon to stop it!

BATMAN ETERNAL #7
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, RAY FAWKES, JOHN LAYMAN and TIM 
SEELEY



Art by EMANUEL SIMEONI
Cover by ANDY KUBERT
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
New players enter the gang war that’s setting Gotham City ablaze!

BATMAN ETERNAL #8
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, RAY FAWKES, JOHN LAYMAN and TIM 
SEELEY
Art by GUILLEM MARCH
Cover by ANDY KUBERT
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Is Stephanie Brown an assassination target?

BATMAN #31
Written by SCOTT SNYDER
Art by GREG CAPULLO and DANNY MIKI
Cover by GREG CAPULLO
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for more information.
The second chapter of “ZERO YEAR – SAVAGE CITY” reveals an entirely new Gotham City. 
Unraveling the mysteries set forth by the Riddler, Batman must learn to work with his new ally, 
Lieutenant Jim Gordon, and do whatever it takes to survive!
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a digital download of 
this issue.

DETECTIVE COMICS #31
Written by FRANCIS MANAPUL and BRIAN BUCCELLATO
Art and cover by FRANCIS MANAPUL
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for details.
Death comes to Wayne Manor – and the number one suspect is Bruce Wayne! In order to solve this 
mystery, Batman’s investigations will lead him to the mysterious man known as Sumo!
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a digital download of 
this issue.

BATMAN AND FRANKENSTEIN #31
Written by PETER J. TOMASI
Art and cover by PATRICK GLEASON and MICK GRAY
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information.
“The Hunt for Robin” continues! Batman is on the trail of Ra’s al Ghul in the hope of recovering 
the stolen bodies of Damian and Talia. But when all leads grow cold, he’ll need to call in help – 
someone who can go where no Bat has gone before. This looks like a job for...Frankenstein?!

BATWOMAN #31
Written by MARC ANDREYKO
Art by JEREMY HAUN



Cover by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for details.
The final battle between Batwoman and the Wolf Spider rages across Gotham City! What was 
hidden in the paintings, and why? A mystery that dates back almost a century is solved, but the 
danger has never been greater!

BATGIRL #31
Written by GAIL SIMONE
Art by FERNANDO PASARIN and JONATHAN GLAPION
Cover by ALEX GARNER
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information.
Clandestine meetings, tapped phones, video surveillance – Barbara Gordon is being watched! Who 
has it in for her, and how can Batgirl investigate without compromising her secret identity?

HARLEY QUINN #6
Written by AMANDA CONNER and JIMMY PALMIOTTI
Art by CHAD HARDIN
Cover by AMANDA CONNER
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for details.
Harley makes a new friend – and he happens to be a murderous cyborg who’s on a rampage in 
search of retribution! Fun!

CATWOMAN #31
Written by ANN NOCENTI
Art by PATRICK OLLIFFE and TOM NGUYEN
Cover by TERRY DODSON and RACHEL DODSON
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+
The Race of Outlaws heats up as Catwoman takes on Central City – but the hometown advantage 
may favor the Rogues!

BIRDS OF PREY #31
Written by CHRISTY MARX
Art by ROBSON ROCHA and JONATHAN GLAPION
Cover by JORGE MOLINA
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
In the aftermath of the battle between Mother Eve and Ra’s al Ghul, the Birds must decide what 
path they will take next – and whether they will take it all together. And who exactly are the 
Children of Eve?

RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #31
Written by WIL PFEIFER
Art by RAFA SANDOVAL and PAUL NEARY
Cover by PHILIP TAN and NORM RAPMUND
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
The Outlaws come face to face with the bounty hunter calling himself Lobo, but no one’s who they 
appear to be as Red Hood and Starfire endeavor to save Arsenal from the Main Man.



BATWING #31
Written by JUSTIN GRAY and JIMMY PALMIOTTI
Art by EDUARDO PANSICA and JULIO FERREIRA
Cover by DAN PANOSIAN
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Batwing faces his most dangerous mission yet – traveling straight into the madness that is The 
Gotham Underground to put an end to those behind The Uprising! Will Batman, Incorporated be in 
the market for a new Batwing? Or is our hero ready to prove himself once and for all?

SINESTRO #2
Written by CULLEN BUNN
Art and cover by DALE EAGLESHAM
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Sinestro’s face-to-face with the Yellow Lanterns, the Corps he built in his own image – but does he 
like what he sees? Or does he look upon his works and despair? It’s time to find out if the Sinestro 
Corps is strong enough for the mission he has in mind for them – and if they’re not, then they won’t 
stand a chance against the growing threat of the Pale Vicars!

GREEN LANTERN #31
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI
Art and cover by BILLY TAN
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Combo pack edition: $3.99 US
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for details.
“UPRISING” part 1! Rebellion has spread across the universe as former allies join forces with the 
Durlans, Khund and Outer Clanns to overthrow the authority of the Corps. It’s an all-out assault on 
Mogo, but will the greatest threat come from without – or within? The outcome of the battle, the 
survival of the Corps and the future of the universe itself rests on the shoulders of Hal Jordan – and 
after a bruising start to his tenure as Corps leader, he is more than ready for a fight! This new epic 
continues in this month’s GREEN LANTERN CORPS #31!
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a digital download of 
this issue.

GREEN LANTERN CORPS #31
Written by VAN JENSEN
Art by BERNARD CHANG
Cover by STEPHEN SEGOVIA
1:25 BATMAN ‘66 variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more information.
“UPRISING” part 2! As the Corps reels from the Battle for Mogo, John Stewart leads a team of 
Green Lanterns into the heart of enemy territory on a desperate rescue mission to save the Lanterns 
abducted by the Durlans and the Khund. This prison break is like nothing you’ve ever seen before! 
And as the Durlans train their sights on the next battlefield in the war, a long-lost member of the 
Corps returns! Continued from this month’s GREEN LANTERN #31!

GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS #31
Written by JUSTIN JORDAN
Art and cover by DIOGENES NEVES and MARC DEERING
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T



Kyle and the New Guardians travel to a mysterious dead world that is suddenly full of life…hostile 
life! And after the revelations seen in GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS ANNUAL #2, 
allowing Kyle to set foot on this world might be the biggest mistake the Guardians ever made…

RED LANTERNS #31
Written by CHARLES SOULE
Art and cover by ALESSANDRO VITTI
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+
Guy Gardner thought the power of Supergirl would make his team of Red Lanterns unstoppable…
but he wasn’t counting on the arrival of the deadliest Red yet: The Judge! When she makes her 
ruling, the fate of the Red Lanterns, Earth and an entire space sector will hang in the balance!

LARFLEEZE #11
Written by KEITH GIFFEN and J.M. DeMATTEIS
Art by SCOTT KOLINS
Cover by TYLER KIRKHAM
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
The Cosmic Gods and Council of Ten put aside millennia of war to team up against a new 
adversary: Larfleeze! Luckily for Agent Orange, he’s not the only dog in this fight. Will G’nort and 
the power of the green light save the day?

THE MOVEMENT #12
Written by GAIL SIMONE
Art by FREDDIE WILLIAMS II
Cover by STEVEN SEGOVIA
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ • FINAL ISSUE
There’s no length the Movement won’t go to if it means rescuing one of their own from a cult that 
has deep roots in Burden’s hometown.

ALL-STAR WESTERN #31
Written by JUSTIN GRAY and JIMMY PALMIOTTI
Art by CLIFF RICHARDS
Cover by JOSE LUIS GARCIA-LOPEZ
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T+
Hex struggles to keep Gina alive in the primal old west. And, lost on a harsh alien world, Madam .
44 quickly discovers that justice can still be won with a bullet. 

SWAMP THING #31
Written by CHARLES SOULE
Art and cover by JESUS SAIZ
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+
“The Gift of the Sureen” reaches its finale as a major new player is revealed to the Swamp Thing’s 
world! In order to survive the Sureen’s “gift,” Alec Holland must become an entirely different 
being!

DC Comics

BATMAN BEYOND UNIVERSE #10
Written by CHRISTOS N. GAGE and KYLE HIGGINS
Art by DEXTER SOY, THONY SILAS and MATEO GUERRIRO
Cover by KHARY RANDOLPH
On sale MAY 21• 48 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST



“JUSTICE LORDS BEYOND” continues! As Batman’s journey through the dystopian world of the 
Justice Lords takes an unexpected and deadly turn, the true meaning of Wonder Woman’s return is 
revealed – you must not to miss this!

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #13
Written by B. CLAY MOORE
Art and cover by GABRIEL RODRIGUEZ
On sale MAY 28 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST
While the Man of Steel takes down Metallo in the streets of Metropolis, a down-on-his luck reporter 
for The Daily Star attempts to break the “story of the century” by revealing a suspicious connection 
between Superman
and The Daily Planet!

BATMAN ‘66 #11
Written by JEFF PARKER
Art by JONATHAN CASE
Cover by JONATHAN CASE
1:25 Variant cover by MICHAEL ALLRED
On sale MAY 21 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED E • DIGITAL FIRST
Retailers: This issue will arrive in stores with two covers. Please see the order form for details.
This one has it all! The Joker, Catwoman, and a cameo by just about every Bat-villain ever. No 
wonder Batman and Robin need Batgirl to help! Jonathan Case, the artist who launched BATMAN 
‘66, returns to illustrate this epic full-length story.

INJUSTICE YEAR TWO #5
Written by TOM TAYLOR
Art by BRUNO REDONDO
Cover by JHEREMY RAAPACK
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST
Under orders from the Guardians, Kilowog leads a team of Green Lanterns to Earth to apprehend 
Superman and return him to Oa to stand trial. But the Man of Steel is not about to go quietly. And 
the Green Lantern Corps haven’t factored in Superman’s new allies. The first battle begins in a war 
that could tear the universe apart.

SMALLVILLE SEASON 11: LANTERN #2
Written by BRYAN Q. MILLER
Art by MARCIO TAKARA
Cover by CAT STAGGS
On sale MAY 14 • 40 pg, FC, 2 of 4, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST
Clark Kent is just beginning to grasp the potential of the Green Lantern ring, but all of John 
Stewart’s training hasn’t prepared him for the battle they’re about to face. Will Clark need to use his 
natural super powers to defeat an enemy John fears?

THE VAMPIRE DIARIES #5
Written by BOBBIE CHASE, LEAH MOORE and JOHN REPPION
Art by DENNIS CALERO and GEORGE KAMBADAIS
Cover by DENNIS CALERO
On sale MAY 7 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • DIGITAL FIRST
Stefan’s playmate from the turn of the 19th century has escaped captivity, and now she’s interested 
in only one thing: revenge! But Maude’s arrival in Mystic Falls in the fall of 2013 complicates the 
relationship between Elena and Katherine more than it already was. Then, an innocent game of hide 
and seek leads to a terrible discovery when Damon and Elena crash into a bricked-up room in the 



Salvatore family home….

SCRIBBLENAUTS UNMASKED: A CRISIS OF IMAGINATION #5
Written by JOSH ELDER
Art and cover by ADAM ARCHER
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E • DIGITAL FIRST
In this issue, VILLAINS ABOUND! While Lily and Batman battle General Zod in the Phantom 
Zone, Maxwell and the rest of the Justice League come face to face with Brainiac! Plus: a special 
appearance by the Main Man himself – Lobo!

Collected Editions

BATMAN AND ROBIN VOL. 3: DEATH OF THE FAMILY TP
Written by PETER J. TOMASI
Art by PATRICK GLEASON, MICK GRAY and others
Cover by PATRICK GLEASON and MICK GRAY
On sale JUNE 4 • 160 pg, FC, $14.99 US
In the stories from BATMAN AND ROBIN #15-17, BATMAN #17 and BATMAN AND ROBIN 
ANNUAL #1, Damian battles The Joker—with catastrophic results! What secrets will be revealed?

BATMAN – DETECTIVE COMICS VOL. 3: EMPEROR PENGUIN TP
Written by JOHN LAYMAN
Art by JASON FABOK and ANDY CLARKE 
Cover by JASON FABOK
On sale JUNE 25 • 192 pg, FC, $16.99 US
The Dark Knight faces deadly foes including Poison Ivy, Clayface and the Penguin in these stories 
from DETECTIVE COMICS #13-18. This volume also includes chapters from the epic “Death of 
the Family” and “Requiem” sagas.

BATMAN – THE DARK KNIGHT VOL. 4: CLAY HC
Written by GREGG HURWITZ
Art by ALEX MALEEV, CLIFF RICHARDS and ALBERTO PONTICELLI
Cover by ALEX MALEEV
On sale JULY 30 • 176 pg, FC, $24.99 US
In these tales from BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT #22-29, the origin of the classic Batman 
villain Clayface is revealed – and a new mystery is introduced! Batman and Commissioner Gordon 
are forced into a tight corner as Clayface embarks on a murder spree throughout Gotham City. But 
what led Clayface to become a monster? The answers lie here...

DAMIAN: SON OF BATMAN DELUXE EDITION HC
Written by ANDY KUBERT and GRANT MORRISON
Art and cover by ANDY KUBERT
On sale JULY 16 • 176 pg, FC, 7.0625” x 10.875”, $24.99 US
Damian Wayne, the son of Batman, has adopted the cape and cowl as his own... but what horrific 
events set this troubled hero on the path of his dark destiny? It’s a possible future that may never be 
in this epic written and drawn by Andy Kubert! Plus, in a tale written by Grant Morrison, Damian 
Wayne is the Batman of Tomorrow in a story set 15 years from now in a nightmarish future Gotham 
City! Collecting DAMIAN: SON OF BATMAN #1-4 and BATMAN #666.

GREEN LANTERN CORPS VOL. 3: WILLPOWER TP
Written by PETER J. TOMASI
Art by FERNANDO PASARIN, CAFU, CHRISCROSS and others



Cover by ANDY KUBERT
On sale JUNE 11 • 256 pg, FC, $16.99 US
The Green Lantern Corps face their greatest threat ever when the Guardians deem them obsolete 
and raise The Third Army—but in doing so they unleash a far more dangerous threat: the First 
Lantern. Then, in the aftermath of their battle against the First Lantern and the Guardians, it’s up to 
Guy Gardner, John Stewart and the other survivors to try to put the Corps back together, or decide if 
there should even BE a Corps anymore. Join Peter Tomasi and Fernando Pasarin for the epic 
conclusion of their run in these stories from GREEN LANTERN CORPS #15-20 and GREEN 
LANTERN CORPS ANNUAL #1!

LARFLEEZE VOL. 1: REVOLT OF THE ORANGE LANTERNS TP
Written by KEITH GIFFEN and J.M. DeMATTEIS
Art by SCOTT KOLINS
Cover by HOWARD PORTER
On sale JUNE 18 • 176 pg, FC, $16.99 US
In his debut solo adventure, Larfleeze meets Laord of the Hunt, a pandimensional cosmic entity that 
believes all living things are prey – and he’s out to turn the universe into his own private hunting 
reserve! And the only things worse than Laord are the deadly beings he can summon! This new 
collection features issues #1-5 of Larfleeze’s monthly series, plus the backup stories from 
THRESHOLD #1-6.

RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS VOL. 4: LEAGUE OF ASSASSINS TP
Written by JAMES TYNION IV
Art by JULIUS GOPEZ, JEREMY HAUN, AL BARRIONUEVO and others
Cover by AL BARRIONUEVO
On sale JUNE 11 • 176 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
Following The Joker’s attack, Jason Todd finds himself lost in his own past. Kori and Arsenal set 
out to the far reaches of the globe to rescue him, but when they come face to face with Hugo 
Strange and the League of Assassins, the team might reach its breaking point. Collects issues #19-
24 and ANNUAL #1!

SWAMP THING VOL. 4: SEEDER TP
Written by CHARLES SOULE
Art by KANO, JESUS SAIZ, DAVID LAPHAM, and ALVARO LOPEZ
Cover by JOCK
On sale JUNE 4 • 144 pg, FC, $16.99 US
In this new collection of stories from issues #19-23 and SWAMP THING #23.1: ARCANE, Swamp 
Thing meets the mysterious Capucine and encounters the Sanctuary of the Green Leaves! Then, the 
mysterious Seeder disturbs the natural order in a small Scottish town that draws the Swamp Thing’s 
attention – trouble is, it’s caught the eye of John Constantine as well! Plus, it’s Swamp Thing vs. 
Superman for the fate of Metropolis!

SUPERMAN: H’EL ON EARTH TP
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL, TOM DeFALCO and MIKE JOHNSON
Art by KENNETH ROCAFORT, R.B. SILVA, MAHMUD ASRAR and others
Cover by KENNETH ROCAFORT
On sale JUNE 18 • 328 pg, FC, $19.99 US
H’el comes to Earth in stories from SUPERMAN #13-17, SUPERBOY #14-17 and SUPERGIRL 
#14-17! This figure from Krypton’s past hopes to revive the dead planet – in place of Earth! As hero 
fights hero, will the Kryptonians be able to defeat H’El, who is their equal in every way?

SUPERMAN – ACTION COMICS VOL. 4: HYBRID HC



Written by ANDY DIGGLE and SCOTT LOBDELL
Art by TONY S. DANIEL, BATT, TYLER KIRKHAM, JESUS MERINO, ROBSON ROCHA and 
JULIO FERREIRA
Cover by TONY S. DANIEL and BATT
On sale JULY 23 • 200 pg, FC, $24.99 US
Determined to turn the people of Metropolis against the Man of Steel, Lex Luthor unleashes a virus 
on Metropolis capable of rewriting the DNA of those infected, including Superman. Superman’s 
immune system eventually fights off the infection, but not before a hybrid Superman is created 
through the virus’s ability to rewrite DNA. This new hybrid Superman is the only being capable of 
defeating the true Superman, and Lex will stop at nothing to see it accomplish its mission. Don’t 
miss these stories from ACTION COMICS #19-24, plus a tale featuring Wonder Woman from 
YOUNG ROMANCE #1 and the backup story from SUPERMAN ANNUAL #2.

WORLDS’ FINEST VOL. 3: CONTROL ISSUES TP
Written by PAUL LEVITZ
Art by ROBSON ROCHA, WAYNE FAUCHER
and JOE WEEMS
Cover by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO
On sale JUNE 11 • 144 pg, FC, $14.99 US
In these tales from issues #13-18, Desaad and the Hellhounds of Apokolips are hunting Huntress 
and Power Girl, who may not survive the encounter! to find out what Desaad is really after, they 
must go deep underground and discover who is impersonating the missing Mr. Terrific!

STORMWATCH VOL. 4: RESET TP
Written by JIM STARLIN
Art by YVEL GUICHET, LE BEAU
UNDERWOOD and others
Cover by JIM STARLIN and ROB HUNTER
On sale JUNE 4 • 264 pg, FC, $19.99 US
On their first off-planet mission, StormWatch has to prove itself, but a run-in with the Kollective 
threatens to force Stormwatch to seek help from intergalactic criminal Lobo. The power of the 
Kollective reveals secrets about Midnighter and Apollo’s origins and threaten to destroy 
Stormwatch from the inside out. Collecting STORMWATCH #19-30!

TALES OF BATMAN: J.H. WILLIAMS III HC
Written by GRANT MORRISON, PAUL DINI, DOUG MOENCH and D. CURTIS JOHNSON
Art by J.H. WILLIAMS III, MICK GRAY, KELLEY JONES and JOHN BEATTY
Cover by J.H. WILLIAMS III
On sale JULY 16 • 448 pg, FC, $49.99 US
Don’t miss these stories featuring the art of J.H. Williams III from BATMAN #526, 550 and 667-
669, BATMAN ANNUAL #21, LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #86-88 and 192-196, 
CHASE #7-8 and DETECTIVE COMICS #821!

DC COMICS PRESENTS: THE DEMON – DRIVEN OUT #1
Written by JOSHUA DYSART 
Art by POP MHAN and ART THIBERT
Cover by JO CHEN 
On sale MAY 14 • 136 pg, FC, $9.99 US
In this 6-issue epic from 2003, Jason Blood cuts a deal with a cult of modern-day alchemists to 
divorce him from The Demon for good… but the ceremony goes horribly wrong! In a fiery car 
crash, The Demon crosses paths with a young, troubled street racer. To tame The Demon and stop a 
Yakuza war, she’ll need the help of Jason Blood!



BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE VOL. 4 HC
Written and illustrated by CHIP KIDD and MICHAEL CHO, NEAL ADAMS, MARIS WICKS and 
JOE QUINONES, DAN DIDIO and J.G. JONES, RAFAEL GRAMPA, RAFAEL 
ALBUQUERQUE, JEFF LEMIRE and ALEX NINO, LEE BERMEJO, DAMIAN SCOTT, PAUL 
DINI and STEPHANE ROUX, MARV WOLFMAN and RICCARDO BURCHIELLI, NATHAN 
EDMONDSON and KENNETH ROCAFORT, DUSTIN NGUYEN, MICHAEL ALLRED and 
LAURA ALLRED, KEITH GIFFEN and JAVIER PULIDO, BLAIR BUTLER and CHRIS 
WESTON, LEN WEIN and VICTOR IBANEZ, JIMMY PALMIOTTI and ANDREW ROBINSON 
and others
Cover by PHIL NOTO
On sale JULY 23 • 288 pg, B&W, $29.99 US
The legendary, Eisner Award-winning series BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE returns in a brand-
new volume featuring tales of The Dark Knight by some of comics’ greatest writers and artists!

JLA VOL. 5 TP
Written by MARK WAID 
Art by BRYAN HITCH, PAUL NEARY, JAVIER
SALTARES, DOUG MAHNKE, MIKE S. MILLER and others
Cover by BRYAN HITCH and PAUL NEARY
On sale JUNE 11 • 434 pg, FC, $24.99 US
In these tales from JLA #47-60 and JLA: HEAVEN’S LADDER, Batman’s betrayal and expulsion 
from the group leads to a loss of trust in the team! How can Superman, Wonder Woman, Green 
Lantern, The Flash, Aquaman, Martian Manhunter and Plastic Man face the fairy-tale nightmare of 
the Queen of Fables and the world-altering abilities of Dr. Destiny.

INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US VOL. 1 TP
Written by TOM TAYLOR 
Art by JHEREMY RAAPACK, MIKE S. MILLER and others 
Video game art cover
On sale JUNE 25 • 192 pg, FC, $14.99 US
In these stories from issues #1-6, things in the DC Universe have changed after Superman is tricked 
into destroying the one thing he loves most. Now the heroes of our world must whether they are 
with Superman or against him.

STORMWATCH VOL. 2 TP
Written by WARREN ELLIS 
Art by TOM RANEY, RANDY ELLIOTT, OSCAR JIMENEZ, BRYAN HITCH, PAUL NEARY 
and others
Cover by BRYAN HITCH and PAUL NEARY
On sale JUNE 4 • 384 pg, FC, $19.99 US
Warren Ellis concludes his run on Stormwatch by redefining the team and introducing the 
powerhouse Apollo and brutal Midnighter. But when disaster strikes in the form of alien creatures, 
can the team survive? Collecting STORMWATCH #48, 49 and #1-11.

SHOWCASE PRESENTS: THE GREAT DISASTER FEATURING THE ATOMIC KNIGHTS TP
Written and illustrated by various 
Cover by WALTER SIMONSON
On sale JUNE 18 • 576 pg, FC, $19.99 US
In these stories, heroes including the Atomic Knights, Kamandi and Hercules must face a post-
apocalyptic future brought about by the mysterious “Great Disaster” in the run of Atomic Knights 
tales from STRANGE ADVENTURES, plus 1ST ISSUE SPECIAL #1, HERCULES UNBOUND 



#1-10, KAMANDI #43-46, WEIRD WAR TALES #22, 23, 30, 32, 40, 42-44, 46-49, 51-53, 64, 68, 
69 and 123, HOUSE OF MYSTERY #318, SUPERMAN #295, HOUSE OF SECRETS #86, 95 and 
97, THE UNEXPECTED #215 and 221 and AMAZING WORLD OF DC COMICS #12.

BEFORE WATCHMEN: COMEDIAN/RORSCHACH TP
Written by BRIAN AZZARELLO
Art and cover by LEE BERMEJO and J.G. JONES
On sale JUNE 11 • 256 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS
Writer Brian Azzarello brings his gritty, nuanced storytelling to these two unforgettable characters. 
COMEDIAN, featuring art by J.G. Jones (FINAL CRISIS, Wanted), plants the famed war hero 
within the context of modern American history, as we discover the role he played in the Vietnam 
War and the Kennedy assassination. In RORSCHACH, Azzarello teams with artist Lee Bermejo 
(JOKER, LUTHOR) to show how one of the most dangerous vigilantes the comics world has ever 
seen became even darker. Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: COMEDIAN #1-6 and BEFORE 
WATCHMEN: RORSCHACH #1-4.

BEFORE WATCHMEN: MINUTEMEN/SILK SPECTRE TP
Written by DARWYN COOKE and AMANDA CONNER
Art and cover by DARWYN COOKE and AMANDA CONNER
On sale JUNE 4 • 288 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS
Darwyn Cooke tells the tragic tale of the Minutemen, assembled to fight evil in a world spinning 
out of control. Can these heroes from completely different backgrounds and with completely 
different attitudes on crime come together? Or will they fall apart before they begin? Then, Cooke 
and Amanda Conner take an look at the Silk Spectre’s early years with her overbearing, Super Hero 
mother, chronicling her journey down the winding path toward becoming her own kind of hero. 
This volume collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: MINUTEMEN 1-6 and BEFORE WATCHMEN: 
SILK SPECTRE 1-4.

BEFORE WATCHMEN: NITE OWL/DR. MANHATTAN TP
Written by J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI
Art by ADAM HUGHES, ANDY KUBERT, JOE KUBERT, BILL SIENKIEWICZ and EDUARDO 
RISSO
Cover by ADAM KUBERT, JOE KUBERT and ADAM HUGHES
On sale JUNE 18 • 288 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS
Writer J. Michael Straczynski is joined by artist Andy Kubert in flight with the gadget-savvy hero 
known as Nite Owl, as Dan Dreiberg inherits the role from Hollis Mason…but can Dreiberg work 
with the vigilante called Rorschach? Then, JMS teams with fan-favorite artist Adam Hughes for a 
tale of Dr. Manhattan. For Dr. Manhattan, past, present, and future are one and the same. But as he 
observes the events of his life, do they remain the same? This volume collects BEFORE 
WATCHMEN: NITE OWL #1-4, BEFORE WATCHMEN: DR. MANHATTAN #1-4 and BEFORE 
WATCHMEN: MOLOCH #1-2.

BEFORE WATCHMEN: OZYMANDIAS/CRIMSON CORSAIR TP
Written by LEN WEIN and JOHN HIGGINS
Art by JAE LEE, JOHN HIGGINS and STEVE RUDE
Cover by JAE LEE and JOHN HIGGINS
On sale JUNE 25 • 256 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS
Writer Len Wein and artist Jae Lee delve into the mind of the smartest man in the world: 
Ozymandias. How does one grow up to become the world’s smartest man? Adrian Veidt begins his 
journey, both spiritual and physical, that will one day make him one of the most pivotal players in 
the world changing events of WATCHMEN. This volume collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: 
OZYMANDIAS #1-6, “Curse of the Crimson Corsair,” and BEFORE WATCHMEN: DOLLAR 



BILL #1.

DC Comics

SCOOBY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU? #45
Written by GEORGIA BALL
Art and cover by DAVE ALVAREZ
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E
When the Primordial Ooze took over the water park, kids of all ages were disappointed. But then 
the Mystery Machine arrived in town, and the gang vowed to get to the bottom of things and clean 
up the mess!

SCOOBY-DOO TEAM-UP #4
Written by SHOLLY FISCH
Art and cover by DARIO BRIZUELA
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E
Is Titans Tower haunted?! Could there be more to the thumps in the night than a series of “ghostly” 
pranks by Beast Boy and Cyborg? Robin has called in some experts to solve the mystery – if 
Scooby, Shaggy, Cyborg, and Beast Boy ever stop chowing down on pizza and start looking for 
clues, that is!

Vertigo

HELLBLAZER VOL. 8:
RAKE AT THE GATES OF HELL TP
Written by GARTH ENNIS • Art by STEVE DILLON
Cover by TBD
On sale JUNE 4 • 384 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS
John Constantine heads toward a final showdown with a revenge-crazed Satan during a raging race 
riot! While trying to save his remaining friends, Constantine has a final reunion with his lost love 
Kit. Collects HELLBLAZER #78-83 plus HEARTLAND #1

DOOM PATROL OMNIBUS HC
Written by GRANT MORRISON 
Art by RICHARD CASE and others
Cover by BRIAN BOLLAND
On sale JULY 30 • 1,200 pg, FC, $150.00 US • MATURE READERS
The entire run of Grant Morrison’s DOOM PATROL is collected in hardcover! These tales turned 
Super Hero adventure on its head, challenging the boundaries of the genre with characters like 
Crazy Jane, the Brotherhood of Dada, Flex Mentallo, Danny the Street and many more! Collects 
DOOM PATROL #19-63 and DOOM FORCE SPECIAL #1!

AMERICAN VAMPIRE: SECOND CYCLE #3
Written by SCOTT SNYDER
Art by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS
Pearl digs deeper into the mystery of the Gray Trader and uncovers horrifying truths that will rock 
the world of AMERICAN VAMPIRE. Meanwhile, Skinner must confront his demons, both 
figurative and literal. The second cycle of AMERICAN VAMPIRE continues here with even more 
threatening vamps than ever before!

ASTRO CITY #12



Written by KURT BUSIEK
Art by GRAHAM NOLAN
Cover by ALEX ROSS
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T
What makes a man dress to the nines to commit crimes? Kurt Busiek and Alex Ross are joined by 
ASTRO CITY’s first-ever guest artist, Graham Nolan (BATMAN, TALON, X-Men Forever), for a 
look deep into the life of a costumed criminal – the Gentleman Bandit of the Menagerie Gang, the 
Sweet Adelines, the Gatsbies and more. Featuring appearances by the Jack-In-The-Box and the 
Confessor!

FAIREST #26
Written by MARC ANDREYKO
Art by SHAWN McMANUS
Cover by ADAM HUGHES
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS
The epic conclusion is here! As all roads have led back to Fabletown, Cinderella leads the battle 
against the seemingly endless onslaught of mice/mundy hybrids! This one has it all: Blood! Guts! 
Romance! Swordplay! Magic! Mystery! Noble sacrifice! And...cheese? Read it before the clock 
strikes midnight!

FABLES #141
Written by BILL WILLINGHAM
Art by MARK BUCKINGHAM and ANDREW PEPOY
Backup story art by P. CRAIG RUSSELL
COVER BY NIMIT MALAVIA
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS
“HAPPILY EVER AFTER!” part 1. Good knight vs. bad knight. King Arthur vs. Morgan le Fay. 
Rose Red vs. Snow White. The two sisters are caught up in the roles Camelot has set for them, and 
now they’re ready for battle. Plus, don’t miss the backup story illustrated by P. Craig Russell!

HINTERKIND #7
Written by IAN EDGINTON
Art by FRANCESCO TRIFOGLI
Cover by GREG TOCCHINI
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC,2.99 US • MATURE READERS
Princess Tersia has a vision of the future and the shape of things to come. She’s married to Jon 
Hobb and carrying his baby. Oh, and there’s a dragon! Is it a dream or a nightmare? Meanwhile, 
bounty hunters Starla and Jubal find the tables are turned as they’re run to ground by a Centaur 
posse.

FBP: FEDERAL BUREAU OF PHYSICS #10
Written by SIMON OLIVER
Art by ROBBI RODRIGUEZ
Cover by NATHAN FOX
On sale MAY 14 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS
The mystery at the heart of the “quantum can opener” is revealed, but it may be too late for Adam 
and Rosa….

DEAD BOY DETECTIVES VOL. 1: SCHOOLBOY TERRORS TP
Written by TOBY LITT
Art by MARK BUCKINGHAM and GARY ERSKINE
Cover by MARK BUCKINGHAM



On sale JUNE 11 • 160 pg, FC, $9.99 US
In these stories from issues #1-6, Charles and Edwin begin to unravel the mysteries of their own 
demise while trying to protect tech-savvy sleuth Crystal from a similar fate. Also includes the short 
stories “Run Ragged” from WITCHING HOUR #1, GHOSTS #1 and TIME WARP #1.

DEAD BOY DETECTIVES #6
Written by TOBY LITT
Art by MARK BUCKINGHAM and GARY ERSKINE
Cover by MARK BUCKINGHAM
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T
Lovestruck Charles is trying to find something to say about Crystal’s cosplay (apart from “Wow”). 
His ghostly detective partner, Edwin, returns from his investigation in the cat-crazy house and has 
some mad story about two girls trapped halfway in and halfway out of a mirror. ‘We absolutely 
must rescue them, Charles. They’ve been there for decades...’ The series IGN calls “absolutely 
charming” and “a visual marvel” continues!

TOM STRONG AND THE PLANET OF PERIL TP
Written by PETER HOGAN
Art and cover CHRIS SPROUSE and KARL STORY
On sale JUNE 25 • 144 pg, FC, $14.99 US
The lives of Tom Strong’s daughter Tesla and her unborn child hang in the balance, and to save 
them Tom and Val Var Garm must journey to the far side of the galaxy and the mysterious world 
known as Terra Obscura! Collecting the 6-issue miniseries.

PREACHER BOOK FOUR TP
Written by GARTH ENNIS 
Art by STEVE DILLON, PETER SNEJBJERG, CARLOS EZQUERRA and RICHARD CASE 
Cover by GLENN FABRY
On sale JUNE 18 • 368 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS
This title spotlights Jesse Custer’s battle with the Saint of Killers and the forces of Starr originally 
presented in PREACHER #34-40. Also included: the PREACHER SPECIAL: ONE MAN’S WAR, 
PREACHER SPECIAL: THE STORY OF YOU-KNOW-WHO and PREACHER SPECIAL: THE 
GOOD OLD BOYS.

THE ROYALS: MASTERS OF WAR #4
Written by ROB WILLIAMS
Art and cover by SIMON COLEBY
On sale MAY 7 • 32 pg, FC, 4 of 6, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS
As 1943 wears on, the war slides toward defeat for the Allies, and Hitler’s spy in London is a major 
reason for that. But a minor German Royal has promised the British that he will reveal the identity 
of the Nazi agent if they can rescue him from the war-ravaged city of Stalingrad. Prince Henry and 
Princess Rose are sent to hell on earth to retrieve this Prince Oscar of the Royal House of Hanover. 
But there are far more terrifying things hiding in the Russian rubble than enemy soldiers...

THE WAKE #9
Written by SCOTT SNYDER
Art by SEAN MURPHY
Cover by ANDREW ROBINSON
On sale MAY 28 • 32 pg, FC, 9 of 10, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS
A post-apocalyptic USA only partially above sea level, a country overrun by corrupt leaders fearful 
of horrific mermaids, a voice dredged up from the deep, dark past – how will all these factors tie 
together in the acclaimed miniseries by Scott Snyder and Sean Murphy? Will Leeward discover 



something more to the life she knows out across the vast ocean? Find out in the penultimate issue of 
THE WAKE!

THE UNWRITTEN: APOCALYPSE #5
Written by MIKE CAREY
Art by PETER GROSS
Cover by YUKO SHIMIZU
On sale MAY 21 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • MATURE READERS
This single-issue story interlude, “When Rabbit Howls” stars reader-favorite character Pauly 
Bruckner. Sometimes it’s hard to be a man – especially if all your recent experience is of being a 
rabbit. Pauly is back, and having his wishes come true may be just the start of his problems. 

DC Collectibles

JUSTICE LEAGUE CHESS SET
SCULPTED BY PAUL HARDING
Now you can decide who wins the ultimate confrontation between the World's Greatest Super 
Heroes and the World’s Vilest Super-Villains with this incredible chess set featuring intricately 
sculpted resin game pieces of Superman, Batman, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, The 
Flash, Lex Luthor, Black Manta, The Joker, Cheetah, Sinestro and Reverse Flash that capture their 
looks from DC Comics – The New 52.
The set comes complete with a high-quality wood board.
$249.95 US • On Sale August 2014 *Allocations May Occur

BATMAN BLACK & WHITE HARLEY QUINN SECOND EDITION STATUE
DESIGNED BY BRUCE TIMM
SCULPTED BY JON MATTHEWS
Due to overwhelming popularity the first run of the statue of the fun-loving, psychotic, Arkham 
Asylum doctor-turned-inmate Harley Quinn has sold out!
Don't miss out on the second edition, featuring all new deco, of this stunning statue designed by the 
character's co-creator, award-winning animator, artist, and producer, Bruce Timm! 
Measures Approximately 7.4" Tall
$79.95 US • On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur

WONDER WOMAN ART OF WAR BY ADAM HUGHES STATUE
BASED ON THE ART OF ADAM HUGHES
SCULPTED BY TIM MILLER
The Art of War line of statues featuring the amazing amazon continues with this beautifully sculpted 
piece inspired by the art of legendary artist Adam Hughes!
Limited Edition of 5,200
Measures Approximately 7.25" Tall
$79.95 US • On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur

DC COMICS ICONS SUPERMAN 1:6 SCALE STATUE
SCULPTED BY GENTLE GIANT STUDIOS
Rocketed from a dying planet, raised in a small Kansas town, Clark Kent grew up to become 
Superman, the world's greatest Super Hero, forever battling villainy across the entire DC Universe. 
Now the Man of Steel can stand watch in your own home with this stunning statue that perfectly 
captures his DC Comics –The New 52 look.
Limited Edition of 5200
Measures Approximately 11" Tall
* $99.95 US * On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur



DC COMICS – THE NEW 52 ORION WITH ASTRO-HARNESS ACTION FIGURE
ORION - 6.75"
VISOR FLIPS UP!
The son of Darkseid and the champion of New Genesis, the New God Orion bursts from the comic 
pages with the help of his astro-harness and into your home with this action figure based on his 
appearances in WONDER WOMAN!
* Action Figures * $24.95 US • On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur

INFINITE CRISIS: PAJAMA PARTY HARLEY QUINN AND ATOMIC GREEN LANTERN 
COLLECTOR FIGURES
Based on designs from the upcoming MOBA game Infinite Crisis, comes a brand new 1:9 scale line 
of figures from DC Collectibles.
Each figure features unique detailing and display base!
ATOMIC GREEN LANTERN - 7.25"
PAJAMA PARTY HARLEY QUINN - 7.4"
EACH FIGURE SOLD SEPARATELY
* Action Figures * $39.95 US • On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur

DC COMICS EARTH 2: HAWKGIRL, SUPERMAN AND BATMAN ACTION FIGURES
Based on the designs of the hit monthly comic book EARTH 2. Batman, Superman and Hawkgirl 
continue the battle against the hordes of Apokolips to protect all life on their Earth as they know it!
BATMAN - 6.75"
SUPERMAN - 6.75"
HAWKGIRL - 6.6"
EACH FIGURE SOLD SEPARATELY
* Action Figures * $24.95 US • On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur

BATMAN: ARKHAM ORIGINS COPPERHEAD, THE JOKER AS RED HOOD
AND DEATHSTROKE UNMASKED ACTION FIGURE 3-PACK
Three of the most dangerous criminals to hit the streets of Gotham City are collected in a special 
action figure 3-Pack. Based on designs of the hit videogame Batman: Arkham Origins comes 
Copperhead, The Joker as Red Hood and Deathstroke (unmasked) to add to your collection!
COPPERHEAD - 6.6"
THE JOKER AS RED HOOD - 7"
DEATHSTROKE UNMASKED - 6.75"
$54.95 • On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur 165

THE JOKER, HARLEY QUINN, SCARECROW AND BATMAN ACTION FIGURE 4-PACK
Three of the most dangerous inmates of Arkham Asylum unite to take down Batman. Based on the 
designs of the hit Batman: Arkham Asylum videogame comes this action figure 4-Pack with new 
deco!
SCARECROW - 6"
BATMAN - 6.75"
HARLEY QUINN - 6.6"
THE JOKER - 6.6"
* Action Figures * $59.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur

DC COMICS SUPER-VILLAINS POKER SET
ARTWORK BY KEVIN NOWLAN
INCLUDES CRIME SYNDICATE DEALER CHIP



They say never bet against the house, but when you have the World's Evilest Super-Villains on your 
side, taking money is easy pickings. This poker set featuring the art of Kevin Nowlan, comes 
complete with two decks of cards, chips, dice and dealer chip.
$99.95 US • On Sale August 2014 * Allocations May Occur

IDW PUBLISHING

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #34
Tom Waltz, Kevin Eastman (w) • Mateus Santolouco (a) • Santolouco, Eastman (c)
Trying to figure out a way to thwart Krang’s Earth-ravaging monstrosity, the Technodrome, Don 
seeks the help of his genius (but cranky) friend, Harold. Unfortunately Harold has his hands full 
with his newest invention— the robotic turtle Metalhead! 
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: NEW ANIMATED ADVENTURES #11
Derek Fridolfs  (w) • Dario Brizuela, Chad Thomas (a) • Brizuela (c) 
When a malfunctioning Foot-bot starts following Mike’s lead, Mike’s convinced he’s got the perfect 
side-kick! How long can Mike keep his new pal secret from his brothers, and what happens when 
the Foot come to collect their property? Danger and hijinks abound!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: NEW ANIMATED ADVENTURES, VOL. 2  
Kenny Byerly, Cullen Bunn, Brian Smith (w) • Adam Archer, Dario Brizuela, Chad Thomas (a) • 
Felipe Smith (c)
Spinning straight out of the hit Nickelodeon show, Volume 2 collects four more fantastic tales. The 
Turtles battle Fishface, the Shellraiser goes haywire, face Dogpound on a movie night, and Monkey 
Brains squares off against Rat King! Collects issues #5–8!
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages

OFFERED AGAIN

TMNT NEW ANIMATED ADVENTURES, VOL. 1  
TPB • FC • $17.99

************************************************************************

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 30TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
Tom Waltz, Gary Carlson, Jim Lawson, Various (w) • Kevin Eastman, Chris Allan, Dan Duncan, 
Various (a) • Eastman & Peter Laird (c)
Celebrate the 30th anniversary of the first TMNT comics with this spectacular anthology of all-new 
tales from the comic creators who have most influenced the Turtles over the decades! The book will 
feature short stories from Kevin Eastman, as well as various stars of the Mirage, Image and Archie 
TMNT! The perfect collection for Turtle fans old and new!
FC • 48 pages • $7.99

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ANNUAL 2012 DELUXE EDITION
Tom Waltz & Kevin Eastman (w) • Eastman (a & c)
This expanded, limited-edition hardcover collects the annual co-written by Tom Waltz and Kevin 
Eastman, drawn by the co-creator Eastman himself! Includes high-resolution scans of Kevin’s 
layouts, storyboards and character designs used for creating this landmark issue.
HC w/slipcase • FC • $76.00 net item • 128 pages



TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES COLOR CLASSICS VOL. 2 #7
Kevin Eastman, Peter Laird & Steve Lavigne (w) • Jim Lawson, Laird (a) Eastman, Laird, Lavigne 
(c)
A Mirage black-and-white classic presented in all-new full color! “Return to New York, Book 
Three” -- It's a battle royale between the TMNT, the Foot Elite Guard, and the deadly Shredder 
clones! Not everyone will survive this bloody brawl!  Who will it be? Find it all here -- and more! -- 
in this grand finale of a classic TMNT tale!
FC • 40 pages • $3.99

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES CLASSICS, VOL. 8  
Jim Lawson (w & a & c)
Volume 8 begins collecting the Mirage Studios series Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Volume 2 that 
ran from 1993–1995. Includes the stories "Memories of the Future," "Winds of Change," 
"Evolution," "Intruders," and "Death Race", all written and drawn by Turtles veteran Jim Lawson. 
Collects the first five issues of TMNT, Vol. 2 (Mirage)!
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 148 pages

THE BEAUTIFUL WAR #1
Ashley Wood & T.P. Louise (w) • Ashley Wood (a & c) 
The team behind the acclaimed Lore (in development now as a major motion picture), Ashley Wood 
and T.P. Louise, return to launch their latest and greatest series, the all-new, ongoing and bi-monthly 
Beautiful War! When industrialist Audel Howard lets the green fairy out of the bottle, he makes a 
deal that no mere mortal man can refuse. Wine, women, song and a large backyard extension called 
America is now coming his way.
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

THE BEAUTIFUL WAR #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Ashley Wood & T.P. Louise (w) • Ashley Wood (a & c) 
Ashley Wood’s all-new series will feature two gorgeous Ash covers every issue. Get this one by 
pre-ordering the series!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

OFFERED AGAIN

COMPLETE WORLD WAR ROBOT HC 
HC • FC • $29.99

COMPLETE ZOMBIES VS ROBOTS TPB
TPB • FC • $19.99

LORE: THE COMPLETE EDITION TPB 
TPB • FC • $29.99

MACHINE SABBATH HC 
HC • FC • $17.99 

METAL GEAR SOLID OMNIBUS TPB  
TPB • FC • $29.99

************************************************************************



THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED #7
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Kieth (a & c) 
Guest starring Dale Keown's THE PITT!
While a doctor discovers a secret about an old Maxx acquaintance, Maxx and Julie take a trip to the 
Outback together.. where they discover, among other things—The Pitt! And while Maxx and Pitt 
defend themselves in the outback, they shift into miniature versions of themselves in Julie's 
apartment, fighting off a GIANT ISZ… who threatens to devour them!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED #7—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Kieth (a & c) 
For subscription customers only…a newly colored version of the original Maxx #7 cover by Sam 
Kieth! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED, VOL. 1
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Sam Kieth (a & c)
Sam Kieth's own quirky brand of brilliance has been wowing fans and inspiring cartoonists for 
more than 25 years. As one of the earliest creators for Image Comics, Kieth created The Maxx—a 
homeless superhero who lives in a box. Both Maxx and his social worker friend Julie share 
adventures in both the real world and in "the Outback," a fantasy realm inhabited by their jungle-
inspired totems. 
HC • FC • $21.99 • 104 pages • 7” x 11”

THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED, VOL. 1: DELUXE RED LABEL HARDCOVER
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Sam Kieth (a & c)
This oversized, limited-edition hardcover of Sam Kieth’s The Maxx is signed by the series creator 
and artist , Sam Kieth and hand-numbered to 175. This collection collects the re-mastered and 
revised series, all overseen by Kieth.
HC w/slipcase • FC • PI • 104 pages • 9” x 12”

MARS ATTACKS: FIRST BORN #1 (OF 4)
Chris Ryall (w) • Sam Kieth (a & c) 
It’s Mars Attacks like you’ve never seen it, from the co-creator of The Maxx and the team behind 
The Hollows! When Mars attacked Earth, the battle left no side unscarred, least of all a lonely old 
man and his blind niece…along with the first Martian child born on Earth! Will the child’s warlike 
ways take over, or is there more going on here than it seems? 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

MARS ATTACKS: FIRST BORN #1 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Chris Ryall (w) • Sam Kieth (a) • Loston Wallace (c)
Pre-order this comic and in return, your friendly neighborhood retailer can set aside this special EC-
influenced cover by Loston Wallace just for you!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

OFFERED AGAIN

WORLD OF SAM KIETH HC
HC• FC • $49.99 • ISBN: 978-1-61377-492-2
The Hollows HC  • FC • $21.99

************************************************************************



WRAITH #7 (OF 7)
Joe Hill (w) • Charles P. Wilson III (a & c) 
Epilogue: "Phantoms." You have worked the big grift your whole life, conning a fortune off the 
rubes and always on the run from enemies, shadows, and phantoms. But no one outruns the 
Wraith... not with Charlie Manx behind the wheel.
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

WRAITH: WELCOME TO CHRISTMASLAND #7 (OF 7)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
Joe Hill (w) • Charles P. Wilson III (a) • David Stoupakis (c)
For this concluding issue of Wraith, subscribers will also get access to this horrific variant cover by 
painter David Stoupakis!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

LOCKE & KEY: HEAD GAMES #1 HUNDRED PENNY PRESS EDITION
Joe Hill (w) • Gabriel Rodriguez (a & c) 
Locke & Key might have recently wrapped but the series is still finding new audiences every 
month. Here’s a value-priced way to experience the start of the series’ second storyline, the 
critically acclaimed Head Games!
FC • 32 pages • $1.00

LOCKE & KEY: THE COVERS OF GABRIEL RODRIGUEZ
Gabriel Rodriguez (a & c)
Over the six-year run of Locke & Key, series co-creator Gabriel Rodriguez made the transition from 
promising artist to a celebrated and sought-after talent. Praised for his architect's precision, deftness 
with subtle details, and his limitless imagination, Rodriguez brought the bright notes and dark beats 
of L&K to life. Now, enjoy each comic book and hardcover collection cover in this special volume 
that celebrates one of the most promising artists of our generation.  
HC • FC • $24.99 • 120 pages

MIKE MIGNOLA’S HELLBOY ARTIST’S EDITION
Mike Mignola (w & a & c) 
Mike Mignola is one of the preeminent comics creators of the past 25 years. His career was already 
firmly established for his outstanding work on characters like Batman, Wolverine, a myriad of 
beautiful covers and more… And then came Hellboy. Mike's iconic creation struck a meteoric chord 
with fans from the very start and has not abated in the 20 years since his debut.
This Artist's Edition features the first five issues of Hellboy in Hell as well as a wealth of historic 
supplementary material: the first three Hellboy stories—the two initial four-pagers, produced for 
promotional purposes, and the 10-page story from John Byrne's Nextmen #21— plus The Corpse, 
and two other tales selected by Mignola for inclusion. 
Each page of Mike Mignola's Hellboy Artist's edition is shot from the original art and showcases 
Mignola's gorgeous work as closely as possible to the physical page—this is a book for fans of great 
storytelling and students of the craft.
HC • BW • $95.00 net discount item • 200 Pages • 12” x 17” • ISBN: 978-1-63140-003-2
Expected in-store date: 6/18/14

STAR TREK #33
Mike Johnson (w) • Erfan Fajar (a & c) 
After the events of "Star Trek Into Darkness", Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the USS 
Enterprise have embarked on their Five Year Mission into uncharted space... only to encounter a 
deadly new alien species unlike anything the Federation has met before! Don't miss this all-new 
adventure overseen by STAR TREK writer/producer Roberto Orci!



FC • 32 pages • $3.99

STAR TREK #33—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Mike Johnson (w) • Erfan Fajar (a) • photo (c) 
For subscription customers only…a photo variant cover featuring…Kirk! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

STAR TREK: KHAN TPB
Mike Johnson (w) • Claudia Balboni (a) • Paul Shipper (c)
Witness the shocking origin of Khan Noonien Singh from his earliest years through his rise to 
power during the epic Eugenics Wars! Behold the events that led to his escape from Earth aboard 
the Botany Bay! Learn the truth behind his re-awakening by Admiral Marcus and Section 31! It's 
the origin of Star Trek's greatest villain!
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 124 pages

STAR TREK: NEW VISIONS #1: THE MIRROR, CRACKED
John Byrne (writer, artist & photo-manipulation) 
Following up on last years hugely successful "Strange New Worlds" photonovel, John Byrne once 
again sets sail aboard the Starship: Enterprise, this time with an ongoing, bi-monthly series that 
begins by going through the looking glass to tell the story of what happened after the classic 
"Mirror, Mirror" episode of the original series. The crew discovers two strangers in their midst, and 
quickly learns that one has made a pact with one of James Kirk's oldest foes. "The Mirror, Cracked" 
is the title, and the action unfolds in May!
FC • 48 pages • $7.99 

OFFERED AGAIN

STAR TREK ANNUAL 2013 (2ND PRINT)
John Byrne’s first photonovel, offered again!
(OCT130321)
FC • 48 pages • $7.99 • 

************************************************************************

GHOSTBUSTERS #16
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening (a & c) 
Stop us if you've heard this one before; a Sumerian god has invaded the City that Never Sleeps, 
causing all manner of chaos. People are possessed. Blood rains from the sky. Dogs and cats... you 
get the picture. This is where you call the Ghostbusters, they break out their neutrona wands and 
cross the streams, taking care of business and saving the day, right? Maybe not this time! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

GHOSTBUSTERS #16—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening (a) • Tristan Jones (c)
For subscription customers only…fan-favorite Tristan Jones scares up another variant cover! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

POPEYE CLASSICS #22
Bud Sagendorf (w & a & c)
Another genius comic book by master Popeye artist Bud Sagendorf! Just listen, ya comic lovin' 
swab to the lineup of stories: "Horse Tales", "Spinach Farm", "Sweepea's Vacation"--plus more 
laugh-filled adventures of Popeye! Not only that, but Sagendorf fascinatingly creates his OWN 



character Sherm who stars in his own hilarious tale "The Long Way Home"! 
FC • 52 pages • $3.99

ARCHIE: THE SWINGIN' SIXTIES: COMPLETE DAILY NEWSPAPER COMICS: 1963-1965 
HC
Bob Montana (w & a & c)
Continuing the Eisner Award-winning series collecting the Archie newspaper strip, we reach the 
mid-1960s when the now-famous cast of Archie, Jughead, Betty, Veronica, and Reggie are part of a 
rich ensemble presented by cartoonist Bob Montana. As Bart Beaty notes, "The strip is not so much 
about Archie as it is about the interaction of all those characters who exist in his orbit. The 
relatively large cast is particularly suited to the gag-a-day format." 
HC • B&W • $49.99 • 296 pages • 11” x 8.5”

LITTLEST PET SHOP #1 (OF 5)
Georgia Ball (w) • Nico Peña, Antonio Campo (a) • Peña (c)
The Littlest Pet Shop opens for business at IDW! Russell and Penny Ling have a puzzle for their 
friends to solve, and the race for clues will send them all over Downtown City. Only one team can 
claim the prize, but is there room for so many big personalities on one moped?
*Retailers: See your order form for incentive information. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

LITTLEST PET SHOP #1 (OF 5)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
Georgia Ball (w) • Nico Peña, Antonio Campo (a) • Sara Richard (c)
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from My Little Pony fan-favorite artist Sara 
Richard!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

SAMURAI JACK #8
Jim Zub & Andy Suriano (w) • Suriano (a & c)
Jack reflects on his odyssey to return to the past, but he won't like what he finds staring back at him. 
A special silent issue illustrated by Samurai Jack character designer Andy Suriano!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

SAMURAI JACK #8—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Jim Zub & Andy Suriano (w) • Suriano (a) • Antonio Fuso (c)
For subscription customers only… enlist at your local comic shop! A variant cover by Antonio 
Fuso! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

SAMURAI JACK, VOL. 1: THE THREADS OF TIME TPB
Jim Zub (w) • Andy Suriano (a & c)
The legendary samurai known only as “Jack” is stranded in a strange future ruled by the demonic 
wizard, Aku. His quest to return back to the past has tested him many times, but now the stakes are 
higher than ever. Can an ancient relic known as the Rope of Eons finally take him home? Collects 
issues #1–5.
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 120 pages

BEN 10, VOL. 1 TPB
Jason Henderson (w) • Gordon Purcell (a) • Eddie Nunez (c)
Ben Tennyson and his teammates kick off a maelstrom of action when an ocean cruise brings Ben in 
the cross hairs of Ssserpent, who’s out to find a long-lost underwater society. But does Ben's new, 
slightly oddball love interest harbor dark secrets of her own? Aliens, superpowers, ships, and 



swimsuits: the perfect ingredients for high-seas adventure. Collects the first four issues of the new 
series!
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages

POWERPUFF GIRLS #9
Troy Little (w & a & c) 
The City of Townsville is under a NEW threat! Boy Band fever has struck the Powerpuff Girls, as 
the heartthrob crooners “3D” are playing a concert in the park! It looks like a magical night to 
remember, until the Rowdyruff Boys and the Boogieman crash the show! It’s an all out super 
powered battle of the bands for control of the airwaves! Which team will come out on top of this 
musical mash-up mayhem?
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

POWERPUFF GIRLS #9—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Troy Little (w & a) • Matt Kaufenberg (c) 
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from Matt Kaufenberg! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

DEXTER’S LABORATORY #2 (OF 4)
Derek Fridolfs (w) • Ryan Jampole (a & c) 
With his sister Dee Dee removed from existence, Dexter is now an only child! He’s finally able to 
work in his lab unhindered by her foolish games, and locates the one thing needed to reach his full 
potential - - but it’s in another dimension! As Dexter attempts to reach it, he finds his dream is about 
to turn into his greatest nightmare!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

DEXTER’S LABORATORY #2 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Derek Fridolfs (w) • Ryan Jampole (a) • Andrew Kolb (c)
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from Andrew Kolb!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC #19
Katie Cook (w) • Andy Price (a) • Price, Amy Mebberson (c) 
As our favorite ponies traverse a strange new world, the secret history of Celestia comes to life! 
Will the choices she made years ago come back to haunt her and doom an entire world? And which 
surprising pony is at the heart of her choice?
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDS FOREVER #5
Thom Zahler (w) • Tony Fleecs (a) • Amy Mebberson (c)
Fluttershy and Zecora take the spotlight in the new fan-favorite series! Fluttershy wakes up one day 
to find that all of her animal friends can talk to her! But what secret are they hiding? It will be up to 
everyone’s favorite rhyming zebra to determine the nature of this strange occurrence! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDS FOREVER #5—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Thom Zahler (w) • Tony Fleecs (a) • Lea Hernadez (c)
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from Lea Hernadez! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

MY LITTLE PONY, VOL. 4 TPB



Heather Nuhfer (w) • Brenda Hickey, Amy Mebberson (a) • Brenda Hickey (c)
The ponies hit the high seas! A trip to Horseshoe Bay takes a turn for the dramatic when the gang is 
captured by Hoofbeard the Pirate! Plus, when a magical bookworm starts to cause some literary 
mischief, it’s only a matter of time before things start to get out of hoof! Collects issues #13–16 of 
the hit ongoing series!
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages

ROCKY & BULLWINKLE #3 (OF 4)
Mark Evanier (w) • Roger Langridge (a & c) 
In “First Moose on the Moon,” The Pottsylvania Space Program, which was started in 1961, has 
finally managed to launch their first rocket…with Boris and Natasha inside! What are they building 
on the moon?! And Dudley’s up against Snidley’s new scheme: The Snidely Shopping Network, a 
TV channel that sells worthless junk. Why can’t Dudley turn it off?
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

ROCKY & BULLWINKLE #3 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Mark Evanier (w) • Roger Langridge (a) • Stephanie Buscema (c)
For subscription customers only…another moose-tastic variant cover from Stephanie Buscema! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

AMELIA COLE AND THE HIDDEN WAR TPB
Adam P. Knave, D.J. Kirkbride (w) • Nick Brokenshire (a & c)
Magic do-gooder (or troublemaker, depending on who you ask) Amelia Cole is back, and this time, 
she’s The Protector! What is The Hidden War? Who is Omega Company? And is the Protector cloak 
as itchy as it looks? The mysterious “Unknown World” becomes increasingly dangerous as Adam P. 
Knave and D.J. Kirkbride write, and Nick Brokenshire illustrates on Amelia Cole and the Hidden 
War from IDW Publishing and Monkeybrain Comics!
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 120 pages

OFFERED AGAIN

AMELIA COLE & THE UNKNOWN WORLD TPB
TPB • FC • $19.99

************************************************************************

KILL SHAKESPEARE: HUNDRED PENNY PRESS GAME EDITION
Anthony Del Col, Conor McCreery (w) • Andy Belanger (a) • Glenn Fabry (c)
In celebration of the launch of the Kill Shakespeare board game, IDW is proud to represent the 
book that started it all from our line of affordable reprints! Find out why everyone is talking about 
this brilliant re-imagining of the Bard, and his beloved characters. What Fables does for fairy tales, 
Kill Shakespeare does with the greatest writer of all time!
FC • 40 pages • $1.00

MONSTER & MADMAN #3 (OF 3) 
Steve Niles (w) • Damien Worm (a & c) 
The Madman's plan become clear as woman after woman is found slaughtered in Whitechapel. 
Unaware of the Madman's actions, the Frankenstein Monster prepares for the day when he will 
finally meet his mate. Both horrific journeys intersect in this concluding issue!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

MONSTER & MADMAN #3 (OF 3)— SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 



Steve Niles (w) • Damien Worm (a & c) 
For subscription customers only, a completely different but equally twisted cover by co-creator, 
Damien Worm!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

V-WARS #2
Jonathan Maberry (w) • Alan Robinson (a) • Ryan Brown (c)
With the Vampire Wars burning hotter and bloodier with each new day, Reporter Yuki Nitobe is 
abducted and brought into the vampire underground. When Yuki is shown the world of these new 
species of vampires, she realizes no one has been telling the truth! Does she risk everything by 
exposing both sides or file the report that she knows gives her the biggest ratings?
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

V-WARS #2—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Jonathan Maberry (w) • Alan Robinson (a) • Kevin Eastman (c)
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

THE X-FILES: SEASON 10 #12
Joe Harris (w) • Matthew Dow Smith (a) • Francesco Francavilla (c)
The dreaded “black oil” has been tapped in the remote deserts of the Middle East, and divergent 
forces are massing to contain, control, and even assist the deadly, sentient essence of Earth’s once 
(and future?) alien colonists. But what does it want with Agents Mulder and Scully, what does a 
rising neo-Syndicate want with it? And why, where, and—most importantly—how is Alex Krycek 
involved?! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

THE X-FILES: SEASON 10 #12—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
Joe Harris (w) • Matthew Dow Smith (a) • photo (c)
For subscription customers only...  enlist at your local comic shop! A photo variant cover! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

THE X-FILES: CONSPIRACY HC
Paul Crilley, Erik Burnham, Ed Brisson, Denton J. Tipton (w) • John Stanisci, Salvador Navarro, 
Michael Walsh, Dheeraj Verma, Vic Malhotra (a) • Miran Kim (c)
When The Lone Gunmen discover Internet files from the future, they learn that a plague will soon 
wipe out most of humanity. With Agents Mulder and Scully working one lead, the Gunmen must 
spring into action and investigate several urban legends: a group of ghost-hunters, mutant turtles 
that live in the sewers, shape-changing alien robots, and a vengeful spirit from beyond the grave! 
HC • FC • $24.99 • 152 pages • ISBN: 978-1-61377-896-8
Expected in-store date: 5/14/14

THE X-FILES ART GALLERY #1
Cat Staggs, Joe Corroney, Chris Mason, Miran Kim, Mark McHaley, and more (a) • McHaley (c)
This special ad-free issue presents new portraits of all your favorite X-Files agents, aliens, shadowy 
figures, and friends and enemies, all rendered by the dynamic hands of a wide array of talented 
artists!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO #202
Larry Hama (w) • S L Gallant (a) • Gallant (c)
With two new G.I. JOE headquarters active and ready to go, the Real American Hero team can 



tackle more threats than ever before! But after COBRA’s failed takeover of the Pit, the villainous 
organization takes a new tact and prepares for a new direction. Will G.I. JOE be up to the task of 
taking down the leaner, meaner COBRA? Find out in G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #202!
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO, VOL. 9 TPB
Larry Hama (w) • S L Gallant (a & c)
As the turmoil in Sierra Gordo deepens, G.I. JOE begins to unravel the true nature of the situation 
and COBRA's connection to it all, but the JOE team is spread thin leaving themselves exposed to an 
attack. Collects issues #196–200.
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 132 pages

G.I. JOE: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION, VOL. 5 HC
Larry Hama (w) • Michael Golden, Rod Whigham, Herb Trimpe (a) • N/A (c)
G.I. JOE: The Complete Collection presents the full run of original G.I. JOE comics in proper 
reading order. Includes an introduction by Mark W. Bellomo, issue notes, and vehicle profiles. 
Collects issues #46–53 of A Real American Hero, #1–2 of Special Missions, and Yearbook #2. 
HC • FC • $49.99 • 308 pages • 7” x 11”

OFFERED AGAIN FROM IDW LIMITED

G.I. JOE: COMPLETE COLLECTION, VOL. 2: DELUXE LIMITED RED LABEL EDITION 
HC • FC • PI

G.I. JOE: COMPLETE COLLECTION, VOL. 3: DELUXE LIMITED RED LABEL EDITION 
HC • FC • PI

************************************************************************

TRANSFORMERS: ROBOTS IN DISGUISE #29: DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS
John Barber (w) • Andrew Griffith (a & c)
DETONATION BOULEVARD! Who is MARISSA FAIREBORN—and why does she want 
OPTIMUS PRIME dead?! And more importantly… how did she start working with on of the 
AUTOBOTS deadliest enemies…? Dangerous allegiences form, thanks to the terrifying shape the 
CYBERTRONIANS have twisted planet Earth into!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

TRANSFORMERS: ROBOTS IN DISGUISE #29: DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS—
SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
John Barber (w) • Andrew Griffith (a) • Casey W. Coller (c)
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover with art by Casey W. Coller! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

TRANSFORMERS: WINDBLADE #2 (OF 4): DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS 
Mairghread Scott (w) • Sarah Stone (a & c)
CYBERTRON UNDER FIRE! Someone is out to kill WINDBLADE—but discovering who means 
turning to some less-than-savory ’Bots. Can WINDBLADE trust her informants enough to stake her 
life on them? And who will she turn to when the events of DARK CYBERTRON come back to 
haunt them all?
FC • 32 pages • $3.99



TRANSFORMERS: WINDBLADE #2 (OF 4): DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS—SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
Mairghread Scott (w) • Sarah Stone (a) • Alex Milne (c) 
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover by Alex Milne!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

TRANSFORMERS: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE #29: DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS
James Roberts (w) • Alex Milne (a & c)
STAND-OFF! While the crew of the Lost Light react to MEGATRON’s arrival with characteristic 
maturity (calling him names behind his back and ignoring him when he speaks) one AUTOBOT is 
convinced that a more direct approach is needed. Guess what happens when a one-time tyrant is 
told he’s not wanted? Yeah, exactly.
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

TRANSFORMERS: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE #29: DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS—
SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
James Roberts (w) • Alex Milne (a) • Nick Roche (c) 
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover with art by Nick Roche! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

TRANSFORMERS: REGENERATION ONE, VOL. 4 TPB
Simon Furman (w) • Guido Guidi (a) • Andrew Wildman (c)
The Epic Conclusion of Transformers: Regeneration One! Rodimus Prime struggles to comprehend 
what is happening as dark forces rise and an invasion begins the war to end all wars. Collects issues 
#96–100.
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 132 pages

TRANSFORMERS: ROBOTS IN DISGUISE, VOL. 1 TPB
John Barber (w) • Andrew Griffith, Casey Coller (a) • Livio Ramondelli (c)
The war for Cybertron is over—now the hard part begins! BUMBLEBEE and his fellow 
AUTOBOTS struggle to maintain control of a world without OPTIMUS PRIME! Bumblebee's 
provisional government is struggling and Prowl defends it against the DECEPTICONS but how far 
will he go—and who will chose to stand by his side?
TPB • FC • $14.99 • 136 pages

TRANSFORMERS: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE, VOL. 1  
James Roberts, John Barber (w) • Alex Milne, Nick Roche (a) • Livio Ramondelli (c)
More Than Meets The Eye reunites the fan-favorite creative team behind Last Stand of the 
Wreckers and sends the Transformers on an epic quest to the farthest reaches of the Transformers 
Universe and beyond! Also includes the one-shot “Death of Optimus Prime.”
TPB • FC • $14.99 • 124 pages

ROGUE TROOPER #4
Brian Ruckley (w) • Alberto Ponticelli (a) • Glenn Fabry (c)
In the aftermath of the brutal battle for Strongpoint Charlie, Rogue Trooper must fight for his life 
with an opponent he can’t possibly use lethal force against. It’s brother vs. brother as the non-stop 
action continues!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

ROGUE TROOPER #4—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
Brian Ruckley (w) • Alberto Ponticelli (a) • James Stokoe (c)
For subscription customers only...a variant cover by James Stokoe (Orc Stain, Godzilla: Half-



Century War)! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

ROGUE TROOPER CLASSICS #1 (OF 12)
Gerry Finley-Day (w) • Dave Gibbons (a) • John McCrea (c)
Clone war! Nu-Earth, a planet ravaged by war, its atmosphere poisoned by chemical weapons. In 
this battle-scarred landscape, the Norts and Southers fight where only the Genetic Infantrymen can 
survive unaided. Rogue is one such soldier, and these are his tales... Created by Gerry Finley-Day 
and Dave Gibbons (Watchmen), this series features the earliest stories surrounding one of 2000 
AD’s best-loved characters, all in color for the very first time!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

ROGUE TROOPER CLASSICS #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
Gerry Finley-Day (w) • Dave Gibbons (a & c) 
For subscription customers only...a variant cover by Rogue Trooper co-creator Dave Gibbons!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

JUDGE DREDD #19
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Nelson Daniel (a) • Shane Pierce (c)
“The American Way of Death, part 3”—The Hall of Justice has fallen. Sector 1 has been overrun by 
Judge Death and his cronies. The Chief Justice and Council of Five contemplate a desperate course 
of action that would have been unthinkable just a few days ago—yet now seems like the only sane 
choice in a world gone mad. But who’s this walking through the ruins, clutching his Lawgiver and 
sentencing Death to you-know-what? Listen up, creeps—it’s never over until Dredd says it’s over!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

JUDGE DREDD #19—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Nelson Daniel (a) • Michael Avon Oeming (c)
For subscribers and/or Mega-City One residents only: a variant cover by Michael Avon Oeming!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

JUDGE DREDD: MEGA-CITY TWO #5 (OF 5)
Douglas Wolk (w) • Ulises Farinas (a & c)
Dredd’s West Coast adventure comes to an explosive conclusion! As Judges from around the world 
gather for Lawcon, Dredd’s secret mission leads him into high-speed mayhem—and toward a 
potentially catastrophic revelation. All eyes are on him, but the City of Courts has one last trial to 
put him through...
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

JUDGE DREDD: MEGA-CITY TWO #5 (OF 5)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Douglas Wolk (w) • Ulises Farinas (a) • Darick Robertson (c)
For subscription customers only—a tribute variant cover by Darick Robertson sees Dredd starring 
in a classic Hollywood movie... 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

JUDGE DREDD, VOL. 4: 13 BADGES 
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Nelson Daniel (a) • Brendan McCarthy (c)
Dredd returns to Mega-City One—still recovering from the ravages of “The Long Fail” —only to 
find the Justice Department under siege! Seems that someone has snuffed 12 Judges in creative and 
shocking ways. Collects issues #13–16.
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages



SINISTER DEXTER #6 (OF 7)
Dan Abnett (w) • Andy Clarke (a) • Antonio Fuso (c)
There’s a new Gun Shark in Downlode but is he competition for Sinister and Dexter, a possible 
compatriot, or just another in a long line of souls for Death to shepherd across the River Styx? Plus, 
a glimpse into the life of a bullet.
FC • 32 pages • $3.99
Expected in-store date: 5/7/14

Sinister Dexter #6—Subscription Variant
Dan Abnett (w) • Andy Clarke (a) • David Millgate (c)
For subscription customers only… the third of four interlocking covers by David Millgate!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

STAR SLAMMERS: RE-MASTERED! #3
Walter Simonson (w & a & c)
Fueled by a desperate desire for revenge and a cynical need for better ratings, the hunters of Orion 
have targeted the Slammers’ homeworld for planetwipe. As the Orions' Skumbarges swoop down to 
deliver their deadly cargoes of complete destruction, the outnumbered Slammers rise to meet them 
with a ramshackle fighting force of obsolete warships, dilapidated starfighters, and grim resolve. 
Their only hope is a theoretical mind fusion known as the Silvermind, and the one Slammer to ever 
achieve the Silvermind is already dead.
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

STAR SLAMMERS: RE-MASTERED! #3—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
Walter Simonson (w & a & c)
For subscription customers only…a Star Slammers variant cover by Walter Simonson! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

GODZILLA: RULERS OF EARTH #12
Chris Mowry (w) • Matt Frank (a & c) 
A cataclysmic monster battle for all ages! As the Devonians move their plans into endgame and 
humanity meets them on the battlefield, Godzilla will be the monster that determines the fate of 
planet! Will the new rulers of Earth bring about a reign of life... or death?
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

GODZILLA: COVER ART GALLERY
Art Adams, Eric Powell, Bob Eggleton, James Stokoe & various (a) • Eggleton (c) 
Celebrating 60 years of Godzilla! IDW takes a walk down memory lane with this cover 
retrospective featuring art from some of the biggest names in the industry! Art Adams, Eric Powell, 
Bob Eggleton, James Stokoe and a host of amazing talents have created covers over the past few 
years and now is your opportunity to have them all in one, beautiful package!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

24 #2
Ed Brisson (w) • Michael Gaydos (a) • Davide Furnò (c)
Now that you’ve seen Jack Bauer’s return to television in LIVE ANOTHER DAY, read the story 
that sent the heroic agent spiraling into his darkest days as an international fugitive. Ed Brisson and 
Michael Gaydos wind the clock on the latest chapter of the high-octane saga!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

24 #2—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Ed Brisson (w) • Michael Gaydos (a) • Photo (c)



For subscription customers only…a variant photo cover featuring Jack Bauer!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

DANGER GIRL: MAY DAY #2 (OF 4)
Andy Hartnell (w) • John Royle & Jose Marzan (a) • Royle (c)
After the most SHOCKING and UNEXPECTED comeback in the history of Danger Girl, the only 
question that remains is: “What happens NEXT?!” The second piece of that deadly puzzle can be 
found here in the latest chapter of the original and unsurpassed Danger Girl series!
FC • 32 pages • $3.99

IMAGE COMICS

MPH #1 (OF 5)
STORY: MARK MILLAR
ART / COVER A: DUNCAN FEGREDO
COLORS: PETER DOHERTY
COVER B: JOCK
TEAM VARIANT COVERS: DUNCAN FEGREDO
BLANK COVER VARIANT
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99
The all-new Millarworld Universe kicks into high gear with the launch of Millar and Fegredo’s fast 
and furious miniseries. When a group of hard-luck teens in Motor City stumble upon a street drug 
called MPH, they gain the power of super speed. Will they use it to save the world? Hell no! Not 
when there’s dolla, dolla bills to be had, y’all. A high-octane urban adventure, MPH brings you 
super speed like you’ve never seen before! This launch features a variant cover by Jock, a blank 
cover variant, and a special series of linked cover variants by Fegredo showcasing the book’s cast.

C.O.W.L. #1
STORY: KYLE HIGGINS & ALEC SIEGEL
ART: ROD REIS
COVER: TREVOR MCCARTHY
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
Welcome to the "Chicago Organized Workers League"—the world’s first Super-Hero Labor Union! 
While C.O.W.L. once stood as a beacon of hope against an epidemic of organized crime and an 
unbeatable “brotherhood” of Super-Villains, the union now faces its fiercest foe yet—a 
disillusioned public. In targeting the last of the great villains, C.O.W.L. attempts to prove its value 
to the world and to each other, while staving off villainy from both outside and inside its offices.

MADAME FRANKENSTEIN #1 (OF 7)
STORY: JAMIE S. RICH
ART: MEGAN LEVENS
COVER A: JOELLE JONES & NICK FILARDI
COVER B: CHRISTOPHER MITTEN
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / BW / T+ / $2.99 
In 1932, Vincent Krall sets out to create his perfect woman by reanimating the corpse of the love of 
his life. He’ll soon discover, however, that man was never meant to peer beyond the veil between 
life and death. Mixing vintage horror with mythic drama, this new series by writer JAMIE S. RICH 
(You Have Killed Me) and smashing newcomer MEGAN LEVENS is guaranteed to send chills 
through even the warmest of hearts. 

NAILBITER #1?
STORY: JOSHUA WILLIAMSON?



ART / COVER: MIKE HENDERSON
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / M? / $2.99
JOSHUA WILLIAMSON & MIKE HENDERSON deliver a mystery that mixes Twin Peaks with 
the horror of Se7en! Buckaroo, Oregon has given birth to sixteen of the vilest serial killers in the 
world. An obsessed FBI profiler investigating the town has suddenly gone missing, and now an 
NSA Agent must work with the notorious serial killer Edward “Nailbiter” Warren to find his friend 
and solve the mystery of “Where do serial killers come from?”

RISE OF THE MAGI #1
STORY / COVER A: MARC SILVESTRI
ART / COVER C: SUMEYYE KESGIN
COVER B: STJEPAN SEJIC
COVER D (RETAIL INCENTIVE): MARC SILVESTRI
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.50
A small black sphere contains all the magic that exists past, present, and future. Without it, two 
worlds would not survive. The sphere has been protected for centuries by a spell that was believed 
unbreakable. Asa Stonethrow, a common man in the world of magic, discovers the spell has been 
breached and a small chip of the black sphere has been stolen!

BURN THE ORPHANAGE: REIGN OF TERROR #1 (OF 5)
STORY: DANIEL FREEDMAN & SINA GRACE
ART:  SINA GRACE
COVER A: SINA GRACE & SHAUN STEVEN STRUBLE
COVER B: ANDY BELANGER
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
The blow-up hit series from 2013 is back with an all-new, all-monthly series! Rock returns home to 
find his city under siege, and you won't believe who's behind the mayhem!

BURN THE ORPHANAGE, VOL. 1: BORN TO LOSE TP 
STORY: DANIEL FREEDMAN & SINA GRACE
ART / COVER:  SINA GRACE
MAY 7 / 128 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99
Collects BURN THE ORPHANAGE: BORN TO LOSE #1-3!
Collecting the critically acclaimed trilogy that kicks off a love letter to the games of yesteryear, 
BORN TO LOSE chronicles orphan Rock's journey as he fights his way through the mean streets 
for revenge. This collected edition includes pages of never-before-seen art and loads of extras!

CHEW/REVIVAL #1
STORY: JOHN LAYMAN & TIM SEELEY
ART: ROB GUILLORY & MIKE NORTON
FLIP COVERS: ROB GUILLORY & JENNY FRISON
MAY 28 / 40 PAGES / FC / M / $4.99
TWO GREAT TASTES THAT TASTE REALLY WEIRD TOGETHER! Tony Chu heads to 
Wisconsin in two all-new original tales by the creative teams of both critically acclaimed titles! A 
great jumping-on point for readers who've heard how damn good these titles are on their own, and a 
twisted delight for those already in the know!

PROPHET STRIKEFILE #1
STORY / ART: BRANDON GRAHAM, SIMON ROY, GIANNIS MILONOGIANNIS, & MORE
COVER: JOSEPH BERGIN III
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99
A who's who of the Prophet universe with a comic history of the Earth Empire and bio sheets—



pulled from the deepest corners of the known universe—of space gods, aliens, and the distant 
worlds that contain them.   
 
SAGA #19
STORY: BRIAN K. VAUGHAN
ART / COVER:  FIONA STAPLES   
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
SAGA returns! New planet, new adversaries, and a very new direction, all from the same old Hugo 
Award-winning team.

TALES FROM THE CON: YEAR 1
STORY: BRAD GUIGAR
ART / COVER: CHRIS GIARRUSSO
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / E / $3.50
Collects the first year of TALES FROM THE CON along with bonus material If you've been to a 
comic convention, you'll recognize the scenes in TALES FROM THE CON, the irreverent 
webcomic that has appeared on the Emerald City Comicon website since 2012.
Written by Eisner-nominee BRAD GUIGAR (HOW TO MAKE WEBCOMICS, Evil Inc.) and 
illustrated by CHRIS GIARRUSSO (G-MAN, Mini Marvels), TALES FROM THE CON is an 
uproarious take on the world of comic books and conventions. Fanboys, fangirls, cosplayers, 
retailers, volunteers, and pros repeatedly collide on the convention floor (and beyond) to prove that 
comic conventions are one part festival, two parts group therapy.

THE WALKING DEAD #127
STORY: ROBERT KIRKMAN
ART: CHARLIE ADLARD, STEFANO GAUDIANO, & CLIFF RATHBURN
COVER: CHARLIE ADLARD & DAVE STEWART
MAY 14 / 48 PAGES / BW / M / $2.99
DOUBLE-SIZED ISSUE FOR ONLY $2.99! In the aftermath of “ALL OUT WAR” we discover... 
A NEW BEGINNING.

WITCHBLADE #175
STORY: RON MARZ
ART / COVER A: LAURA BRAGA
COVER B: JOHN TYLER CHRISTOPHER
COVER C: MICHAEL TURNER
MAY 7 / 48 PAGES / FC / T+ / $5.99
DOUBLE-SIZED ANNIVERSARY ISSUE! Starting a new storyline, the team of writer RON 
MARZ and artist LAURA BRAGA continue their acclaimed run, providing an entry point for new 
readers, as well as a celebration of all that's gone before. Also features a second story by MARZ & 
BRAGA, revealing a previously untold tale of the Witchblade in feudal Japan, as well as other 
bonus features.  

WITCHBLADE #170—BLACK & WHITE SKETCH COVER SIGNED BY MARC SILVESTRI
STORY: RON MARZ
ART: LAURA BRAGA
COVER: MARC SILVESTRI
MAY TBD / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $20
Quantities are limited, and allocations may occur.

THE ADVENTURES OF APOCALYPSE AL VOL.1 TP
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI



ART / COVER:  SID KOTIAN & BILL FARMER
MAY 28 / 128 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99
All too often, private investigator Allison Carter is the only one who stands between the rest of us 
and the end of the world. In her biggest and most dangerous case to date, Apocalypse Al must fight 
her way through a collection of some of the biggest lunatics this side of the abyss: mad prophets, 
techno-wizards, cybervoids, dead but still nagging relatives, undead boyfriends, zombie cops, trolls, 
and machine gun toting imps. See for yourself the horror awaiting her on the other side of the 
happiest place on Earth...which may also be the very last place on Earth for her and all of us. 
Collects APOCALYPSE AL #1-4.

BLACK SCIENCE VOL 1: HOW TO FALL FOREVER TP
STORY: RICK REMENDER
ART / COVER: MATTEO SCALERA & DEAN WHITE
MAY 28 / 152 PAGES  / FC / M / $9.99
SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE! Anarchist scientist Grant McKay has done the 
impossible! Using the Pillar, he has punched a hole through the barriers between dimensions, 
allowing travel to all possible universes. But now Grant and his team are trapped in the folds of 
infinity, the Pillar sending them careening through a million universes of unimaginable adventure, 
sanity-flaying danger and no way home... Presenting the first mind-warping chapter of the critically 
acclaimed sci-fi epic by superstar creative team of writer RICK REMENDER (Uncanny Avengers, 
Captain America) and artist MATTEO SCALERA (Secret Avengers). Collects BLACK SCIENCE 
#1-6.

DRUMHELLAR VOL. 1: BADLANDS AND BAD TRIPS TP
STORY: RILEY ROSSMO & ALEX LINK
ART / COVER: RILEY ROSSMO
MAY 28 / 136 PAGES / FC / M / $14.99
With his ghostly sidekick Harold, psychedelic detective Drum Hellar will face off against bog men 
and undead dinosaurs. He’ll approximate a werewolf, improvise a zombie, and try to resurrect a 
relationship with a girlfriend or two. And, along the way, he’ll do a lot of drugs. Collects 
DRUMHELLAR #1-5, plus extras.

FIVE GHOSTS, VOL. 2 LOST COASTLINES TP
STORY: FRANK J. BARBIERE
ART / COVER: CHRIS MOONEYHAM
MAY 14 / 184 PAGES / FC / T+ / $14.99
The breakout series continues as pulp and literature collide when treasure hunter Fabian journeys to 
Japan and the mythical ISLAND OF DREAMS. Collects FIVE GHOSTS #6-12.

I KILL GIANTS—FIFTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION HC
STORY: JOE KELLY
ART / COVER:  J.M. KEN NIIMURA
MAY 7 / 232 PAGES / BW / T / $19.99 
Celebrating the fifth anniversary of a modern classic, this hardcover edition of the Eisner-
nominated, International Manga Award-winning miniseries includes interviews with the creators, 
design art, covers, and more. Collects I KILL GIANTS #1-7.

INVINCIBLE UNIVERSE VOL. 2 TP
STORY: PHIL HESTER
ART / COVER: TODD NAUCK & GABE ELTAEB
MAY 7 / 144 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99
The greatest heroes on the Invincible Universe take on their greatest threats: Red Eye, the Lizard 



League, and...marriage?! Collects INVINCIBLE UNIVERSE #7-12.

MANIFEST DESTINY VOL. 1 TP
STORY: CHRIS DINGESS
ART / COVER: MATTHEW ROBERTS & OWEN GIENI
MAY 14 / 128 PAGES / FC/ T+ / $9.99
SKYBOUND’S NEWEST SOLD-OUT HIT IS AVAILABLE IN TRADE FOR THE FIRST TIME 
AT A SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE! In 1804, Captain Meriwether Lewis and Second 
Lieutenant William Clark set out on an expedition to explore the uncharted American frontier. This 
is the story of what the monsters they discovered lurking in the wilds... Collects MANIFEST 
DESTINY #1-6.

TODD, THE UGLIEST KID ON EARTH, VOL. 2 TP 
STORY: KEN KRISTENSEN
ART / COVER: M.K. PERKER   
MAY 7 / 106 PAGES / FC / T+ / $12.99
The politically incorrect comedy that Ain’t It Cool says “clubs the baby seal of life.” Its second 
hilarious story arc is now in trade paperback format! After uncovering a satanic cult run by Charlie 
Rose at PBS, Peggy gets kidnapped, Gus goes on the lam, and Todd warms up to the wrong 
people...in Hell. Collects TODD, THE UGLIEST KID ON EARTH #5-8.

UMBRAL VOL. 1: OUT OF THE SHADOWS TP
STORY: ANTONY JOHNSTON
ART / COVER: CHRISTOPHER MITTEN
MAY 28 / 168 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99
AN INCREDIBLE NEW DARK FANTASY STARTS HERE! SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY 
PRICE! The young thief called Rascal witnesses the horrific and brutal murder of the royal family
—now the world's dark legends will be relived, and only Rascal even knows it's happening! Master 
worldbuilders ANTONY JOHNSTON (Wasteland, Daredevil) and CHRISTOPHER MITTEN 
(Wasteland, Criminal Macabre) bring you a new fantasy world rich in mythology, history, and 
blood! Collects UMBRAL #1-6.

‘68: RULE OF WAR #2 (OF 4)
STORY: MARK KIDWELL 
ART / COVER B: JEFF ZORNOW & JAY FOTOS
COVER A: NAT JONES & JAY FOTOS
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / $3.99
In the blood-soaked jungles of Cambodia, CIA Agent Declan Rule follows his son’s murderer 
straight into a living hell populated by the hard-wired and weaponized dead. In the skies over 
Vietnam a plane filled with desperate survivors sputters and coughs, burning its last drops of fuel. 
And deep in the Southeast Asian rainforest, a human monster hides his face behind a mask of 
atrocity to raise an army of the damned.

ALEX + ADA #6
STORY: JONATHAN LUNA & SARAH VAUGHN
ART / COVER:  JONATHAN LUNA
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99
Ada now sees the world through different eyes, but life has become more complicated for her and 
Alex.

APHRODITE IX #11
STORY: MATT HAWKINS



ART / COVER: STJEPAN SEJIC
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99
SERIES FINALE! One of the two established City States, Speros or Genesis, is completely 
annihilated. Death, death, and more death!

ARTIFACTS #37
STORY: DAN WICKLINE
ART / COVER: -ROM-
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99
When someone uses math to access an ancient and evil power, it’s up to Tilly Grimes to find the 
answer to stopping them. But even with Tom Judge and the Rapture on her side, this may be too big 
a problem for the Numeromancer to solve.

CLONE #16
STORY: DAVID SCHULNER, AARON GINSBURG, & WADE MCINTYRE
ART / COVER: JUAN JOSE RYP & ANDY TROY
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
Luke Taylor’s mission to uncover the truth behind the Clone program has only lead to the death of 
his friends. Who will be the next to die in his name?

CYBER FORCE #12
STORY: MARC SILVESTRI
ART / COVER: KHOI PHAM
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.50
Stryker learns a terrible truth about his origins as he and the newly formed Cyber Force team deal 
with the aftermath of Killjoy. The world has caught a glimpse of reality, but how will it react? Has 
this reaction been part of The Chairwoman’s plan all along? Find out how this all leads to a bold 
new direction in CYBER FORCE #12!

DEAD BODY ROAD #6 (OF 6)
STORY: JUSTIN JORDAN
ART / COVER: MATTEO SCALERA & MORENO DINISIO
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
There’s a man digging a hole in the desert. Let’s see just how many bodies will fit. Orson Gage’s 
bloody revenge saga ends here.

DEADLY CLASS #5
STORY: RICK REMENDER
ART / COVER: WESLEY CRAIG & LEE LOUGHRIDGE
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
In the throes of a horrible acid trip, Marcus’s grip on reality slips, casting him into the depths of his 
own past. A past filled with blood and ash. What dark secrets is he hiding? And will he have time to 
face them before one of the killers out for his blood puts a knife in his heart?

DREAM POLICE #2
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI
ART / COVER A: SID KOTIAN & BILL FARMER
COVER B: ANNA DITTMAN
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
Dream Police Lieutenants Joe Thursday and Katie Black have always been partners. At least, that's 
what they both remember. But if that's true, why does Joe keep having recurring visions of a partner 
he never had? Is it just his imagination? With the Dreamscape constantly on the verge of 



destruction, what difference can one man's memory really make? The answer may be more 
important than any of them can guess.

ELEPHANTMEN #58
STORY: RICHARD STARKINGS
ART: AXEL MEDELLIN
COVER:  BOO COOK
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.99
Sahara is ready to give birth to Obadiah Horn's baby.

FATALE #24
STORY: ED BRUBAKER
ART: SEAN PHILLIPS & ELIZABETH BREITWEISER
COVER: SEAN PHILLIPS
MAY 21 / 48 PAGES / FC / M / $4.99
IT ALL ENDS HERE! The final extra-length issue of FATALE! There's so much story that we 
needed a lot more room. Will Josephine's final secrets be revealed? Will there be much tragedy? 
Will Brubaker and Phillips fans love all the crazy extras jammed into this special final issue? Yes, 
yes, and yes.

THE FIELD #2 (OF 4)
STORY: ED BRISSON
ART / COVER: SIMON ROY
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
The Smoke Eaters are in hot pursuit of Christian and our still-nameless hero. Secrets will be 
revealed! Friends will be betrayed! A man's face will be turned into hamburger!

FIVE WEAPONS #10
STORY / ART / COVER: JIMMIE ROBINSON
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50
“BACK TO CLASS,” Part Five—This is it! Enrique races against time to save the school nurse as 
he battles against Tyler’s final plot, but an unexpected twist unleashes a new enemy who could 
destroy the school of Five Weapons and bring the world of assassins to an end.

THE FUSE #4
STORY: ANTONY JOHNSTON
ART / COVER: JUSTIN GREENWOOD
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
"THE RUSSIA SHIFT," Part Four—The bodies are starting to pile up. None of this case makes a 
lick of damn sense. Klem has a mysterious lunch date, and Ralph is starting to get ideas... ideas that 
will kill him faster than you can say, "On your knees, cop."

GHOSTED #10
STORY: JOSHUA WILLIAMSON
ART: DAVIDE GIANFELICE & MIROSLAV MRVA
COVER: MATTEO SCALERA
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
Jackson was only expecting to steal a ghost from a cult. Instead, he found so much more! The 
second arc ends here!

GREAT PACIFIC #16
STORY: JOE HARRIS



ART / COVER A: MARTÍN MORAZZO
COVER B:  C.P. WILSON III
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
“BIG GAME HUNTERS,” Part Two—Baston has decimated Little Chief’s forces and sent them 
fleeing into the plastic wastes of the Great Pacific Gyre. But when this big game hunter turns his 
sights on New Texas next, Chas finds himself with few allies and fewer options. 

INVINCIBLE #112
STORY: ROBERT KIRKMAN
ART / COVER: RYAN OTTLEY & JOHN RAUCH
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99
Robot continues his quest to take over the world, traveling down a blood-drenched path littered 
with fallen friends.

THE MERCENARY SEA #4
STORY: KEL SYMONS
ART / COVER: MATHEW REYNOLDS
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99
"MAD DOGS AND ENGLISHMEN"—Stranded in a Chinese fishing village, Jack and company 
must rescue the British spy “Top Hat,” who’s been captured by Japanese soldiers. 

MICE TEMPLAR IV: LEGEND #10
STORY: BRYAN J.L. GLASS & MICHAEL AVON OEMING
ART: VICTOR SANTOS & SERENA GUERRA
COVER A: MICHAEL AVON OEMING
COVER B: VICTOR SANTOS & CHANDRA FREE
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50
“LIKE A TORCH TO THE KINDLING”—Pilot the Tall invokes Death Magic to discover the truth 
behind Karic's destiny and what he discovers promises doom to all who follow the noble young 
mouse. Meanwhile, Karic and Cassius return to the Field of Ruin—Avalon, where the Templar fell
—and must prove their loyalty to the assembled remnant, as well as their identity to ravenous cats 
seeking his legend.

MINIMUM WAGE #5
STORY: BOB FINGERMAN  
ART / COVER: BOB FINGERMAN
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
Alone in his new place with nothing but wisecracking radioactive horseshoe crabs, adult gigs, and 
his own toxic thoughts, Rob plays matchmaker and also embarks on a clandestine courtship with a 
saucily familiar face in the fifth chapter of BOB FINGERMAN’s so-real-it-hurts series. 

MORNING GLORIES #41 
STORY: NICK SPENCER
ART: JOE EISMA
COVER: RODIN ESQUEJO
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
"Nowhere else to go."

NOWHERE MEN #10
STORY: ERIC STEPHENSON
ART: MORITAT, JORDIE BELLAIRE, & EMI LENOX
COVER: MORITAT & FONOGRAFIKS



MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
From despair to where?

ONE-HIT WONDER #4 (OF 5)
STORY: FABRICE SAPOLSKY
ART: STEPHEN THOMPSON
COVER: ARIEL OLIVETTI
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
THE F***ING MOST IMPORTANT COMIC BOOK ISSUE OF THE YEAR. Hands down. Not 
kidding. Yeah. Just that. Word! Richie Reese's world has been turned upside-down and you'll finally 
know why. Truths. Schemes. Betrayals. Bullets. Burials. Plus... the birth of the "Nine-tural Born 
Killers." 

PETER PANZERFAUST #20
STORY: KURTIS J. WIEBE
ART / COVERS: TYLER JENKINS
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50
“THE HUNT,” Part Five—When revenge is at the tip of a finger... a finger on a trigger, there's only 
one thing that stands in Lily's way. The fate of the entire French Resistance lies in Lily's hand and 
one bullet could change history.

RAT QUEENS #6
STORY: KURTIS J. WIEBE
ART  / COVERS: ROC UPCHURCH
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
FIRST ISSUE OF A NEW STORY ARC! PERFECT JUMP-ON POINT!
“THE FAR REACHING TENTACLES OF N’RYGOTH,” Part One—A brand new booze-soaked 
arc of Rat Queens reveals a growing menace within the very walls of Palisade. And while Dee may 
have run from her past, the bloated, blood-feasting sky god N’rygoth never really lets his children 
stray too far.

REAL HEROES #3 
STORY / ART / COVER: BRYAN HITCH
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99
Lost and alone in a world they only knew as fiction, the cast of The Olympians movies are 
beginning to realize things aren't easy when fantasy is made reality. The dangers are all too real and 
it might mean their deaths when Brainchild and Brute come to defeat the world's greatest heroes.

THE REVENGE #4 (OF 4)
STORY: JONATHAN ROSS
ART / COVER: IAN CHURCHILL
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
MINISERIES CONCLUSION! Griffin Franks is finished, done for, as good as dead. At least that’s 
what his trophy wife Candy believes. But she’s wrong. When Griffin's beloved dog Lobo dies in his 
arms, the trigger is pulled — “If you wrong us, shall we not revenge?” You bet your ass he 
will...after all, he IS The Revenger.

SATELLITE SAM #9
STORY: MATT FRACTION
ART / COVER: HOWARD CHAYKIN
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $2.99
The clock runs out to save the network from scandal as Michael makes the biggest mistake of his 



life—and the only friend he has left behind the scenes has to face his father’s killer alone.

SAVAGE DRAGON #197
STORY / ART / COVER: ERIK LARSEN
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99
Malcolm Dragon is transformed into a hideous freak as he faces his greatest menace yet — a deadly 
virus that turns average people into mindless monsters! Get ready for a whole new Savage Dragon!

SEX #13
STORY: JOE CASEY
ART / COVER: PIOTR KOWALSKI
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
Year Two begins. Hang onto your c**ks.  

SHELTERED #10
STORY: ED BRISSON
ART / COVER: JOHNNIE CHRISTMAS
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99
In the final issue of the second arc, things take a dark turn for the children of Safe Haven. Not all 
will survive the issue!

SHUTTER #2
STORY: JOE KEATINGE
ART /COVER A:  LEILA DEL DUCA
COVER B: ROSS CAMPBELL
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
Kate Kristopher has been kidnapped by a robot, a few rat kids in cute outfits and a bunch of ninja 
ghosts. Luckily the NYPD pursues them in their flying saucers. Everything goes horribly wrong. 
Death happens.

SIDEKICK #7
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI
ART / COVER A:  TOM MANDRAKE & HIFI
COVER B: ALINA URUSOV
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
Flyboy has learned the truth: his former partner and mentor The Red Cowl faked his death...a 
discovery that has shattered Barry Chase all the way down to his soul. Allied now with Julia 
Moonglow, he seeks revenge on the man who he revered and deserted him. But before he can 
pursue vengeance, he has to get past a new hero in town, sent to reel him in for his recent dangerous 
behavior. How far will Flyboy go to get past this obstacle...and will he ever be the same afterward?

SKULLKICKERS #27
STORY: JIM ZUB
ART: EDWIN HUANG & MISTY COATS
COVER: JAMES GHIO
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50
"A DOZEN COUSINS AND A CRUMPLED CROWN," Part Three—Not a new #1 — not a reboot 
— not a paradigm-shifting crossover event... and yet, still totally worth picking up and reading, we 
promise!

SOUTHERN BASTARDS #2
STORY: JASON AARON



ART / COVER:  JASON LATOUR   
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50
It’s Friday night in Craw County, Alabama. Which means Coach Euless Boss is walking the 
sidelines like a god. And somebody is fixin’ to die.

SOVEREIGN #3
STORY: CHRIS ROBERSON
ART / COVER: PAUL MAYBURY
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
The paths of the travelers finally converge in the court of the late emperor, as his sons already vie 
for the empty throne. But when the unburied dead begin to rise, animated by intelligences from 
beyond space and time, there are more pressing matters to consider...

SPAWN #243
STORY / COVER: TODD MCFARLANE
ART: SZYMON KUDRANSKI
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99  
Sara is in great danger after mysteriously disappearing, and Jim frantically searches for the person 
responsible. Not knowing where to point the finger and with time running out, Jim seeks out the one 
individual who may have answers...but it may be too late. 

STARLIGHT #3 
STORY: MARK MILLAR
ART / COVER A: GORAN PARLOV
COVER B: FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA   
MAY 7 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
Duke and his young companion begin their first adventure together! To the people of Tantalus, 
Duke is a hero and savior. Now, he’s their last chance to vanquish the new menace that has invaded 
the peace-loving world he left behind. But four decades have passed: Duke’s not the young man he 
once was, and the enemy he faces is more powerful than anything he faced in the good old days. 
The stakes are raised, and the weight of Duke’s own conscience might be his heaviest burden yet!

STRAY BULLETS: KILLERS #3
STORY / ART / COVER: DAVID LAPHAM
MAY 14 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.50
For fifty-five years Paul has lived the life of a dead man, crushed by the weight of routine and 
responsibility, of sacrifice to his supposed LOVED ONES. Other people seem so alive, so...happy. 
Paul's seen them, and he wants to be one of them. Today, in his fifty-fifth year, Paul is going to stop 
living in fear. He's going to throw off the yoke of his oppressors. He's going to do the things he's 
always wanted to do before life slips him by. But first Paul's going to craft a plan. A cunning plan to 
hurt and kill his enemies…

TALES OF HONOR #3
STORY: MATT HAWKINS
ART / COVER A: SANG-IL JEONG
Cover B STEJPAN SEJIC
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99
THE HONORVERSE EXPANDS TO COMICS! Based on the best-selling military science fiction 
novels by David Weber, this original comic book series continues the story of Honor Harrington as 
she investigates the threat to Basilisk Station by the Republic of Haven.

TEN GRAND #11



STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI
ART / COVER:  C.P. SMITH
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
What began with a simple assignment has turned into a war for the very throne of Heaven itself, 
with Joe Fitzgerald caught between two massive armies of Light and Dark. It all comes down to one 
decision, one moment, and based on what he decides the universe itself may come apart at the 
seams. Will Joe go all the way for love? Or will he save the world but lose his soul?

THIEF OF THIEVES #21
STORY: ANDY DIGGLE
ART / COVER: SHAWN MARTINBROUGH & FELIX SERRANO
MAY 28 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
The first casualties on a new crime war mount up. Plus, learn just why they call him “Lola”...

UNDERTOW #4 (OF 6)
STORY: STEVE ORLANDO
ART / COVER A: ARTYOM TRAKHANOV
COVER B: JAKE WYATT 
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
Anshargal and Ukinnu Alal dine with a cannibal god, but it's more than Kingu can stomach. Zikia's 
rescue team is closing in, and so are the deadliest killers ever indoctrinated by Atlantis. The secret 
origin of the Atlantean missing link as the exploration action roars on!

A VOICE IN THE DARK #7
STORY / ART / COVER: LARIME TAYLOR  
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.99
“KILLING GAME,” Part Five—It's all been building to this. Zoey's on the verge of killing again — 
her second and third victims — but even the perfect crime can go awry.

ZERO #8
STORY: ALES KOT
ART: JORGE COELHO & JORDIE BELLAIRE
COVER A: JORGE COELHO & TOM MULLER
MAY 21 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99
The Mexico event sets off a brutal change. Cooke is hunted. The killers are prepared. Zero 
approaches.

COMICS SECTION

AARDVARK-VANAHEIM

STARS OF THE MONTH

CEREBUS TP'S
(W/A/CA) Dave Sim
Rick takes center stage, visits Cerebus’ bar, and writes The Book of Rick, which will dominate 
much of the storyline for the next eighty issues. (STK093956)
VOLUME 12: RICK'S STORY (STAR08468)—SC, 7x10, B&W $20.00
VOLUME 14: FORM & VOID (STAR13500)—SC, 7x10, B&W $30.00

ABSTRACT STUDIOS



TERRY MOORE'S HOW TO DRAW SC
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore
This is not your typical "How To Draw" book. Written for pros and amateurs alike, Terry Moore 
addresses the questions and challenges artists find after their art school education. Chapters include 
how to make art that sells, how to draw cartoons that work, how to draw expressions with even the 
simplest line and, Moore's forte, how to draw beautiful women. To wrap up, Moore details his step-
by-step process making a comic book from drawing board to pdfs. This book is loaded with timely 
material geared toward the world of comics as it is today. (STK515948) (SEP120731)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, B&W $16.99

TERRY MOORE'S SKETCHBOOK: HOT GIRLS, COLD FEET
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore
You might think someone who is known for his mastery of the female form would have very 
interesting sketchbooks, and you'd be right! From dancing doodles to perfect pencils, here is a peek 
into the sexy world of one the comic industry's most revered artists. (STK454287) (OCT110753)
SC, 7x10, 64pgs, B&W $10.99

**********************************************************************

ABRAMS

NATHAN HALE'S HAZARDOUS TALES VOLUME 4: TREATIES, TRENCHES, MUD, AND 
BLOOD HC
(W/A/CA) Nathan Hale
World War I set the tone for the 20th-century and introduced a new type of warfare: global, 
mechanical, and brutal. Nathan Hale has gathered some of the most fascinating true-life tales from 
the war and given them his inimitable Hazardous Tales twist. Easy to understand, funny, 
informative, and lively, this series is the best way to be introduced to some of the most well-known 
battles (and little-known secrets) of the infamous war. (STK637405)
HC, 6x8, 128pgs, FC $12.95

AC COMICS

FEMFORCE #167
(W) Bill Black & Various (A) Rock Baker & Various (CA) Will Meugniot & Various
Nightveil and She-Cat are finally back, and the Femforce is full strength as things heat up on the 
West Coast- but will it be enough to stop Wampyr? Plus, back-up features starring Synn, The Black 
Phantom in the past, Stormy Tempest in the far-flung future, and Ms. Victory spanning multiple 
eras. (STK638329)
80pgs, B&W $9.95

GOLDEN AGE GREATS SPOTLIGHT VOLUME 15 GN
(W) Robert Turner & Various (A) Matt Baker & Various (CA) Alex Schomburg
More of the best Golden Age "good girl art" comics! Rarities include Fox's Purple Tigress; 
Cheslers's Spider Woman; Jun-Gal and Spitfire Saunders! Also Flyin' Jenny, Wildfire, Voodah, Sally 
O'neill, Torchy, Woman In Red, Blonde Bomber, Mitzi, Zegra, Tangii. and more! Art by Baker, 
Powell, Mooney, Ward, Elgin, and other greats! (STK638330)
140pgs, B&W $29.95

ACTION LAB ENTERTAINMENT

PRINCELESS: THE PIRATE PRINCESS ONE-SHOT



(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Emily Martin, Soojin Paek (CA) Soojin Paek, Michael Goodwin
Adrienne is the Princess who rescued herself and she is determined to save every girl left locked 
away in a tower by their parents. But when Adrienne meets Raven, The Pirate Princess, she'll learn 
that she's not the only princess with a plan of her own! Join Adrienne, Bedelia, and Raven for the 
beginning of a new and incredible chapter in the story of princesses who can do their own rescuing. 
Jump onto the Princeless bandwagon for only a buck! (STK638347)
32pgs, FC $1.00

SKYWARD ACTION PACK TP
(W/A/CA) Jeremy Dale
All three collctions of Jeremy Dale's hit series Skyward in one handy package! Follow the 
adventures of Quinn and his dog Jack as they face off against fantastic, terrible threats, meet new 
curious allies, and find a new life amidst the invasion of their homeland. Collects Skyward #1-9 in 
three volumes! (STK639025)
SC, 288pgs, FC $24.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

MOLLY DANGER BOOK 1 HC
(W) Jamal Igle (A/CA) Juan Castro & Various
She's the hero you've been waiting for! Eternally child-like and inhumanly strong, Molly Danger 
has protected the citizens of the once sleepy town of Coopersville, New York for the past 20 years 
from the terror of the sinister Supermechs. But what secrets from her past threaten to destroy 
everything she holds dear when new D.A.R.T. recruit Austin Briggs becomes her pilot? 
(STK613572) (MAY130760)
HC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC $19.95

**********************************************************************

DANGER ZONE

BO PLUSHY GANGSTA #3
(W/A/CA) Pavel Balabanov
As Bo Plushy's showdown with the "Roswell" gang and their boss, the Serpent (a.k.a. Puppet 
Master) continues, things aren't what they appear! Does the Puppet Master have the voodoo teddy 
gangsta by the strings? Or is it the other way 'round? Come on, it's Bo! (STK638342)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC $3.99

DRY SPELL #1
(W/A/CA) Ken Krekeler
Tom Ferris lives in a world of super-heroes streaking across the sky, and hurling themselves over 
rooftops at night. They are commonplace. But Tom doesn't notice that world anymore, because his 
world is now made up of spreadsheets, phone bills, software, coffee, and button-down shirts. Each 
night, he lies awake though, wishing to be the man he was. Today, Tom gets his wish. And the world 
will never forget him again! (STK638346)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE FINAL PLAGUE TP
(W) J. D. Arnold (A/CA) Tony Guaraldi-Brown
The original "Animal Zombie" epic is collected for the first time! Follow the terrifying tale of 



survival as a mutated rabies virus turns animals great and small into bloodthirsty, rampaging beasts. 
Civilization crumbles, and only a small group of farmers and scientists stand between us and total 
extinction! (STK638344)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC$14.99

ZOMBIE TRAMP VOLUME 2 TP
(W/A/CA) Dan Mendoza
Everyone's favorite street-walking dead returns! Janey the Zombie Tramp makes a mysterious new 
friend and together they board an express train to more fetish, gore, cartoon grindhouse mayhem in 
the style that fans of the series have come to love! Are Janey's budding undead powers enough to 
see her through another deadly adventure on the Taint Train of Terror? (STK638345)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC$11.99

ADHOUSE BOOKS

THE BAD-VENTURES OF BOBO BACKSLACK GN
(W/A/CA) Jon Chadurjian
Oh, geez! There is no one as unlucky in all of North Dakota as Bobo Backslack. All he wants to do 
is work hard at his job, get a girlfriend and make his mom proud, but it seems that all forces from 
the natural to the supernatural are poised against him. His miserable life is exquisitely detailed 
within these pages. (STK637798)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 8x8, 184pgs, B&W $14.95

ALTERNA COMICS INC

FUBAR: BETTER RED THAN DEAD ONE-SHOT
(W) Jeff McClelland, Jeff McComsey (A) Jeff McComsey & Various (CA) Toby Cypress
1961. From The Bay of Pigs to the Berlin Wall, FUBAR: Better Red Than Dead shows what 
happens when the KGB and CIA go head to head over a new weapon that makes three dimensional 
nuclear war look like a sensible alternative. This one-shot is a great companion to go with FUBAR's 
Free Comic Book Day offering this year. (STK638326)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, B&W $3.99

AMIGO COMICS

GHOST WOLF #3
(W) El Torres (A) Siku, Loren Lorente (CA) Loren Lorente
With the death of Kerunnos and the Ghost Wolf vanished, an ancient evil awakes. The Hungry Ones 
wander through the Northern Wastes once more, devouring everything in their path, reaching the 
pacific tribes of the hills. But a new Wolf avatar fights the old demons. A woman called Mara. 
Warrior. Mother. Impostor. (STK639363)
32pgs, FC (3 of 4) $3.99

ROGUES VOLUME 2 #2
(W) Torres El (A/CA) Lolita Aldea
The Rogues are now a reluctant part of the crew of Hakon the Deathless, in the search of the dragon 
Armod. Far from their usual turf, Bram and The Weasel are into a epic saga that they don't like at 
all. And the prophecies of the Half-Dead Volva unsettle them too. Their brotherhood will soon be 



torn apart! (STK623533)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #9 (SEP130845)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.99

LUNITA #3
(W) Xavier Morell (A/CA) Sergi San Julian
Agent Summers has to deal with Lunita's eccentricities, with the huge but kind Basajaun companion 
that joined the team, with her kittens and cats, and above all, she has to accept that the supernatural 
really exists. And something more terrible: The Mermaids really exist, and they've declared war on 
Mankind! (STK628658)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #11 (NOV130749)
32pgs, FC (3 of 4) $3.99

AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT

 CAVEWOMAN: JOURNEY #2—MONTE MOORE COVER A
(A) Rob Durham, Rob Durham (CA) Monte Moore
What better way to start off the second issue of Journey than with a fantastic cover by guest artist 
Monte Moore! Cavewoman is fully recovered from her fight with the black widow spiders and she 
and Klyde gradually renew their fragile friendship. Though her future with Klyde is uncertain, they 
will face the perils of their prehistoric jungle together. Meriem now must come to a decision and 
choose which direction her new journey will take them. (STK638339)
24pgs, B&W (2 of 2) $3.75

CAVEWOMAN: JOURNEY #2—ROB DURHAM COVER B
(W/A/CA) Rob Durham
Rob jumps into the mix on Journey #2 with this beautiful new special edition cover featuring 
Meriem and all the trimmings! Limited to just 425 copies, each book is bagged and boarded and 
comes with a Certificate of Authenticity! (STK638340)
24pgs, B&W (2 of 2) PI 

CAVEWOMAN: JOURNEY #1—BUDD ROOT NUDE COVER E
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
24pgs, B&W (1 of 2) PI 

AMULET BOOKS

THE MISADVENTURES OF SALEM HYDE VOLUME 2: BIG BIRTHDAY BASH
(W/A/CA) Frank Cammuso
Young witch Salem Hyde is stubborn, impulsive, and loves flying. Her cat companion, Whammy, is 
nervous, careful, and loves staying on the ground. Somehow, though, they're best friends. In this 
second book in the series, Salem is invited to a birthday party, and she wants to make sure 
everything goes perfectly. But from the invitations to the presents, party games, and spells gone 
awry, nothing happens exactly the way it should, and she'll need Whammy's help to sort it all out. 
Available in Softcover and Hardcover editions. (STK637407)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 6x8, 96pgs, PC$6.95
HARDCOVER—SC, 6x8, 96pgs, PC $14.95



ANDREWS MCMEEL

DRAGON GIRL: THE SECRET VALLEY GN
(W/A/CA) Jeff Weigel
Eleven-year-old Alanna and her older brother Hamel are orphans and doing their best to take care of 
each other, until one day Alanna stumbles upon a cave full of dragon eggs. When the eggs hatch 
with no mother dragon in sight, Alanna decides to take care of the babies herself, even creating a 
clever costume so that the babies think she, too, is a dragon. With their large appetites and 
accidental fire burps, Alanna learns that dragon babies are hard work! And when a mama dragon 
finally comes to claim the babies, Alanna's costume is so convincing that she is swept along for the 
ride as they journey to Dragon Rock, a mysterious magnetic force that draws dragons of all shapes 
and sizes to a magical, untouched valley. (STK637410) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W $9.99

ANTARCTIC PRESS

GOLD DIGGER MONTH!

GOLD DIGGER #212
(W/A/CA) Fred Perry
After a double-date with Brit' and Stryyp, Ace figures it's finally time he manned up about marriage 
and surprised Penny by proposing. Penny promptly fetches one of Gina's hyperspace pylons with a 
gate open to a fully prepared church, complete with freshly teleported guests, ready to start a 
wedding ceremony in ten minutes!
32pgs, FC $3.99

GOLD DIGGER GOLD BRICK IV REMINTED 
(W/A/CA) Fred Perry
The biggest and baddest of the bricks is back! In the wake of Brick III, Brick IV has also found its 
way from comics quasi-space back to reality! Collecting Gold Digger color issues #26-50, this 
massive volume covers some of the most thought-provoking plots of the time, including the history 
of the Djinn, the concept of Mymiors, and the secrets of Merlin and the dragons. Plus there's the 
debuts of wrestling diva Mistress, Ace's pilot rival Skippy, and the diabolical Dupity Doom, all with 
an incredible new cover!
SC, 7x10, 664pgs, FC$60.00

GOLD DIGGER PLATINUM VOL. 7 TP
(W/A/CA) Fred Perry
Wacky wrestling robot shenanigans and pulse-pounding planetary takeovers are the orders of the 
day for this super-size serving of Gold Digger! A trio of faerie felons have escaped prison and are 
out to wreak havoc, so it's up to the Leprechaun Vaultron Team and their allies to save their worst 
enemy from a (possibly deserved) vengeance! And a trip to visit Amara, home world of Jan and 
Rol, turns lethal for Britanny, Stryyp, and their friends when the galaxy-conquering family known 
as the Dynasty return.  The Dynasty's not out to use the Amarans as Soul Furnace fodder any more, 
though. No, this time, they want the heavily armed rabbit folk as soldiers! Collects Gold Digger 
(Color) #131-135.
SC, 7x10, 138pgs, FC$14.99

OFFERED AGAIN

GOLD DIGGER: GOLD BRICK III REMINTED TP



(W/A/CA) Fred Perry
This first mega-treasury of the color issues of Gold Digger sold out years ago.  We thought we 
could never print it again, but miracles can happen! Follow Gina and Cheetah from the undersea 
city of Muthia to the fabled land of Jade, encountering the questing dragon Fauntleroy and his 
concubines, danger and adventure on their search for treasure.  Get the incredible first 25 issues of 
the Gold Digger color series in one massive volume, with a dope-riffic new cover!
SC, 7x10, 459pgs, FC$50.00

GOLD DIGGER TECH MANUAL TP
(W) Fred Perry, Doug Dlin (A/CA) Fred Perry
For over fifteen years, Fred Perry's Gold Digger has brought readers a wealth of incredible stories 
and memorable characters. It's also been packed full of some of the weirdest, wildest, and most 
wonderful technology ever to leap off a drawing board. Now we reveal the secrets and details of the 
fantastic array of gadgets, weaponry, vehicles, robots, and more; from cutting-edge discoveries to 
technology predating the entire universe... all told from the perspective of Gold Digger's foremost 
technology expert, Gina Diggers herself! From Beta-Tech's Phantom Rings to Hurt-bots and 
Peebos, from Ace's many aircraft and the ships of the Dynasty to Gina's Gina-mobiles and the Laz-
E-Boy of Doom! Eleven issues, over 350 pages worth of technological twisters explored and 
revealed, all at a price that even a freshman engineering major's budget can afford!
SC, 7x10, 352pgs, FC$19.99

GOLD DIGGER: THE MOVIE DVD
(W/A) Fred Perry
Years in the making, one man's legacy is finally complete! Drawn and animated entirely by Gold 
Digger creator Fred Perry, this full-length, high-quality original video animation retells the very 
first GD adventure! Following rumors of an ancient time machine hidden somewhere in the forested 
hills of England, adventurer/archaeologist/super-scientist Gina Diggers and her kid sister Britanny, a 
seven-foot were-cheetah, find themselves pitted against fearsome rock monsters, spell-wielding 
elves, and a dragon bent on controlling all of time! Get all three episodes of the "Time Raft" OVA in 
one package, plus special commentary tracks, stills, animated outtakes and more! Running time: 
Approximately 60 mins.
DVD $24.95

GOLD DIGGER: THE MOVIE DELUXE EDITION DVD
(W/A) Fred Perry
Gold Digger fans, this is the DVD package for you! Get the full-length "Time Raft" OVA, 
commentary tracks, animated outtakes, stills and much more! A ton of A.P. animation trailers, a 
"motion comic" of Gold Digger #99, a digital edition of the Gold Digger Mangazine Color Special 
(the original comic story basis for the OVA) — enough extra goodies to require a whole other 
DVD! Running time: Approximately 120 mins.
DVD (x2) $29.95

***********************************************************************

VICTORIAN SECRET: GIRLS OF SUMMER 2014 #1
(W/A) Various
Fancy a bit of warm-weather enjoyment? Our summery sweethearts in their fanciest finery, 
titillating yet tasteful, are sure to set your gears to spinning and your boiler pressure rising! Full 
steam ahead!
32pgs, FC $3.99

CARPOOL T-SHIRT



Screaming down from one of the weirder corners of the cosmos comes Carpool, the multi-form 
assassin for hire! The Mech-Merc with a Manifold's ready to bust some head gaskets and chew 
bubble gum, and he's all out of... head gaskets. Huh. Good thing he likes gum.
S-XL—T-Shirt $21.99
XXL—T-Shirt$23.99
XXXL—T-Shirt $24.99

GHOST COP TP
(W) V.J. Boyd, Justin Boyd (A) Christian DiBari
Antarctic Press presents a tense tale of the super-noir-tual, co-written by Justified writer, V.J. Boyd! 
In 1947, hard-boiled police detective Tom Fraley was murdered by a vicious serial killer. Now, in 
2013, someone is replicating that killer's pattern. Fraley's spirit returns to hunt down the criminal 
and take vengeance for his own death. Collects Ghost Cop #1-3.
SC, 7x10, 72pgs, FC $14.99

APE ENTERTAINMENT

TUGG THE BULL TERRIER #1
(W) Kim Ovard, Blake Ovard (A) Blake Ovard (CA) Al Bigley
Wrapped in a blanket, staked down beside a busy highway and left for dead — that's how real-life 
super hero, Tugg, got his start. Now, he's saving the world from things it didn't even know was 
dangerous. Join Tugg and the cast of unforgettable characters in one of this year's most anticipated 
new series! (STK638327)
22pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99

ARCANA STUDIO

DARKHAM VALE VOLUME 1 GN
(W/A/CA) Jack Lawrence
When Ryan Harris and his Dad move to Darkham Vale, Ryan soon finds that things in the town 
aren't quite right. Before long the boy is swept up in events that he doesn't understand, facing 
monsters he never thought could exist and trying, against all odds, to stay alive. (STK635031)
SC, 7x10, 150pgs, FC$19.95

ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS

AFTERLIFE WITH ARCHIE #7
(W) Roberto Aguirre Sacasa (A) Francesco Francavilla, Jack Morelli (CA) Francesco Francavilla
"Betty, R.I.P.," Part 1 (of 6): "Thanksgiving." It's been weeks since Archie and his friends left 
Riverdale. Now, they are wandering the deserted highways of America, one step ahead of the ever-
pursuing vicious zombie horde. When they decide to set down roots to observe their first post-
apocalypse Thanksgiving, Mr. Lodge leads a team into the forests of Pennsylvania to find dinner, 
but the hunters soon become the hunted, and not all of the gang will make it out of the woods alive! 
(STK637230)
FRANCAVILLA COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99
PEPOY VARIANT—32pgs, FC $2.99

AFTERLIFE WITH ARCHIE VOLUME 1: ESCAPE FROM RIVERDALE TP (BOOK MARKET 
EDITION)
(W) Roberto Aguirre Sacasa (A) Francesco Francavilla, Jack Morelli (CA) Francesco Francavilla
When Jughead's beloved pet Hot Dog is killed in a hit and run, Jughead turns to the only person he 
knows who can help bring back his canine companion — Sabrina the Teenage Witch. Using dark, 



forbidden magic, Sabrina is successful and Hot Dog returns to the land of the living. But he's not 
the same — and soon, the darkness he brings back with him from beyond the grave begins to 
spread, forcing Archie and the gang to try to escape Riverdale! Collects issues #1-5. (STK638081)
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC$17.99

ARCHIE #656
(W) Dan Parent (A) Rich Koslowski, Dan Parent (CA) Dan Parent
"Let's Hear it for Harper." Veronica's cousin Harper is coming to Riverdale, where she's considering 
attending Riverdale High. When she arrives, they see something they weren't expecting: she is 
physically disabled. However it doesn't take long to see that her disabilities don't hold her back, but 
instead add to her dynamic personality! Harper teaches the gang how something that you think can 
hold you back can make you that much stronger — all while being decked out in the most fashion 
forward wheelchair ever seen! (STK637232)
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99
"ROSES ARE RED" COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99

ARCHIE COMICS SPECTACULAR: SUMMER DAZE TP
(W) George Gladir, Frank Doyle (A) Dan Parent, Dan DeCarlo (CA) Fernando Ruiz
School's out for the summer in Riverdale, and the fun is just beginning! Join Archie, Betty, 
Veronica, Jughead and friends as they go on vacation, go to the beach, work summer jobs — and 
avoid working entirely! This fun, pocket-sized collection features 128 pages of hand-picked, 
favorite fun in the sun stories, presented in high-quality, bright white paper with a cardstock cover. 
It's the perfect book for any summer road trip! (STK637253)
SC, 128pgs, FC $5.99

ARCHIE DOUBLE DIGEST #251
(W) Frank Doyle (A) Harry Lucey & Various (CA) Jeff Schultz & Various
Archie's excited for a day at the carnival with his two best gals, but are they in for a fun ride? Or 
does Archie's over-eagerness take the enjoyment out of their summer excursion? It's no love 
rollercoaster in "Rights and Wrongs," the hilarious lead story to a fun-filled double digest! 
(STK637233)
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99

ARCHIE FUNHOUSE DOUBLE DOUBLE DIGEST #6
(W) Mike Pellowski (A) Fernando Ruiz & Various (CA) Gisele Lagace, Tito Pena
The warm weather's finally here and Archie and Reggie are looking for some fun in the sun! They're 
ready to hit the beach for surfing and some very special sights! However when the girls suggest 
attending their fashion show instead the boys have to choose whether they want to be outdoors 
digging the new summer sights or stuck inside at a boring fashion show! Can they choose without 
hurting anyone's feelings? Or will they get burned — and not just from the sun? See what happens 
in "Sea View!" the fun first story in this jam-packed double double digest! (STK637234)
Digest, 320pgs, FC $5.99

ARCHIE: THE MARRIED LIFE VOLUME 5 TP
(W) Paul Kupperberg (A) Fernando Ruiz & Various (CA) Norm Breyfogle, Glenn Whitmore
The fifth volume of Archie's highly acclaimed graphic novel series features celebrated writer Paul 
Kupperberg's tight-knit ongoing romantic storyline of Archie as a young newlywed in two very 
different universes, one where he marries wealthy socialite Veronica Lodge and the other where he 
marries girl-next-door Betty Cooper. This volume follows Betty and Reggie's time in the reality TV 
spotlight, and Cheryl Blossom continues her fight against breast cancer, while also inspiring women 
struggling to do the same! Plus all the romantic ups and downs that Riverdale is famous for! 
(STK637254)



SC, 7x10, 272pgs, FC$19.99

JUGHEAD & ARCHIE DOUBLE DIGEST #3
(W) Craig Boldman (A) Rex Lindsey & Various (CA) Tito Pena & Various
Jughead's pining for the coveted "Steadiest Customer Award" spot at Pop's until he finds out some 
unfortunate news — he's not Pop's VIP customer! The mysterious Mr. Milkweed has been visiting 
the Shoppe by one day more than ol' Juggie. Now Jughead's determined to win the top spot any way 
he can. What will he do? And just who is this Mr. Milkweed? The answers lie in "The Milkweed 
Lament," the zany lead story to a hilarious double digest! (STK637235)
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99

KEVIN KELLER  #14
(W) Dan Parent (A) Dan Parent, Rich Koslowski (CA) Dan Parent
"That's Really Super, Kevin!" Kevin's world takes a surprising new twist when he becomes the 
masked crime fighter called "The Equalizer!" Of course, this doesn't just happen overnight. When 
he saves someone's life and becomes a media sensation, Veronica's wheels start turning and with her 
drive, determination (and unlimited cash!) she molds a new career for Kevin! Somewhat 
apprehensive, will Kevin move forward as a superhero? And what will happen to his everyday 
teenage life? Find out in the first part of this exciting new storyline! (STK637236)
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99
VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99

WORLD OF ARCHIE DOUBLE DIGEST #40
(W) Frank Doyle (A) Harry Lucey & Various (CA) Bob Smith & Various
Archie's been commanded from on high (aka his parents) to do some outside chores. This doesn't go 
over too well with Veronica, who Archie had to break his plans with. But no chores means no 
allowance which means no date! When she decides to go out with Reggie instead, will Archie be the 
better man? Or will he skip out on his responsibilities to win her over? Find out in "Job Well Done" 
the lead story to this fun-filled double digest! (STK637244)
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99

STARS OF THE MONTH

SABRINA: THE TEENAGE WITCH: THE MAGIC WITHIN TP'S
(W) Tania Del Rio (A) Tania Del Rio, Jim Amash (CA) Tania Del Rio, Jason Jensen
The Magic returns like never before! Sabrina Spellman is your average teenager by day, attending 
Greendale High where her crush Harvey plays for the school basketball team. But by night, Sabrina 
enters the magic realm where she hones her witchcraft and attends charm school with the handsome 
and mysterious Shinji! Start from the very beginning as Sabrina deals with her two eccentric aunts 
and her conflicting lives in the Mortal and Magic realms, presented with a manga-style makeover! 
(STK522228)
VOLUME 1 (DEC120825)—SC, 5x7, 256pgs, B&W $10.99
VOLUME 2 (FEB130731)—SC, 5x7, 240pgs, B&W $10.99
VOLUME 3 (JUN130767)—SC, 5x7, 256pgs, B&W $10.99
VOLUME 4 (SEP130895)—SC, 272pgs, B&W $10.99

**********************************************************************

MEGA MAN #37
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Jamal Peppers & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante
"Dawn of X," Part 1! The Mega Man/Mega Man X crossover is here! Witness a struggle that spans 
across time as both the original Mega Man and Mega Man X battle a long-lost Wily weapon for the 



safety of all mankind! Featuring heroes and villains from both hit Capcom franchises, plus the 
surprise return of a character that will affect the very course of time and space as we know it! Get in 
on the ground floor of this century-spanning special event that features a cover and variant from 
Mega Man art legend Patrick "SPAZ" Spaziante, as well as a special "Villain Variant" cover 
featuring SIGMA and VILE by painter Erik Ly! (STK637238)
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99
"RELICS OF THE PAST" VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99
"VILLAINS" VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99

SONIC SUPER SIZED DIGEST #7
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Lamar Wells & Various (CA) Rafa Knight
Sonic Super Digest is back and featuring a brand new story! Sonic the Hedgehog's adventures are 
now available in the popular digest format. Where Sonic Super Special Magazine leaves off, this 
quarterly digest collection picks up, with even more classic adventure from the Sonic comic library! 
The secret origin of the new Sonic Universe is revealed in the all-new "Sonic Origins" mini-feature! 
All this (and Freedom Fighters too) as we give you more classic Sonic comics as only Sonic Super 
Digest can provide! (STK637245)
Digest, 128pgs, FC $3.99

SONIC SAGA VOLUME 6: MOGUL RISING TP
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Matt Herms & Various (CA) Tracy Yardley & Various
It's Sonic vs. Everybody! Blast into the action at Sonic speed with the continuation of the all-new 
Sonic Saga graphic novel series! In this volume, Sonic battles the ancient, evil Mammoth Mogul, 
who has lost his Chaos Emerald and been imprisoned, but backing him into such a corner only 
made him more dangerous! Mogul uses his remaining powers to summon a new Fearsome 
Foursome — and Sonic is forced to be one of them! Collects selected stories from Sonic the 
Hedgehog #185-189. (STK637259)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC$11.99

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #261
(W) Ian Flynn, Aleah Baker (A) Evan Stanley & Various (CA) Ben Bates
"Waves of Change," Part Two! Sonic, Amy, and Rotor — in the deep sea and in deeper trouble! 
When their new friend Coral has run afoul of her government, will Sonic and the Freedom Fighters 
stand by her side? Or will they risk becoming fugitives? Then, in "The Light in the Dark," Sally's 
simple raiding plans take a turn for the worse! Featuring new cover art from Sonic superstar Ben 
Bates and a hilarious new "Is it Summer Yet??" Variant cover by Tracy Yardley! and Matt Herms! 
(STK637240)
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99
"IS IT SUMMER YET??" VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99

SONIC UNIVERSE #64
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Jim Amash & Various (CA) Tracy Yardley
"The Great Chaos Caper," Part Two. The chaos continues! It's hijinks and high explosives galore 
with Knuckles caught in the middle of all the action! The Chaotix and the Hooligans are falling 
over each other to get to a Chaos Emerald — the key to saving (or dooming) the world! It's up to 
Knuckles to power through the madness and complete his own mission, and in his travels, you'll 
never believe who he finds! Featuring new cover art from Tracy Yardley and a rad red SEGA 
Variant cover! (STK637243)
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99
CHIBI VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG ARCHIVES TP'S (NEW PRINTINGS)



(W/A)  Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante
Sonic's comic adventures begin here! See the Sonic comic universe from its very beginning in the 
first installment of the bestselling Sonic the Hedgehog Archives series! In 1993, Sonic the 
Hedgehog sped his way from video games to comic books. Now, over twenty years later the "blue 
blur" can lay claim to having the most successful comic book career of all video game heroes! 
(STK369402)
VOLUME 1 (JAN088721)—SC, 112pgs, FC $7.95
VOLUME 2—SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC $7.95

ASPEN MLT

JIRNI VOLUME 1: SHADOWS AND DUST TP
(W) JT Krul (A/CA) Paolo Pantalena
Discover a whole new world of action and excitement! Trekking through a violent and dangerous 
frontier of savage barbarians, devious thieves, and wild creatures, a warrior-princess named Ara 
searches for her mother, who was stolen away from her kingdom by a mysterious sorcerer with the 
help of his powerful D'jinn. What great and terrible secrets await her in the distant horizon? Prepare 
to experience an epic tale of fantasy and wonder without boundaries. This is Ara's quest. This is 
Ara's destiny. This is Ara's – JIRNI! Collecting together the entire first volume along with a 
complete covers gallery, the JIRNI vol 1: SHADOWS AND DUST TPB is not to be missed!
SC, 7x10, 132pgs, FC$12.99

JIRNI VOL. 2 #1
(W) JT Krul (A/CA) Paolo Pantalena
Return to a fantastical world of high-adventure! Ara is a warrior-princess with the blood of the 
mystical D'jinn flowing through her. Powerful, brave, and capable, she is determined to finish her 
quest to find her kidnapped mother, no matter what obstacles may fall in her path. But, the desert 
she wanders through seems endless, and something is hunting her. Or is it the other way around?
Creator J.T. Krul, artist Paolo Pantalena, and colorist Brett Smith are proud to present the follow-up 
volume to Aspen's smash hit series - JIRNI!
32pgs, FC $3.99

LOLA XOXO #2
(W/A/CA) Siya Oum
Aspen’s newest hit series continues! Lola becomes a recruit for the notorious Wasteland Trading 
Company, but their true intentions may not fit with her own motives for survival. Meanwhile, a 
rogue group of carnies manage to escape from their delirious carnival, and Lola finds herself as the 
person responsible for retrieving this wild—and dangerous—bunch!
One of 2014’s most exciting debuts, LOLA XOXO is ready to take you on an incredible adventure 
unlike any other! 
32pgs, FC $3.99

ALL NEW SOULFIRE #7
(W) JT Krul (A) V. Ken Marion (CA) V. Ken Marion, Micah Gunnell
It's the final showdown as PJ finds himself facing off against his new girlfriend, Alori, for the 
championship! Little does he know that she's in the employ of Abel, the mastermind who is about to 
make his dangerous move against Benoist – one that could be the end of Papa Bear forever!
32pgs, FC $3.99

FATHOM: KIANI VOL. 3 #3
(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Giuseppe Cafaro
(CA) Giuseppe Cafaro, Dawn McTeigue



Kiani has risen! Kiani severs her ties with Luzhin and the Volna after discovering the true dangers 
such a powerful research facility is capable of. However, her escape does not go according to plan
—as the Russians prove they are not easily dissuaded from their attempts to become the world’s 
greatest nation—even if it means killing her in the process!
32pgs, FC $3.99

AVATAR PRESS

GOD IS DEAD VOLUME 1 TPB
(W) Jonathan Hickman, Mike Costa
(A) Di Amorim (CA) Jonathan Hickman
Like a thunderbolt from heaven, the epic first volume of JONATHAN HICKMAN’s God is Dead is 
here! Mankind has argued over the existence of gods since the dawn of time. In modern eras it’s 
been fashionable to mock religious believers with taunts of scientific testimony and fact. But when 
the gods of old begin to reappear on earth and claim the domain of man for their own, the world is 
thrown into a state of utter anarchy. Now Horus walks the streets of Egypt, Zeus has taken over the 
Sistine Chapel, and Odin is coordinating the dissection of the earth among the returned deities. 
Mankind held sway over the world for thousands of years and their hubris over that time has made 
them powerful but when faced with the divine, can mortal weapons put an end to the second coming 
of the gods? As the world tumbles toward apocalypse, a group of scientists seek to do the 
impossible… give birth to the gods of science. God is Dead Vol 1 collects God is Dead issues #1-6. 
(C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC$19.99

DISENCHANTED VOLUME 1
(W) Simon Spurrier (A/CA) German Erramouspe
SIMON SPURRIER welcomes you to Vermintown! The smash-hit webcomic is collected for the 
first time! Nobody gives a crap about the little people any more. Once they were the mainstay of 
folklore: goblins, leprechauns, pixies, and fey. But now? Dispossessed, forgotten, doubting even 
their own traditions, they’ve trickled into Vermintown: a vast and vile city of a million inch-tall 
malcontents. Sprawling through an abandoned subway station deep beneath London, here myth has 
given way to sleaze, drugs, gangland violence and interracial hatred. Vermintown is where magic 
went to die. What ever happened to magic? Disenchanted answers that question with all the ugliness 
of the fairy slums in this first chapter of the collected webseries disenchantedcomic.com. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC $19.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC $27.99

CROSSED: BADLANDS #53
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Christian Zanier
(CA) Christian Zanier, Gabriel Andrade, Matt Martin
Part four of GARTH ENNIS’ return to Crossed: Badlands continues to give the hordes of infected a 
dire dose of horror! It is the beginning of the infection and as more and more countries fall to the 
rapidly expanding infection, a group of military men start to place the pieces together and form 
assumptions about how this all happened. In each country a patient zero began the Crossed horror, 
but what does that mean for how the first infected actually came about? The creator of Crossed and 
Preacher, continues the tale that set off C-Day in comic shops worldwide! Available with Regular, 
Torture, and Red Crossed Incentive covers by Christian Zanier, a Fatale Fantasy cover by Matt 
Martin and aWraparound cover by Gabriel Andrade.
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—32pgs, FC $3.99



WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC $3.99
TORTURE—32pgs, FC $3.99
FATAL FANTASY—32pgs, FC $3.99

CROSSED: BADLANDS #54
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Christian Zanier
(CA) Christian Zanier, Gabriel Andrade, Matt Martin
In the opening days of the Crossed infection the world reels beneath the onslaught of maniacal 
insanity. And yet, between the heartbeats of the maniacs loosed on unsuspecting humanity, a deadly 
endgame of nuclear war is playing out. With Russian nukes inbound to the east coast of the United 
States, the English Prime Minister must make a daring decision to avoid all out human annihilation 
while trying to determine the cause of the Crossed plague tearing through his country. In this world 
full of monsters, there is no help. There is only the Crossed. Available with Regular, Torture and 
Red Crossed Incentive covers by Christian Zanier a Fatale Fantasy cover by Matt Martin and a 
Wraparound cover by Gabriel Andrade.
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—32pgs, FC $3.99
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC $3.99
TORTURE—32pgs, FC $3.99
FATAL FANTASY—32pgs, FC $3.99

CALIBAN #2
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Facundo Percio
Horror in space has never been more terrifying than when told by master storyteller GARTH 
ENNIS and Fashion Beast artist FACUNDO PERCIO! No one imagined it possible, there is no 
other life in the universe outside of humanity. But an accident in hyperspace has forced the crew of 
the Caliban into accepting that simple is not true.  Amid the carnage of the mishap, an alien horror 
begins to unfold that will take these unsuspecting space travelers to the very edge of sanity. There 
are things in this universe that were not meant to be encountered. Ennis delivers a new frightening 
vision of terror in the pages of Caliban! Available with Regular, Wraparound, Terror, and Design 
Sketch Incentive covers by Facundo Percio and a ultra-limited Dark Matter edition of just 1,500 
copies.
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—32pgs, FC $3.99
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC $3.99
TERROR—32pgs, FC $3.99
DARK MATTER—32pgs, FC $9.99

ROVER RED CHARLIE #6
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Michael Dipascale
The FINAL issue is a super-sized concluding chapter to the story of Rover, Red, and Charlie. The 
boys made it from New York to the big splash, but things are far from good. Herman is back for 
vengeance and as the world falls down around them, these three canine best friends must face his 
wrath. And even the bonds of friendship can’t stop the inevitability of the long sleep. GARTH 
ENNIS delivers three of his most beloved characters to the end of the world and tells a gripping 
story through the innocent eyes of dogs. Available with a Regular, Wraparound, and a Dog Days 
Order Incentive cover by series artist Michael Dipascale.
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—48pgs, FC $5.99
WRAPAROUND—48pgs, FC $5.99

ÜBER #13



(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Gabriel Andrade
(CA) Gabriel Andrade, Michael Dipascale
“Über Year II” continues to change the way we look at altered history stories as KIERON 
GILLEN’s war epic rages on. Katyusha was a misfit to the end. When she activated as an Über, she 
escaped and wandered the countryside hoping to make it all the way to the Ukraine. But Russia 
sacrificed everything to make its own tank-men and the Soviet Union would not let someone so 
powerful walk away. Now Katyusha has found a new home… but the horrors of war are never far 
behind. This arc of unthinkable atrocities is illustrated by GABRIEL (Ferals) ANDRADE. Available 
with Regular, War Crimes, and Wraparound covers by Gabriel Andrade, Propaganda Poster cover 
by Michael Dipascale, and a special Blitzkrieg Incentive cover also by Andrade
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—32pgs, FC $3.99
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC $3.99
WAR CRIMES—32pgs, FC $3.99
PROPAGANDA POSTER—32pgs, FC $3.99

ÜBER #9—WAR CRIMES COVER
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Gabriel Andrade
(CA) Michael Dipascale
The German atrocities continue on another stunning “War Crimes” painted cover! Limited 1,250 
copies.
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC $5.99

GOD IS DEAD #12
(W) Mike Costa (A) German Erramouspe
(CA) Jacen Burrows, German Nobile
MIKE COSTA expands JONATHAN HICKMAN’s vision for the war of the divine in the pages of 
God is Dead! The End of Days has come again as returned gods vie for control of a vulnerable 
mortal planet. Mother Earth Gaia has faced the fury of the returned gods and the final battle will 
take an unimaginable toll on Earth and her inhabitants! Available with a Regular, End of Days, and 
Iconic covers by Jacen Burrows, a Carnage Wraparound cover by German Nobile, and a special 
Gilded Retailer Incentive Cover also by Burrows.
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—32pgs, FC $3.99
CARNAGE WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC $3.99
END OF DAYS—32pgs, FC $3.99
ICONIC—32pgs, FC $3.99

GOD IS DEAD #13
(W) Mike Costa (A) German Erramouspe
(CA) Jacen Burrows, German Nobile
A new arc begins as MIKE COSTA delivers the intensity and darkness in the ongoing tale of the 
gods returned. As the dust settles, a new voice from the void arises, one that is known of modern 
man and full of divine wrath. He is risen, Jesus Christ again walks among men! The most audacious 
arc of God Is Dead has arrived and Jesus begins to set things right...  but His salvation might be 
causing more harm than good. Available with not only a Regular cover but also an End of Days 
cover, Iconic, and Gilded Order Incentive copies by Jacen Burrows and a special Carnage 
Wraparound by German Nobile.
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—32pgs, FC $3.99
CARNAGE WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC $3.99



END OF DAYS—32pgs, FC $3.99
ICONIC—32pgs, FC $3.99

GRAVEL: COMBAT MAGICIAN #4
(W/CA) Mike Wolfer (A) Gabriel Rearte
After agreeing to once again assist with the British SAS Combat Magician Programme, Gravel has 
completed his first assignment after his release from prison. A rogue British CM who was 
terrorizing the Tokyo subway system has been nullified, but Gravel finds that there's no way for him 
to disappear from the scene now that he's been cornered in the underground tunnel system by a trio 
of Japanese Combat Magicians. And to make matters worse, the chip of ancient megalithic stone 
which was accidentally embedded in his chest is siphoning his offensive, occult powers. But Gravel 
is far from defenseless. Above all else, he's an SAS soldier, and who dares wins!  Available with 
Regular, Wraparound, Horror, and a Black Magic Order Incentive cover by Mike Wolfer.
MATURE THEMES
REGULAR—32pgs, FC $3.99
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC $3.99
HORROR—32pgs, FC $3.99

OFFERED AGAIN

ALAN MOORE’S NEONOMICON TP
JUL110881 $19.99

ALAN MOORE’S WRITING FOR COMICS GN
STAR18707 $5.95

WARREN ELLIS’ BAD WORLD TP
STAR16317 $10.95

WARREN ELLIS’ SCARS TP
JUN083722 $17.99

************************************************************************

BALLANTINE BOOKS

JONATHAN KELLERMAN'S ALEX DELAWARE VOLUME 2: THE WEB GN
(W) Jonathan Kellerman, Ande Parks (A/CA) Michael Gaydos
Jonathan Kellerman has more than 40 million copies of his novels in print. Now Kellerman is set to 
win over new fans with this graphic novel adaptation of his bestselling novel The Web. With stylish, 
black-and-white, noir-inspired art from award-winning artist Michael Gaydos, this graphic novel 
will bring new life to this classic Alex Delaware story. In The Web, Alex is invited to a remote 
island paradise for an all-expenses-paid vacation by the mysterious Dr. Moreland — and finds 
himself embroield in the investigation of the murder of a beautiful young woman. (STK637192) (C: 
1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
SC, 7x10, 192pgs, B&W $24.00

STAR OF THE MONTH

JONATHAN KELLERMAN'S ALEX DELAWARE VOLUME 1: SILENT PARTNER GN
(W) Jonathan Kellerman, Ande Parks (A/CA) Michael Gaydos
In Silent Partner, Alex investigates the murder of his ex-lover, a mysterious, alluring woman with a 



troubled past. His investigation will take him to the seamy side of Hollywood and its glamorous 
ultrarich — to the dark and twisted corridors of the mind. (STK457243) (DEC111228)
HC, 7x10, 192pgs, B&W $23.00

**********************************************************************

BIG DOG INK

CRITTER #20
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Fico Ossio, Jenevieve Broomall
The landmark 20th-issue of Critter takes the almost famous catgirl in an all new direction! Pain, 
confusion and loss have been the staples of Critter's super hero career so far, and there's only so 
much one can take before it's time for a change. This issue is a perfect jumping on point for new 
readers! (STK627940)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #11 (NOV130851)
28pgs, FC $1.00

THE LEGEND OF OZ: THE WICKED WEST #20
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Alisson Borges (CA) Alisson Borges, Nei Ruffino
Princess Ozma has returned to Oz! (STK638334)
24pgs, FC $3.50

SHAHRAZAD #7
(W) Kari Castor, Kim Hutchison (A) Jesse Wichmann 
(CA) Jesse Wichmann, Mike Debalfo
Why is there a crater named after Shahrazad on one of the moons of Jupiter? (STK638335)
28pgs, FC $3.50

URSA MINOR #5
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Ian Snyder (CA) Ian Snyder, Nei Ruffino
Unexpected delays and detours keep Naomi from the Vampire Embassy in Alaska, but some detours 
are worth taking. (STK638337)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC $3.50

IN CROWD: HIGH TIDE TP
(W) Eric M Esquivel (A) C. B. Zane (CA) Corey Knaebel
As Tidepool begins his epic destruction of the United States, a group of young heroes takes the 
scene by storm — with their cameramen in place to get their good sides on film. The In Crowd 
mixes the fun of superheroes with the ridiculousness of the reality TV craze. They've got great hair, 
great bodies and great power. But great responsibility? Not so much! This volume collects the four 
issue mini series and the Slipstream one-shot. (STK638338)
SC, 7x10, 132pgs, FC$14.99

BLOOMSBURY

CAN'T WE TALK ABOUT SOMETHING MORE PLEASANT? GN
(W/A/CA) Roz Chast
Roz Chast brings her signature wit to the topic of aging parents. Spanning the last several years of 
their lives and told through four-color cartoons, family photos, and documents, and a narrative as 
rife with laughs as it is with tears, Chast’s memoir is both comfort and comic relief for anyone 
experiencing the life-altering loss of elderly parents. While the particulars are Chast-ian in their 



idiosyncrasies the themes are universal: adult children accepting a parental role; aging and unstable 
parents leaving a family home for an institution; dealing with uncomfortable physical intimacies; 
managing logistics; and hiring strangers to provide the most personal care. (STK638313) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC $28.00

BLUE JUICE COMICS

ACCELERATORS #6
(W) R.F.I. Porto (A/CA) Gavin Smith
Our time-traveling heroes are reunited as they battle prehistoric monsters and futuristic 
gamemasters in an explosive escape from the Time Games. Face-to-face with their own future, the 
path is clear: forward! (STK638320)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (6 of 6) $3.99

BONGO COMICS

BART SIMPSON COMICS #90
(W) Ian Boothby, Max Davison (A) Nina Matsumoto, Hilary Barta (CA) Jason Ho
Bart and Lisa discover that Springfield's uber-sad sack, Hans Moleman, may not be who they think 
he is in "The Curious Case of Hans Moleman." Then the Simpsons of Springfield meet their 
doppelgangers, the Simpkins from Capital City, and it's worse than they ever expected. 
(STK638090)
32pgs, FC $2.99

FUTURAMA COMICS #71
(W) Jimmy Palmiotti (A) John Delaney (CA) Jason Ho
Featuring Guest-Writer Jimmy Palmiotti! From the imagination of fan favorite and Futurama 
follower Jimmy Palmiotti comes a tale that brings Fry back to basics as a pizza delivery guy. In this 
case, however, the Planet Express crew is making a special delivery from a planet that oozes sauce 
to a Brooklyn pizzeria. But hold on to your cannoli, the mob wants a piece of the action and 
(BADA-BING!), the Planet Express crew discovers there's a little special ingredient in their 
shipment that they never expected! (STK638091)
32pgs, FC $2.99

SIMPSONS ILLUSTRATED #11
(W/A) Matt Groening (CA) Jason Ho
 (STK638092)
48pgs, FC $3.99

SIMPSONS SUMMER SHINDIG #8
(W) Ian Boothby & Various (A) Rex Lindsey & Various (CA) Nina Matsumoto
Get your hot little hands on the newest summer sampling of the Simpsons! Due to the city's budget 
cuts, Homer and the Simpsons clan are recruited as the lifeguards at the municipal pool. And be 
there as Bart Simpson's greatest secret is revealed as Bartman is unmasked in front of all of 
Springfield! Then Marge asks Homer to do some home improvement! And join McBain as he takes 
on his archenemy — "MENDOZA!" (STK638093)
48pgs, FC $4.99

United Plankton Pictures



SPONGEBOB COMICS #32
(W) Derek Drymon (A) Vincent DePorter & Various (CA) Jerry Ordway, Jacob Chabot
Part 1 of their first Superhero Showdown! It all starts here! SpongeBob's first soggy serialized 
adventure "Showdown at the Shady Shoals" pulls anchor and begins a 5-issue voyage into aquatic 
action! In a tale featuring the art of Jerry Ordway (World's Finest), SpongeBob must find out who's 
stronger: his idol, Mermaid Man, or that noble anti-hero, the proud, muscular, poofy-haired sea king 
Viro Reganto? It's a question that will send SpongeBob, Mermaid Man, and Viro into a quest that 
spans decades, from the Briny Age of comics to the pulse-pounding present! Plus: SpongeBob's 
strange haircut ritual, a fill-in comic, SpongeFunnies by James Kochalka, and a guide to the ancient 
undersea language of Esperanto? (STK638088)
32pgs, FC $2.99

BOOK PALACE

FRANK BELLAMY'S HEROS THE SPARTAN LIMITED HC
(W) Frank Bellamy, Tom Tully (A/CA) Frank Bellamy
In 1962 Frank Bellamy was asked to draw a new Roman epic strip for the Eagle, written by Tom 
Tully. At the pinnacle of his artistic skills, this new commission gave him a unique opportunity. The 
new strip Heros the Spartan was presented on the centre double page spread of the Eagle, enabling 
Bellamy to create the greatest comic strip adventure ever presented to the public. He excelled 
himself with revolutionary page and panel design and dramatic ink line work all in glorious color. 
Universally regarded as the greatest British comic strip ever produced, the art has never before been 
reprinted since its initial publication in 1962. Available in a limited edition and a special slipcased 
edition with 24 additional pages of artwork and text pieces by Dez Skinn and Dave Gibbons. 
(STK638094) (C: 0-1-1)
LIMITED EDITION HC—HC, 11x14, 272pgs, FC $179.99
LEATHER SLIPCASE EDITION—HC, 11x14, 296pgs, FC $395.00

BOOM! STUDIOS

CLIVE BARKER’S NIGHTBREED #1
(W)  Clive Barker, Marc Andreyko
(A) Piotr Kowalski (CA) Riley Rossmo
WHY WE LOVE IT: Comics are full of outcast characters, but this is an outcast story, Clive 
Barkerstyle. True to this modern horror master’s other work, NIGHTBREED is full of horrifying 
creatures that captivated us in the cult film and live on in this new story. 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: Before FABLES, before ONCE UPON A TIME, Clive Barker created a 
secret town of monsters that live among us. Don’t worry if you’ve never seen the film — Barker 
and writer Marc Andreyko (BATWOMAN, MANHUNTER) have crafted a story that all horror fans 
can enjoy. Add to the mix Piotr Kowalski’s art (MARVEL KNIGHTS: HULK, SEX) and you can’t 
miss this.
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: The Nightbreed is a secret society of monsters and misfits that hide away 
from humans, but have been a part of this world since time immemorial. This series will explore 
both the past and the present of this clandestine tribe, unleashing new secrets and horrors as they 
fight to coexist with mankind.
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE WOODS #1
(W)  James Tynion IV (A) Michael Dialynas
(CA) A: Ramón Pérez, B: Matthew Woodson
WHY WE LOVE IT: As fans of James Tynion IV’s work in the Batman universe (BATMAN 
ETERNAL, RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS), we were eager to publish his first original comic 



series. Plus, THE WOODS gives us that same eerie, smalltown horror feel we get whenever we read 
a Stephen King novel.
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: If you’re fan of teen conspiracy comics like MORNING GLORIES, 
SHELTERED, and REVIVAL, you’ll immediately be sucked into THE WOODS.
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: On October 16, 2013, 437 students, 52 teachers, and 24 additional staff from 
Bay Point Preparatory High School in suburban Milwaukee, WI vanished without a trace. Countless 
light years away, far outside the bounds of the charted universe, 513 people find themselves in the 
middle of an ancient, primordial wilderness. Where are they? Why are they there? The answers will 
prove stranger than anyone could possibly imagine.
32pgs, FC $3.99

CLIVE BARKER’S NEXT TESTAMENT VOL. 1 TP
(W) Clive Barker, Mark Miller
(A) Haemi Jang (CA) Goñi Montes
WHY WE LOVE IT: Clive Barker has reimagined the HELLRAISER mythos since 2011 with 
BOOM! Studios, creating one of the most successful horror comics on the stands. Now, he’s created 
and written an allnew original comic book series, and his vision again proves why he is the Master 
of Horror.
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: Named the “Best MiniSeries of 2013” by Bloody Disgusting, this trade 
paperback collects the first arc of Clive Barker’s original comic book creation, with collaborators 
Mark Miller (HELLRAISER) and Haemi Jang (HELLRAISER: THE ROAD BELOW).
WHAT’S IT ABOUT: Julian Demond, captain of industry, leaves his life behind to begin a 
walkabout. While wandering the desert, he comes across a unique figure, who calls himself 
Wick...and claims to be God. Together, they begin a terrifying journey across the Earth, as neither 
man merely wants to merely make a mark on the world. Instead, they intend to leave a scar.
MATUR ETHEMES
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC$14.99

DEAD LETTERS #2
(W) Christopher Sebela (A) Chris Visions
(CA) Chris Visions
After his harrowing first day in the city only known as “Here,” Sam Whistler finds himself in the 
employ of the Big Man himself, tasked with infiltrating the two rival gangs warring for control over 
the abandoned domain.
32pgs, FC $3.99

EVIL EMPIRE #3
(W) Max Bemis (A) Ransom Getty (CA) Jay Shaw
With the presidential election looming close, and Reese even closer to the truth of the corruption at 
the heart of America, she must struggle to separate her friends from her enemies before it’s too late. 
Lines are drawn and sides are being taken. And there’s no backing out for Reese now that she has 
blood on her hands.
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC $3.99

TRANSLUCID #2
(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert
(A) Daniel Bayliss (CA) Jeff Stokely
FROM ONE NIGHTMARE TO THE NEXT… Down the rabbit hole we go, straight into The 
Navigator’s dark past. What happened to a young dreamer that made him the hero he is now? No 
one is more curious than his archnemesis, The Horse. In the vein of IRREDEEMABLE, this is 
Claudio Sanchez and Chondra Echert’s dark take on the superhero’s journey!



32pgs, FC (2 of 6) $3.99

THE RETURNING #3
(W) Jason Starr (A) Andrea Mutti (CA) Frazer Irving
As the police and Federal law enforcement get closer to catching Marcus and Beth, Marcus 
introduces Beth to someone who understands her plight — but before they can connect, there’s 
someone out to kill them, who won’t stop until the job is done…
32pgs, FC (3 of 4) $3.99

THE SAVAGE BROTHERS DELUXE EDITION TP
(W) Andrew Cosby, Johanna Stokes
(A/CA) Rafael Albuquerque
From writers Andrew Crosby (co-creator of EUREKA) and Johanna Stokes (EUREKA, STATION) 
and acclaimed artist Rafael Albuquerque (AMERICAN VAMPIRE) comes THE SAVAGE 
BROTHERS DELUXE EDIION. Collected in a fullsize format for the first time, this is a chance to 
experience the series that started Albuquerque’s illustrious comic book career in an all-new way.
Zombies have risen and society has fallen—but the good old American entrepreneurial spirit lives 
on. Dale and Otis Savage are two rednecks you can call when you want to find your zombified 
loved ones and have them put out of their misery. But when the brothers Savage are hired to retrieve 
a zombie scientist who holds the key to ending the apocalypse, things get a little complicated… and 
messy!
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC $9.99

SONS OF ANARCHY #9
(W) Ed Brisson (A) Damian Couceiro
(CA) Garry Brown
With the Sons of Anarchy behind bars, it’s up to Gemma and Tara to keep the home front safe. But 
sharks smell blood in the water, and Tara must use everything she’s learned both as a doctor and an 
“old lady” to keep the club intact in Jax’s absence.
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC $3.99

CLOCKWORK ANGELS #3
(W) Neal Peart, Kevin J. Anderson
(A) Nick Robles (CA) Hugh Syme
When Owen joined the travelling carnival, he learned to find joy in chaos and frivolity. But with the 
forces of both the Anarchist and the Watchmaker lurking over him, how long can the fun last?
32pgs, FC $3.99

SUICIDE RISK #13
(W) Mike Carey (A) Elena Casagrande
(CA) Stephanie Hans
While it was super villain Requiem who stood trial for crimes against humanity, it was beat cop Leo 
Winters who paid the price. Now with the horrifying truth coming out, it’s up to Leo’s daughter 
Tracey to find a way to save her family… and hopefully even herself.
32pgs, FC $3.99

PLANET OF THE APES VOL. 5 TP
(W) Daryl Gregory (A) Diego Barreto
(CA) Marek Oleksicki
When the Lawgiver was assassinated by a human, Ape City fell into a vicious civil war. Ten   years 
have passed since the horrific violence and a fragile peace is emerging. Voice Alaya has been 



deposed and awaits sentencing in Ape City’s prison. Meanwhile, Sully has begun to rally forces, 
both human and ape. Little do they know they’re both on a collision course towards an   even 
greater danger… Collects the PLANET OF THE APES SPECIAL, SPECTACULAR, and GIANT 
issues and concludes the series Jason Aaron has called, “The best PLANET OF THE APES comics 
ever.”
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC$14.99

OFFERED AGAIN

PLANET OF THE APES VOL. 1-4 TPS
VOL. 1—SC, 7 x 10, 112 pages, FC $9.99
VOL. 2—SC, 7 x 10, 112 pages, FC $9.99
VOL. 3—SC, 7 x 10, 112 pages, FC $9.99
VOL. 4—SC, 7 x 10, 112 pages, FC $9.99

************************************************************************

REVELATIONS #5
(W) Paul Jenkins (A) Humberto Ramos
(CA) Humberto Ramos
What once began as a murder investigation has taken on a life of its own. Detective Charlie 
Northern has gotten too close to the truth and the people he cares for the most   have been taken out 
of the equation. With nothing left to lose, Northern will stop at nothing to find out the truth behind 
the murder and the secrets buried within the Vatican.
32pgs, FC (5 of 6) $3.99

DECEIVERS #6
(W) Steven Grant (A) Jose Holder
(CA) Lorena Carvalho
The last joyride of Lincoln & Nicky is here! With their double lives on the line, the con   men stage 
one last Micah heist with the help of recently burned agent Patrice in an attempt to lure the corrupt 
espionage ring out into the open.
32pgs, FC (6 of 6) $3.99

LOKI: RAGNAROK AND ROLL #4
(W) Eric M. Esquivel (A) Jerry Gaylord
(CA) Alexis Ziritt
After his battle with many of the world’s gods, Loki seems more powerful than ever! But in Loki’s 
world there’s always some trick about to be pulled. But who is the trickster this   time: Loki or 
someone else?
32pgs, FC (4 of 4) $3.99

Archaia

RUST VOL. 3: DEATH OF THE ROCKET BOY OGN HC
(W/A/CA) Royden Lepp
WHY WE LOVE IT: Creator Royden Lepp continues his allages saga of Jet Jones and the Taylor 
family in this third and penultimate installment of Rust, giving us the lyrical and visually stunning 
ode to family, childhood, and sacrifice that we love.
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: More secrets of the past are revealed for both Jet and the Taylors as 
they face their darkest fears in this calm before the oncoming storm. And, of course, more high-
octane robot action!



WHAT IT’S ABOUT: Oz Taylor may know Jet Jones’ secret, but convincing the rest of his family 
may be harder than he counted on. As Oz plots to rid the Taylor farm of the rocket boy,     Jet tries to 
prove himself to the family that has taken him in, in hopes of finding the home he has     searched 
for for so long. However, when shadows of Jet’s past start coming back into his life,   he realizes his 
days of running may be numbered.
HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC $24.99

OFFERED AGAIN

RUST VOL. 1: VISITOR IN THE FIELD OGN HC
(W/A/CA) Royden Lepp
HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC $24.99

RUST VOL. 2: SECRETS OF THE CELL OGN HC
(W/A/CA) Royden Lepp
HC, 6x9, 200pgs, FC $24.99

************************************************************************

THE LAST BROADCAST #1
(W) André Sirangelo (A/CA) Gabriel Iumazark
WHY WE LOVE IT: Ever wonder what’s behind that “No Trespassing” sign? We do! Cocreators 
André Sirangelo and Gabriel Iumazark takes us deep into the renegade world of urbEx (urban 
exploration). Throw in a decadesold conspiracy involving vaudeville magicians and occult 
spiritualists and you’ve got us hooked!
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: The cunning, daredevil urbEx members of Backbone will win you over 
as the ragtag, Ocean’s Elevenstyle crew of the sewers and abandoned warehouses. Iumazark’s 
Brazilian/Japanesefusion indie art style brings edgy energy to every dark corner. And fans of THIEF 
OF THIEVES and the film NOW YOU SEE ME will find comparisons to entice them.
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: An urban spelunking group in San Francisco discovers a secret bunker 
belonging to the longvanished 1930s stage magician Blackhall the Incredible at the same time as 
young, outofwork magician Ivan receives a mysterious package that points him toward a possible 
conspiracy involving Blackhall’s death in 1934. Both groups dive into the mystery, not yet realizing 
that it’s about the change their lives forever.
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99

THE KILLER OMNIBUS VOL. 2 TP
(W) Matz (A/CA) Luc Jacamon
For the first time ever, Volumes Three and Four of the Eisner Awardnominated series THE KILLER 
are collected in a definitive omnibus! After four years away from a world of violence and 
corruption, the Killer is drawn back to the life of a hired gun. Though his brief retirement has not 
dulled his skills or resolve, new jobs will threaten his way of life and the very foundation of his 
morality. From the creative team of Jacamon and Matz, this collection tells the continued story of 
one assassin’s journey through a world of relentless violence.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 295pgs, FC$24.99

OFFERED AGAIN

THE KILLER OMNIBUS VOL. 1 TP
(W) Matz (A/CA) Luc Jacamon
MATURE THEMES



SC, 7x10, 312pgs, FC$24.99

************************************************************************

INTERESTING DRUG HC
(W) Shaun Manning (A/CA) Anna Wieszczyk
WHY WE LOVE IT: If you could take a pill and travel back to any time in your life, where would 
you go? Newcomer Shaun Manning hooked us with his fresh scifi thriller, illuminating the dangers 
of living in the past.
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: If Richard Linklater directed a season of BREAKING BAD written by J. 
J. Abrams, it’d probably be pretty close to what Manning and Wieszczyk have built — a trippedout 
psychological thriller full of scrappy antiheroes and some of the most villainous scum of all space 
and time.
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: When a man from the future recruits average Best Buy worker Andrew Smith 
to help him create a drug that will allow him to travel through time, Andrew thinks he’s found the 
way to erase all his problems. However, the power of nostalgia proves to be the strongest of drugs, 
creating an epidemic of addiction with Andrew as its unwitting kingpin.
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $24.99

BOOM! Box

THE MIDAS FLESH #6
(W) Ryan North (A) Shelli Paroline, Braden Lamb
(CA) John Keogh
IT’S A TRAP! The General has gone mad and is scheming a plan to win back the missing flesh. But 
our crew has some tricks up their sleeves as well. Who will outwit who in this issue of THE 
MIDAS FLESH?
32pgs, FC $3.99

LUMBERJANES #2
(W) Noelle Stevenson, Grace Ellis
(A) Brooke Allen (CA) Noelle Stevenson
When you’re a scout, nothing is more important than being prepared, but how do you prepare for 
legions of supernatural creatures threatening to beat down your scouting camp’s door? Jo, April, 
Mal, Molly, and Ripley are about to find out! It’s just supposed to   be a normal day at camp with 
games and a bit of canoeing, but when the girls find themselves separated from the rest of camp 
they realize there really is a lot more going on and it might be a unhelpful river monster that gives 
them the key to figuring out what is really going on. Don’t miss out on the second issue of this hot 
new series from Noelle Stevenson and Grace Ellis!
32pgs, FC $3.99

BEE AND PUPPYCAT #1
(W) Natasha Allegri, Garrett Jackson
(A) Natasha Allegri (CA) A. Natasha Allegri, B. Zac Gorman
WHY WE LOVE IT: Because Natasha Allegri is simply amazing. She built up a big fanfollowing 
on Tumblr while working on the Adventure Time cartoon, then created genderswapped characters 
(Fionna and Cake) that became so popular they put them into the show. Then, she created BEE 
AND PUPPYCAT and it became the most funded web series project in Kickstarter history. How 
could we NOT publish it?
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: You might already love it if you’re one of the thousands who supported 
the Kickstarter campaign, but for those of you just joining us, if you like stories that feature magical 



girls like SAILOR MOON, MADOKA MAGICA, and POWERPUFF GIRLS, you will enjoy BEE 
AND PUPPYCAT! It’s a sliceoflife story with a twist, and it has so much comedy and enchantment 
you can’t help but be swept up.
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: It’s a quirky new take on the magical girl genre with Bee, the forever 
unemployed main character who can’t seem to figure out life, and the mysterious PuppyCat, a 
stray... whatever it is… that she stumbled across who has a powerful secret. Fighting bad guys has 
never been so funny.
32pgs, FC $3.99

OFFERED AGAIN

ADVENTURE TIME: FIONNA AND CAKE TP
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC$19.99

************************************************************************

ADVENTURE TIME #28
(W) Ryan North (A) Jim Rugg
(CA) A: Mike Holmes, B: Kyla Vanderklugt
With one answer, there is always a million questions. Finn and Jake find themselves out of one 
problem and into another. It looks like it’s going to be a race   to the finish as our heroes discover 
what it really means to be a friend, and learn   something about themselves along the way.
32pgs, FC $3.99

ADVENTURE TIME: THE FLIP SIDE #5
(W) Paul Tobin, Colleen Coover (A) Wook Jin Clark 
(CA) A: Colleen Coover, B: Yale Stewart
Ooo is in chaos, everything is up in smoke and the only way to set it all back to   normal is to get 
Monkey Wizard to FINALLY kidnap Painting Princess — Finn and Jake have even done all the 
work for him!! It looks like the simpler the task, the harder it’s going be for our heroes!
32pgs, FC (5 of 6) $3.99

REGULAR SHOW 2014 ANNUAL #1
(W) Kevin Burkhalter, T. Zysk, Yumi Sakugawa, Nick Sumida, Andy Kluthe
(A) Tessa Stone, T. Zysk, Yumi Sakugawa, Nick Sumida, Andy Kluthe
(CA) Allison Strejlau
WHY WE LOVE IT: REGULAR SHOW is hilarious and its characterdriven stories are something 
we love to be a part of! Short, bitesized stories where anything could happen with a bizarre twist—
it’s an opportunity to set loose our favorite creators.
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: You already love the characters and world of REGULAR SHOW, so this 
is your chance to get a look at what Pops, Muscle Man, High Five Ghost, Benson,   and Skips are 
up to while Mordecai and Rigby are running wild!
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: Mordecai and Rigby find themselves at odds over a haunted pair of sneakers, 
Pops might be lost inside a hidden labyrinth and he’s not quite sure how he got   there and Skips 
might finally have a problem that even he can’t solve. It’s going to be an   actionpacked collection 
of stories!
32pgs, FC $4.99

ADVENTURE TIME: CANDY CAPERS TP
(W) Yuko Ota, Ananth Panagariya
(A) Ian McGinty (CA) Michael Dialynas
FINN AND JAKE ARE MISSING?! It's a dark day in Ooo, but fear not, Candy Kingdom — 



Peppermint Butler and Cinnamon Bun will… protect… you? Desperate times call for desperate 
measures and Princess Bubblegum has no choice but to turn to the gummiest of gumshoes. 
Peppermint Butler is on the case, and with Cinnamon Bun's complete lack of keen deductive skills, 
they just might have a chance at navigating Ooo's shadowy underbelly and locating everyone's 
favorite heroes…
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC$19.99

HEROBEAR AND THE KID: SAVING TIME #2
(W/A/CA) Mike Kunkel
Herobear and Tyler have a new ally and they’re going to need it as time crosses over. Will   they be 
able to save Vanessa’s shop from the giant TRex and what happened to Tyler’s family? With notes 
from unlikely sources and now two best friends at his side, Tyler is going to have to chase Von Klon 
to the very beginning to save Henry!
Special Notes:  Match 80% of HEROBEAR AND THE KID: SAVING TIME #1, get an extra 5% 
discount.
32pgs, FC (2 of 6) $3.99

HEROBEAR AND THE KID VOL. 1: THE INHERITANCE TP
(W/A/CA) Mike Kunkel
After his grandfather passes away, 10yearold Tyler inherits an old stuffed toy bear and a broken 
pocket watch. As if dealing with bullies in a new town wasn't enough, he soon learns that things 
aren't always what they seem… and that you shouldn't judge a bear by its cover. Join Tyler as he 
goes on an amazing childhood adventure and learns the truth about his family. Come start at the 
beginning of the fabulous original adventures by acclaimed cartoonist Mike Kunkel.
SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC$19.99

BRAVEST WARRIORS #20
(W) Breehn Burns (A) Mike Holmes
(CA) A: Tyson Hesse, B: Genevieve FT
It’s the final issue of guest-writer Breehn Burns’ story. Looks like the Bravest Warriors have finally 
met their match and this might be a problem that not even an Emotion Lord can solve! Will the 
Warriors make it out or will this be the end of our favorite group of teenage heroes?
32pgs, FC $3.99

GARFIELD #25
(W) Mark Evanier, Scott Nickel
(A) Andy Hirsch, David DeGrand (CA) Gary Barker
We’ve spent an amazing two years with Garfield and the gang, so of course we’re going to bring 
you an extralarge sized anniversary issue, full of two allnew jumbo stories to celebrate! First, Mark 
Evanier and Andy Hirsch team up to tell a tale of a very special day in Garfield’s life. Then, Scott 
Nickel and David DeGrand join forces for the return of Garfield’s food foes: this time they’ve all 
joined forces to take down the Fat Cat once and for all! And if THAT isn’t enough, the legendary 
George Pérez does this issue’s variant cover!
32pgs, FC $4.99

PEANUTS #18
(W/A/CA) Charles Schulz, Various
All Sally wanted was to return to school and continue where she left off. Nobody told her that every 
single year she would have to “break in” a whole new set of   teachers! How can she progress her 
education when every year is a new starting point?! Sally won’t take it, and given her conviction, 
she may just convince the gang that this fresh beginning needs an old start.
32pgs, FC $3.99



BROADSWORD COMICS

TAROT: WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #86
(W/A/CA) Jim Balent
The final confrontation between Tarot and Licorice Dust comes to a dramatic end when Tarot's 
sexual assault is revealed. Long time loves and friendships are destroyed.  Boo Cat experiences a 
dose of cold reality when she is exposed to the truth. Lives change — and one stops. (STK638321)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC $2.95

TAROT: WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #86 DELUXE EDITION
(W/A/CA) Jim Balent
The deluxe litho plate edition of Tarot: Witch of the Black Rose #86 comes bagged and boarded 
with a copy of Tarot #86 (either cover A or B) and a black and white 6.5" x 10" litho of Boo Cat 
titled "Guess Who, it's Boo!" This limited collector's litho is penciled by the artist himself, Jim 
Balent and comes signed by the artist. Limited to a printing of 500. (STK638323) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
Comic plus litho, 32pgs, FC $19.99

CARTOON BOOKS

STARS OF THE MONTH

BONE VOLUME 6: OLD MAN'S CAVE COLOR EDITION
(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith
In this pivotal book in the epic Bone series, the showdown between The Hooded One and the 
people of the valley begins. As war spreads through the valley, the Bone cousins join Gran'ma Ben 
and Lucius at Old Man's Cave to make a stand against the rat creatures. (STK469212) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada.
SOFTCOVER (MAR128113)—SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC $12.99
HARDCOVER (AUG098134)—HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC $21.99

RASL COMPLETE HC
(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith
When Rasl, a thief and ex-military engineer, discovers the lost journals of Nikola Tesla, he bridges 
the gap between modern physics and history's most notorious scientist. But his breakthrough comes 
at a price. In this twisting tale of violence, intrigue, and betrayal, Rasl finds himself in possession of 
humankind's greatest and most dangerous secret. New York Times-bestselling author Jeff Smith's 
follow up to his epic fantasy Bone is a gritty, hard-boiled tale of an inter-dimensional art thief 
caught between dark government forces and the mysterious powers of the universe itself. 472 page 
hardcover in full color! (STK617568) (JUL130970) NOTE: Not available in Australia and New 
Zealand.
HC, 7x10, 472pgs, FC $39.95

**********************************************************************

CINEBOOK

BARRACUDA VOLUME 2: SCARS GN
(W) Jean Dufaux (A/CA)  Jeremy
Three years have passed in Puerto Blanco, and there has been no news of the Barracuda. Emilio, 



still passing himself off as a woman, has been learning the art of fencing from Mr. Flynn. Maria, 
now married to the slave merchant Ferrango, makes her husband's existence a living hell. As for 
Raffy, being left behind by his pirate father has hit him hard. But when an old enemy of Flynn's 
sails into the harbour, their lives are turned upside down again. (STK638285) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 8x11, 56pgs, FC $13.95

BLAKE & MORTIMER VOLUME 18: THE OATH OF THE FIVE LORDS GN
(W) Yves Sente (A/CA) Andre Juillart
Death in the present re-awakens a dark time in Blake's past. 1919. Colonel Lawrence — Lawrence 
of Arabia — has an unpleasant meeting with an MI5 agent who confiscates his manuscript of The 
Seven Pillars of Wisdom. 35 years later, Oxford is shaken by a series of burglaries at the Ashmolean 
Museum, at the same time as Blake learns of the death of an old friend. The captain begins an 
investigation, while Mortimer looks into the thefts. What dark connection does all of this have with 
Lawrence or Blake's own past? (STK638273) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 8x11, 72pgs, FC $15.95

IZNOGOUD VOLUME 8: ROCKETS TO STARDOM GN
(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Jean Tabary
You send the person you hate the most on a one-way trip. Like, for example, a caliph you'd like to 
replace. Will outer space be the answer to Iznogoud's eternal problem? Or should he try through 
education, or the arts? Maybe his dreams hold the key to his success? Many questions, but only one 
certainty: When it inevitably goes wrong for the evil grand vizier, it's the reader who will be the one 
laughing! (STK638274) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $11.95

IZNOGOUD VOLUME 9: THE GRAND VIZIER IZNOGOUD GN
(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Jean Tabary
Iznogoud is still trying to get rid of Caliph Haroun al Placid so he can take his place. He's even kept 
a journal of his previous failed attempts. But, never discouraged, he will once again come up with 
new ways to entertain us through his failures: genies, kidnappings, lookalikes, diplomatic incidents 
— even the Mongol horde! When it comes to becoming Caliph instead of the Caliph, all's fair to 
Grand Vizier Iznogoud! (STK638279) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 8x11, 52pgs, FC $13.95

LARGO WINCH VOLUME 13: COLD BLACK SEA GN
(W) Jean Van Hamme (A/CA) Phillipe Franq
Largo must seek proof of his innocence in Turkey. Fresh from his old pilot Freddy's wedding, Largo 
is back in New York for more celebrating — the departure of one of his employees. But during the 
party, a Turkish national permanently retires Sir Basil with a couple of bullets. Shortly thereafter, 
the shooter himself is killed by a sniper before he's had a chance to say a word. When the FBI 
finally gets involved, they come with accusations of gun trafficking and hiring assassins — 
accusations leveled at Largo himself! (STK638275) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95

PANDORA'S BOX VOLUME 5: ENVY GN
(W)  Alcante (A/CA) Alain Hentriet
Tibor and Eva work at Synapse, a corporation specialized in advanced software engineering. One 
day, a simple industrial accident throws their lives into chaos. Who is the beautiful mathematician 
Alicia Pallas, founder of Synapse? The sinister Blacksmith, who relentlessly hunts Eva and Tibor? 
The rich and powerful Mr King, who seems to be pulling all the strings? And, more importantly, 
who are Tibor and Eva themselves, and what terrible purpose is hidden behind their existence? 
(STK638276)



MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC $13.95

VALERIAN VOLUME 7: ON THE FALSE EARTHS GN
(W) Pierre Christen (A/CA) Jean-Claude Mezieres
A spatio-temporal agent is always ready to give his lives for the mission! Valerian, shot to death in 
an Indian fortress. Valerian, dead in 19th century London. Valerian, gunned down in San Francisco's 
Chinatown. And Laureline, paired up with an unpleasantly arrogant historian from Galaxity, forced 
to witness every demise of the man she loves on a succession of re-enacted pieces of human history. 
A very strange case that will take the two spatio-temporal agents to the limits of their endurance as 
they hunt down the mysterious architect of the false Earths! (STK638277) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $11.95

COMICMIX

BEARDO VOLUME 1: THE ART DEGREE GUARANTEE TP
(W/A/CA) Dan Dougherty
Meet Beardo in the first of four volumes being released in 2014! An art school graduate working at 
a coffee shop, our hero has nothing to his name but a sweet beard and a sharp wit. Heartfelt and 
hilarious, it's the perfect starting point to discover why Beardo won the 2012 and 2013 Shel Dorf 
Award for Syndicated Print Strip of the Year! (STK638096)
SC, 9x9, 150pgs, FC $19.95

CONUNDRUM PRESS

AMERIKA GN
(W/A/CA) Real Godbout
An adaptation of Franz Kafka's novel. Unlike the common cliché of Kafka's work, Amerika is not a 
dark and sinister novel, but a dynamic and colourful story, with a touch of absurdist humor. It tells 
the story of the young immigrant Karl Rossmann who, after an embarrassing sexual misadventure, 
finds himself "packed off to America" by his parents. Expected to redeem himself in this magical 
land of opportunity, young Karl is swept up instead in a whirlwind of dizzying reversals, strange 
escapades, and picaresque adventures. Godbout's first work in English uses the clear line aesthetic 
he perfected in his series Red Ketchup. (STK638324)
SC, 8x10, 184pgs, B&W $20.00

SPAIN & MOROCCO HC
(W/A/CA) Alex Fellows
Roommates Walt and Dan leave behind their uneventful lives for a backpacking trip through Spain 
and Morocco. While hoping to marvel at beautiful sights, eat delicious food, and maybe hook up 
with some women, they find that those pleasures come at a price. The sights become hallucinations, 
the food overwhelms their senses, and the women they meet are much more than they bargained for. 
Doug Wright Award-winning cartoonist Alex Fellows takes us on a journey that is as much about 
visiting foreign lands as it is about being young and trying to discover who you are. (STK638325)
HC, 11x8, 176pgs, FC $25.00

CRUMB COMICS

HUP #3 (CRUMB COMICS EDITION)
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0)
ADULT MATERIAL



32pgs, B&W $4.95

HUP #4 (CRUMB COMICS EDITION)
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0)
ADULT MATERIAL
32pgs, B&W $4.95

DISNEY COMICS

SPACE MOUNTAIN
(W) Bryan Q. Miller (A/CA) Kelley Jones
An outer space adventure story of two kids, a miniature flying saucer, and a trip 24 hours into a 
twisted tomorrow! An original, sci-fi adventure comic for middle grade readers inspired by the 
fantastic and futuristic Space Mountain attractions from the Disney Theme Parks. The year is 2125 
and the Magellan Science Academy has given two lucky cadets special Thulium tickets to join a 
team of space explorers on an exciting time-travel mission twenty-four hours into the future. But 
when their mission goes unexpectedly wrong, the two kids must band together with a tiny flying 
saucer sidekick to save themselves, their crew, and all of Space Mountain — before time runs out 
and the galaxy is destroyed! (STK637475) (C: 0-1-1)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC $14.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC $24.99

DISNEY PRESS

FRANKENWEENIE GN
(W) Tim Burton (A/CA) Helen Chen
Frankenweenie is a heartwarming tale about a boy and his dog. After unexpectedly losing his 
beloved dog Sparky, young Victor harnesses the power of science to bring his best friend back to 
life-with just a few minor adjustments. He tries to hide his home-sewn creation, but when Sparky 
gets out, Victor's fellow students, teachers, and the entire town all learn that getting a new "leash on 
life" can be monstrous. Inspired by the film, this electrifying comics retelling of Frankenweenie is 
sure to spark the interest of young readers everywhere! (STK637474) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 72pgs, B&W $14.99

DYNAMITE ENTERTAINMENT

CHAOS #1(OF 6)
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Mirka Andolfo 
(CA) J. Scott Campbell,Tim Seeley, Emanuela Lupacchino (c)
Celebrate Chaos! 20th Anniversary and Dynamite Entertainment’s 10th Anniversary in 2014! The 
horror-heroes of the Chaos! Universe return in an epic event! a shared vision of the Apocalypse sets 
the blood goddess Purgatori, the supernatural serial killer Evil Ernie, the vampire assassin Chastity, 
and the outcast teen heroes of the team known as The Chosen, on a collision path with each other! 
As claws, blood and blades fly, only one outcome is assured: Total Chaos!
CAMPBELL COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $3.99
SEELEY COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $3.99
LUPACCHINO COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $3.99

CHAOS! #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT COVER
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Mirka Andolfo 
(CA) Carlos Rafael



For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Carlos Rafael Variant Cover! Each subscription cover will showcase a different 
Chaos! character, with issue #1 featuring Purgatori! Collect them all! This super special 
subscription variant is only available for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders onlY!
32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $3.99

CHAOS! #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Mirka Andolfo 
Blank Authentix cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that you can get your favorite 
artist to draw on!
32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $3.99

THE SHADOW: MIDNIGHT IN MOSCOW #1
(W/A/CA) Howard Chaykin
New Year’s, 1950—The end of a tumultuous decade... and Lamont Cranston, the man the world and 
the underworld know all too well as The Shadow, has had enough. It's time for the mysterious 
nemesis of crime to hang up his cloak, his slouch hat, and his twin .45s, and retire from public life... 
But despite this momentous decision, Margo Laine and the rest of The Shadow's agents fear that 
mankind, teetering on the brink of nuclear armageddon, may not be quite ready to be bereft of the 
dark avenger.
32pgs, FC (1 of 10) $3.99

THE SHADOW: MIDNIGHT IN MOSCOW #1 (OF 6) BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER
(W/A/CA) Howard Chaykin
Blank Authentix cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that you can get your favorite 
artist to draw on!
32pgs, FC (1 of 10) $3.99

DOCTOR SPEKTOR: MASTER OF THE OCCULT #1
(W) Mark Waid (A) Neil Edwards (CA) Christian Ward
TV Legend. Wall Street Wolf. Internet Mogul. Tabloid Bad Boy. Master Metaphysicist. Spiritualist. 
Monster Hunter. Doctor Adam Spektor is all of these things… and less. For fifteen years, Spektor 
has traveled the globe to smoke out and defeat werewolves, vampires, ghosts and everything else 
that goes bump in the night. Yet his success has brought him no peace… some part of him is 
missing; something he needs but can’t name. But he’s about to find what’s missing… in an unlikely
place… unlocK another piece of the Gold Key universe, courtesy of Mark Waid (Daredevil, 
Indestructible Hulk) and Neil Edwards (X-Factor)!
32pgs, FC $3.99

DOCTOR SPEKTOR: MASTER OF THE OCCULT #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT
(W) Mark Waid (A) Neil Edwards (CA) Francesco Francavilla
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Francesco Francavilla variant cover! This super special subscription variant is 
only available for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only.
32pgs, FC $3.99

DOCTOR SPEKTOR: MASTER OF THE OCCULT #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER
(W) Mark Waid (A) Neil Edwards
Blank authentix cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that you can get your favorite 
artist to draw on!
32pgs, FC $3.99



TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER #4
(W) Greg Pak (A) Mirko Colak (CA) Bart Sears
End of the first arc, by Greg Pak (Batman/Superman, Action Comics) and Mirko Colak (Conan)! 
Turok’s out of options… he’s learned how to tame some of the thunder lizards, but his tribe is in 
shambles and the invading dinosaurs will soon overwhelm everything he holds dear. Will Turok 
break a promise to himself, and delve further into the forest for help?
32pgs, FC $3.99

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Greg Pak (A) Mirko Colak (CA)Jae Lee
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Jae lee variant cover! This super special subscription variant is only available 
for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only!
32pgs, FC $3.99

MAGNUS: ROBOT FIGHTER #3
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Cory Smith (CA) Gabriel Hardman
How do you kill a robot fighter? Send a human. Leeja Clane: Human Hunter! Her guns are huge! 
Her car is fast! Her theme music is awesome! How’s Magnus possibly going to survive against an 
opponent with no robot parts? It’s flesh-and-blood brawling brought by Fred Van Lente (Conan the 
Barbarian) and Cory Smith (Fathom)!
32pgs, FC $3.99

MAGNUS: ROBOT FIGHTER #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Cory Smith (CA) Bob Layton
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Bob Layton variant cover! This super special subscription variant is only 
available for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only!
32pgs, FC $3.99

SOLAR: MAN OF THE ATOM #2
(W) Frank Barbiere (A) Joe Bennett (CA) Juan Doe
In the stunning wake of issue one's shocking climax… Where is Solar? What will massive doses of 
unstable radiation do to his family? And even if they survive, what horrors are lurking in the stars? 
It’s cosmic-fueled fantasy from the hit team of franK Barbiere (Five Ghosts) and Joe Bennett (Iron 
Man)!
32pgs, FC $3.99

SOLAR: MAN OF THE ATOM #2—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Frank Barbiere (A) Joe Bennett (CA) Bob Layton
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Bob Layton variant cover! This super special subscription variant is only 
available for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only!
32pgs, FC $3.99

FLASH GORDON #2
(W) Jeff Parker (A) Evan Shaner (CA) Marc Laming
Holllllllllllld on tight, cuz Jeff parKer (Batman ’66, Aquaman), Evan Shaner (Adventures of 
Superman) and Jordie Bellaire (Moon Knight) are coming right at you with Flash Gordon, the man 
from Earth! As Flash’s heroic reputation grows across the cosmos, his fantastic talents are tested by 
the Beast Men of the Outer Lands of Arboria!



32pgs, FC $3.99

FLASH GORDON #1—80TH ANNIVERSARY COVER
(W) Jeff Parker (A) Evan Shaner (CA) Roberto Castro
A special 80th Anniversary variant by Roberto Castro only available for Flash Gordon #2!
32pgs, FC $3.99

FLASH GORDON #2—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Jeff Parker (A) Evan Shaner (CA) Ken Haeser
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Ken Haeser “Li’l Flash” variant cover! This super special subscription variant 
is only available for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only!
32pgs, FC $3.99

HEART OF THE BEAST HC—20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
(W) Dean Motter, Judith Dupré (A/CA) Sean Phillips
Celebrate the 20th Anniversary of this hauntingly evocative graphic novel written by Dean Motter 
and Judith Dupré, and featuring lavishly painted artwork by superstar Sean (Fatale, Criminal) 
Philliips! "Science transformed his body, artistry inspired his soul." The Heart of the Beast explores 
the timeless themes of classic horror literature, set against the backdrop of New York City's 
decadent art world of the nineties. Sandra, a beautiful and young bartender, meets the enigmatic 
Victor, a man with strange scars and stranger secrets. A tale of gothic love and modern horror, this 
graphic novel drew praise from critics and fans alike, and is long overdue for a 2014 release in an 
all-new prestige format edition. This newly digitally re-mastered edition features additional 
scrapbook material and commentary by the creators.
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $24.99

HEART OF THE BEAST HC—SIGNED BY SEAN PHILLIPS, JUDITH DUPRÉ, & DEAN 
MOTTER
(W) Dean Motter, Judith Dupré (A/CA) Sean Phillips
The Heart of the Beast, signed by artist Sean Phillips and writers Judith Dupré and Dean Motter!
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $49.99

HEART OF THE BEAST HC—SIGNED & REMARKED BY SEAN PHILLIPS, JUDITH 
DUPRÉ, & DEAN MOTTER
(W) Dean Motter, Judith Dupré (A/CA) Sean Phillips
The Heart of the Beast, featuring a tip-in plate signed by artist Sean Phillips and writers Judith 
Dupré and Dean Motter, and re-marked by Sean Phillips!
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $95.00

DEJAH OF MARS #1 (OF 4)
(W) Mark Rahner (A) Jethro Morales (CA) Jay Anacleto
Following the events of Warlord of Mars #100, John Carter has gone missing. And to find him 
there’s nothing Dejah Thoris won’t break. No one she won’t hurt. No hornet’s nest she won’t kick. 
But the Warlord of Mars stole an important Helium artifact before he disappeared, so not only is the 
Princess on her own this time — she has to get Carter before anyone else does!
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99



DEJAH OF MARS #1—ULTRA-LIMITED EDITION COVER
(W) Mark Rahner (A) Jethro Morales (CA) Mel Rubi
M$29.99—Special Introductory Price: $19.12 (through April 30th)!
A super-special, ultra-limited edition Mel Rubi “Original Art Risqué” cover — only available to 
comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only!
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $19.12 (Introductory Price)

DEJAH OF MARS #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER
(W) Mark Rahner (A) Jethro Morales 
Blank Authentix cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that you can get your favorite 
artist to draw on!
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99

PATHFINDER VOL. 2: TOOTH AND CLAW TP
(W) Jim Zub (A) Jake Bilbao, Ivan Anaya, Sean Izaakse, Kevin Stokes (CA)Carlos Lopez
When Valeros and his companions are tasked with tracking down a mysterious beast scaring the 
locals of Sandpoint, they find far more than they bargained for! A seemingly simple monster hunt 
becomes a twisted tale of danger and betrayal as the Cult of Lamashtu exacts its revenge on our 
iconic heroes. Paizo’s award-winning tabletop RPG, fiction line, and card game is the ultimate 
fantasy comic! With an action-packed story written by Jim Zub (Samurai Jack, Skullkickers) and 
lavish artwork by newcomers Sean Izaakse and Ivan Anaya, this second volume continues the 
thrilling adventures of the Pathfinder iconic characters in the richly envisioned fantasy world of 
Golarion. This beautiful, oversized RPG-sized hardcover collects issues #7-12 of the comic series 
along with the 2014 Pathfinder Special, and includes 28 pages of encounters, characters, and world 
detail for the Pathfinder RPG, including a brand-new poster map!
SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC$29.99

PATHFINDER: CITY OF SECRETS #1(OF 6)
(W) Jim Zub (A) Leandro Oliveira (CA) Genzoman, Carlos Gomez
The Pathfinder heroes head to the city of Magnimar, and danger isn't far behind. As the wizard 
Ezren seeks an audience with the Pathfinder Society, his adventuring allies explore the city's ancient 
magic, well-hidden secrets, and deep political divides. The dangers and opportunities of the big city 
could bring the adventurers closer together — or tear them apart! This issue marks the start of a new 
adventure series and is the perfect jumping-on point for new readers. Come aboard and see why 
Pathfinder is the world's best-selling fantasy roleplaying game. Each issue of this exciting new 
series also includes an exclusive Pathfinder RPG encounter and a bonus playable tactical map/art 
poster, bound in with each issue!
GENZOMAN COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $4.99
GOMEZ COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $4.99

PATHFINDER: CITY OF SECRETS #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Jim Zub (A) Leandro Oliveira (CA) Sean Izaakse
A super-special, exclusive Sean Izaakse cover, only available to comic shop subscribers and limited 
to initial orders!
32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $4.99

PATHFINDER: CITY OF SECRETS #1—ULTRA-LIMITED COVER
(W) Jim Zub (A) Leandro Oliveira (CA) Steven Cummings
A super-special, ultra-limited edition Steven Cummings cover, only available to comic shop 
subscribers and limited to initial orders!



32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $19.99

PATHFINDER: CITY OF SECRETS #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER
(W) Jim Zub (A) Leandro Oliveira
Blank Authentix cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that you can get your favorite 
artist to draw on!
32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $4.99

RED SONJA #11
(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Jenny Frison, Emanuela Lupacchino
Sonja's epic quest to collect the world's most gifted people races towards its climax, with the lives 
of a thousand innocent people at stake! The She-Devil chases a man who understands (and possibly 
controls) a dreadful power from the stars themselves!
FRISON COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99
LUPACCHINO COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99

RED SONJA #11—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Stephanie Buscema
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Stephanie Buscema variant cover! This super special subscription variant is 
only available for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only!
32pgs, FC $3.99

RED SONJA OMNIBUS VOL. 5 TPB
(W) Eric Trautmann, Brandon Jerwa 
(A) Marcio Abreu, Edgar Salazar, Sergio Fernandez Davila (CA) Lucio Parrillo
Red Sonja, She-Devil with a Sword, cuts a bloody swath from the jade kingdom of Khitai to her 
homeland of Hyrkania...  and on a collision course with her most fearsome foe yet: the time-lost 
vampire lord, Dracula! Drawn to Khitai with the promise of riches, Sonja becomes bound by 
ancient codes of honor to join the fabled land's most revered warrior in conflict against a creature of 
limitless power. Pursued afterward by two deadly adversaries — the armored maniac Omaju and a 
mirror-image dopplegänger named Khala — the scarlet-haired heroine discovers an even worse 
threat waiting for her at home, as the legendary lord of the undead aims to conquer the past with his 
bloodthirsty legions. Can Red Sonja defeat Dracula... or will she succumb to his vampire bite and 
kill in his name? Collects issues #67-80.
SC, 7x10, 360pgs, FC$29.99

VAMPIRELLA: SOUTHERN GOTHIC TPB
(W) Nate Cosby (A) José Luís (CA) Johnny Desjardins
Vampirella, the beautiful and bloodthirsty heroine, travels to Mississippi to help an old flame solve 
the mystery of his murdered fiancee... a woman who appears to have died thirty-seven times before. 
Burdened by a mystical wound that will not heal, can Vampi hack through racist demons, evade 
corrupt lawmen, and solve this strange southern mystery... or will the man she once loved sacrifice 
his soul to get the answers instead? Collects issues #1-5 and features the script to issue #1 and a 
complete cover gallery.
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC$19.99

LEGENDERRY #5 (OF 7)
(W) Bill Willingham (A) Sergio Fernandez Davila (CA) Joe Benitez
Magna finally makes it to Landing, the proverbial City of Tomorrow founded and governed by none 
other than Flash Gordon. There, she finds herself assisting Flash in his experiments and research; as 
he hopes to one day make it back to the stars. But there are strange and improbable side-effects to 



his projects occurring not too far off on the mysterious island ruled by a man called Moreau...
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: SEASON SIX #3
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Juan Antonio Ramirez (CA) Alex Ross, Ken Haeser
The original Six Million Dollar Man is back with an official continuation of the classic television 
series! Steve has been betrayed and now stands alone against the experimental Soviet Yaga tank. 
And closer to home, the mysterious alien plague spreads and threatens to destroy all of NASA while 
Oliver Spencer’s Maskatron continues to evolve into the deadliest artificial intelligence on Earth. 
Steve Austin proves that it’s not the bionic hardware that makes the man but the all-too-human heart 
that drives it.
ROSS COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99
HAESER COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: SEASON SIX #3—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Juan Antonio Ramirez (CA) Photo
A super-special, exclusive photo cover, only available to comic shop subscribers and limited to 
initial orders only!
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE TWILIGHT ZONE #5
(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Guiu Vilanova (CA) Francesco Francavilla
For three years, Diana Tyler has been working at a small café in the shadow of Wall Street, putting 
in long hours to pay for her college education. She's level-headed, strong, not given to flights of 
fancy... until the day when she suddenly finds herself able to listen in on the thoughts of other 
people. Suddenly a new world is revealed to her, with mysteries and wonders and an unforeseen 
threat that could mean the death of millions.
32pgs, FC $3.99

DOC SAVAGE #6
(W) Chris Roberson (A) Bilquis Evely (CA) Alex Ross
As the Millennium draws to a close in 2000, Doc Savage’s operation has expanded into a 
worldwide network of call centers and helpdesks, enabling him to assist more people than ever. But 
when a terrorist organization hacks into Doc’s servers and cripples the infrastructure with a 
malicious virus, countless lives are put at risk. And as planes begin to fall from the skies, can even 
the Man of Bronze save them all?
32pgs, FC $3.99

DOC SAVAGE ANNUAL 2014
(W) Shannon Eric Canton (A/CA) Roberto Castro 
Doc Savage and the Ghosts of War: After the recent loss of a squadmate from the war to end all 
wars, Doc will travel to South America to connect with an old love and reassess his place in the 
world. His sabbatical is anything but relaxing as Doc confronts a mysterious ghost-army, a secret 
league of scientists and all the dangers of an ancient death-temple. But these encounters are nothing 
compared to what Doc will discover about himself… a truth that will change Doc Savage forever.
48pgs, FC $5.99

NOIR VOLUME 1 TPB
(W) Victor Gischler (A) Andrea Mutti (CA) Ardian Syaf
Advance Solicited. In Stores July 2014! 
Featuring Miss Fury, The?Black Sparrow, and The Shadow! The Black sparrow is a criminal-for-



hire, a beautiful thief and mercenary available for assignments all over the world. When a 
mysterious organization hires her to pluck the Moon Stone from a New York museum, she reneges 
on her deal and plans to sell the gem for greater profit elsewhere... but her employers are not 
amused. To survive a deadly retribution, she enlists the aid of her former lover — the macabre 
crime-fighter known as The Shadow — and the costumed heroine Miss Fury. Will the two femme 
fatales uncover the secrets of the Moon Stone? Collects issues #1-5 plus a complete cover gallery.
SC, 7x10, 128+pgs, FC $19.99

CAPTAIN ACTION CAT: THE TIMESTREAM CATASTROPHE! #2 (OF 4)
(W) Art Baltazar, Franco, Chris “Zod” Smits (A/CA) Art Baltazar
The journey through the timestream continues as Captain Action Cat, Khem, Golden Age Action 
Cat, and Dr. Evil Cat spin wildly out of control! Their discombobulated trip takes them to 
unsuspected lands, unfamiliar places, and the dimension of the fantastic phantom apparition known 
as the Ghost! Who is she? What’s her deal? Is she a cat person? We sure hope so! Who is trying to 
possess the ultimate evil anyway? Just when our heroes make sense of things they come face to face 
with the mysterious man known as “X”! All this and a sample of jungle fury from the cheetah called 
the Savage Beauty! Be careful not to crush on her… or she will crush you! From the Eisner Award-
winning cartoonists Art Baltazar and Franco! The awesomeness lies within these pages! Highly 
recommended by Franco's Mom. She says you should buy two. :-D
32pgs, FC $3.99

(NEW) BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: SIX #2 (OF 5)
(W) J.T. Krul (A) Igor Vitorino (CA) Jenny Frison, Chris Bolson
The evolution of Number Six continues, as Eve begins to see her place in the psychiatric ward 
become less that of patient and more that of prisoner. She doesn't think of herself as a violent 
person, but when provoked all bets are off. As for the Cylons, Number Six has been designed for a 
very specific purpose and they are determined to make the necessary refinements so that she can 
achieve her prime directive. Next on the agenda: Aesthetics. She must be a beauty of a beast!
FRISON COVER—32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.99
BOLSON COVER—32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.99

(NEW) BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: SIX #2—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) J.T. Krul (A) Igor Vitorino (CA) Photo
A super-special, exclusive photo cover, only available to comic shop subscribers and limited to 
initial orders!
32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.99

THE BLACK BAT #12
(W) Brian Buccellato (A) Ronan Cliquet (CA) Jae Lee
FINAL ISSUE! In the final chapter to this story, the Black Bat is confronted by the unforeseen 
consequences of his vigilante quest for redemption. He comes face to face with the shadowy villain 
that has been pulling all of the strings, and must decide how far he is willing to go to save the city.
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE BLACK BAT #12 EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Brian Buccellato (A) Ronan Cliquet (CA) Billy Tan
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive an exclusive Billy tan variant cover! This super special subscription variant is only available 
for comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders only!
32pgs, FC $3.99

ASH AND THE ARMY OF DARKNESS #7



(W) Steve Niles (A) Nacho Tenorio (CA) Justin Erickson
A new adventure awaits Ash in the Dark Wood as he tries to find Evil Sheila and the Book of the 
Dead. But Sheila is too busy trying to resurrect a new undead husband to bother with Ash!
32pgs, FC $3.99

ASH AND THE ARMY OF DARKNESS #12—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT
(W) Steve Niles (A) Nacho Tenorio (CA) Dennis Calero
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this issue, you can 
receive a Dennis Calero exclusive cover! This super special subscription variant is only available 
for comic shop subscribers and limited to Initial Orders!
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE BIONIC MAN VOL. 3: THE END OF EVERYTHING TPB
(W) Aaron Gillespie (A) Ed Tadeo, Rey Villegas (CA) Mike Mayhew
Steve Austin, the iconic hero of television's Six Million Dollar Man, faces new threats both foreign 
and domestic! When the brutal dictator of Libue threatens to use whatever means necessary to 
squash the rebels of his war-torn nation, the American government sends the Bionic Man to prevent 
the detonation of nuclear missiles on millions of innocents. Meanwhile, the Office of Scientific 
Intelligence is under siege by rogue agents. Will Austin's close friend and O.S.I. handler Oscar 
Goldman survive an attack on his life... and a mechanized terror with a face all too familiar? 
Collecting issues #17-26 and featuring the script and writer’s notes to issue #21, and a complete 
cover gallery.
SC, 7x10, 280pgs, FC$24.99

JENNIFER BLOOD VOL. 5: BLOOD LEGACY TPB
(W) Mike Carroll (A) Eman Casallos, Kewber Baal (CA) Mike Mayhew
She is no longer orphaned teen Jessica Blute, or suburban mom Jen Fellows, or the notorious 
vigilante known as Jennifer Blood. She is now just another inmate of Las Chacales Women’s 
Correctional Facility. But in her life she has faced — and defeated — unimaginable horrors and 
overwhelming odds. She knows she can survive this place. She knows that she must survive— 
because her fight is not yet over. And very quickly, Jennifer learns that someone on the outside is 
working on a plan… she has no idea what that plan is, or who is behind it. She only knows that she 
is part of it, and for it to work, she will have to change. Collecting issues #25-36 and a complete 
cover gallery.
SC, 7x10, 296pgs, FC$29.99

DIGITAL MANGA PUBLISHING

TAKASUGI-SAN’S OBENTO VOLUME 2 GN
(W/A) Nozomi Yanahara
Despite the PHD attached to his name, Harumi was having trouble finding work until he finally 
snagged a position as an assistant professor. Living with his cousin Kururi (who is nineteen years 
his junior) has started to feel more normal, but they still have a pile of problems. Just how is 
Harumi going to deal with Kururi’s burgeoning love and his own feelings for his colleague Kosaka? 
Not to mention all the other drama closing in on him. Bento lunch boxes are the ties that bind this 
strange family together. Here is the second volume of the heartwarming comedy (with a little 
romance)!
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $12.95

ITZURA NA KISS VOLUME 10 GN
(W/A) Kaoru Tada
Kotoko may be an old hand at college, but she still can’t wait for the annual Tonan University 



Festival! After all, she’ll definitely be crowned “Best Couple” with the ever-brilliant Naoki… 
right?! But what will Kotoko do when her adored husband graduates and plunges head-first into his 
medical career? Can this clumsy nurse-in-training keep up?
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (10 of 12) $12.95

DRAWN & QUARTERLY

OVER EASY HC
(W/A/CA) Mimi Pond
A fast-paced memoir about diners, drugs, and California in the 1970s. Over Easy is equal parts time 
capsule of late 1970s life in California — with its deadheads, punks, disco rollers, casual sex and 
drug use - and bildungsroman of a young woman from naïve, sexually inexperienced art-school 
dropout to self-aware, self-confident artist. Mimi Pond's chatty, slyly observant anecdotes create a 
compelling portrait of a distinct moment in time. Over Easy is an immediate, limber, and precise 
memoir narrated with an eye for the humor in every situation. (STK637918) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x9, 272pgs $24.95

SHOWA 1939-1944: A HISTORY OF JAPAN TP
(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki
Showa 1939-1944: A History of Japan continues award-winning author Shigeru Mizuki's 
autobiographical and historical account of Showa Era Japan. This volume covers the final moments 
of the lead-up to World War Two and the first few years of the Pacific War; it is a chilling reminder 
of the harshness of life in Japan during this highly militarized epoch. Mizuki writes affectingly 
about the impact on the Japanese populace of world-changing moments. On a personal level, these 
years mark a dramatic transformation in Mizuki's life, too; his idyllic childhood in the countryside 
comes to a definitive end when he's drafted into the army. (STK637922)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 560pgs, B&W $24.95

STARS OF THE MONTH

A DRIFTING LIFE TP
(W/A/CA) Yoshihiro Tatsumi
Over ten years in the making, A Drifting Life is Tatsumi's autobiographical bildungsroman in 
comics form, a massive 840 page book edited and designed by Adrian Tomine. Using his life-long 
obsession with comics as a framework, Tatsumi weaves a complex story that encompasses family 
dynamics, Japanese culture and history, first love, the intricacies of the manga industry, and most 
importantly, what it means to be an artist. (STK444842) (MAR118008)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 840pgs, B&W $34.95

ABANDON THE OLD IN TOKYO TP
(W/A/CA) Yoshihiro Tatsumi
Abandon the Old in Tokyo continues to delve into the urban underbelly of 1960s Tokyo, exposing 
not only the seedy dealings of the Japanese everyman but Yoshihiro Tatsumi’s maturation as a 
storywriter. Many of the stories deal with the economic hardships of the time and the strained 
relationships between men and women, but do so by means of dark allegorical twists and turns. A 
young sewer cleaner’s girlfriend has a miscarriage and leaves him when he proves incapable of 
finding higher paying work. (STK460064) (JAN121095)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x9, 224pgs, B&W $16.95



BLACK BLIZZARD GN
(W/A) Yoshihiro Tatsumi (CA) Yoshihiro Tatsumi, Adrian Tomine
Created in the late 1950s, Black Blizzard is Yoshihiro Tatsumi's remarkable first full-length graphic 
novel and one of the first published examples of Gekiga. Susumu Yamaji, a Young pianist, is 
arrested for murder and ends up handcuffed to a career criminal on the train that will take them to 
prison. When an avalanche derails the train, the criminal takes the opportunity to escape, dragging a 
reluctant Susumu with him. They flee into the mountains, taking shelter from the storm. Black 
Blizzard uncovers an unlikely love story and an even unlikelier friendship. (STK412316) 
(FEB100869)
SC, 6x9, 144pgs, PC $19.95

FALLEN WORDS GN
(W/A/CA) Yoshihiro Tatsumi
Each of the eight stories in the collection is lifted from the Edo-era Japanese storytelling form 
rakugo. As Tatsumi notes in the afterword, the world of rakugo, filled with mystery, emotion, 
revenge, hope, and of course, love, overlaps perfectly with the world of gekiga that he has spent the 
better part of his life developing. These stories resonate with modern readers thanks to their 
comedic elements and familiarity with human idiosyncrasies. Tatsumi’s love of wordplay shines 
through, yet he still offers timeless insight into human nature. (STK460062) (JAN121093)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x9, 264pgs, B&W $19.95

GOOD-BYE TP
(W/A/CA) Yoshihiro Tatsumi
Drawn in 1971 and 1972, these stories expand Yoshihiro Tatsumi's vocabulary for characters 
contextualized by themes of depravity and disorientation in twentieth-century Japan. Some of the 
tales focus on the devastation the country felt as a result of World War II: in one story a man 
devotes twenty years to preserving the memory of those killed at Hiroshima, only to discover a 
horrible misconception at the heart of his tribute. Tatsumi’s characters muddle through isolated 
despair and fleeting pleasure to live out their darkly nuanced lives. (STK460067) (JAN121096)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x9, 224pgs, B&W $16.95

KITARO GN
(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki
Meet one of Japan’s most popular characters of all time — the one-eyed monster boy Kitaro. He’s 
just like any other boy, except for a few small differences: he only has one eye, his hair is as an 
antenna that senses paranormal activity, his geta sandals are jet-powered, and he can blend in to his 
surroundings like a chameleon. Oh, and he’s a three hundred and fifty year old yokai (spirit 
monster). With all the offbeat humor of an Addams Family story, Kitaro is a light-hearted romp 
where the bad guys always get what’s coming to them. (STK524773) (JAN131107)
SC, 7x9, 432pgs, PC $24.95

NONNONBA GN
(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki
NonNonBa is the definitive work by acclaimed Gekiga-ka Shigeru Mizuki, a poetic memoir 
detailing his interest in yokai (spirit monsters). Within the pages of NonNonBa, Mizuki explores the 
legacy left him by his childhood explorations of the spirit world, explorations encouraged by his 
grandmother, a grumpy old woman named NonNonBa. NonNonBa is a touching work about 
childhood and growing up, as well as a fascinating portrayal of Japan in a moment of transition. 
NonNonBa was the first manga to win the Angouleme Prize for Best Album. (STK460057) 



(JAN121091)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x9, 432pgs, PC $26.95

ONWARD TOWARDS OUR NOBLE DEATHS GN
(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki
Shigeru Mizuki is the preeminent figure of Gekiga manga and one of the most famous working 
cartoonists in Japan today. Onward Towards Our Noble Deaths is his first book to be translated into 
English and is a semi-autobiographical account of the desperate final weeks of a Japanese infantry 
unit at the end of World War II. The soldiers are told that they must go into battle and die for the 
honor of their country, with certain execution facing them if they return alive. (STK436995) 
(FEB111011)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 368pgs, B&W $24.95

THE PUSH MAN AND OTHER STORIES TP
(W/A/CA) Yoshihiro Tatsumi
Thirty years before the advent of the literary graphic novel movement in the United States, 
Yoshihiro Tatsumi created a library of comics that draws parallels to modern prose fiction and 
today's alternative comics. The stories collected in The Push Man are simultaneously haunting, 
disturbing, and darkly humorous. A lone man travels the country, projecting pornographic films for 
private individuals while attempting to maintain a normal home life. An auto mechanic's obsession 
with a female TV personality turns fatal after a chance meeting between the two. (STK460063) 
(JAN121094)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x9, 224pgs, B&W $16.95

SHOWA 1926-1939: A HISTORY OF JAPAN  TP
(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki
Showa 1926-1939: A History of Japan is the first volume of Shigeru Mizuki's meticulously 
researched historical portrait of twentieth-century Japan. This 560-page volume deals with the 
period leading up to World War II, a time of high unemployment and other economic hardships 
caused by the Great Depression. Mizuki's photo-realist style effortlessly brings to life the Japan of 
the 1920s and 1930s, depicting bustling city streets and abandoned graveyards with equal ease. 
(STK622625) (SEP131142)
SC, 7x9, 560pgs, PC $24.95

**********************************************************************

DYNAMIC FORCES

PETER PARKER RETURNS!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1—GOLD SIGNATURE ELITE EDITION SIGNED BY STAN 
“THE MAN” LEE
MSRP: $699.99

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1—GOLD SIGNATURE SERIES SIGNED BY JOHN ROMITA SR
MSRP: $299.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $196.20

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1—DELUXE DUAL-SIGNED BY JOHN ROMITA SR AND 



REMARKED BY KEN HAESER
MSRP: $499.99

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1—CGC GRADED 9.8
MSRP: $99.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $89.99

BY BILL WILLINGHAM, CREATOR OF FABLES!

LEGENDERRY: A STEAMPUNK ADVENTURE #2—DYNAMIC FAT JACK’S LIMITED 
EDITION COVER
MSRP: $19.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $10.00

LEGENDERRY: A STEAMPUNK ADVENTURE #2—ULTRA-LIMITED FAT JACK’S BLACK 
& WHITE EDITION COVER
MSRP: $29.99

DEJAH OF MARS #1 “RISQUÉ RED” DF EXCLUSIVE COVER BY MEL RUBI
MSRP: $29.99
The adventures of Dejah Thoris continue under a sensational Mel Rubi Risqué Red limited edition 
cover, available only from Dynamic Forces!

BAD ASS #1 (OF 4) HOMAGE VARIANT SIGNED BY KEN HAESER
MSRP: $29.99
If Kick-Ass and Deadpool had a baby, it would be Bad Ass! The only difference being that Dead 
End is a villain through and through with no intentions of serving anyone. This rare re-order cover 
sports a stunning "homage" cover, in honor of New Mutants #98 in which DEADPOOL first 
appeared!!!

BAD ASS #1—HOMAGE VARIANT SIGNED AND REMARKED BY KEN HAESER
MSRP: $99

DAREDEVIL #1.50—SIGNED BY MARK WAID
MSRP: $29.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $19.64
What will tomorrow bring for Matt Murdock, and how will this year’s events play into his 
unexpected future? Can a man truly stay fearless forever? The answers— and even more surprises--
will hit sooner than you’d expect! Hang on tight, because the future for Matt Murdock is now in 
DAREDEVIL #1.50!

DAREDEVIL #1 CGC GRADED 9.5
MSRP: $99.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $89.99

ALL NEW DOOP #1—SIGNED BY MIKE ALLRED
MSRP: $29.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $20.01
Who is Doop? Actually... what is Doop? Living in the margins of the X-Men, Doop's origins have 
always remained shrouded in mystery as he hovered around with his video camera – freaking out 
readers and fellow X-Men alike. But his time has finally come!



X-MEN LEGACY #300—SIGNED BY CHRISTOS GAGE
MSRP: $29.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $19.63
In observance of the title's 300th issue, iconic X-MEN: LEGACY writers Mike Carey, Christos 
Gage and Simon Spurrier return to tell an all-new tale of the X-Men!

MAGNETO #1—SIGNED BY CULLEN BUNN
MSRP: $29.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $19.63
Once the deadliest, most feared mutant mastermind on the planet, MAGNETO is no longer the man 
he once was. But now, determined to fight the war for mutantkind's survival on his own terms, 
Magneto sets out to regain what he's lost... and show the world exactly why it should tremble at the 
sound of his name.

NIGHTCRAWLER #1—CGC GRADED 9.8
MSRP: $99.99
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $89.99
NIGHTCRAWLER IS BACK! Determined not to let his new lease on life go to waste, 
Nightcrawler hits the road alongside Wolverine, eager to right some wrongs and safeguard the 
future mutantkind… and he’s going to do it by the means he loves most: swashbuckling, 
ladycharming and — of course — BAMFing!

EC COMICS

STARS OF THE MONTH

EC ARCHIVES: CRIME SUSPENSTORIES VOLUME 1 HC
(W) Al Feldstein & Various (A) Wally Wood & Various (CA) Johnny Craig
Road to Perdition author Max Allan Collins re-introduces us to the thrilling and mysterious first 
volume of Crime SuspenStories — six full issues and 24 complete stories by the likes of Al 
Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Harvey Kurtzman. Wally Wood, Jack Kamen, Graham Ingels, Jack Davis, 
George Roussos and others, originally published between 1950 and 1951! (STK354269) 
(OCT073542)
HC, 9x12, 212pgs, FC $49.95

EC ARCHIVES: TALES FROM THE CRYPT HC
(W) Al Feldstein (A) Wally Wood (CA) Al Feldstein
From stories by the legendary team of Bill Gaines and Al Feldstein come the classic horror Tales 
from the Crypt written by Feldstein and illustrated by the all-star line-up of Wally Wood, Jack 
Kamen, Johnny Craig, Feldstein, Joe Orlando, Graham Ingels, Jack Davis, and Marie Severin. 
Volume 2 reprints issues #7-12, and Volume 3 reprints #13-18. (STK336582)
VOLUME 2 (APR073724)—HC, 212pgs, FC $49.95
VOLUME 3 (MAR083734)—HC, 212pgs, FC $49.95

EC ARCHIVES: SHOCK SUSPENSTORIES HC
(W) Al Feldstein, Bill Gaines (A) Jack Davis & Various (CA) Wally Wood
These beautiful hardcovers reprint issues of the classic EC comic book Shock SuspenStories, 
originally published between 1952 and 1954. Includes stories by Bill Gaines and Al Feldstein with 
art by Jack Kamen, Jack Davis, Joe Orlando, Graham Ingles, and Wally Wood. Volume 1 contains 
issues #1-6, and Volume 2 reprints issues #7-12, including the stories "Small Assassins" (#7) and 
"October Game" (#9) by science-fiction grandmaster Ray Bradbury. (STK321776)
VOLUME 1 (SEP063328)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC$49.95



VOLUME 2 (FEB073490)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC $49.95

EC ARCHIVES: THE VAULT OF HORROR VOLUME 1 HC
(W) Al Feldstein (A) Wally Wood (CA) Johnny Craig
Legendary publisher Bill Gaines provided the forum and creators like Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig, 
Wally Wood, Harry Harrison, Jack Kamen, Harvey Kurtzman, Graham Ingels, and Jack Davis 
provided the mayhem. Six full issues and 24 complete stories are collected in this full-color, deluxe 
volume. (STK348758) (AUG073676)
HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC $49.95

**********************************************************************

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS

WITZEND
by Wallace Wood, Bill Pearson, Steve Ditko, Frank Frazetta, et al.; 
Introduction by Bill Pearson
$94.99 / HC Boxed Set / 608 pgs / PC / 8.5 x 11
Bristling against the constraints of mainstream comics in 1966, cartoonist Wallace Wood struck out 
on his own with the self-published witzend. The magazine became a haven for Wood and his 
cartoonist friends where they could produce the kind of work that they wanted to do, without regard 
to commercial demands. Impossible to find since first being published, Fantagraphics proudly 
presents the complete run of witzend in this long-awaited slipcased two-volume set. 

WALTDISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: “TRAIL OF THE UNICORN”
by Carl Barks; Introduction by Jeff Kinney 
$29.99 / HC / 216 pgs / FC / 7.5 x 10.25
It’s off to Shangri-Lala for Donald, Huey, Dewey, and Louie, on a perilous expedition to bring back 
a rare unicorn for Uncle Scrooge! Then, in a further trio of frigid challenges — “Luck of the 
North,” “Land of the Totem Poles,” and “Serum to Codfish Cove” — the Ducks must face the perils 
of the north. Each story has been meticulously restored and re-colored along with insightful story 
notes by an international panel of Barks experts.

STRANGE SUSPENSE: THE STEVEDITKO ARCHIVESVOL. 1 
by Steve Ditko; Edited by Blake Bell
$29.99 / SC / 240 pgs / FC / 6.75 x 9.75
New Paperback Edition! Before Spider-Man and Dr. Strange, the legendary artist Steve Ditko was 
conjuring all manners of horrors. In 1953 and 1954, Ditko drew tales of macabre suspense that 
featured graphic bloodshed, dismemberment, and blood-curdling acid baths as the ugly end of the 
dark and twisted inhabitants of Ditko’s imagination. Back by popular demand, Strange 
Suspensefeatures spectacular full-color reprints of every story from those first two years of his 
career.

THE COMPLETE PEANUTS: 1950-1952 SC
by Charles M. Schulz; 
Introduction by Garrison Keillor 
$22.99 / SC / 360 pgs / PC / 8.5 x 6.5
New Paperback Edition! The bestselling, award-winning series that sparked a renaissance for fans 
of classic comic strips upon its debut in 2004 is now in softcover! This first volume features 
hundreds of strips rarely reprinted before this series. The Complete Peanuts offers a unique chance 
to see a master of the art form refine his skills and solidify his universe, day by day. This volume is 
rounded out with a biographical essay by David Michaelis and an in-depth interview with Schulz 



conducted in 1987. 

JACK DAVIS: DRAWING AMERICANPOP CULTURE HC
by Jack Davis
$29.99 / HC / 208 pgs / FC / 10.25 x 13.25 
New Value Price! A gigantic, art book retrospective collating the greatest collection of Jack Davis’s 
work ever assembled! Comprising comics, sketches, commercial illustrations for magazines, LP 
covers, movie posters, bubblegum cards, and much more! Includes appreciations of Davis’s work 
by Sergio Aragonés, Peter Bagge, Coop, Drew Friedman, Al Jaffee, Bill Griffith, Joe Kubert, Tony 
Millionaire, William Stout, Jim Woodring, and others! 

THE AMATEURS
by Conor Stechschulte 
$14.99 / SC / 72 pgs / PC / 6 x 9
This surreal debut graphic novella features a severed human head that still seems to be talking, a 
pair of butchers arriving at work to find that there is no meat in their shop and that they have 
forgotten how to do their job and the disastrous events that follow. But what has caused their 
strange amnesia? This often hilarious, enigmatic, and uncomfortable book will establish 
Stechschulte as an exciting new talent. 

OFFERED AGAIN

STRANGE & STRANGER: THE WORLD OF STEVE DITKO HC
by Steve Ditko; Edited by Blake Bell
$39.99   MAR083707
The first critical retrospective of the work of the reclusive Spider-Man co-creator traces his life and 
career, his stylistic innovations, and his philosophical principles, in a lushlyillustrated coffee-table 
book.

WALTDISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: “LOST IN THE ANDES”
by Carl Barks
$28.99   MAY138162
Classic adventure yarns by one of the medium’s greatest artists and storytellers at his peak (1948-
50). Meticulously restored and re-colored in a beautifully designed, affordable and accessible 
format.

USAGIYOJIMBO VOL. 3: “WANDERER’S ROAD” (NEW PRINTING)
by Stan Sakai
$15.95   JUL073562
Perhaps the best samurai rabbit story ever told. With “The Tower” (introducing Spot the Wonder 
Lizard), “Return of the Blind Swordspig,” the hilarious Groo tribute “The Tea Cup,” and a 
crossover with the Ninja Turtles!

UNEXPLORED WORLDS: THE STEVE DITKO ARCHIVES VOL. 2 HC
by Steve Ditko; Edited by Blake Bell
$39.99    JUN101001
More than 200 pages’ worth of never-before-collected horror and science-fiction stories from the 
early career of a comics great, beautifully presented in a stunning hardcover volume. Introduction 
by series editor Blake Bell.

WALTDISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: “A CHRISTMAS FOR SHACKTOWN”
by Carl Barks



$28.99    SEP121088
A classic Yuletide yarn, plus polar and tropical adventures, a couple spotlights on Gladstone 
Gander, and more rare one-pagers, supplemented with extensive series notes and behind-the-scenes 
essays by the world’s foremost Duck experts. 

“CAME THE DAWN” AND OTHER STORIES BY WALLY WOOD
by Wally Wood 
$28.99    APR121089
Suspense and crime shockers by a comics grandmaster. Collecting all 26 Wood-drawn horror and 
crime stories — including the full baker’s dozen of EC’s most courageous and politically charged 
dramas.

MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER: THE STEVE DITKO ARCHIVES VOL. 3
by Steve Ditko; Edited by Blake Bell
$39.99    NOV110991
Over 210 full-color pages of Ditko in his early prime that have never been properly reprinted until 
now — thrilling stories of suspense, mystery, haunted houses, and unsuspecting victims.

WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: “THE OLD CASTLE’S SECRET”
by Carl Barks
$28.99   MAR131167
Spooky doings at Scrooge’s ancestral castle Dismal Downs! Donald as a Wild West deputy! The 
rare “In Darkest Africa”! Plus a space race, the nephews vs. education, Gladstone Gander and more, 
with the usual expert story notes.

“T’AINT THE MEAT... IT’S THE HUMANITY!” AND OTHER STORIES BY JACK DAVIS
by Jack Davis
$28.99    OCT121084
Good Lord! Choke! The complete Jack Davis illustrated Tales from the Crypt stories collected in 
one convenient,  gore-drenched package! The quintessential American horror comic drawn  by its 
quintessential artist.

IMPOSSIBLE TALES:  THE STEVE DITKO ARCHIVES VOL. 4 HC
by Steve Ditko; Edited by Blake Bell
$39.99 APR131133
The best in the Ditko Archives series yet, with extra oomph to his creepy yarns and a veritable 
explosion of ingenuity in his layouts. Over 200 meticulously restored full-color pages of Ditko in 
his early prime.

WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: “CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN”
by Carl Barks
$28.99    AUG131306
Uncle Scrooge’s first appearance, in one of Barks’ funniest holiday stories! Journey to Volcania, 
“down under” and the West Indies with Donald and the nephews. Plus seven 10-pagers and 
abundant critical and historical notes.

************************************************************************

801 MEDIA INC

PRIVATE TEACHER! VOLUME 4 GN
(W/A/CA) Yuu Moegi



It's the conclusion to Yuu Moegi's four-part romance of two lovers trying to learn from one another 
as they encounter different obstacles in their relationship. Things really start to heat up in this last 
volume as they take on the toughest obstacle thus far — each other's families! While living together 
with Kaede, Rintaro decides to start a part-time job as a private teacher. But he's met with 
objections from Kaede and in order to ascertain how suitable he is, it's decided that he'll teach 
Kaede's little brother, Tsubaki! Rintaro suddenly starts going to Kaede's family house, but what will 
happen? (STK637917)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $12.95

STAR OF THE MONTH

PRIVATE TEACHER! VOLUME 3 GN
(W/A/CA) Yuu Moegi
Rintaro's has been accepted into college and he's finally moved in with Kaede. But, just when 
they're getting ready to enjoy each other's company, Rintaro's older brother, Sentaro, a 
troublemaker, blows in bringing storm clouds with him! (STK461993) (FEB120999)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $12.95

**********************************************************************

Project H

HARD TEMPTATION GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95

LADIES FULL OF LOVE GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95

MAKUNOUCHI DELUXE VOLUME 2 GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95

NURSE'S PARADISE VOLUME 2 GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W (2 of 3) $17.95



VIRGIN GAMES GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95

STARS OF THE MONTH

MAKUNOUCHI DELUXE VOLUME 1 GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (SEP131189) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $17.95

NURSE'S PARADISE VOLUME 1 GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (SEP131192) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (1 of 3) $17.95

EROS COMIX

HOUSEWIVES AT PLAY: ALONE WITH ME GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (JUN083937) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 64pgs, B&W $9.95

HOUSEWIVES AT PLAY: KING SIZED GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (STAR19086) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 7x10, 48pgs $9.95

THE ORIGINAL BONDAGE FAIRIES VOLUME 2 TP
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (APR063163) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 112pgs $16.95

THE TIJUANA BIBLES VOLUME 7 TP
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (MAR063218) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 128pgs, B&W $14.95



EUREKA PRODUCTIONS

GRAPHIC CLASSICS VOLUME 14: GOTHIC CLASSICS GN
(W) Jane Austen & Various (A) Anne Timmons & Various (CA) Lisa K. Weber
Gothic Classics presents Ann Radcliffe's archetypal gothic novel "The Mysteries of Udopho," 
adapted by Antonella Caputo and Carlo Vergara. Plus, Jane Austen's gothic parody "Northanger 
Abbey," by Trina Robbins and Anne Timmons, and Poe's "The Oval Portrait," by Malaysian 
illustrator Leong Wan Kok. Also "At the Gate," a ghost story with dogs by Myla Jo Closser, 
illustrated by Shary Flenniken, and J. Sheridan Le Fanu's great vampire tale "Carmilla," by Rod 
Lott and Lisa K. Weber. (STK326605) (FEB073451)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, B&W $11.95

**********************************************************************

:01 FIRST SECOND

ANDRE THE GIANT: THE LIFE & LEGEND GN
(W/A/CA) Box Brown
Andre Roussimoff is known as both the lovable giant in The Princess Bride and a heroic pro-
wrestling figure. He was a normal guy who'd been dealt an extraordinary hand in life. At his peak, 
he weighed 500 pounds and stood nearly seven and a half feet tall. But the huge stature that made 
his fame also signed his death warrant. Box Brown brings his great talents as a cartoonist and 
biographer to this phenomenal new graphic novel. Drawing from historical records about Andre's 
life as well as a wealth of anecdotes from his colleagues in the wrestling world, including Hulk 
Hogan, and his film co-stars, Brown has created in Andre the Giant, the first substantive biography 
of one of the twentieth century's most recognizable figures. (STK637273) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 240pgs, B&W $17.99

THIS ONE SUMMER
(W) Mariko Tamaki (A/CA) Jillian Tamaki
Every summer, Rose goes with her mom and dad to a lake house in Awago Beach. It's their 
getaway, their refuge. Rose's friend Windy is always there, too, like the little sister she never had. 
But this summer is different. Rose's mom and dad won't stop fighting, and when Rose and Windy 
seek a distraction from the drama, they find themselves with a whole new set of problems. One of 
the local teens, just a couple of years older than Rose and Windy, is caught up in something bad. It's 
a summer of secrets, and sorrow, and growing up, and it's a good thing Rose and Windy have each 
other. (STK637271) (C: 0-1-0)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x10, 140pgs, PC $17.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x10, 140pgs, PC $21.99

THE RETURN OF ZITA THE SPACEGIRL GN
(W/A/CA) Ben Hatke
Ben Hatke brings back the intrepid space heroine for another delightful sci-fi/fantasy adventure in 
this New York Times-bestselling trilogy for middle grade readers. Zita the Spacegirl has saved 
planets, battled monsters, and wrestled with interplanetary fame. But she faces her biggest challenge 
yet in the third and final installment of the Zita adventures. Wrongfully imprisoned on a penitentiary 
planet, Zita has to plot the galaxy's greatest jailbreak before the evil prison warden can execute his 
plan of interstellar domination! Available in softcover and hardcover editions. (STK637268)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC $12.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC $18.99



STARS OF THE MONTH

ZITA THE SPACE GIRL GN
(W/A) Ben Hatke
When Zita's best friend disappears in a puff of smoke, she doesn't even think before dashing after 
him. To her surprise, she finds herself on a planet she's never seen before. Alien chickens and 
insecure robots are weird enough as new experiences go, but Zita is more shocked to find herself 
cast in the role of an intergalactic hero. It looks like there's nothing for her to do but don a cape and 
officially become: Zita the Spacegirl! (STK431457) (NOV100942)
SC, 8.5x10, 144pgs, FC $10.99

LEGENDS OF ZITA THE SPACEGIRL GN
(W/A/CA) Ben Hatke
Zita's exploits from her first adventure have made her an intergallactic megastar! But she's about to 
find out that fame doesn't come without a price. And who can you trust when your true self is being 
eclipsed by your public persona, and you've got a robot doppelganger wreaking havoc while 
wearing your face? Still, if anyone can find their way through this intractable mess of mistaken 
identity and alien invaders, it's the indomitable Zita. (STK471217) (JUL121087)
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC $12.99

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING

THE BIG! BIG! OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE VOLUME 43
(W) Richard M. Overstreet (CA) Will Conrad
Due to retailer and consumer demand, the oversized, spiral bound, "dealer edition" workbook 
version of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide returned last year to great acclaim! This limited 
edition includes only the pricing sections and the lists of top comics. No ads, no articles, nothing 
but copious amounts of pricing and other data. Since 1970, the Guide has been the Bible of comic 
book collectors and dealers alike. With approximately 300,000 comics listed spanning the 1500s to 
the present, it's ready to serve those who are resolute in pursuit of great comics. This edition 
features a Shadowman cover by Will Conrad. (STK615423) (APR138337)
HC, 8x11, 772pgs, B&W $45.00

THE OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE VOLUME 43
(A)  Various (CA) Andy Kubert
In addition to being the preeminent source of comic book pricing information for more than four 
decades, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide features a ton of other data as well. With 300,000 
prices, all new market reports, celebrations of Superman's 75th anniversary, the X-Men's 50th 
anniversary, The Walking Dead's 10th anniversary, a look at the work of Overstreet Hall of Fame 
artist Mac Raboy, and more, readers will get a first hand look at what has made the Guide the 
definitive guide for collectors and dealers alike since 1970. Volume 43 is available with either a 
Superman cover by Andy Kubert or an X-Men cover by Mike Deodato, Jr.! (STK610480)
SUPERMAN SC (APR131149)—SC, 6.5x9.25, 1136pgs, PC $29.95
X-MEN HC (APR131152)—HC, 7x10, 1136pgs, PC $35.00

THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO COLLECTING VOLUME 1: COMICS SC
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Joe Jusko
From the team behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide comes the first new Overstreet-
branded book in more than a decade. How do you collect comics? How do you care for them? 
Grade them? Sell them? How do you turn your comics hobby into a job in the industry? Who have 
been the greatest comic creators? The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Comics offers answers and 
insights into these questions and more facing new collectors and experienced enthusiasts alike. 



Available with a Spider-Man cover by Joe Jusko and a second printing Valiant cover with X-O 
Manowar, Ninjak, and Shadowman. (STK475729)
JUSKO SPIDER-MAN COVER (SEP121116)—SC, 7x10, 320pgs, FC $19.95
VALIANT COVER (SEP131204)—SC, 7x10, 320pgs, FC $19.95

THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO COLLECTING VOLUME 2: COMIC & ANIMATION ART
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Joe Jusko
The market for original comic art has never been more compelling, and now a resurgent animation 
art market is commanding attention as well. If those areas of collecting seem daunting, The 
Overstreet Guide To Collecting Comic & Animation Art is a great place to start. The second book in 
Overstreet's new "How To" series offers the terminology you need to know along with the expertise 
of seasoned collectors and dealers who will help you get to know what to look for and how to look 
for it. Silver Surfer #1 recreation cover by renowned painter Joe Jusko. (STK619804) 
(AUG131333)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC$12.95

**********************************************************************

GEN MANGA ENTERTAINMENT

ANOMAL GN
(W/A/CA)  Nukuharu
Anomal, weird tales of horror and the bizarre, are part of a peculiar vision of the world in this 
collection of short stories. (STK635002)
SC, 5x7, 160pgs, B&W $9.95

STARS OF THE MONTH

GOOD-BYE GEIST GN
(W/A/CA) Ryo Hanada
Mystery engulfs the face of Yuki's high school, and she is caught in the middle. As she battles the 
exhausting crowds during her daily commute, she, like many other girls in Japan, is sexually 
violated. Meanwhile, a boy secretly films her and someone brutally slaughters cats. What does it all 
mean? Enigma spins into ever darkening chasms. (STK518493) (OCT121105)
SC, 5x7, 168pgs, B&W $9.95

VS. ALIENS GN
(W/A/CA) Yu Suzuki
Kitaro must unravel a mystery between the two cutest girls in school. One claims the other is an 
alien! Is Sana Sakuma really a secret visitor from outer space or is this some elaborate prank? The 
mystery spirals in and out, back and forth, keeping you guessing until the very end. Do you want to 
believe? (STK461594) (FEB121056)
SC, 5x8, 172pgs, B&W $9.95

**********************************************************************

HARPER COLLINS PUBLISHERS

BIG NATE: MR. POPULARITY TP
(W/A/CA) Lincoln Peirce
The fourth Big Nate comic compilation in the New York Times-bestselling series by Lincoln Peirce, 
in full color! Big Nate is a New York Times-bestseller and the star of his own comic strip.Here 



comes the latest comic compilation from Lincoln Peirce, all about king of detention and cartooning 
genius Nate Wright! Includes over 300 full-color comic strips, plus bonus Big Nate activities in the 
back! (STK637446)
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC $9.99

HERMES PRESS

WALT KELLY'S POGO: THE COMPLETE DELL COMICS VOLUME 2 HC
(W/A/CA) Walt Kelly
Following on the heels of Hermes Press' reprint of Walt Kelly's Pogo stories from Animal Comics in 
Walt Kelly's Pogo: The Complete Dell Comics Volume One, this volume reprints the complete 
Albert the Alligator and Pogo Possum from Four Color Comics #105 and #148 and issues #1-4 of 
Pogo Possum. Now fans of Pogo can see it all from the beginning with Hermes Press' reprint of the 
complete Dell Comics Pogo. Noted comics historian Thomas Andrae observed that with Pogo, 
"Walt Kelly created a strip that is both  poetic and graphically stunning as well as an important 
commentary on our times." (STK637061) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 8x11, 320pgs, FC $60.00

JOHNNY HAZARD—THE COMPLETE NEWSPAPER DAILIES VOLUME 3: 1947-1949 HC
(W/A/CA) Frank Robbins
Frank Robbins' masterpiece, one of the all-time greatest action/adventure newspaper comic strips, 
Johnny Hazard, returns with volume three of the series! Continuing the adventures of Johnny 
Hazard and Brandy picking up the storyline where volume one left off. See more trend-setting 
artwork by comics legend Frank Robbins in one of the most important adventure strips to ever 
grace newspapers. Reproduced entirely from the original King Features press proofs. (STK624837) 
(C: 0-0-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #10 (OCT131217)
HC, 10x6, 288pgs, PC $49.99

THE PHANTOM—THE COMPLETE SERIES: THE CHARLTON YEARS VOLUME 3 HC
(W) Joe Gill (A/CA) Pat Boyette
The early 1970s comic book adventures of The Phantom return in full, glorious color! Hermes Press 
is collecting all 74 issues of The Phantom comic books published from 1962-1977, and this is the 
third volume of the Charlton years. The Charlton comic book version of the grand-daddy of 
costumed heroes, The Ghost Who Walks, is available again, digitally remastered to look better than 
the original books.  Reprints issues #48-56; cover artwork by Pat Boyette; stories by Joe Gill. 
(STK520155)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXII #12 (DEC121137)
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC $49.99

HUMANOIDS INC

FINAL INCAL DELUXE HC
(W) Alejandro Jodorowsky (A/CA)  Moebius, Jose Ladrönn
Jodorowsky and Mœbius' internationally bestselling Sci-Fi saga The Incal comes to its phenomenal 
finale! Visionary storyteller Jodorowsky returns to the epic mythology he 
created with the late Mœbius over 30 years ago. This volume concludes the spiritual space 
adventures of everyman, John DiFool, as the universe faces the threat of an all-devouring metallic 
virus. The limited & numbered book is presented in a slipcase and contains both the original, 
unfinished After the Incal drawn by Mœbius (1 volume), as well as the complete 3-volume series 
Final Incal illustrated by Eisner-winning artist Ladrönn (Cable, Hip Flask, Elephantmen). 
(STK637946) (C: 0-0-1) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India.



MATURE THEMES
HC, 10x13, 216pgs, FC $99.95

FINAL INCAL ULTRA-DELUXE EDITION HC
(W) Alejandro Jodorowsky (A/CA)  Moebius, Jose Ladrönn
Extremely limited to just 200 copies, this ultra-deluxe giant coffee table size edition comes 
numbered and includes loose illustrations as well as a bookplate signed by Jodorowsky and 
Ladrönn! (STK637944) (C: 0-0-1) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India.
MATURE THEMES
HC, 12x16, 216pgs, FC $590.00

STARS OF THE MONTH

THE INCAL COLLECTIONS BACKLIST
(W) Alejandro Jodorowsky (A/CA) Zoran Janjetov
With Final Incal offered this month, now is the time to re-live the entire series following John 
Difool, begun by Moebius and Jodorowsky and completed by Jodorowsky and Jose Ladrönn! 
(STK516369) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India.
MATURE THEMES
BEFORE THE INCAL: CLASSIC COLL. (SEP121132)—HC, 7x10, 304pgs, FC $44.95
THE INCAL CLASSIC COLL.—HC, 7x10, 308pgs, FC $44.95
THE LUMINOUS INCAL DLX—HC, 12x16, 48pgs, FC $79.95
THE BLACK INCAL DLX—HC, 12x16, 48pgs, FC $79.95

**********************************************************************

JET CITY COMICS

THE HEDGE KNIGHT II: THE SWORN SWORD TP
(W) George R. R. Martin, Ben Avery (A/CA) Mike S. Miller
Set one hundred years before the events in George R.R. Martin's epic fantasy series A Song of Ice 
and Fire, The Sworn Sword graphic novel follows the adventures of Ser Duncan and his squire, 
Egg, as they quest for honor and glory in the Seven Kingdoms. Peace is ever elusive for Dunk and 
Egg, as they are soon embroiled in the schemes of local nobility, while a darker, greater thread 
threatens to unravel long-held truths of the Battle of Redgrass Field. Collecting The Hedge Knight 
II: The Sworn Sword #1-#6, this special edition comes packed with over 25 pages of bonus 
material! Previously Offered on PreviewsPLUS #1111. (STK637726) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC$14.95

KENZER & COMPANY

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #211
(W/A) Jolly Blackburn (CA)  TBD
This multiple award-winning comic magazine features the hilarious misadventures of a group of 
gamers (the Knights) and their friends, along with useful role-playing and other articles for gamers, 
from a gamer's perspective. It's a slice of (fantasy) life in strips, articles, reviews and features, and a 
wonderful celebration of the gaming culture! (STK637961)
64pgs, B&W $5.99

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE: BUNDLE OF TROUBLE VOLUME 43 TP
(W/A) Jolly Blackburn (CA)  TBD
This new perfectbound trade paperback contains four full issues worth of classic strips from 



Knights of the Dinner Table #147 to #150! It's always a great time to pick up these hysterically 
funny strips, so don't miss out on this incredible addition to any gamer's bookshelf! (STK637964)
SC, 144pgs, B&W $15.99

KODANSHA COMICS

AIR GEAR OMNIBUS VOLUME 3 GN
(W/A/CA) Oh Great
In this omnibus collection of volumes 7, 8 and 9, Ikki leads team Kogarasumaru into battle against 
team Behemoth. With much greater experience and frighteningly powerful members, Behemoth 
may be more than Kogarasumaru can handle! Ikki and his team must find a way to contend with the 
unstoppable punching machine, Bandou, and the ultra powerful Udou, leader of Behemoth! 
(STK637186) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 600pgs, B&W $19.99

CAGE OF EDEN VOLUME 14 GN
(W/A/CA) Yoshinobu Yamada
The brutal Dr. Nishikiori forcibly marches Akira to the base of a huge pyramid, where he finds a 
mummified skull with huge fangs and scales. With Ohmori as a hostage, the doctor orders Akira 
into a narrow underground passageway. At first Akira thinks Nishikiori's just trying to get him out 
of the way, but soon he uncovers a secret that will turn everyone's ideas about the island upside 
down! (STK637187) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the 
Philippines.
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99

FAIRY TAIL VOLUME 38 GN
(W/A/CA) Hiro Mashima
In the final matches of the Grand Magic Games, a wounded Erza struggles against a sadistic 
Minerva who can twist space itself, Gajeel sinks into the shadows against a powered-up Rogue, and 
Laxus faces down impossible odds against Jura, the world's fifth-strongest wizard. But as the 
Games end, the kingdom prepares for a day Natsu never thought he'd see: the return of the dragons! 
(STK637182) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99

GHOST IN SHELL: STAND ALONE COMPLEX VOLUME 5 GN
(W/A/CA) Yu Kinutani
The Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone Complex originally aired on Cartoon Network as a 26 episode 
anime series. This manga adaptation is sure to draw fans of the anime and the original The Ghost in 
the Shell movie and manga. (STK637191) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, 
Singapore or the Philippines.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $10.99

STARS OF THE MONTH

GHOST IN SHELL GN'S
(W/A/CA) Shirow Masamune
In a futuristic world where the line between artificial intelligence and human consciousness is 
ghostly thin, a cybernetic investigator is called upon to solve a peculiar case of network crime and 
terrorism, involving a highly intelligent being that is not organic in origin. An influential story that 
dares to ask what makes a human being "human" and what, exactly, is the soul? (STK401478) (C: 



1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
MATURE THEMES
VOLUME 1 (AUG090982)—SC, 7x10, 352pgs, B&W $26.99
VOLUME 2 (JAN101042)—SC, 7x10, 320pgs, B&W $26.99

GHOST IN THE SHELL VOLUME 1.5 GN
(W/A/CA) Shirow Masamune
Deep into the 21st century, the line between man and machine has been inexorably blurred as 
humans rely on the enhancement of mechanical implants and robots are upgraded with human 
tissue. In this rapidly converging technoscape, the covert-ops agents of Section 9 are charged to 
track and crack the most dangerous terrorists, cybercriminals, and ghost hackers the digital future 
has to offer. Whether dealing with remote-controlled corpses, lethally malfunctioning 
micromachines, or cop-killer cyborgs, Section 9 is determined to serve and protect! (STK471141) 
(JUL121132) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 350pgs, B&W $17.99

GHOST IN SHELL: STAND ALONE COMPLEX GN'S
(W/A/CA) Yu Kinutani
Stand Alone Complex takes place in the year 2030, in the fictional Japanese city of New Port. The 
story follows the members of Public Security Section 9, a special-operations task-force made up of 
former military officers and police detectives. The manga presents individual cases that Section 9 
investigates, along with an ongoing, more serious investigation into the serial killer and hacker 
known only as "The Laughing Man." (STK440396) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, 
Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
MATURE THEMES
VOLUME 1 (APR111079)—SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $10.99
VOLUME 2 (SEP111137)—SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $10.99
VOLUME 3 (MAR121106)—SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $10.99
VOLUME 4 (MAR131206)—SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $10.99

**********************************************************************

MONSTER SOUL VOLUME 1 GN
(W/A/CA) Hiro Mashima
An earlier work from the author of the popular manga series Fairy Tail. A group of monsters known 
as Black Airs come across a pair of humans who are looking to make some money hunting monsters 
with bounties on their heads. The Black Airs make quick work of the bounty hunters who fail to 
learn their lesson as they become overly ambitious and continue to pursue them. This proves to be a 
terrible mistake and we get to see just what makes the Black Airs so special: enormous power and 
even stronger friendship. (STK637189) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, 
Singapore or the Philippines.
SC, 176pgs, B&W $10.99

MY LITTLE MONSTER VOLUME 2 GN
(W/A/CA)  Robico
Mizutani is a self-absorbed overachiever, concerned only with maintaining the highest grades in 
school. Haru is an impulsive short tempered brute, who scares everyone with his explosive bursts of 
violence. Haru gets suspended on the first day of school when he encounters some bullies 
harrassing a student and dispatches the bullies with great bloody violence. Mizutani is tasked with 
delivering school materials to Haru who interprets this as an act of friendship and latches on to 
Mizutani, much to her dismay. And so begins a strange and potentially combustible relationship! 



(STK637183) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
SC, 176pgs, B&W $10.99

THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS VOLUME 2 GN
(W/A/CA) Nakaba Suzuki
Princess Elizabeth has recruited Meliodas the Dragon, Sin of Wrath, to help her seek the other 
Seven Deadly Sins and save the kingdom from war and the grip of the clever Holy Knights. 
Traveling deep into the forest, the two find the giant Dianne the Serpent, Sin of Envy. But the old 
friends' reunion is interrupted by the appearance of the slick and lethal Holy Knight Gilsander! Will 
the trio survive long enough to find the other Sins? (STK637184) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available 
in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99

SHERLOCK BONES VOLUME 5 GN
(W) Yuma Ando (A/CA) Yuki Sato
Takeru and Sherdog have once again found themselves in the midst of a mystery! This time, the 
prime suspect is the beautiful Mayor Takasugi, and with her iron-clad alibi, it looks like she has 
brains to match her looks. How will they solve the case to reveal the murderous devil that lies 
behind the angelic face of London's mayor? (STK637185) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the 
UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
SC, 200pgs, B&W $10.99

LAST GASP

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A BAREFOOT GEN
(W/A/CA) Keiji Nakazawa
Cartoonist Keiji Nakazawa was seven years-old and living in Hiroshima in the early days of August 
1945 when the city was destroyed by an atomic bomb.This saga shows life in Japan after years of 
war and privations, as seen through the eyes of seven-year-old Gen Nakaoka. Volume One begins 
shortly before the bomb was dropped, and ends on the day of the bombing itself. Volume Two, The 
Day After, tells the story of the day after the atomic bomb was dropped. Volumes 3-10 are also 
Offered Again this month! (STK207203)
VOLUME 1—SC, 6x9, 284pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 2—SC, 6x9, 234pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 3—SC, 6x8, 284pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 4—SC, 6x8, 284pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 5—SC,  8 x 6, 266pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 6—SC,  8 x 6, 262pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 7—SC, 5x8, 270pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 8—SC, 5x8, 270pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 9—SC, 5x8, 270pgs, B&W $14.95
VOLUME 10—SC, 5x8, 270pgs, B&W $14.95

LITTLE EVA INK

MICHAEL GOLDEN: DANGEROUS CURVES HC
(W) Renee Witterstaetter (A/CA) Michael Golden
From the master storyteller Michael Golden, co-creator of Rogue, Bucky O'Hare, Spartan X,and 
more, comes this evocative and alluring sketchbook of Golden Women. Michael has always said 
that the first thing he draws on any female is the eyes, the window to the soul, and each of Golden's 



classic women express their own strength and individuality on every page. Coupled with Golden's 
design sense, this is a book you'll look at again and again. (STK637955)
SIGNED EDITION—HC, 9x11, 48pgs, FC $39.99
SKETCH EDITION—HC, 9x11, 48pgs, FC$134.99

MAGNETIC PRESS INC.

NAJA HC
(W) Jean-David Morvan (A/CA)  Bengal
Naja is the perfect killer because she feels nothing. Literally. Her body registers no pain, nor does 
her heart, coldly executing jobs given to her by her mysterious boss, known only as "Zero." When 
another killer in Zero's organization targets Naja for elimination, she has no choice but to fall off the 
grid and seek answers, as bloody as they might be. Written by international creative powerhouse JD 
Morvan (Sillage, Zaya) and illustrated by French sensation Bengal (Meka, Luminae), this volume 
collects the entire 5-book NAJA series into a single lavish album! (STK637985) (C: 0-0-1)
HC, 9x11, 256pgs, FC $29.99

SUPER EGO HC
(W) Caio Oliveira (A) Caio Oliveira, Lucas Marangon (CA) Glenn Fabry
Who do superheroes go to when they need to unload? Dr. Ego, psychotherapist for the superhero 
community! Welcome to the world of the deeply disturbed, where with great power comes great 
anxiety, angst, and expectations! Written and illustrated by Caio Oliveira, with colors by Lucas 
Marangon, pinups by Ben Caldwwell, Sanford Greene, Tony Shasteen, Joyce Chin, Brent McKee, 
Kizer Stone, Michael O'Hare, Gary Erskine, Edgar Delgado, and more! Cover by Eisner Award-
winner Glenn Fabry. (STK637987) (C: 0-0-1)
HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $19.99

MOONSTONE

SHEENA #3
(W) Steven E. De Souza & Various (A) Shawn McCauley (CA) Jake Minor & Various
Die Hard screenwriter Steven E. de Souza's critically acclaimed reboot of Will Eisner's Sheena, 
Queen of the Jungle continues in this action packed series! The trail of both half-human footprints 
and all too-human victims is leading hunters right back to Rachel Caldwell (AKA Sheena's) remote 
jungle estate — and the race is on:  Can the Jungle Queen uncover the secrets of the Jaguar Men 
death cult before Colonel Pinto and the Val Verde secret police close their own trap — on her? 
(STK637972)
32pgs, FC $3.99

HONEY WEST & T.H.E. CAT GIRL AND HER CAT NOVEL SC
(W) Win Scott Eckert, Matthew Baugh (CA) Doug Klauba
It's Honey West and T.H.E Cat, in the first new Honey West novel in over 40 years! When an exotic 
green-eyed Asian doctor hires Honey to recover a stolen sample of a new influenza vaccine from a 
rival scientist, the blonde bombshell private eye-suspicious but bored-takes the case. But when she's 
attacked not once, but twice, on her way from Long Beach to San Francisco to track down her 
quarry, she knows there's more — much more — to her femme fatale client than meets the eye. 
(STK635032)
SC, 5x7, 180pgs, B&W $6.99

NBM

PHANTOMS OF THE LOUVRE HC



(W/A/CA) Enki Bilal
Superstar European SF and Fantasy comics artist Enki Bilal revisits the Louvre in twenty-two 
portraits. He imagines 22 fates of men, women and children whose lives have been affected by a 
work of art. They haunt the halls of the Louvre. They are long dead, often violently. They are a 
Roman legionary, a muse, a painter, a German officer. Each, one day, met a painter or a sculptor and 
was their model. Bilal startlingly brings them back to life. Both a work of Fantasy and a masterful 
homage, this was presented in a special exhibition in the Louvre in early 2013. (STK637991) (C: 0-
0-1)
HC, 9x12, 144pgs, FC $29.99

GLACIAL PERIOD HC (NEW PRINTING)
(W/A/CA) Nicolas De Crecy
Finally back to press in a bigger handsome hardcover! For the first time, The Louvre museum is 
involved in a co-edition of a series of graphic novels, each a vision of this great museum by a 
different artist. De Crecy, at the sight of the incredible richness of the museum's collection was 
overwhelmed and felt small and ignorant. The result is a story set thousands of years hence in a 
glacial period where all human history has been forgotten and a small group of archeologists fall 
upon the Louvre, buried in age-old snow. They cannot begin to explain all the artifacts they see. 
What could they have meant? Their interpretations are nonsense, absurd, farcical. (STK637992) (C: 
0-0-1)
HC, 9x11, 80pgs, FC $22.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

THE LOUVRE COLLECTION: AN ENCHANTMENT HC
(W/A/CA) Christian Durieux
Those two, they never should have met. In the night, in a long corridor pinned with ancient dreams, 
they make of this encounter a party. Those two, they must have a gift." The next remarkable graphic 
novel in the Louvre collection tells the tale of the retiring museum director on a fugue from his 
retirement dinner through the vast halls of the museum, eloping with a muse. (STK518277) 
(OCT121137)
HC, 10.5x11., 72pgs, FC $19.99

**********************************************************************

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A ON THE ODD HOURS GN
(W/A/CA) Eric Liberge
The highly successful series of graphic novels co-published with the Louvre museum in Paris 
(Glacial Period, Museum Vaults) continues. This time, the author invites us on a guided tour of the 
museum... by night... when the works of art come alive. Our guide: a deaf night watchman who 
somehow manages to communicate with the souls of those ethereal and timeless works of art. A 
visual tour de force with a strong edge of the frighteningly fantastic. (STK408572)
SC, 6x9, 72pgs, FC $14.95

EUROTICA

STARS OF THE MONTH

IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU VOLUME 1 GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 



comic shop. (MAR111205) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 8.5x11, 48pgs, FC $11.99

PERVERTS OF THE UNKNOWN GN (NEW PRINTING)
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (OCT121141) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 8.5x11, 64pgs, B&W $10.99

PILLOW FIGHT GN (NEW PRINTING)
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, B&W $9.99

NEW ENGLAND COMICS

THE TICK: KARMA TORNADO: THE COMPLETE WORKS TP
(W/A/CA) Chris McCulloch
The Tick is back again! Collecting all 9 issues of the classic Karma Tornado series into one 
massive 256-page paperback, this volume includes an all-new editorial by the series writer/artist, 
Chris "Jackson Publick" McCulloch, the creator of Adult Swim's Venture Brothers, and the same 
man behind The Tick animated and live-action television shows. (STK390345) (FEB094403)
SC, 256pgs, B&W $27.95

**********************************************************************

NORTHWEST PRESS

THE LEGEND OF BOLD RILEY #1
(W) Leia Weathington (A) Jonathon Dalton (CA) Brittney Sabo
Bold Riley — who has set out to find adventure in the lands beyond her home of Prakkalore — 
comes across a fragment of bone that shares a tale of lost love. Riley tries to reunite the lost spirit 
with its beloved, but soon discovers that all is not as it seems. (STK637952)
24pgs, FC $3.99

FEARFUL HUNTER GN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the 
U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
HC, 7x10, 316pgs, B&W $34.99

ONE PEACE BOOKS

WHISPERED WORDS GN
(W/A/CA) Takashi Ikeda
The story of two high school girls, Sumika and Ushio. One is in love with the other, but is unable to 



confess. To complicate things, a cross-dressing boy, Masaki, is in love with one of them. What will 
happen in this mixed-up love triangle mess? (STK637959)
SC, 5x7, 472pgs, B&W $16.95

ORION

ASTERIX OMNIBUS VOLUME 7 SC
(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Albert Uderzo
Asterix stories 19, 20, and 21, together in one fabulous volume! In Asterix and the Soothsayer, the 
sinister Prolix claims he's clairvoyant — but Asterix isn't convinced. Asterix in Corsica has Asterix 
and Obelix out to foil Praetor Perfidius and oppose Caesar's army. Legionary Tremensdelirius gets 
the deed to the Gaulish village in Caesar's Gift; but Asterix isn't about to hand over his home! 
(STK637007) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States--No U.S. Territories.
SC, 8x11, 156pgs, FC$19.95

OSSM COMICS

THANIEL #3
(W) Omar Spahi (A) Terry Huddleston (CA) Courtney Huddleston
Left for dead, Thaniel begins to see the potential limitlessness to his new powers. Using his godly 
gifts to stop his best friend, Thaniel causes the real mastermind to emerge from the shadows. Death, 
the Grim Reaper himself, has a plan, and Thaniel may be forced to execute it. (STK637983)
32pgs, B&W (3 of 4) $3.99

PAPERCUTZ

BENNY BREAKIRON VOLUME 4: UNCLE PLACID HC
(W)  Peyo (A)  Peyo, Will Maltaite (CA)  Peyo
Benny's uncle has a very important job: he guards the treasury of a very tiny — but very rich — 
neighboring country. Uncle Placid has his work cut out for him, with thieves of every stripe always 
plotting to break in and steal the money, but he never expected a thief to try and steal the machines 
that make the money! While traveling back home with Benny during a school break with the 
printing plates on board, it looks like super-strong Benny might be the only one able to fend off a 
daring raid! (STK637997) (C: 0-0-1)
—HC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $11.99

STARS OF THE MONTH

BENNY BREAKIRON VOLUMES 1-3 HCS
(W)  Peyo (A)  Peyo, Will Maltaite (CA)  Peyo
Peyo, creator of The Smurfs, brings everybody's childhood fantasy to life in this charming graphic 
novel series! Benny Breakiron is an honest, polite little boy with an en exceptional quality: he 
possesses superhuman strength, can leap over huge distances, and can run unbelievably fast. This 
little kid packs quite a punch, and he devotes his play time to stopping crime and injustice. 
(STK528646)
VOL. 1: THE RED TAXIS (MAR131234)—HC, 6.5x9, 64pgs, FC $11.99
VOL. 2: MADAME ADOLPHINE (JUL131234)—HC, 6.5x9, 64pgs, FC$11.99
VOL. 3: THE TWELVE TRIALS (NOV131193)—HC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $11.99

**********************************************************************

LEGO LEGENDS OF CHIMA VOLUME 1: HIGH RISK!



(W) Yannick Grotholt (A/CA)  Comicon
Chima — a world reigned by animal tribes, divided by the battle of the noble lions against the evil 
crocodiles. In High Risk!, Laval, prince of the Lions and his friend Eris, a warrior of the Eagle 
Tribe, engage in a training race on their Speedorz. As the two speed through the jungle, they 
stumble upon a Gorilla convoy transporting CHI that is being attacked by the Crocodiles.  Will 
Laval and Eris save their Gorilla friends? Or will they become Crocodile Meat? Also featuring 3 
more, all-new stories! Available in Hardcover and Softcover editions. (STK637995) (C: 0-0-1)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC$7.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC $12.99

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS VOLUME 1: RITA REPULSA'S ATTITUDE 
ADJUSTMENT
(W) Stefan Petrucha (A/CA) Paulo Henrique Marcondes
When an ancient stone idol comes to life and starts blasting everything in its path with a morphing 
ray, it looks like the world is in pretty deep trouble; but it's nothing compared to the havoc 
unleashed when Rita Repulsa gets her hands on it! The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers join the 
fray, but this new baddie has extra muscle from Squatt and the Putty Patrol. If the team doesn't get a 
little help of their own from a trusted friend, this latest mission may be their last! Papercutz is proud 
to present the long-awaited continuing adventures of the team that started it all! Available in 
Softcover and Hardcover formats. (STK638003) (C: 0-0-1)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC$7.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $12.99

NINJAGO VOLUME 10: THE PHANTOM NINJA GN
(W) Greg Farshtey (A/CA) Jolyon Yates
A factory in Ninjago Village is under siege by an unstoppable new menace, with the beloved mayor 
and his daughter held hostage! Only Nya, Jay, Cole, and Kai — the Masters of Spinjitzu — can 
save the day. Or are they? Much to the brave warriors' astonishment, a new gray ninja is on the 
scene! Is the Phantom Ninja friend or foe, and will his reckless fighting style sabotage the rescue 
mission before it even starts? Available in Softcover and Hardcover editions. (STK637998) (C: 0-0-
1)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC$6.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $12.99

TOTO TROUBLE VOLUME 1: BACK TO CRASS GN
(W/A/CA) Thierry Coppee
Toto isn't very good at school, he's clumsy in sports, and he's kind of a social misfit, but he is great 
at one thing: messing up! In the first chapter of this hilarious new series we spend a school year 
with Toto as our hero tries to sail through each day without causing too much wreckage along the 
way. Giving a dog a bath in a washing machine, failing every school subject (including gym), and 
knocking out his front teeth on a bicycle are all just part of regular life for Toto! Available in 
Softcover and Hardcover editions. (STK638000) (C: 0-0-1)
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC$7.99
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $12.99

DISNEY FAIRIES BOX SET VOLUMES 9-12 GN
(W) Paola Mulazzi & Various (A/CA)  Disney
Collecting four volumes of Disney Fairies graphic novels, with over 250 pages of full-color comics, 
fans will learn about Tinker Bell's first encounters with the other fairies, a surprise fairy party, and a 
quest to save all of Pixie Hollow! (STK638007) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC $29.99



GARFIELD & CO. BOX SET VOLUMES 5-8 GN
(W) Jim Davis (A/CA) Cedric Michiels
Collecting four volumes of Garfield and Co., with over 100 pages of full-color comics, fans of the 
series will experience a Mouse Parade, watch Garfield parent baby birds, and uncover a spy who's 
been revealing all of Garfield's secrets! (STK638008) (C: 0-0-1)
HC, 7x9, 128pgs, FC $29.99

GERONIMO STILTON BOX SET VOLUMES 10-12 HC
(W/A/CA) Geronimo Stilton
In this new Geronimo Stilton boxed collection of three graphic novels, with over 150 pages of full-
color comics, fans will cheer during the first Olympics, see the Eiffel Tower, and learn about Edo 
Japan! (STK638006) (C: 0-0-1)
HC, 7x9, 168pgs, FC $29.99

THE SMURFS BOX SET VOLUMES 13-15 GN
(W/A/CA)  Peyo, Yvan Delporte
Collecting volumes 13, 14, and 15 of the critically acclaimed graphic novel series with over 150 
pages of full-color comics! Smurfs fans will encounter a giant with a taste for Smurf soup, a search 
for a missing Baby Smurf, and new neighbors! (STK638005) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 6x9, 168pgs, FC $17.99

Super Genius

WWE #6
(W) Mick Foley (A/CA) Alitha Martinez
"Haze of Glory," part 2 of 4. After nearly destroying a taping of Monday Night Raw, CM Punk, 
Daniel Bryan, and Rey Mysterio are desperate to discover who or what was responsible for their 
memory loss and berserker rage. But each Superstar remembers the night differently and their 
contradictory recollections are pulling them apart just when they should be working together — 
particularly when Batista is gunning for all them after their hi-jinks cost him a title shot.  And things 
take a turn to the bizarre when Goldust attempts his own unique style of help! (STK638002) (C: 0-
0-1)
28pgs, FC $3.99

ONI PRESS

WONTON SOUP OMNIBUS
(W/A/CA) James Stokoe
James Stokoe's crazy space trucker cooking epic returns to print bigger and badder than ever before! 
Join Johnny Boyo and Deacon as they cruise the intergalactic superhighways in search of legendary 
ingredients and amazing adventure. Collects Wonton Soup volumes 1 and 2.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W $19.99

THE BUNKER VOLUME 1 TPB
(W) Joshua Fialkov (A/CA) Joe Infurnari
On their way to bury a time capsule, five friends – Grady, Heidi, Natasha, Daniel, and Billy — 
uncover a metal bunker buried deep in the woods. Inside, they find letters addressed to each of 
them... from their future selves. Told they will destroy the world in the very near future, the friends 
find, over the next few days, growing further and further apart. Though they've been warned against 
making the wrong choices, how do they know what the right ones are? Can the future really be 
changed, or will an even darker fate engulf the world? Collects the first four issues of the ongoing 



series.
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W $19.99

THE BUNKER #4
(W) Joshua Fialkov (A/CA) Joe Infurnari
Billy confronts the others with what he's found in the Bunker;he's figured out exactly what and 
where this is all leading, and seen the bigger picture. But, an assassin from the future is going to 
make sure things go as planned. 
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE AUTEUR #3
(W) Rick Spears (A/CA) James Callahan, Luigi Anderson
What will unstoppable movie producer Nathan T. Rex do to get Hollywood's hottest ingenue to take 
off her top on film? Uncover the lurid truth behind the glitter of tinsel town! Be warned! This comic 
contains indigenous nudity, brutalviolence, drug use, Cthulhu, and talking naughty bits! Weird 
feelings guaranteed!
32pgs, FC $3.99

THE SIXTH GUN #40
(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Brian Hurtt, Bill Crabtree
Fleeing the town of Brimstone, Drake, Becky, and their allies are pursued by a relentless Jesup. 
Fueled by Griselda’s magic and his own rage, Jesup is nigh unstoppable! The unexpected outcome 
of this encounter will change the fate of the Six forever! 
32pgs, FC $3.99

LETTER 44 VOLUME 1 TP
(W) Charles Soule
(A) Alberto Jiménez Alburquerque, Guy Major, Dan Jackson
(CA) Alberto Jiménez Alburquerque, Dan Jackson
On Inauguration Day, newly elected President Stephen Blades hoped to tackle the most critical 
issues facing the nation: war, the economy, and a failing health care system. But in a letter penned 
by the outgoing President, Blades learns the truth that redefines "critical": seven years ago, NASA 
discovered alien presence in the asteroid belt, and kept it a secret from the world. A stealth mission 
crewed by nine astronauts was sent to make contact, and they’re getting close — assuming they 
survive the long journey to reach their destination. Today, President-elect Blades has become the 
most powerful man on the planet. This planet.
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC$19.99

PERFECT SQUARE

POKÉMON ADVENTURES VOL. 22 GN
(W) Hidenori Kusaka (A) Mato
As the battle between Legendary Pokemon Groudon and Kyogre rages on, so does the battle to 
control the orbs that control them. Then, when tragedy strikes, long hidden secrets are revealed, and 
Ruby comes to a profound realization. Now, what role will Ruby's secret sixth Pokemon play in 
turning things around...? (Age Rating (A)
SC, 5x7, 184pgs, B&W $9.99

STILL AVAILABLE

POKÉMON ADVENTURES
(W) Hidenori Kusaka (A) Mato



Revisit the Red and Blue arc that kicked off the Pokémon Adventures series! (Age Rating (A)
VOL. 1 (FEB138619)—SC, 5x7, B&W $9.99
VOL. 2 (APR138285)—SC, 5x7, B&W $9.99
VOL. 3 (SEP138383)—SC, 5x7, B&W $9.99
VOL. 4 (OCT138373)—SC, 5x7, B&W $9.99
VOL. 5 (OCT138185)—SC, 5x7, B&W $9.99
VOL. 6 (SEP138384)—SC, 5x7, B&W $9.99
VOL. 7 (SEP138385)—SC, 5x7, B&W $9.99

************************************************************************

OFFERED AGAIN

WINX CLUB
Created by Iginio Straffi 
Meet the Winx Club, a group of beautiful fairies who fight evil using their unique magical powers! 
As they battle scary monsters and trouble-making witches, the girls become stronger fairies and 
closer friends. (Age Rating (A)
VOL. 1: BLOOM’S DISCOVERY (APR121284)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 2: THE SECRETS OF ALFEA (APR121285)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 3: THE MAGIC OF FRIENDSHIP (JUN121352)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 4: DRAGON’S FLAME (AUG121379)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 5: FAIRY DREAMS (OCT121263)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 6: TIME FOR MAGIC (DEC121292)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 7: ADVENTURES AWAY (FEB131189)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 8: MAGIC IN THE AIR (JUN131356)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99
VOL. 9: THE CURSED JEWEL (JUN131357)
SC, 6x8, 96pgs, FC $6.99

************************************************************************

PM PRESS

PETER KUPER SYSTEM HC GN
(W/A/CA) Peter Kuper
It has been said that the flutter of insect wings in the Indian Ocean can send a hurricane crashing 
against the shores of the American Northeast, and such a premise lies at the core of The System, a 
wordless graphic novel created and painted by award-winning illustrator Peter Kuper. A sleazy 
stockbroker is lining his pockets, a corrupt cop is shaking down drug dealers, a mercenary bomber 
is setting the timer, a serial killer is stalking strippers, a political scandal is about to explode, the 
planet is burning, and nobody’s talking. Told without captions or dialogue, this piece of art is an 
astonishing progression of vivid imagery, each brilliantly executed panel contains layer upon layer 
of information that forms a vast and intricate tour of an ominous world of coincidences and 
consequences. (STK638047) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not Available in UK, Europe, and Australia.



HC, 8x11, 112pgs, FC $19.95

PS ARTBOOKS

ACG COLLECTED WORKS: ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN VOLUME 8 HC
(W) Chris Thompson (A) Ken Bald & Various
Weird, mysterious, and spine-tingling tales from issues #37-43 (November 1952 to May 1953) of 
the ACG classic, Adventures Into The Unknown. This eighth volume has been meticulously 
compiled from the original source material and painstakingly digitally restored. (STK637169) (C: 
0-1-1)
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $47.99

ACG COLLECTED WORKS: ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN VOLUME 7 SLIPCASE 
EDITION HC
(A) Ken Bald & Various
Weird, mysterious, and spine-tingling tales from issues #31-36 (May to October 1952) of the ACG 
classic Adventures Into The Unknown. This seventh volume has been meticulously compiled from 
the original source material and painstakingly digitally restored. Comes in a collector's slipcase. 
(STK637171) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $64.99

HARVEY HORRORS: BLACK CAT MYSTERY SOFTIE VOLUME 2 TP
(W/A) Lee Elias & Various
See, you talk to us and we listen. What could be easier? And so it is that, by popular demand, we're 
making available the whole run of Black Cat Mystery in a run of sumptuous softcovers, each 
volume containing five or six issues but without the support material featured in the hardbacks. 
Volume two collects issues #35-39 (May to September 1952). (STK637172) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 180pgs, FC$24.99

HARVEY HORRORS COLLECTORS PACK: CHAMBER OF CHILLS SIGNED SLIPCASE 
EDITION
(W) Michael T. Gilbert & Various
Three great books in three state-of-the-art slipcases (volumes 2, 3, and 4), together with three 
limited edition art-prints signed by the Introducer and artist on each vikume. It doesn't get any better 
than this, comic fans, plus you get a paperback edition of PS's sampler, Showcase. (STK635847) 
(C: 0-1-1)
HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $239.99

HARVEY HORRORS COLLECTORS PACK: WITCHES TALES DELUXE SIGNED EDITION
(W) Ramsey Campbell & Various
This you gotta see! The entire 28-issue run of Harvey's infamous Witches Tales featured in both a 
leatherette clamshell and a fully illustrated slipcase, all with specially commissioned artworked 
signature sheets plus a copy of the acclaimed PS Showcase paperback and all for a fraction of their 
originally published prices! (STK635849) (C: 0-1-1)
5 book set, HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $749.99

PRE-CODE CLASSIC: STRANGE WORLDS SLIPCASE EDITION HC
(W) Danel Olson & Various (A) Gene Fawcette & Various
Avon calling, kiddies! Yes, after a sixty-plus years lay-off, Avon's mesmerising 15-issue Strange 
Worlds comic book run is available once more in a handy hardcover first volume comprising issues 
1 through 7 and all thanks to those nifty shoe-shufflers at PS Artbooks. The series features artwork 
by such top talents as Wally Wood, Joe Kubert, Everett Raymond Kinstler, Alvin C. Hollingsworth 



and Charles Sultan. (STK637180) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $64.99

ROY THOMAS PRESENTS: CAPTAIN FLASH WITH THE TORMENTED HC
(W) Roy Thomas (A) Mike Sekowsky & Various
Roy Thomas Presents: Captain Flash! The last new super-hero of the Golden Age — or the first 
super-hero of the Silver Age! A scientist receives a terrific dosage of radiation — and suddenly 
finds himself charged with super-strength! Sound familiar? Follow Captain Flash and his young ally 
Ricky as they battle the Iron Mask, the Mirror Man, the Black Knight, the Invaders and more, as 
drawn in this 4-issue Sterling Comics series from 1954-55 by the marvelous Mike Sekowsky. Plus 
Tomboy, a masked teen queen drawn by the fabulous Mort Meskin! Bonus! The two-issue run of 
Sterling's The Tormented, a 1954 horror comic with weird and wondrous tales! (STK637179) (C: 0-
1-1)
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC $47.99

ROY THOMAS PRESENTS COLLECTORS PACK: PLANET COMICS SLIPCASE EDITION
(W) Carmen Infantino & Various
More 'out of this world' yarns from the heroes (and heroines!) of the spaceways that appeared from 
Fiction House over a thirteen-year period ending in 1953. They're all here — Flint Baker, Reef 
Ryan, The Space Rangers, Gale Allen, Star Pirate, Mysta of the Moon, Norge Benson plus many 
more. This pack contains all three volumes of Planet Comics, plus PS Showcase! (STK635844) (C: 
0-1-1)
5 book set, HC, 7x10, 1200pgs, FC $129.99

REBELLION / 2000AD

2000 AD MAY 2014 PACK
More electrifying thrills from the UK's Eisner-nominated anthology! Judge Dredd must stop the 
planned carnage in "Shooters Night" by John Wagner and John McCrae; Celtic barbarian Slaine 
battles giants on the island of Monadh in "A Simple Killing" by Pat Mills and Simon Davis; the net 
closes in on Caul in sci-fi revenge thriller "Outlier" by T.C. Eglington and Karl Richardson; 
transdimensional troubleshooting organization Indigo Prime returns in "Perfect Day" by John Smith 
and Lee Carter; and there's terror on the tundra in "Colony" by Kek-W and Vince Locke! 
(STK637929)
Magazine pack, 32pgs, PC $21.40

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #348
More action and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! Psi-Judge Anderson battles 
for her life in "Dead End" by Alan Grant and Michael Dowling; Justice Department desperately 
searches for a missing Dredd in "Rad to the Bone" by T.C. Eglington and Boo Cook; there's a 
complete tale from the bowels of the Black Museum; and Demon Nic is caught between the human 
and demon worlds, courtesy of Paul Grist! In the bagged graphic novel this month, more psi-action 
from Judge Judy Janus by Grant Morrison, Mark Millar, and Paul Johnson, plus back-up Psi-Judge 
Karyn from John Freeman and Adrian Salmon! (STK637930)
Magazine (w/ Graphic Novel), 128pgs, PC $12.40

ABC WARRIORS: THE MEK FILES VOLUME 1 HC
(W) Pat Mills, Clint Langley (A) Dave Gibbons & Various
Starting from the strips' very beginning, this hardback collection is a start of a new series collecting 
the complete A.B.C. Warriors stories! This is the same size as the Volgan War series. The first 
volume collects material from the unavailable Meknificent 7 and Black Hole volumes, along with 
additional material. (STK637932)



MATURE THEMES
HC, 304pgs, FC $42.00

BRASS SUN #1
(W) Ian Edginton (A/CA) I. N. J. Culbard
The Orrery is a clockwork solar system where planets whirl on vast metal arms and the sun of cogs 
is worshpped as a god. But the sun is dying, the planets are freezing one by one, and cults burn as 
heretics those who warn of the danger. To save her home, young Wren knows she must first escape 
it and find the key to restart the sun. An incredible new SF-clockpunk series from the bestselling 
artist of New Deadwardians and the writer of Scarlet Traces. (STK637936)
32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $3.99

SLAINE: LORD OF THE BEASTS TP
(W) Pat Mills (A) Greg Staples & Various
Having united the Trabes of the Earth Goddess to battle the hoards of Fomorian sea demons 
determined upon enslaving them, Slaine was appointed as the first High King of Ireland. After 
protecting the tribes for seven years, he was put to death so that he could serve Danu in the afterlife. 
This exciting collection features a series of adventures which took place during the king's reign, a 
period where he spent time as a near-mindless beast stuck in a warp spasm, was reunited with his 
son Kai, and was forced to defend his lands against the Secret Commonwealth of demons! 
(STK637935)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 256pgs, FC $29.99

RED 5 COMICS

ATOMIC ROBO AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CIRCLE #1
(W) Brian Clevinger (A/CA) Scott Wegener
There was an explosion, some crystals, a lot of lava, and several nuclear warheads. Plus, a crazy 
time-traveling dinosaur. Now it's 1884 and Atomic Robo is up against the notorious "Butcher 
Boys." The fate of the West is at stake, but can Atomic Robo save the day before his nuclear fuel 
runs dry? (STK637984)
32pgs, FC (1 of 5) $3.50

BAD DREAMS #2
(W/A/CA) Gary Winnick
The twisted fairy tale from the cocreator of Lucasfilm's Maniac Mansiion continues as Mary and 
her companions quest to find Mother Night before everyone goes mad. Through the treacherous 
Dreamworld Wood, the band must seek the Queen of Dreams herself. (STK637980)
32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.50

HAUNTED #2
(W) Scott Chitwood (A/CA) Danny Luckert
Sarah McCallister and her friends race through the haunted ruins of New York City while being 
pursued by demons and other supernatural horrors. But ghosts from her past could hold the key to 
saving the world or condemning it forever. (STK637981)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4) $3.50

RED GIANT ENTERTAINMENT

WAYWARD SONS VOLUME 4 TP
(W) Benny Powell (A) Weilin Yang & Various (CA) Weilin Yang



In the aftermath of the ancient Egyptina War, the Ulympeans must face a scattered enemy, new 
threats, the unexpected return of an old ally, and the loss of another. This collects issues #16-20. 
(STK637989)
SC, 172pgs, FC $19.95

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A WAYWARD SONS VOLUME 1 TP
(W) Benny Powell (A/CA) Weilin Yang & Various
The Pantheans have just prevailed in a bloody civil war. Things go quickly awry while attempting 
to imprison the traitorous Kronos and a multitude of monstrous intergalactic criminals. What 
happens next, however, is completely unexpected! This is the collected first 5 issues of the hit 
Webcomic series. (STK452027)
SC, 172pgs, FC $19.95

ROBOT PAPER

HENCHMEN ONE-SHOT
(W) Jamison Raymond (A) Ryan Howe (CA) Dave Dorman
A comic book about the other guys. Gary is struggling to get by. Too old to learn a new trade, too 
young to retire. Then he finds a mysterious classified ad. When Gary applies in person, he finds a 
subversive world of henchmen for hire. Readers will see the familiar superhero landscape from the 
unique perspective of those who rarely get a voice but are always present — the Henchmen. While 
the superhero is battling the super-villain, the henchmen are the ones loading the loot into the van. 
They all have stories, they all have fears. Gary is a good man driven to do terrible things. 
(STK637990)
48pgs, FC $4.99

SELFMADEHERO

CELESTE HC
(W/A/CA) I. N. J. Culbard
In Los Angeles, Ray is sitting in gridlock when he receives a call from an LAPD officer with news 
about his wife. Fearing the worst, he listens intently, but suddenly the caller and everyone else 
around him disappears. In London, two commuters catch sight of each other on a packed tube train, 
and everyone around them vanishes. In Japan, comic artist Yoshi has come to the Aokigahara Forest 
to hang himself. But when the attempt fails, the forest comes alive with mythological creatures. 
Celeste is an ambitious and profound graphic novel that explores what it means to be alive. 
(STK637402)
HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC $24.95

WEAPONS OF MASS DIPLOMACY GN
(W) Abel Lanzac, Antonin Baudry (A/CA) Christophe Blain
Following 9/11, President Bush's "War on Terror" with plans to invade Iraq erupted into a cultural 
clash between French reluctance and American assurance over the case for "Weapons of Mass 
Destruction." In Weapons of Mass Diplomacy, diplomat Abel Lanzac reveals the tension and 
politics through a French insider's point of view, with satirical humor that softens the controversial 
subject matter. A graphic milestone of diplomacy, Weapons of Mass Diplomacy, a bestseller in 
Europe, provides a revelatory account of a period that saw French fries become "freedom fries" and 
an alternative perspective on the decisions leading up to the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq. (STK637400)
HC, 8x11, 200pgs, FC $24.95



SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT LLC

ALICE IN THE COUNTRY OF JOKER: CIRCUS AND THE LIAR'S GAME VOLUME 5 GN
(W)  Quinrose (A/CA) Mamenosuke Fujimaru
Alice’s romantic tribulations continue in this ongoing series by the New York Times bestselling 
author of Alice in the Country of Hearts! Alice Liddel has now entered a new realm — the country 
of Joker — where she is reunited with old friends. Yet new challenges abound, as Alice must 
unravel the mystery of the Circus and the Prison Realm, and deal with the enigmatic Jokers. 
(STK637065) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, PC $12.99

A CENTAUR'S LIFE VOLUME 3 GN
(W/A/CA) Kei Murayama
Being a teenager is never easy, especially for a centaur! Himeno is a sweet, shy girl, who like many 
teens her age, struggles with the trials and tribulations of attending high school. The difference is 
she’s a centaur; but she’s not alone. In fact, all of her classmates are supernatural creatures, sporting 
either horns, wings, tails, halos, or some other unearthly body appendage. Yet despite their 
fantastical natures, Himeno and her best friends — the dragon-winged Nozomi, and Kyoko with her 
spiraled horns — are down-to-earth, fun-loving teenagers who grapple with issues of life and love 
in a mostly normal daily school setting. (STK637064) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 175pgs, B&W $12.99

GAKUEN POLIZI VOLUME 1 GN
(W/A/CA) Morinaga Milk
Gakuen Polizi is the newest manga series by yuri icon Milk Morinaga, author and artist of Girl 
Friends and Kisses, Sighs, and Cherry Blossom Pink. As a child, Sasami Aoba fantasized about 
becoming a defender of justice, like the magical girls and “Sentai Rangers” she admired on TV. 
Years have passed and now Sasami has become a police officer herself. Her first assignment is to 
infiltrate Hanagaki All-Girls High School and ferret out any trouble she may find. On her first day 
posing as a student, Sasami is shocked to discover that an apparent book thief at school is actually 
another undercover police officer, Sakuraba Midori. What’s more, Midori insists that she herself is 
the officer in charge of the school, not Sasami. Will the two girls become rivals, partners, or 
something more? (STK637062) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W $12.99

GIRLS UND PANZER VOLUME 1 GN
(W)  Girls & Panzer Projekt (A/CA) Ryouichi Saitaniya
Tank girls take the front seat in this new manga series based on the popular military anime. Miho 
Nishizumi, a new transfer student to Ooarai All-Girls High School, would like nothing more than to 
enjoy a peaceful, stress-free school life. Unfortunately, her new school just revived its tankery 
program and enlists Miho to put together a team so that they may compete in a national tournament. 
As Miho struggles to overcome her turbulent past with tanks, she must first learn to tread lightly 
with her eccentric companions. Can Miho possibly plow through the challenges and master the art 
of tankery, or will she get left behind in the dust? (STK637068) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 180pgs, B&W $12.99

HAGANAI I HAVE NO FRIENDS VOLUME 7 GN
(W) Yomi Hirasaka (A/CA)  Itachi
The geeks shall inherit the earth in this New York Times best-selling series! Recent high school 



transfer student Hasegawa Kodaka is pathetically inept at making friends. Kodaka is an outcast, 
with his natural blond hair and his unpleasant, fierce gaze. When he comes across the brash loner 
Mikazuki Yozora, the two outsiders become the unlikeliest of allies. Realizing that they have no 
hope of a normal social life, the two rejects decide to form a group called “The Neighbor’s Club.” 
As luck would have it, five new members join the club who are more socially awkward than they 
are. Will these quirky misfits ever make normal friends, or are they all doomed to social failure? 
(STK637066) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, B&W $12.99

STRIKE WITCHES: THE SKY THAT CONNECTS US VOLUME 1 GN
(W) Humikane Shimada (A/CA) Yuuki Tanaka
The year is 1944, and the war against the Neuroi is over. The 501st Joint Fighter Wing, also known 
as the Strike Witches, have accomplished their goal of protecting Britannia from the alien invaders. 
Now that the battle is done, the Witches disband and decide to go their separate ways for some 
much-needed R&R. As the girls enjoy downtime in the warstricken lands of Gallia and the deserts 
of Africa, a new danger lurks. A mysterious alien/human hybrid foretells of another impending 
invasion. Can the Strike Witches regroup in time to defeat this latest evil threat? (STK637067) (C: 
0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, PC $12.99

SEVEN STORIES PRESS

THE GRAPHIC CANON OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE TP
(W) Russ Kick
The original three-volume anthology The Graphic Canon presented the world's classic literature, 
from ancient times to the late twentieth century-as eye-popping comics, illustrations, and other 
visual forms. In this follow-up volume, young people's literature through the ages is given new life 
by the best comics artists and illustrators. Fairy tales, fables, fantastical adventures, young adult 
novels, swashbuckling yarns, your favorite stories from childhood and your teenage years. They're 
all here, in all their original complexity and strangeness, before they were censored or sanitized. 
(STK637198)
SC, 7x10, 448pgs, FC$38.95

STORM KING PRODUCTIONS, INC

JOHN CARPENTER'S ASYLUM #7
(W) Bruce Jones (A) Leonardo Manco (CA) Tom Mandrake
Part one of a two-parter featuring King Leo as he tracks down the soul of a man lost in the Barrens. 
King Leo loses himself along the way and finds it harder to get back to his mortal body. What he 
discovers on the other side, however, is much worse than what he'd been witness to in our world. 
Duran and Beckett have disappeared and it will take all of King Leo's power to track them down 
and save this lost soul. (STK637527) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC $3.99

SUBLIME

CREATOR SPOTLIGHT ON YOUKA NITTA

Youka Nitta made her publishing debut with GROUPIE in 1995 and since then has become one of 



the most prolific and popular “boys’ love” creators worldwide. Her most well-known series, 
Embracing Love, has been adapted into both a drama CD as well as an anime series. Born March 
8th in Fukui Prefecture, she’s a Pisces with a B blood type. Her hobbies include walking and going 
to the theater.

EMBRACING LOVE 2-IN-1 EDITIONS
(W/A) Youka Nitta
Iwaki Kyousuke and Katou Yoji are two hugely popular adult film stars looking for a way out of the 
industry. Their chance arrives when they’re both invited to audition for a new erotic film. Imagine 
their surprise when the director decides the only way for him to choose who will get the coveted 
lead role is for them to perform one of the film’s love scenes on the spot—with each other! Things 
get even crazier when Katou decides to take drastic measures to ensure he can continue seeing 
Iwaki after film production wraps. How will Iwaki respond to Katou’s impulsive act? Ongoing 
Series. (Age Rating: M)
VOL. 1 (MAY131265)—SC, 5x7, 376pgs, B&W $16.99
VOL. 2 (JAN141324)—SC, 5x7, 384pgs, B&W $16.99

SPIRITUAL POLICE VOLUME 1 GN
(W/A) Youka Nitta
On the recommendation of one of his senior detectives, Nagatsuma, a member of a special criminal 
investigative unit, starts receiving therapeutic bodywork from blind masseur Aoi, a man with both 
skilled hands and gorgeous looks. Nagatsuma quickly becomes addicted to the relief that Aoi brings 
him and begins looking forward to the time they spend together. But Aoi's got a secret he can't ever 
let Nagatsuma find out... Ongoing Series. (Age Rating: M)
SC, 5x7, 168pgs, B&W (SEP131311) $12.99

STARTING WITH A KISS
(W/A) Youka Nitta
Toru, the son of a yakuza boss, is sent into exile on a deserted island for his own protection during a 
gang feud. Fiery and impetuous, he isn't thrilled to be sidelined when he'd rather be in the fight, and 
is even less thrilled that Mutsumi, son of the gang's second in command, is going with him. The 
serious, studious Mutsumi is Toru's opposite in every way, and it doesn't take long before the sparks 
between them begin to fly! Ongoing Series. (Age Rating: M)
VOL. 1 (MAY121281)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, &W $12.99
VOL. 2 (AUG121298)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, &W $12.99

************************************************************************

TITAN COMICS

AI PRESENTS: ODYSSEY VOLUME 1 HC
(W) David Elliott (A) Garrie Gastonny, Toby Cypress (CA) Toby Cypress, Garrie Gastonny
What if Captain America was supernaturally empowered and on a mission to meet his maker?
 The psychological, supernatural, action thriller throws you into a full throttle race to find out! 
(STK637485)
HC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC $19.99

ALIEN LEGION: UNCIVIL WAR #1
(W) Chuck Dixon (A/CA) Carl Potts, Larry Stroman
The classic series returns, blasting its way into an all-new battle-scarred, laser-ravaged adventure! 
In a galaxy torn by strife, savaged by civil war, boiling with spilled blood, Alien Legion is a cosmic 
military force doing its damnedest to keep the peace by always being ready for war. The squad's 



grizzled veterans are on what should be a boring milk run, shepherding refugees fleeing a civil war 
ripping apart their system. Could be a good chance to toughen the newbies into soldiers, until 
peacekeeping descends into full-scale war! (STK637481)
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99

ORDINARY #2
(W) Rob Williams (A/CA)  D'Israeli
Divorced plumber Michael Fisher woke up to find the world had gone crazy. Everyone on planet 
Earth gained superpowers, except for him. Now all he wants to do is make it into Manhattan to 
make sure his estranged son, Josh, is safe. But with giants, zombies, and cabbies made of living 
galaxies thronging the streets, what chance does the world's last ordinary man have? (STK637479)
32pgs, FC (2 of 3) $3.99

TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS

HEY, MISTER: COME HELL OR HIGHWATER PANTS SC
(W/A/CA) Pete Sickman-Garner
Meet Satan. After eons of ruling the underworld, he's sad as Hell and can't take it anymore. So why 
not skip town and check out "the air up there"? He can shack up with old pals Mister, Young Tim, 
and Aunt Mary — but we all know slacker roommates can lead to friction in the long term. 
Meanwhile, Jesus Christ is wrestling with his own midlife crisis, not to mention the world's biggest 
daddy issues. With Satan's time on earth running out, and Hell breaking loose in his absence, it's 
time for a road trip down below! Can our heroes save a sinner's soul without pissing off the Powers 
That Be? (STK637290)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, B&W $14.95

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE COMPLETE ESSEX COUNTY TP (NEW PRINTING)
(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire
This critically-acclaimed graphic novel was recently chosen as one of Canada Reads' Top 5 
Essential Canadian Novels of the Decade, and it is also the winner of the American Library 
Association's Alex Award, the Doug Wright Award, as well as the Joe Shuster Award. Set in an 
imaginary version of Jeff Lemire's hometown, Essex County is an intimate study of an eccentric 
farming community, and a tender meditation on family, memory, grief, secrets, and reconciliation. 
With the lush, expressive inking of a cartoonist at the height of his powers, Lemire draws us in and 
sets us free. (STK395136)
SC, 7x9, 512pgs, B&W $29.95

O/A LOST DOGS GN (NEW PRINTING)
(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire
Jeff Lemire's Xeric Award-winning Lost Dogs follows a family man who's larger than life — but 
even he may not be powerful enough to prevent the loss of everything he's ever known. Bold, 
brutal, and emotionally raw, Lost Dogs represents an acclaimed storyteller's first professional work 
— an early exhibition of the gifts that have made his Essex County and Sweet Tooth so 
phenomenally popular. (STK461409) (C: 0-0-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x9, 104pgs, B&W $9.95

STAR OF THE MONTH



THE UNDERWATER WELDER GN (NEW PRINTING)
(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire
The new literary masterpiece, already in its second printing! Pressure! As an underwater welder on 
an oilrig off the coast of Nova Scotia, Jack Joseph is used to the immense pressures of deep-sea 
work. Nothing, however, could prepare him for the pressures of impending fatherhood. As Jack 
dives deeper and deeper, he seems to pull further and further away from his young wife, and their 
unborn son. But then, something happens deep on the ocean floor: Jack has a strange and mind-
bending encounter that will change the course of his life forever. (STK464886) (JAN128076)
SC, 7x10, 224pgs, B&W $19.95

**********************************************************************

WE CAN FIX IT! GN
(W/A/CA) Jess Fink
What would you do if you had a time machine? Bet on sporting events? Assassinate all the 
evildoers of history? Or maybe try to fix all the mistakes and regrets that have haunted you all these 
years? Join Jess as she travels back in time to share her wisdom with her naive younger self, stand 
up to bullies who terrorized her child self, and teach her horny teenage self a thing or two. One time 
machine, one frustrated girl, one sexy futuristic jumpsuit — infinite possibilities. (STK528320) 
(MAR131303)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x8.5, 112pgs, B&W $14.95

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A LOST GIRLS HC (NEW PRINTING)
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-0-2) NOTE: Not available in the U.K. (May Purchase from U.K. Vendor)
ADULT MATERIAL
HC, 9x12, 320pgs, FC $45.00

AX VOLUME 1: A COLLECTION OF ALTERNATIVE MANGA TP
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (FEB098162) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, & the U.K.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6.5x8.5, 400pgs $29.95

CHESTER 5000 HC
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (FEB108346) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, and Indonesia.
ADULT MATERIAL
HC, 144pgs, FC $14.95

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING

STARS OF THE MONTH

MODERN MASTERS VOLUME 18: JOHN ROMITA, JR. SC
(W) Tom Field, George Khoury (A/CA) John Romita
John Romita, Jr.'s gritty visuals and powerful tenacity for illustrating action have graced the pages 
of Amazing Spider-Man, Daredevil, Avengers, and most of Marvel Comics' top-tier books over the 



course of his career. This book presents a career-spanning interview and discussion of JRJR’s 
creative process, complete with both rare and unseen art, including an enormous gallery of 
commissioned work by one of the Modern Masters of comics! (STK360987) (MAY084166)
SC, 128pgs, B&W $14.95

MODERN MASTERS VOLUME 28: ERIC POWELL SC
(W) Eric Nolen-Weathington (A/CA) Eric Powell
Eric Powell is a sick, sick man. Sick, but brilliant. How else would he have been able to come up 
with a concept like The Goon — a smarter-than-he-looks brute raised by carnies, who runs the city's 
underworld while protecting it from being overrun by zombies? Through a career-spanning 
interview and heaps of fantastic artwork, this book documents his amazing career and details his 
creative process, it even includes a gallery of commissioned pieces in full-color. (STK465123) 
(APR121242)
SC, 8x11, 120pgs, PC$15.95

THE STAN LEE UNIVERSE SC
(W) Danny Fingeroth, Stan Lee (A)  Various, Stan Lee
The Stan Lee Universe is the ultimate repository of interviews with and mementos about Marvel 
Comics' fearless founder! This tome presents numerous rare and unpublished interviews with Stan, 
plus interviews with top luminaries of the comics industry. As a bonus, direct from Stan's personal 
archives, you'll see rare photos, sample scripts and plots, and many other unseen items. Get a jump-
start on the celebration of Marvel's 50th anniversary, and let this incredible book take you on a 
guided tour of The Stan Lee Universe! (STK418887) (APR111201)
SC, 8x11, 176pgs, PC$26.95

**********************************************************************

UDON ENTERTAINMENT

FATE/COMPLETE MATERIAL VOLUME1: ART MATERIAL
(W/A/CA) Type Moon
The Fate franchise has grown from a popular visual novel into multiple anime & manga series, 
video games, and more. Fate/complete material Vol.1 is the first in an art book series, and collects 
the in-game artwork from the original "Fate/stay night" visual novel, plus key visuals and 
promotional artwork.
SC, 8x12, 240pgs, FC$39.99

ATLUS ART BOOKS
OFFERED AGAIN

PERSONA 4: OFFICIAL DESIGN WORKS
(FEB121165)
SC, 8x12, 192pgs, FC$39.99

PERSONA 4 ARENA: OFFICIAL DESIGN WORKS
(MAY131288)
SC, 8x12, 176pgs, FC$39.99

DEVIL SURVIVOR: OFFICIAL MATERIAL COLLECTION
(MAR131315)
SC, 8x12, 176pgs, FC$39.99



************************************************************************

HYPERDIMENSION NEPTUNIA +MK2 ARTWORKS
(W/A/CA) Idea Factory
Welcome to Gameindustri, a parallel world of goddesses, humans, and monsters, all engaged in an 
epic battle known as the Console War! Collected in this volume is the illustration work behind both 
the original Hyperdimension Neptunia and the sequel game, Hyperdimension Neptunia mk2. Inside 
you’ll find character designs, profiles, rough sketches, rare promotional art, creator interviews, and 
more!
SC, 8x12, 152pgs, FC$39.99

VALIANT ENTERTAINMENT

RAI #1
(W) Matt Kindt (A) Clayton Crain
(CA) Clayton Crain, Khari Evans, Jelena Kevic-Djurdjevic, Raul Allen
VALIANT FIRST begins in force this May  with an all-new version of the future in RAI #1 — a 
new monthly series from comics superstars Matt Kindt and Clayton Crain! The year is 4001 A.D. 
— led by the artificial intelligence called "Father," the island nation of Japan has expanded out of 
the Pacific and into geosynchronous orbit with the ravaged Earth below. With billions to feed and 
protect, it has fallen to one solitary guardian to enforce the law of Father's empire – the mysterious 
folk hero known as Rai. They say he can appear out of nowhere. They say he is a spirit…the ghost 
of Japan. But when the first murder in a thousand years threatens to topple Father's benevolent 
reign, Rai will be forced to confront the true face of a nation transformed…and his own long-lost 
humanity…
32pgs, FC $3.99

RAI #1—PULLBOX PLUS EDITION (POLYBAGGED)
(W) Matt Kindt (A/CA) Clayton Crain
For Valiant’s dedicated pullbox customers, celebrate the launch of VALIANT FIRST with a special 
expanded edition of RAI #1, featuring more than 15 pages of behind-the-scenes bonus features and 
dedicated looks inside the world of 4001 A.D. that won’t be collected for the trade paperback!
48pgs, FC $4.99

VALIANT FIRST: RAI PX WHITE T-SHIRT
A VALIANT FIRST Previews Exclusive offering featuring Clayton Crain’s extraordinary cover art 
to RAI #1! 
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

X-O MANOWAR #24
(W) Robert Venditti, Peter Milligan, Justin Jordan, Various 
(A) Diego Bernard, J.G. Jones, Bryan Hitch, Rafer Roberts, Various
(CA) Jelena Kevic-Djurdjevic, Bryan Hitch
VALIANT FIRST delivers another must-read milestone this May with a blockbuster, 48-page 
celebration of X-O Manowar’s twenty-fifth issue...and an essential introduction to the comic book 
event of 2014 – ARMOR HUNTERS! Find out why the galaxy’s most feared team of hunterkillers 
have journeyed across the stars to destroy the X-O Manowar armor and the Earth along with it in 
ARMOR HUNTERS: PART ZERO by Robert Venditti and Diego Bernard. Then, revisit the roots of 
Aric of Dacia’s transformation from Visigoth conqueror into the 21st century’s alien-armored 
guardian, as told by Robert Venditti and J.G. Jones! Plus, all-new tales of the X-O Manowar from 
Peter Milligan & Bryan Hitch, Justin Jordan & Rafer Roberts, and much, much more!!



48pgs, FC $4.99

ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #20
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Pere Pérez (CA) Shawn Crystal
ALL-NEW ARC! START READING HERE! “AMERICAN WASTELAND” begins here! His 
whole life, Obadiah Archer has been lied to about his true heritage — but when he and his pal 
Armstrong arrive in L.A. to meet his real parents, they find them in the clutches of the CHURCH 
OF RETROLOGY! What insidious plans does THE LIZARD KING, the head of the favored 
religion of the Left Coast’s rich and famous, have for the Valiant Universe’s premiere conspiracy 
busters? And what lurks in the Hollywood Hotel? (Hint: You can check in anytime you like, but you 
can never leave!)
32pgs, FC $3.99

SHADOWMAN: END TIMES #2
(W) Peter Milligan (A) Valentine De Landro (CA) Jeff Dekal
The return of Master Darque! Only one man can help Shadowman now… his worst enemy! Forced 
to confront the greatest shock of his lifetime, Jack Boniface speeds down a self-destructive spiral he 
may never recover from. Exterminating the wild and evil loa spirits that haunt New Orleans at any 
cost, Jack has left himself with nothing to lose… in this world. By crossing the veil into the dark 
world beyond – the Deadside — will Jack save his own soul… or destroy himself?
32pgs, FC (2 of 3) $3.99

SHADOWMAN VOLUME 4: FEAR, BLOOD, AND SHADOWS TP
(W) Peter Milligan (A) Roberto de la Torre, Al Barrionuevo
(CA) Roberto de la Torre
Master storytellers Peter Milligan and Roberto de la Torre present an all-new new beginning for 
New Orleans’ mysterious defender. When a troubled young man with a history of violence and a 
penchant for blackouts meets an overwhelming source of power with a mystical scythe, the results 
are doomed to be destructive. A voodoo loa has possessed Jack Boniface — or so he believes. But 
after Jack awakens in an alleyway covered in blood, he embarks on a journey across lands of 
shadows and death to discover if he can expel the dark force that’s seized control of his life…and 
which may be responsible for a violent rampage throughout New Orleans… Collecting 
SHADOWMAN #13-16 by comics icon Peter Milligan (Hellblazer, X-Statix) and visionary artist 
Roberto De La Torre (Daredevil), start reading here as Shadowman begins a brand new era… and 
Jack Boniface gets dragged to his blackest depths yet
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC$14.99

UNITY #7
(W) Matt Kindt (A) CAFU (CA) Trevor Hairsine
The final deathtrap of Dr. Silk! Ninjak’s ultimate enemy has drawn his web tight around X-O 
Manowar and the rest of Valiant’s unbreakable all-star superteam… and now they’re about to find 
out how the globe’s most brilliantly depraved mind doles out revenge. “Trapped by Webnet” cuts to 
an action-packed conclusion… and no one will escape Dr. Silk’s grasp unscathed.
32pgs, FC $3.99

HARBINGER #23
(W) Joshua Dysart (A) Clayton Henry (CA) Mico Suayan
The DEATH of a renegade!
32pgs, FC $3.99

BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS #22
(W) Christos Gage, Joshua Dysart



(A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Lewis LaRosa
ALL-NEW ARC! START READING HERE! Bloodshot VS. H.A.R.D. Corps! The one-man army 
known only as Bloodshot is forced to turn his guns on his own people! Project Rising Spirit, the 
private military organization that created Bloodshot, enlisted him to fight on their side — and 
Bloodshot, seeking his own secret justice, agreed. Now his agenda comes to light, and Bloodshot 
turns around to destroy Rising Spirit once and for all… but he has to go through Major Palmer and 
his own ragtag team of men and women to do it! Our hero versus our heroes in a bloody battle with 
life-or-death stakes to save or destroy an evil corporation… and whoever wins…everyone loses!
32pgs, FC $3.99

QUANTUM AND WOODY! #10
(W) James Asmus (A/CA) Kano
Quantum and Woody — against the world… or against each other?! Woody always had a weakness 
for the ladies… and when an old flame lures the goofus into a gang of mad-science super-crooks, 
Woody flips back to his old lawless ways! Where does this leave Woody’s sweet clone girlfriend? 
And now it’s up to his own brother Eric, who isn’t that sure he even wants to be a superhero, to 
bring Woody in! Don’t miss this bro-down for the ages!
32pgs, FC $3.99

HARBINGER WARS DELUXE EDITION HC
(W) Joshua Dysart, Duane Swierczynski
(A) Clayton Henry, Pere Pérez, Trevor Hairsine, Khari Evans, Barry Kitson, Clayton Crain, Mico 
Suayan
(CA) Clayton Crain
Re-presenting Valiant’s best-selling crossover event in complete chronological order, the acclaimed 
Harbinger Wars saga gets the deluxe oversized hardcover treatment — with more than 20+ pages of 
bonus content and rarely-seen special features! When an untrained and undisciplined team of super-
powered test subjects escape from Project Rising Spirit and onto the Vegas Strip, Bloodshot and the 
Harbinger Renegades will find themselves locked in battle against a deadly succession of opponents 
– and each other. As the combined forces of the H.A.R.D. Corps, Generation Zero, and omega-level 
telekinetic Toyo Harada all descend on Las Vegas to vie for the control of Rising Spirit’s deadliest 
assets, the world is about to discover the shocking price of an all-out superhuman conflict…and no 
one will escape unscathed. Who will survive the Harbinger Wars? Collecting HARBINGER WARS 
#1-4, HARBINGER #11-14, BLOODSHO T#10-13 and material from the HARBINGER WARS 
SKETCHBOOK, the Harbinger Wars Deluxe Edition HC is the only place to find the complete 
story of the groundbreaking crossover that IGN calls “one hell of a ride.”
HC, 7x10, 368pgs, FC $39.99

VERTICAL INC

FROM THE NEW WORLD VOLUME 4 GN
(W) Yuusuke Kishi (A/CA) Toru Oikawa
Humanity, with the newfound "power of the gods," stands on the brink. A new species of beast, with 
the intelligence of man, and another race monsters begin to clash in this unpredictable story told 
through the adventues of a group of six youths whose telekenetic abilities have such been revealed. 
(STK637195) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 220pgs, B&W $10.99

WHAT DID YOU EAT YESTERDAY? VOLUME 2 GN
(W/A/CA) Fumi Yoshinaga
A hard-working middle-aged gay couple in Tokyo come to enjoy the finer moments of life through 
food. After long days at work, either in the law firm or the hair salon, Shiro and Kenji will always 



have down time together by the dinner table, where they can discuss their troubles, hash out their 
feelings and enjoy delicately prepared home cooked meals! (STK637196)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 200pgs, B&W $12.95

STARS OF THE MONTH

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM: THE ORIGIN GN'S
(W) Yoshikazu Yasuhiko, Yoshiyuki Tomino (A/CA) Hajime Yatate
In a civil war, half of humanity is wiped out, and Zeon's army of Zaku mobile units is the decisive 
weapon. With the Federation's first Gundam out of action, Amuro miraculously stumbles on a 
second unit. Now, in control of a machine with unparalleled destructive power, will Amuro's actions 
save the colony's survivors — or destroy them? The biggest name in Japanese science-fiction — 
Gundam — returns with one of its creators retelling its origins 25 years after the series debuted. 
(STK523799)
VOLUME 1: ACTIVATION (JAN131319)—HC, 6x9, 442pgs, PC $29.95
VOLUME 2: GARMA (APR131315)—HC, 6x9, 458pgs, PC $29.95
VOLUME 3: RAMBA RAL (JUL131329)—HC, 480pgs, PC $29.95
VOLUME 4: JABURO (OCT131392)—HC, 400pgs, PC $29.95

**********************************************************************

VIRTUAL GRAPHICS

ENDLESS SKY GN
(W/A/CA) David Boller
In 1992 David Boller left Switzerland for the USA to become a professional comic book artist. A 
simple goal turned into a 16-year long adventure, populated with eccentric characters and 
accompanied by success and defeat that continue to have a profound influence on his life today. 
David talks about his experience in the American comic book industry, his struggles with his 
adopted family and his attempt at getting a piece of the American Dream in an honest and 
easygoing style. (STK637472) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 7x10, 280pgs, B&W $24.95

VIZ MEDIA

Haikasoru

ALL YOU NEED IS KILL GN
(W/A) Hiroshi  Sakurazaka
The official graphic novel adaptation based on the original novel! When the alien Mimics invade, 
Keiji Kiriya is just one of many recruits shoved into a suit of battle armor called a Jacket and sent 
out to kill. Keiji dies on the battlefield, only to be reborn each morning to fight and die again and 
again. On his 158th iteration, he gets a message from a mysterious ally--the female soldier known 
as the Full Metal Bitch. Is she the key to Keiji's escape or his final death? Now a major motion 
picture — Edge of Tomorrow — starring Tom Cruise! 
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC $14.99

EDGE OF TOMORROW NOVEL (MOVIE TIE-IN EDITION) 
(W/A) Hiroshi  Sakurazaka
Now a major motion picture starring Tom Cruise! When the alien Mimics invade, Keiji Kiriya is 
just one of many recruits shoved into a suit of battle armor called a Jacket and sent out to kill. Keiji 



dies on the battlefield, only to be reborn each morning to fight and die again and again. On his 
158th iteration, he gets a message from a mysterious ally--the female soldier known as the Full 
Metal Bitch. Is she the key to Keiji's escape or his final death? 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs, B&W $7.99

STARS OF THE MONTH

BIOMEGA MANGA
(W/A) Tsutomu Nihei
In Tsutomu Nihei’s nightmare vision of the future, the N5S virus has swept across the earth, turning 
most of the population into zombie-like drones. Zoichi Kanoe, an agent of Toa Heavy Industry, is 
humanity’s last hope, and he’s not even human! With the help of Fuyu, a digitized intelligence built 
into the computer system of his Heavy Dual Coil motorcycle, Zoichi’s search for the key to 
salvation will take him on a journey across surreal landscapes and hurl him into battle against mind-
bending evil. Prepare yourself for the ultimate trip — prepare yourself for the world of BIOMEGA.
MATURE THEMES
VOL. 1 (NOV090939)—SC, 6x8, B&W $12.99
VOL. 2 (FEB101111)—SC, 6x8, B&W $12.99
VOL. 3 (MAY101175)—SC, 6x8, B&W $12.99
VOL. 4 (AUG101181)—SC, 6x8, B&W $12.99
VOL. 5 (NOV101058)—SC, 6x8, B&W $12.99
VOL. 6 (FEB111202)—SC, 6x8, B&W $12.99

******************************************************************************

Shonen Jump

PSYREN VOL. 16 GN
(W/A) Toshiaki Iwashiro
In this final volume, Ageha’s fellow Psionists and the Elmore Wood gang attack W.I.S.E&rsquo;s 
capital to rescue their friends, and Kyle and the others find themselves in a desperate struggle for 
their lives against the Star Commanders. Fortunately, the long lost Oboro appears just in time, as do 
Matsuri and Kagetora, who have finally made it to Psyren. As the melee intensifies, Ageha 
confronts Miroku Amagi alone to settle the score once and for all. (Age Rating: T)
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99

NISEKOI: FALSE LOVE VOL. 3 GN
(W/A) Naoshi Komi
When Chitoge transfers into Raku's class, they're forced into a false love relationship to keep the 
peace between their feuding gangster families. Everyone at school's fooled by their act - even 
Raku's crush, Onodera! Raku wants Onodera to know the truth, but he just can't seem to find a way 
to tell her. Meanwhile, the ever-vigilant Claude sends his protege Tsugumi to watch over Raku and 
rescue Chitoge from his evil intentions. What chance does Raku stand against a highly trained 
assassin?! (Age Rating: T)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99

NARUTO 3-IN-1 EDITION VOL. 8 GN
(W/A) Masashi Kishimoto
Orochimaru’s nefarious plans for Sasuke are revealed, and Naruto vows to save his friend. But first 
he and the others must battle the mysterious Kimimaro, who has deadly past ties to the Sound Ninja 
Four! Kankuro, Temari and Gaara unexpectedly aid Konohagakure against the Sound Ninja. But 
what is behind this rekindling of the Leaf and Sand alliance? (Age Rating: T)



SC, 5x7, 576pgs, B&W $14.99

BLEACH 3-IN-1 EDITION VOL. 8 GN
(W/A) Tite Kubo
Ichigo and his friends have returned home from the battle in the Seireitei, but everything is far from 
back to normal. Ichigo’s inner Hollow is getting more powerful and can’t wait to devour him, and 
having to deal with the sinister new transfer student isn’t helping matters. Plus, a deadly new enemy 
is poised to attack Karakura Town! (Age Rating: T)
SC, 5x7, 608pgs, B&W $14.99

CLAYMORE VOL. 24 GN
(W/A) Norihiro Yagi
Priscilla, whose monstrous savagery was reawakened in the previous battle, is bent on absorbing the 
power of those who fell in her wake and destroying the rebel Claymores. Raki and several former 
top warriors band together with a defensive plan, but even their skills may be no match against 
Priscilla’s poisoned wrath. (Age Rating: T+)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99

Shojo Beat

VAMPIRE KNIGHT VOL. 18 GN
(W/A) Matsuri Hino
Yukio and Zero team up to go after Kaname. Yuki and Kaname fight each other in the headquarters 
of the Hunter Society while Sara tries to control Zero through her blood. The female progenitor’s 
origin metal intervenes, and Yuki realizes there is only one way to stop Kaname…  (Age Rating: 
T+)
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99

MIDNIGHT SECRETARY VOL. 5 GN
(W/A) Tomu Ohmi
After Kaya’s contract with Erde ended, Kyohei hired her to be his executive secretary at his new 
company, LVC. Working openly day and night with the man she loves is a dream come true for 
Kaya, but the honeymoon is short-lived. Mariko, the daughter of one of the LVC executives, has a 
long history with Kyohei and is determined to renew their special friendship. Can love conquer 
family ties and vampire politics? (Age Rating: M)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99

STROBE EDGE VOL. 10 GN
(W/A) Io Sakisaka
Ninako loves Ren, but seeing Ando get hurt while protecting her makes her feel sad and confused - 
to the point where she turns Ren down when he confesses his love for her! Has Ninako lost her 
chance with Ren? Or will they find a way to be together? (Age Rating: T)
SC, 5x7, 184pgs, B&W $9.99

HIGH SCHOOL DEBUT 3-IN-1 EDITION VOL. 2 GN
(W/A) Kazune Kawahara
When Haruna and Yoh start dating, their path to true love is filled with obstacles - awkward dates, a 
manipulative sister, and even a vengeful nemesis! Through it all, Haruna’s determination keeps her 
going! But when Yoh’s ex-girlfriend shows up, how will she handle the competition? (Age Rating: 
T)
SC, 5x7, 544pgs, B&W $14.99



OTOMEN VOL. 18 GN
(W/A) Aya Kanno
For the sake of his mom, Asuka turns away from his friends and Ryo… But the unimaginable 
happens when Asuka’s friends stage an intervention at his graduation! With everything on the line, 
how will things end for our beloved otomen?! (Age Rating: T)
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $9.99

PHANTOM THIEF JEANNE VOL. 2 GN
(W/A) Arina Tanemura
Devastated by Chiaki’s deceit, Maron decides to cut him out of her life and never to rely on anyone. 
After the announcement is issued that Phantom Thief Jeanne intends to steal another painting, 
Maron goes missing, leaving the painting for Phantom Thief Sinbad to take. Has Maron now turned 
her back on being Phantom Thief Jeanne too? (Age Rating: T)
SC, 5x7, 256pgs, B&W $10.99

Shonen Sunday

RANMA ½ 2-IN-1 EDITION VOL. 2 GN
(W/A) Rumiko Takahashi
Contains volumes 3 and 4! Being a martial artist, Ranma just can’t resist the call to combat and 
takes on one opponent after another: Ryoga, a lone-wolf fighter with no sense of direction; 
Shampoo, a Chinese Amazon who has pledged to kill him; and finally Shampoo’s suitor Mousse, a 
martial arts master of hidden weapons. Is there such a thing as TOO much fighting spirit? (Age 
Rating: T+)
SC, 5x7, 360pgs, B&W $14.99

VIZ Media

07-GHOST VOL. 10 GN
(W/A) Yuki Amemiya
Reuniting Capella with his mother leads to far more intrigue than the tearful reunion Teito and Frau 
expected. Then, it&’s off to a Hawkzile Race that will sneak the duo into District 1’s enemy 
territory undetected. But even more dangerous than the destination is the blindingly brutal course - 
and the growing darkness within Frau. (Age Rating: T)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99

VIZ Signature

GANGSTA. VOL. 2 GN
(W/A) Kohske 
The Handymen, Nic and Worick, ply their trade in Ergastulum, a city run by the Mafia and ruled by 
violence. Recruited into a battle against a gang, they find themselves up against one of the 
“Twilights” mercenaries with superhuman abilities generated by dangerous drugs. Nic, who is also 
a Twilight, fights back with the same savagery and skill - until Worick has to step in to save him 
from himself. Partners and equals now, in the past they were anything but, yet both men are bound 
together by the chains of a tragic past as they face an uncertain future. (Age Rating: M)
SC, 6x8, 210pgs, B&W $12.99

YEN PRESS

BTOOOM! VOLUME 6 GN
(W/A) Junya Inoue



An expert gamer is forced to play a real-life version of his favorite game in a battle to the death! 
Thus far, Ryouta Sakamoto and Himiko have narrowly managed to survive on the cruel island 
battlefield of the survival game "BTOOOM!" with the aid of their BIMs and each other. But now, 
confronted by a man who just might be the strongest opponent on the island, Ryouta is at a serious 
disadvantage. Not only is the man fearless, but also his movements are precisely calculated, and he 
possesses a superior athleticism that allows him to entrap his enemies. As the action ramps up, it 
becomes apparent that playing solo spells one's doom! (STK637008) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 208pgs, B&W $11.99

GOONG VOLUME 15: THE ROYAL PALACE GN
(W/A/CA) So-Hee Park
Becoming a princess is every girl's dream, but when an arranged marriage brings common high 
schooler Chae-Kyung to the palace, the royal life isn't at all what she expected! As Shin and Chae-
Kyung try to pick up the pieces of their marriage in the wake of learning the truth behind their 
divorce, Yul is far from content to hang his head in defeat. Postponing his plans to study abroad, he 
positions himself near Chae-Kyung by taking classes at her school and even resorts to teaming up 
with the heartbroken Hyo-Rin to blackmail the former crown princess. But when Shin happens 
upon evidence of his cousin's newfound treachery, will Yul's plotting blow up in his face? 
(STK637009) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and 
the U.K.
SC, 384pgs, B&W $25.00

HIGH SCHOOL DXD VOLUME 1 GN
(W) Ichiei Ishibumi (A) Zero Miyama,  Hiroichi (CA) Zero Miyama
Devils and angels collide in this racy supernatural high school comedy! When unlucky high school 
letch Issei is murdered by his first-ever girlfriend on his first-ever date, who should jump to his 
rescue but the hottest girl in school, Riassenpai! She informs Issei that he's been reincarnated as a 
demon and that it's about time he got to work for her! Caught in the bosom of an age old war 
between angels and demons, Issei soon discovers that being enslaved by a demonic beauty isn't 
quite all that it's cracked up to be! (STK637016) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, B&W $13.00

JACK FROST VOLUME 10 TP
(W/A/CA) Ko Jin Ho
A high schooler finds herself decapitated on the first day of school and is caught between life and 
death in this tale of high school horror. Noh-A's awakening as the mirror image has granted her a 
more complete understanding of the events that led to her birth and what has happened since. The 
origins of Amityville are revealed to her, as is the threat of Solomon. The immense surge of power 
that accompanied Noh-A's transformation has aided Solomon's release from his prison, and the 
Witch King is headed to the North for a long-awaited-and long-dreaded-reunion with Helmina and 
Jack! (STK637010) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, 
and the U.K.
SC, 192pgs, B&W $13.00

KINGDOM HEARTS 358 / 2 DAYS VOLUME 4 GN
(W/A/CA) Shiro Amano
Xion, having failed her last mission, is left unconscious and out of commission. Unfortunately, 
Roxas doesn't have time to worry about his friend because he's been ordered to go to Wonderland 
with Organization XIII's No. 10 — the Gambler of Fate, Luxord. Can Roxas keep up with the old 



man's games? Meanwhile, a confrontation with Saox motivates Axel to find out who Xion really is! 
(STK637507) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada.
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $12.00

STARS OF THE MONTH

KINGDOM HEARTS 358 / 2 DAYS GN'S
(W/A/CA) Shiro Amano
Disney's most beloved characters come together in this manga adaptation of the bestselling video 
game franchise! Nobodies — empty shells created when a person's heart is lost to darkness. The 
Nobody Roxas, created when Sora released his heart to free Kairi's and who knows nothing of his 
past, joins the mysterious Organization XIII soon after his birth. With the help of Axel, another 
member of the organization, and the mysterious Number XIV, who is also missing her memories, 
Roxas slowly begins to learn what it takes to be a part of Organization XIII — and what it means to 
have a heart. (STK621632) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, 
Canada, and Mexico.
VOLUME 1 (SEP131413)—SC, 5x7, 496pgs, B&W $12.00
VOLUME 2 (NOV131317)—SC, 5x7, 272pgs, B&W $12.00

KINGDOM HEARTS: CHAIN OF MEMORIES TP
(W/A/CA) Shiro Amano
The ultra-popular worlds of Disney and Final Fantasy collide once again in this sequel to the first 
Kingdom Hearts series! Sora, Donald, and Goofy seek King Mickey and Riku, from whom they 
were separated when closing and locking the door to Kingdom Hearts. In search of their friends, the 
group unexpectedly finds itself at Castle Oblivion, where memories are freely manufactured, 
manipulated, and even deleted! Can Sora and his companions defeat the castle's mastermind before 
they forget the reason for their journey in the first place? (STK615126) (FEB138628) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W $19.00

KINGDOM HEARTS: FINAL MIX TP'S
(W/A/CA) Shiro Amano
Disney's beloved characters come together in this manga adaptation of the bestselling video game 
franchise! After a terrible storm shatters the peace of his tropical island home, a young boy named 
Sora is set adrift from his world and his friends, Riku and Kairi. Meanwhile, Disney Castle is in an 
uproar when it is discovered that King Mickey has gone missing, leaving it up to Court Wizard 
Donald and Captain Goofy to find him! When Sora, in search of his friends, and Donald and Goofy, 
in search of their king, cross paths, their fateful encounter will change the destiny of the universe 
forever! (STK615111) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
VOLUME 1 (FEB138626)—SC, 5x7, 272pgs, B&W $12.00
VOLUME 2 (FEB138627)—SC, 5x7, 272pgs, B&W $12.00

KINGDOM HEARTS II TP'S
(W/A/CA) Shiro Amano
Based on the mega-popular video game series, here is the continuing the adventure begun in 
Kingdom Hearts and Kingdom Hearts: Chain of Memories! Our new story takes place sometime 
later, in the quiet little 'burb called Twilight Town, a place nestled between night and day. Sora, 
Donald, and Goofy awaken after a long slumber with clouded memories — and continue their 
search for their friends! (STK615130) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
VOLUME 1 (JUN131377)—SC, 5x7, 480pgs, B&W $19.00



VOLUME 2 (JUN131378)—SC, 5x7, 496pgs, B&W $19.00

SHIRO AMANO: THE ARTWORK OF KINGDOM HEARTS TP
(W/A/CA) Shiro Amano
Explore the many worlds of Square-Enix's best-selling Kingdom Hearts series with Shiro Amano's 
The Artwork of Kingdom Hearts. The artist behind the manga adaptation of the video games that 
bring together the worlds of Disney and Final Fantasy reveals the artwork that goes into creating the 
games and the effort he puts into transforming the interactive gameplay of the game into a manga 
narrative. With over 100 color images from the manga adaptation, concept artwork, sketches, and 
more, The Artwork of Kingdom Hearts will take readers into the worlds they have only dreamed of 
and played within! (STK619809) (OCT131401)
SC, 8x11, 112pgs, FC$28.00

**********************************************************************

THE MELANCHOLY OF HARUHI SUZUMIYA VOLUME 18 GN
(W) Nagaru Tanigawa (A) Gaku Tsugano (CA) Noizi Ito
A new school year means fresh blood for the SOS Brigade! But not just anyone can join this elite 
group of alien-, time traveler-, and esper-hunters! As Haruhi puts the new recruits through their 
paces in one timeline, the veteran members visit the ailing Yuki in the other. Yuki reveals that her 
illness may be the work of other humanoid interfaces like herself, but when Kyon rushes to confront 
them, he runs into a familiar face he had hoped he would never see again! (STK637015) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and the Philippines.
SC, 176pgs, B&W $13.00

PUELLA MAGI KAZUMI MAGICA VOLUME 5: THE INNOCENT MALICE GN
(W) Magica Quartet & Various
Trapped inside the witch's barrier with the vengeful Kanna, Umika and Kaoru struggle to protect 
Kazumi as their beloved friend slowly succumbs to her darkening soul gem. If the girls can rally, 
the witch's grief seed could be used to purify all of their gems, but even that would be only a 
temporary solution. Facing cruel fate and questions of her own identity, Kazumi will make the 
ultimate choice whether or not to join her friends in their vendetta against destiny in the final 
volume of The Innocent Malice! (STK637011) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
SC, 144pgs, B&W $13.00

SOUL EATER VOLUME 20 TP
(W/A/CA) Atsushi Ohkubo
Young meisters battle to strengthen their weapons and eradicate the evil souls that threaten our 
world in this comedic action series! "You are not the only ones playing this game." Clues 
discovered in a new room only lead down a new path of despair, and the time comes for the brutal 
sentencing of the third Judgment. The line between perpetrator and victim begins to blur. Until all is 
revealed, time is on no one's side! (STK637012) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, B&W $13.00

STARS OF THE MONTH

SOUL EATER TP'S
(W/A/CA) Atsushi Ohkubo
Maka is a weapon meister, determined to turn her partner, a living scythe named Soul Eater, into a 



powerful death scythe — the ultimate weapon of Death himself! Charged with the task of collecting 
and devouring the tainted souls of ninety-nine humans and one witch, Maka and her fellow meisters 
strive to master their weapons as they face off against the bizarre and dangerous minions of the 
underworld. (STK433699) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, 
Canada, and the U.K.
MATURE THEMES
VOLUME 1 (NEW PRINTING) (SEP108189)—SC, 5x7, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 2 (NEW PRINTING) (SEP108174)—SC, 5x7, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 3 (NEW PRINTING) (NOV108148)—SC, 5x7, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 4 (NEW PRINTING) (FEB118104)—SC, 5x7, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 5 (DEC101110)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 6 (APR111245)—SC, 192pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 7 (AUG111271)—SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 8 (DEC111253)—SC, 192pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 9 (MAR121276)—SC, 208pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 10 (JUN121364)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 11 (SEP121276)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 12 (NOV121389)—SC, 176pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 13 (JAN131351)—SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 14 (MAR131392)—SC, 208pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 15 (MAY131350)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 16 (JUL131372)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $11.99
VOLUME 17 (SEP131415)—SC, 192pgs, B&W $11.99

**********************************************************************

TRIAGE X VOLUME 6 GN
(W/A/CA) Shouji Sato
An intense action thriller from the artist of the bestselling series, High School of the Dead! Another 
hour ticks by as the police formulate their next move to draw out the terrorist group that has taken 
over NEO TV. Any further delay could prompt the criminals to send one of the station's top stars 
plummeting to his or her death, but every effort to save them seems to play right into the enemy's 
hands! But the idols may not be the terrorists' true objective-the carefully planned takeover seems to 
have been designed specifically for Oriha and Black Label! (STK637013) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, B&W $14.00

UNTIL DEATH DO US PART VOLUME 6 GN
(W/A) Hiroshi Takashige (CA)  Double - S
On the run from a greedy corporation, a young precog seeks protection from an unlikely 
swordsman. In the tunnels of the Kakuhoukai's secret base, Mamoru chooses to challenge Wiseman 
to a duel on the criminal mastermind's own turf! Mamoru realizes that his enemy has the advantage 
of numbers and weaponry and will stage a coordinated attack that Mamoru has no hope of 
surviving-alone, that is. Haruka's guidance will be critical to her protector's survival. Gathering her 
courage, Haruka rallies the resources she has on hand and leaps into the fray! (STK637014) (C: 1-1-
0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and the Philippines.
SC, 400pgs, B&W $18.99

YUMCHA STUDIOS

STAR OF THE MONTH



DIM SUM WARRIORS VOLUME 1: ENTER THE DUMPLING GN
(W) Colin Goh, Yen Yen Woo (A) Soo Lee, Lauren Baker (CA) Colin Goh
When three young dumplings meet an evil pot of instant ramen, expect a feast of fury! The Dim 
Sum Warriors — the very mention of their name makes their enemies quiver like tofu! But can their 
legendary skill overcome a shadowy enemy whose tentacles are everywhere? (STK614983) 
(JUN131379)
SC, 5x7, 144pgs, FC $12.99

**********************************************************************

ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: WARLORD OF OZ #1
(W) Joe Brusha (A) TBD
(CA) David Finch, Talent Caldwell, Ken Lashley, Sheldon Goh, Richard Ortiz
Peace has been restored to Oz. The fallen Witch, Lynessa, and her sister, Zinna, are fading into 
memory like a bad dream, soon to be remembered only in tales meant to frighten children. But there 
is one witch that still draws breath in Oz and she has not forgotten the power of her masters or the 
evil they left behind. Soon the people of Oz will face a foe more frightening than any enemy that 
has come before… The Warlord of Oz has arrived!
32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $2.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #97
(W) Shane McKenzie (A) Antonio Bifulco
(CA) Renato Rei, Giuseppe Cafaro, Ale Garza
She’s one of the prettiest and sweetest dentists who’ll ever clean your teeth… By day that is. But by 
night, the Tooth Fairy is an entity found in children’s nightmares. And the Dark Queen has an 
important job for her! The Grimm Universe introduces a brand new character that will keep you 
away from the dentist! Don’t miss this frightening issue of Grimm Fairy Tales as it continues 
toward the landmark 100th issue!
32pgs, FC $2.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES ANNUAL 2014
(W) Joe Brusha, Ralph Tedesco, Pat Shand (A) TBD
(CA) Jason Metcalf, Alfredo Reyes, Ivan Nunes
Highborns are being hunted and killed all around the world, and it is up to Sela, Shang, Robyn 
Hood, and Gideon to find out who’s behind the attacks. With many allies missing, Sela assumes the 
worst. But there’s no time to waste as Andre Payne, the demigod known as Hercules, seems to be 
the next target. Do not miss the first of the four issues leading directly into GRIMM FAIRY TALES 
#100!
48pgs, FC $5.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS
NEVERLAND: AGE OF DARKNESS #3
(W) Dan Wickline (A) Luca Claretti
(CA) Johnny Desjardins, Mike Krome, Emilio Laiso
Tinker Belle seeks out the new Queen of Neverland, Tiger Lilly, after a mysterious woman 
unleashes tiny terrors onto a small town in Neverland. As Cross tries to help them, he’s about to 
come face to face with evil. The terrifying and beautiful Goblin Queen comes to Neverland!
32pgs, FC (3 of 5) $2.99



GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: THE DARK ONE
(W) Raven Gregory (A) Michel Lacombe 
(CA) Barry Kitson, Paulo Siquera, Dodie Mondero
The Dark One has grown tired of being second in command to the Dark Queen, but  he  finds  he’s 
helpless  to  stop  her. However, the true reason for his hatred toward her runs much deeper into 
their shared past. And it’s a past that will now be revealed here!
48pgs, FC $5.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: HELSING #2
(W) Pat Shand (A) Sedat Oezgen 
(CA) Mike S. Miller, Richard Ortiz, Pasquale Qualano
In pursuit of the mysterious stranger that sent her the lost diary of her father, Liesel Van Helsing 
travels to Rome. There, she comes into contact with Jonathan Harker, a meek bookshop owner, who 
will assist her in her quest to find her target. However, they might not get far, as they are being 
followed by a trio of deadly vampires known as the Brides!
32pgs, FC (2 of 4) $3.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS
GODSTORM: HERCULES PAYNE #2
(W) Pat Shand (A) AC Osorio 
(CA) Stjepan Sejic, Emilio Laiso, Vincenzo Cucca
In the face of personal tragedy, Andre Payne is unable to look himself in the mirror. Ashamed of his 
role in the death of a family member, Andre prepares to flee, until he is confronted by a man who 
claims to be his father, Zeus, the king of the gods.  When true power is bestowed upon the 
misguided teen, will Andre become a power for good or a force of evil?
32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS
WONDERLAND: CLASH OF QUEENS #4
ISSUE 4 OF 5
(W) Troy Brownfield (A) Manuel Preitano 
(CA) Sean Chen, Pasquale Qualano, Emilio Laiso, Richard Ortiz
The Trickster’s plan of turning all of the queens against each other in their search for the Ebony 
Blade is finally complete. The  queens prepare for battle, gathering their armies as war looms on the 
horizon. A war that will change the landscape of Wonderland forever and crown a new, undisputed 
queen who will rule them all.
32pgs, FC (4 of 5) $3.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS
WONDERLAND: ASYLUM #5
(W) Pat Shand (A) Tony Brescini 
(CA) David Nakayama, Mike Lilly, Vinz el Tabanas
As the Void’s Asylum is filled with brand new horrors that the mysterious Lory has brought to 
Wonderland, Violet is left to deal with the fallout. Will she embrace her destiny as the Mad Hatter 
and join the carnage, or will she fight and die as a human? The action-packed, emotional ending to 
Violet Liddle’s story is coming!
32pgs, FC (5 of 5) $3.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: WONDERLAND #23
(W) Eric M. Esquivel (A) JG Miranda 
(CA) Sean Chen, Vinz el Tabanas, Michael Dooney
This is it. The battle that you’ve all been waiting for and things are not looking good for our hero. 



Five shattered reflections of Alice take on Calie Liddle and only one will be left standing. The 
countdown to the special anniversary issue of Wonderland #25 continues. The countdown to 
WONDERLAND #25, the special anniversary issue, continues.
32pgs, FC $3.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS
ROBYN HOOD: LEGEND #3
(W) Pat Shand (A) Larry Watts 
(CA) Harvey Tolibao, Abhishek Malsuni, Chris Ehnot
Robyn’s ragtag team of rebels has been divided and Robyn and Will must face the Sheriff of 
Nottingham’s army on their own. However, when the truth of Will’s impeding fate comes to light, 
Robyn is down another soldier in the face of the greatest foe she’s ever fought. Will she live up to 
her legend, or be snuffed out for good?
32pgs, FC (3 of 5) $2.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: ASCENSION #4
(W) Pat Shand (A) Butch Mapa 
(CA) Paolo Pantalena, Marat Mychaels, Ale Garza
It’s all been building toward the final stand between the Being and those who oppose him. Can 
humanity stand a chance against an all-powerful, vengeful deity? Has the time of reckoning 
arrived? The battle that will decide the fate of the Grimm Universe’s deadliest villain begins now!
32pgs, FC (4 of 5) $3.99

CLAYBURN MOORE'S B.A.R. MAID TP
(W) Pat Shand (A) Jacob Bear (CA) Billy Tucci
Taken in and trained by her uncle to be a freedom fighter after her parents were murdered, Cassidy 
O’Hara leads a dual life in the mountains and forests of Manchuria. Part time guerilla, part time 
saloon girl, Cassidy is about to be pulled into a plot that will affect the outcome of the Japanese 
attack on Pearl Harbor, and the very outcome of World War II.
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC$15.99

GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: CODE RED TP
(W) Pat Shand (A) Various (CA) Elias Chatzoudis
Recruited by the U.S. government to join the secret Realm Knights team, Britney Waters, aka Agent 
Red, soon finds herself facing the Dark Horde on a regular basis. But the Dark Queen, along with 
the Horde, is getting ready to launch an attack on the unsuspecting United States and Britney finds 
herself right in the middle of the fight. 
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC$15.99

BOOKS SECTION

ART BOOKS

THE ART OF BARBARA JENSEN VOLUME 2: COME AS YOU LIKE! SC
(W/A/CA) Barbara Jensen
The first collection of Ms. Jensen's luscious ladies was greeted with such enthusiasm, we simply 
had to invite Barbara to create an entirely new gallery, which she did with abundant energy and 
precision! Meet the even-hotter honeys from a truly gifted illustrator! (STK637188)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC $14.95

OFFERED AGAIN



O/A THE ART OF BARBARA JENSEN VOLUME 1: CLOTHING OPTIONAL! SC
(W/A/CA) Barbara Jensen
Barbara Jensen is one of those delightful treats in the male-artist dominated world of pin-up 
artwork. She combines what a man wants to see with how a woman wants to seen! The resulting 
images are sensual, sexy, and downright adorable! Jensen explores expression, emotion, and plenty 
of exquisite flesh! (STK471553)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC $14.95

OUT OF LINE: THE ART OF JULES FEIFFER HC
(W) Martha Fay, Jules Feiffer (A/CA) Jules Feiffer
Everyone knows a Feiffer illustration when they see one: His characters leap across the page, each 
line belying humor and psychological insight. Over Feiffer’s prolific 70-year career, his nimble and 
singular imagination has given us new perspectives as well as biting satires on politics, love, 
marriage, and religion — alternating with stories imbued with the playful anarchy of a child. Out of 
Line: The Art of Jules Feiffer is the long-awaited illustrated retrospective of Feiffer’s celebrated 
career, providing a revealing glimpse into his creative process and his role as America’s foremost 
Renaissance man of the arts. (STK637447) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 11x11, 225pgs, FC $40.00

ANDREAE: SKETCHBOOK
(A/CA) Jean-Baptiste Andreae
Come discover Jean-Baptiste Andreae's incredible talent and amazing colors through his sketches of 
girls (luscious girls, pin-ups, vampire girls, futuristic girls, maids, Lolitas, masked girls...) and faces 
of all kinds. The first 900 copies are numbered and signed by the artist. French text. (STK637881) 
(C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00

BELLAMY: SKETCHBOOK #3
(W)  Comixburo (A/CA) Bruno Bellamy
 This sketchbook covers French comic artist Bruno Bellamy. Sketches inside display variations on 
the female form, from rough pencil sketches to finished pieces. Measures 7" x9" and features 48 
color pages. The sketchbooks are numbered to 900 and signed by the authors on the inside first 
page. French text. (STK637880) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00

CRISSE SKETCHBOOK #2
(W)  Comixburo (A/CA) Didier Crisse
With the Sketchbooks collection, COMIX BURO invites you to look through the drawing books of 
the best comics and illustration artists. You will discover in these sketchbooks the multiple facets of 
the authors’ artistic skills through new illustrations, rough sketches back from foreign countries, 
paintings, story-boards, eerie creatures and you will be amazed by the extent and reach of each 
artist’s skills. The 900 first copies are numbered and signed by the author. French text. 
(STK637882) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00

COMICS



TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: THE ULTIMATE VISUAL HISTORY HC
(W) Andrew Farago (A) Kevin Eastman, Peter Laird (CA)  Various
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Radical Mutations relates the amazing story of the Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, from their humble beginnings in the pages of a cult comic book, to their enduring 
status as cultural icons. Beginning with the creative spark that led comic book artists Kevin 
Eastman and Peter Laird to envision these unlikely heroes, this lavishly illustrated book tracks the 
Turtles' phenomenal explosion in popularity as they became mainstays of kids' TV and the 
protagonists of one of 1990s' biggest box office hits. Radical Mutations also looks at the periods 
when the Turtles briefly slipped out of fashion, showing how enthusiasm for these evergreen 
warriors was kept alive by new comic books, animated shows, and, of course, some hugely 
imaginative merchandising. (STK637491) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 9x11, 184pgs, FC $50.00

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE ART OF OSAMU TEZUKA: GOD OF MANGA HC
(W) Helen McCarthy (A/CA) Osamu Tezuka
Osamu Tezuka has often been called “the god of manga” and “the Walt Disney of Japan,” but he 
was far more than that. Tezuka changed the face of Japanese culture forever. Known for Astro Boy 
and Kimba the White Lion, Tezuka was instrumental in developing Japanese animation and modern 
manga comics. The Art of Osamu Tezuka is the first authorized biography celebrating his work and 
life. (STK399282)
HC, 9x12, 272pgs, FC $40.00

O/A MANGA: THE COMPLETE GUIDE SC
(W) Jason Thompson
An Eisner Award-nominee! Whether you’re new to the world of manga-style graphic novels or a 
longtime reader on the lookout for the next hot series, this comprehensive guide to the wide, 
wonderful world of Japanese comics features more than 900 incisive, full-length reviews of popular 
manga series, as well as extensive profiles of the biggest names in manga, including CLAMP, 
Osamu Tezuka, Rumiko Takahashi, and many others. (STK357573)
SC, 6x9, 592pgs, B&W $19.95

STAR OF THE MONTH

SUPERGODS — GRANT MORRISON SIGNED BOOKPLATE EDITION HC
(W) Grant Morrison (CA) Frank Quitely
Acclaimed creator Grant Morrison presents a brilliant and wildly entertaining exploration of how 
our culture gave birth to the otherworldly super-heroes, how they've changed as we've changed, and 
how they've transformed us. Supergods is a polymath, intellectually exhilarating book about our 
culture, our history, our future, and the heroic power of the stories we tell. Signed bookplate edition, 
limited to 675 copies. (STK623901) (SEP131289)
HC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W $28.00

**********************************************************************

DISNEY/ PIXAR

THE ART & FLAIR OF MARY BLAIR HC (UPDATED EDITION)
(W) John Canemaker (A/CA) Mary Blair
A soft spoken, unassuming woman dominated design at The Walt Disney Studios with a joyful 
creativity and exuberant color palette that stamped the look of many classic Disney animated 



features, including Cinderella and Peter Pan. Now the story behind one of Walt's favorite artists is 
celebrated in this delightful volume. In her prime, Mary Blair was an amazingly prolific American 
artist. Walt Disney loved her art and championed it at the Studio. The two shared many sensibilities, 
including a childlike fondness for playfulness in imagery. (STK637704) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 10x9, 128pgs, FC $45.00

DISNEY: JUNIOR ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANIMATED CHARACTERS HC
From Ariel to Zurg, this jacketed hardcover guide features fun facts, tricky trivia, and cool quotes 
about over 150 Disney heroes (and villains!). Readers will also learn about the stars of the latest 
Disney and Disney*Pixar films, like Wreck-It Ralph, Frozen, The Good Dinosaur, and more! Plus 
the book jacket reverses to reveal a poster! (STK637695) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
HC, 11x8, 144pgs, FC $12.99

THE LOST NOTEBOOKS: HERMAN SCHULTHEIS AND THE SECRETS OF WALT 
DISNEY'S MOVIE MAGIC HC
(W) John Canemaker (A) Herman Schultheis (CA)  Photo
A technician at the Disney Studio in the late 1930s, Herman Schultheis kept a covert scrapbook of 
special effects wizardry, capturing in photographs and text the dazzling, behind-the-scenes 
ingenuity of early Disney films. Later, when he mysteriously disappeared into a Guatemalan jungle, 
his notebook was forgotten — and with it, the stories of how these beloved animated classics were 
made. Part annotated facsimile of the scrapbook itself, part biography of the complicated, overly 
ambitious man who made it, The Lost Notebook is a goldmine for Disney and animation enthusiasts 
and a vivid, riveting account of early Hollywood. (STK637411) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 12x12, 288pgs, FC $75.00

DOCTOR WHO

THE QUOTABLE DOCTOR WHO: WISE WORDS ACROSS SPACE AND TIME HC
(W) Scott Cavan, Mark Wright (A) Ben Morris
The first ever collection of the most intelligent, strangest, mysterious, and wonderful quotes from 
all fifty years of the BBC America hit television series Doctor Who. Over the years, Doctor Who 
has become one of the most popular science fiction series, with an ever-growing and extremely 
dedicated fan base. Now for the first time, fans can enjoy a plethora of their favorite memorable 
quotes and wisest words spoken throughout the series from the first episode to the most recent 
season staring Matt Smith. (STK637423) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 5x7, 352pgs, B&W $19.99

DOCTOR WHO: THE COMPANION CHRONICLES: THE ELIXIR OF DOOM AUDIO CD
(W) Paul Magrs (CA) Tom Webster
A brand new adventure for the third Doctor, as told by his companion, Jo. Once Jo Grant travelled 
in space and time with the Doctor. Now, she is traveling with trans-temporal adventuress Iris 
Wildthyme. Arriving in Los Angeles in the 1930s, Jo and Iris are caught up in the glamour of 
Hollywood. Monster movies are all the rage. But sometimes monsters are real! Performed by Katy 
Manning. (STK637465) (C: 0-1-0)
Audio, 5x5 $14.99

DOCTOR WHO: LAST OF THE COLOPHON AUDIO CD
(W) Jonathan Morris (CA) Anthony Lamb
A new adventure in time and space for the fourth Doctor and Leela. The planet Colophos is a dead 
world. Nothing but dust and rubble – and the ruins of a once-great civilization. But is it really as 
dead as it appears? When the Doctor and Leela land, joined by the crew of the Oligarch survey ship, 



it’s not long before they receive a communication from one of the ruins. A communication from 
Astaroth Morax, the last of the Colophon. What became of the rest of his race – and why didn’t he 
die with them? (STK637467) (C: 0-1-0)
Audio CDs, 5x5 $18.99

DOCTOR WHO: TOMB SHIP AUDIO CD
(W) Gordon Rennie, Emma Beeby (CA) Damien May
A new adventure in time and space for the fifth Doctor and Nyssa. The TARDIS brings the Doctor 
and Nyssa to a vast pyramid, floating in space. A tomb ship – the last restingplace of the God-King 
of the Arrit, an incredibly advanced and incredibly ancient civilization, long since extinct. They’re 
not alone, however. Another old dynasty walks its twisted, trap-ridden passages – a family of tomb 
raiders. But those who seek the God-King will find death in their shadow. Death from below. Death 
from above. Death moving them back and forward, turning their own hearts against them. Because 
only the dead will survive. (STK637469) (C: 0-1-0)
Audio, 5x5 $24.99

FANTASY/SCI-FI

LOVE IN THE TIME OF METAL AND FLESH LIMITED EDITION HC
(W) Jay Lake
Markus Selvage has been bent by life, ground up and spit out again. In San Francisco's
darkest sexual underground, he is a perpetual innocent, looking within bodies — his own and
others' — for the lost secrets of satisfaction. But extreme body modification is only the
beginning of where he will go before he's finished. (STK530326)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x9, 96pgs, B&W $25.00

MAGIC CITY: RECENT SPELLS
(W) Holly Black & Various
Urban living, at least in fantasy fiction, is full of both magical wonder and dark enchantment. Street 
kids may have supernatural beings to protect them or have such powers themselves. Brujería may 
be part of your way of life. Crimes can be caused (and solved) with occult arts and even a losing 
sports team's “curse” can be lifted with wizardry. And be careful of what cab you call — it might 
take you on a journey beyond belief! Some of the best stories of urban enchantment from the last 
few years is gathered in one volume full of hex appeal and arcane arts. (STK635042)
SC, 6x9, 480pgs, B&W $16.95

HORROR

THE CURIOUS CASE OF H.P. LOVECRAFT SC
(W) Paul Roland
H.P. Lovecraft is widely regarded as one of the greatest writers of modern horror fiction and a 
pervasive influence on popular culture. Yet this eccentric and reclusive resident of Providence, 
Rhode Island, did not have a book published during his lifetime and died at the age of 46 in 
comparative obscurity, convinced that he had failed to achieve the recognition he deserved. In this 
comprehensive new biography, author Paul Roland examines the life and work of the man Stephen 
King called "the 20th century's greatest practitioner of the classic horror tale", and reveals that 
Lovecraft's vision was a projection of his inner demons, his recurring nightmares and his inability to 
live in what he considered a hostile world. (STK637492) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 192pgs $19.95

HOW-TO



MASTERING FANTASY ART: DRAWING DYNAMIC CHARACTERS SC
(W) John Stanko
Readers will get a wide range of reference photos and learn how to best use them to create fantasy 
art, from pencil sketches to color work in digital media. Readers will enjoy marveling at every 
finished piece while master gaming artist John Stanko immerses them in a step-by-step 
demonstrations that teach key concepts such as what makes a good reference vs. a bad one and how 
to master realistic fantasy. (STK637181) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC$26.99

HUMOR

EVERYBODY DIES: A CHILDREN'S BOOK FOR GROWN-UPS HC
(W) Ken Tanaka, David Ury
A children's book for grown-ups, Everybody Dies is a parody in the vein of the classic Japanese 
children's book Everyone Poops that addresses the issue of mortality; the result is a work that 
straddles the line between flat-out morbid and darkly humorous from YouTube personality, Ken 
Tanaka. Tanaka's simply illustrated story is grim fun told through heavily saturated pictures and 
frank speech, showing the various ways in which we can meet our fate. (STK637434)
HC, 6x8, 48pgs, FC $14.99

MOVIE/TV

THE ART OF JAPANESE MONSTERS: GODZILLA, GAMERA AND SCIENCE-FICTION 
FILM ART HC
(W) Sean Linkenback
This is the complete reference guide to Japanese Science Fiction Film Posters from 1954 to present. 
Featuring fantastic film art from over 60 different Japanese science fiction films, including all your 
favorites: The Godzilla series, Gamera, Mothra, Rodan, Gappa, Majin, the Gargantuas, H-Man, and 
many more. Over 650 posters and lobby cards from 20 different countries featured in full color. 
(STK637883)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 8x11, 230pgs, FC $59.99

HOW I MET YOUR MOTHER MINI KIT
How I Met Your Mother is one of the most popular comedy series on TV and a critical success. 
Among the cast of characters, womanizing Barney Stinson, played by Neil Patrick Harris, is 
overwhelmingly the most adored. Now fans can take Barney home with them in this mini kit just as 
the show finishes its ninth and final season. Kit includes: miniature Barney Stinson bobble head, 
and a 32-page book with quotes and images from the show. (STK637041) (C: 0-1-0)
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x4x2, 32pgs, FC $9.95

PLANET OF THE APES MINIATURE BOOK KIT WITH SOUND
Timed to coincide with the release of Dawn of the Planet of the Apes, this kit inspired by the 
famous last scene of the classic 1968 film will capture the cult following of the Planet of the Apes 
franchise. The kit includes a mini figurine of Taylor on horseback, the remains of the Statue of 
Liberty, and a small bag of sand to set the scene! Also included is a 48-page color book and a sound 
chip that plays Taylor's famous final lines of the film. (STK637040) (C: 0-1-0)
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x4x2, 48pgs, FC $12.95

PLANET OF THE APES: THE POSTER COLLECTION
Planet of the Apes: The Poster Collection captures all the drama and action of the beloved movie 



saga, from the original classics to the brilliant prequel Rise of the Planet of the Apes and its 
upcoming sequel, Dawn of the Planet of the Apes. (STK637490) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 12x16, 40pgs, FC$24.99

THE WALKING DEAD: THE FALL OF THE GOVERNOR PART TWO NOVEL HC
(W) Robert Kirkman, Jay Bonansinga
The fourth book in Robert Kirkman's New York Times bestselling series! The Walking Dead series 
of original novels, set in the universe of Robert Kirkman's iconic comic, reaches its crescendo in 
The Fall of the Governor, Part Two! From co-authors Robert Kirkman, creator of the Eisner Award-
winning comic book and executive producer of AMC's blockbuster TV series, and Jay Bonansinga, 
Stoker Award finalist and internationally acclaimed author, comes the gripping fourth volume in this 
richly woven, page-turning literary saga, which began with The Walking Dead: The Rise of the 
Governor. Now, after a pulse-pounding series of events, the Governor and Rick Grimes face off one 
last time, and only one of them will be left standing... (STK639062) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 288pgs $25.99

NEIL GAIMAN

THE ART OF NEIL GAIMAN: A VISUAL BIOGRAPHY HC
With characters like Coraline and the Sandman to his name, Neil Gaiman is one of the best-loved 
authors in the world today, a creative force in comics, fiction, and the movies and TV, a serial 
award-winner, and a social media phenomenon whose every work is a guaranteed number-one 
bestseller. Told in Neil's own words and enriched with visuals from his own archive, Hayley 
Campbell brilliantly evokes the literary and comics scene of 1980s London and places pop culture 
milestones in the context of a busy, multistranded creative life, making sense of Gaiman's diverse 
career, relating it to his storytelling gifts, his talent for being in the right place at the right time, and 
his passionate drive to, as he himself has put it, "Make Good Art." (STK637418) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 8x10, 320pgs, FC $39.99

NEIL GAIMAN: THE TRUTH IS A CAVE IN THE BLACK MOUNTAINS  HC
(W) Neil Gaiman (A/CA) Eddie Campbell
Beautifully illustrated by renowned artist Eddie Campbell, this is a four-color edition of Neil 
Gaiman's award-winning novelette "The Truth is a Cave in the Black Mountains," a haunting story 
of family, the otherworld, and a search for hidden treasure. This gorgeous full-color illustrated book 
version was born of a unique collaboration between writer Neil Gaiman and artist Eddie Campbell. 
In August 2010, the story was performed in the concert hall of the Sydney Opera House to a sell-out 
crowd; Gaiman read his tale live as Campbell's magnificent artwork was presented, scene by scene, 
on large screens. (STK637416) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 5x7, 80pgs, FC $21.99

POP CULTURE & MUSIC

CONSOLE WARS: SEGA, NINTENDO AND THE BATTLE THAT DEFINED GENERATION 
HC
In 1990, Nintendo had a virtual monopoly on the video game industry. Sega, on the other hand, was 
just a faltering arcade company with big aspirations and even bigger personalities. Tom Kalinske, a 
man who knew nothing about video games, transformed Sega and eventually led to a ruthless 
David-and-Goliath showdown with rival Nintendo. The battle was vicious, relentless, and highly 
profitable, eventually sparking a global corporate war that would be fought on several fronts: from 
living rooms and schoolyards to boardrooms and Congress. Console Wars is the underdog tale of 
how Kalinske miraculously turned an industry punchline into a market leader. (STK637439)
HC, 6x9, 320pgs $26.99



SHEER FILTH! BIZARRE CINEMA, WEIRD LITERATURE, STRANGE MUSIC, EXTREME 
ART SC
Collection of the original 10 issues of the infamous British fanzine of the 1980s, now in book form, 
re-mixed, with much previously unseen material. Published for just three years, it offered a heady 
mix of sleazy, sexy, shocking film, music and book reviews, weird cartoons, incisive features and 
interviews with cult legends. Mixing serious analysis with wild enthusiasm, Sheer Filth covered the 
stuff that other fanzines ignored. (STK637463) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 224pgs, B&W $24.95

SOFT FLESH AND ORGIES OF DEATH: FICTION, FEATURES, AND ART FROM MEN'S 
ADVENTURE MAGAZINES SC
This new anthology collects prime, lurid examples of text and artwork from pulp men’s adventure 
maga zines published during the golden age of the genre, the 1950s- 1960s. The book includes over 
30 features and stories, and over 100 illustrations, with 32 pages in full color. (STK637461) (C: 0-1-
0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 8x11, 224pgs, PC$34.95

WORLD WAR 3 ILLUSTRATED: 1979-2014 HC
(A) Peter Kuper & Various (CA) Eric Drooker
Founded in 1979 by Seth Tobocman and Peter Kuper, World War 3 Illustrated is a collective of first-
time and professional artists who use confrontational comics to shine a little reality on the fantasy 
world of the American kleptocracy. This full-color retrospective exhibition is arranged thematically, 
and includes such topics as housing rights, feminism, the environment, religion, police brutality, 
globalization, and depictions of conflicts from the Middle East to the Midwest. World War 3 
Illustrated also illuminates the war we wage on each other — and sometimes the one taking place in 
our own minds. Contributors include Sue Coe, Eric Drooker, Fly, Sandy Jimenez, Sabrina Jones, 
Peter Kuper, Mac McGill, Kevin Pyle, Spain Rodriguez, Nicole Schulman, Seth Tobocman, Susan 
Willmarth, and dozens more. (STK638049) (C: 1-0-0)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 8x10, 320pgs, B&W $29.95

PULP HEROES

DOC SAVAGE: THE NEW ADVENTURES VOLUME 7: PHANTOM LAGOON SC
(W) Lester Dent & Various (CA) Joe Devito
When a brazen adventuress tries to hire Doc Savage for a secret mission — but won't tell him why 
— it lights the fuse for one of the most explosive exploits ever to involve the Man of Bronze. Who 
is Hornetta Hale? Why does she need to rent Doc's private submarine? And who is so determined to 
eliminate her that they destroy Doc Savage's skyscraper headquarters in the process? Based on a 
1939 comic strip idea by Lester Dent. (STK637174) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 291pgs, B&W $24.95

DOC SAVAGE DOUBLE NOVEL VOLUME 28 SC
(W) Lester Dent, Kenneth Robeson (A) Paul Orban, Dave Cockrum (CA) James Bama
The pulp era's legendary superman returns in two super-powered pulp novels that inspired classic 
supervillains from the Marvel Age of Comics. First, the Man of Bronze battles "The Metal Master," 
a criminal genius with the power to manipulate the molecular structure of metals. Then, Doc Savage 
is sent to prison when he's framed by the murderous teleporter called "The Vanisher." Plus, Stan Lee 
and Jack Kirby recall their teenaged fascination with pulps, and Dave Cockrum's 1979 artwork from 



his proposed Doc Savage newspaper strip. (STK637495) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W $14.95

NICK CARTER DOUBLE NOVEL VOLUME 3 SC
(W) John Chambliss & Various (A) Harry Fisk (CA) Jerome Rozen, John A. Coughlin
America's premier detective hero returns in action-packed pulp thrillers by Zorro-creator Johnston 
McCulley and John Chambliss plus a classic Nick Carter radio script by Batman co-creator Bill 
Finger! First, the Master Detective's arch-nemesis (who predates Professor Moriarty) comes back to 
wage a battle to the death with Nick Carter in "Dr. Quartz Returns," "Nick Carter Corners Dr. 
Quartz" and "Nick Carter's Danger Trail," three classic 1926 adventures from the pages of Street & 
Smith's Detective Story Magazine by Johnston McCulley! Then, "The War-Makers" bring America 
to the brink of world war, and only Nick Carter can save his beloved nation! Plus, Nick Carter 
solves a Chinatown murder in "The Case of the Chinese Motto Murder" by Batman co-creator Bill 
Finger. (STK637496) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, B&W $14.95

THE SHADOW DOUBLE NOVEL VOLUME 84 SC
(W) Maxwell Grant & Various (A) Earl Mayan, Edd Cartier (CA) Graves Gladney
The Dark Avenger proves that "crime does not pay" in two interconnected pulp thrillers by Walter 
B. Gibson! First, the Knight of Darkness journeys to a "City of Shadows" to investigate the 
disappearance of a beautiful redhead escapee from a woman's prison, and a mysterious series of 
"accidents" manipulated by a hidden mastermind! Then, a plea from a former ally lures Lamont 
Cranston to a California/Nevada border town where Professor Scorpio foresees "Death in the Stars" 
for The Shadow! Plus, "The Astrological World of Walter B. Gibson." (STK637497)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, B&W $14.95

STAR WARS

STAR WARS STORYBOARDS: THE ORIGINAL TRILOGY HC
(A) Joe Johnston & Various
For the first time, Lucasfilm has opened its archives to present the complete storyboards for the 
original Star Wars trilogy — the world-changing A New Hope and its operatic sequels, The Empire 
Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi — as well as never-before-published art from early conceptual 
and deleted scenes. Readers can finally see a full set of storyboards by legendary artist Joe 
Johnston, as well as early boards for Episode IV by Alex Tavoularis and for Episode V by Ivor 
Beddoes, rarely seen Episode VI boards by Roy Carnon, and Ralph McQuarrie's never-before-seen 
storyboards for Episode V. (STK632302) (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIV #1 (JAN141521)
HC, 9x12, 352pgs, FC $40.00

TRANSFORMERS

TRANSFORMERS KRE-O CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA W/ FIGURE HC
(W) Brandon T. Snider
Our answer to the bestselling LEGO format, just in time for the next feature film! Transformers fans 
of all ages will short-circuit over this collector's guide to the KRE-O figures. Master your 
Transformers KRE-O knowledge with this ultimate encyclopedia! From the legendary Optimus 
Prime and the brave Bumblebee to the treacherous Starscream and the evil Predaking, this complete 
collector''s guide to all the KRE-O figures is sure to short-circuit all Transformers fans. Includes 
special Orion Pax figure! (STK637652) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
HC, 7x9, 144pgs, FC $19.00



MAGAZINES SECTION

EAGLEMOSS

DC BATMAN AUTOMOBILIA COLLECTION
The Batman Automobilia Collection is a bi-weekly series offering Batman fans and model car 
enthusiasts alike the chance to collect the most iconic vehicles to have ever been driven by Batman, 
featuring Batmobiles from the hit TV shows, the blockbusting films and 70 years of comics! New 
models are available every month and each model is accompanied by an exclusive collector’s 
magazine. This month:
#34 Batman: Arkham Asylum Video Game
#35 Batman: Batman & Robin (Vol.2) #5 
(STK640071)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2)
#34: BATMAN ARKHAM ASYLUM VIDEO GAME—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $20.00
#35: BATMAN & ROBIN VOL 2 #5—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $20.00

STAR TREK: OFFICIAL STARSHIPS COLLECTION
This incredible collection of STAR TREK models includes all the most significant ships from the 
five STAR TREK television series. Every ship has been painstakingly recreated in die-cast and high 
quality ABS materials then hand painted with an incredible level of detail. The collection features a 
full range of Federation and alien vessels including seven incarnations of the Enterprise, all the 
major Klingon vessels including the Bird-of-Prey, Dominion, Borg and Romulan ships. This month:
#21 U.S.S Enterprise-E
#22 Krenim Temporal Weapon Ship 
(STK640073)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2)
#21: USS ENTERPRISE E—Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC $20.00
#22: KRENIM TEMPORAL WEAPON SHIP—Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC $20.00

DC COMICS CHESS COLLECTION
The DC Chess Collection continues with the Justice League chess set which offers the comic fan 
and chess enthusiast alike the chance to collect fantastic and unique chess pieces, vivid 
representations of some of DC’s greatest characters. Each character is superbly rendered, cast from 
a specially formulated metallised resin and painted by expert model-makers. Each chess piece is 
accompanied by a fascinating 16-page magazine featuring superb DC Comic artwork plus vital 
chess tips for players of all levels. Continue your Justice League collection with: #59 Zatanna 
(White Pawn) and #60 Reverse Flash (Black Bishop). (STK640075)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) 
(C: 0-1-2)
#59: ZATANNA (WHITE PAWN)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00
#60: REVERSE FLASH (BLACK BISHOP)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00

MARVEL CHESS COLLECTION
The Marvel Chess Collection is a new bi-weekly series offering the comic fan and chess lover alike 
the chance to collect a unique chess set, featuring some of the greatest and most loved Marvel 
characters. The first set in the Marvel Chess Collection consists of the greatest heroes and villains 
from across the Marvel Universe. Will Spider-Man survive against Venom? Can Captain America 
overcome the villainous Red Skull? Or will the forces of evil defeat the assembled heroes? With the 
Marvel Chess Collection the battle is in your hands! This month:
#09 Venom - (Black Pawn)
#10 Luke Cage (White Pawn) 
(STK640077)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2)
#9: VENOM (BLACK PAWN)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00



#10: LUKE CAGE (WHITE PAWN)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00

DC BATMAN AUTOMOBILIA COLLECTION MAGAZINE BINDER
Want to keep your magazines in pristine condition? Purchase an exclusively designed collection 
binder which stores up to 16 issues. (STK640079)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in France.
Binder $14.00

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A DC COMICS CHESS COLLECTION MAGAZINE BINDER
Want to keep your magazines in pristine condition? Purchase an exclusively designed collection 
binder which stores up to 16 issues. (STK465240)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in France.
Binder $14.00

MARVEL CHESS COLLECTION MAGAZINE BINDER
Want to keep your magazines in pristine condition? Purchase an exclusively designed collection 
binder which stores up to 16 issues. (STK640080)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in France.
Binder $14.00

STAR TREK: OFFICIAL STARSHIPS COLLECTION MAGAZINE BINDER
Want to keep your magazines in pristine condition? Purchase an exclusively designed collection 
binder which stores up to 16 issues. (STK640081)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in France.
Binder $14.00

************************************************************************

MARVEL FACT FILES
The Marvel Comics Fact Files is a weekly publication that builds up to create a fantastic in-depth 
guide to the Marvel Universe, packed with information on all the heroes and villains, their weapons, 
vehicles and technology. Every issue features original cutaway artwork that reveals hidden secrets, 
detailed profiles of characters, a history of the teams, and a timeline of Marvel’s greatest battles, 
plus inside information about the history of Marvel Comics. (STK640082)  (Eaglemoss 
Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2)
#29: SUBMARINER COVER—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $6.00
#30: TRITON COVER—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $6.00
#31: ANT-MAN COVER—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $6.00
#32: BEAST COVER—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $6.00

ART BOOKS

ILLUSTRATORS MAGAZINE #7
illustrators, the new art quarterly devoted to the best  illustration published in the world. Features in 
issue 7 include: "The Enchanted Art of Alan Lee," "The Obsessive Art of John Vernon Lord," "The 
Maritime Art of Bernie Fuchs," and "The Illustration Blogger Art of Leif Peng." Truly fabulous 
artwork abounds in every issue, much of the art taken from scans of the original work. 
(STK638283)  (Book Palace) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC $24.99



JUXTAPOZ JUNE 2014
Presenting a gallery of underground artists who influence much of the graphics, fashion, and new 
art seen today, Juxtapoz gives readers the latest in modern art worldwide! Each issue features 
interviews and reviews of artists, as well as photos from galleries and exhibits, rare sketches, 
portfolios, and full-color layouts of painters and cartoonists and their works. (STK638050)  (High 
Speed Productions) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, FC $5.99

COLLECTING AND COLLECTIBLES

NON-SPORT UPDATE VOLUME 25 #3
Non-Sport Update storms the castle with our Castle Seasons 3 & 4 cover. The cover coincides with 
the second Castle trading card series from Cryptozoic Entertainment. Also inside, look for details 
on Rittenhouse Archives’ Game of Thrones Season 3 and Topps’ Star Wars Chrome series, a 
complete schedule of upcoming card series in the Dateline column, news on promotional cards in 
our Promo Column, and online happenings in our Cards Online column. (STK638089)  (Non-Sport 
Update) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 72pgs, PC $5.99

COMICS

ALTER EGO #126
Alter Ego is our second big issue on 3-D Comics of the 1950s! (Did you save your glasses from last 
time?) Ken Quattro looks at the controversy involving Joe Kubert, Norman Maurer, Bill Gaines, 
and Al Feldstein! Plus still more fabulous Captain 3-D by Simon & Kirby and Mort Meskin—as 
well as 3-D thrills from Bob Powell, Howard Nostrand, Jay Disbrow, and others! Extra: the 
adventurous career of Treasure Chest artist Vee Quintal—with FCA (Fawcett Collectors of 
America), Michael T. Gilbert digging up history in Mr. Monster’s Comic Crypt, Bill Schelly, and 
more! (STK638082)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $8.95

BACK ISSUE #73
Back Issue takes a look at Batman’s Partners! Go “Pro2Pro” with Mike W. Barr and Alan Davis 
about their Detective Comics collaboration. Plus: Batman and the Outsiders, Nightwing flies solo, a 
Man-Bat history, Commissioner Gordon, the last days of World’s Finest Comics, Bat-Mite, the 
Batmobile, Dark Knight’s Robin the Girl Wonder, and “Prince Street News” digs through Dick 
Grayson’s closet! Shining the Bat-signal on the work of Jim Aparo, Kurt Busiek, Steve Ditko, 
David Anthony Kraft, Al Milgrom, Frank Miller, George Perez, Marv Wolfman, and more! 
(STK638085)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $8.95

COMIC SHOP NEWS #1403-1406
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages in length, and 
features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete monthly checklist (complete with 
PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist 
of all the first issues for the month! (STK638052)  (Comic Shop News Inc)
Tabloid PI 

PACESETTER: THE GEORGE PEREZ MAGAZINE #14
(W) Tony Lorenz & Various (A) George Perez,  Various (CA) George Perez
The Pacesetter returns with this special 20th-Anniversary retrospective issue of the Incredible Hulk: 
Future Imperfect mini-series. Exclusive new interviews with writer Peter David, colorist Tom 



Smith, and penciler George Perez. Including never seen artwork and surprises galore. Also an 
interview with Tom Brevoort, Senior Vice President of Publishing at Marvel Comics and Marvel 
Historian as we look at the effects of mini series still has on Marvel Comics today. All proceeds 
raised for the issue will be going to The Wounded Warrior Project. (STK637176)  (Tony Lorenz 
Productions) (C: 0-1-0)
Magazine, SC, 6x9, 60pgs, B&W $10.95

DOCTOR WHO

DOCTOR WHO SPECIAL #37: THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR - THE ANNIVERSARY SEASON
Discover the behind-the-scenes secrets of the eleventh Doctor's adventures, in the latest DWM 
Special Edition! Researched and compiled by Andrew Pixley and packed with previously 
unpublished photos, day-to-day details of Doctor Who's production, and hundreds of fascinating 
new facts. this special contains amazing in-depth articles on the episodes "The Snowmen," through 
"The Name of the Doctor." (STK638278)  (Panini Publishing Ltd) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, 8x11, 132pgs, FC $13.99

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #473-474
Packed with exclusive photos and interviews, Doctor Who Magazine looks forward to the new 
series starring Peter Capaldi as the new Doctor and Jenna Coleman as Clara; the comic strip 
continues; showrunner Steven Moffat answers more readers' questions; The Fact of Fiction puts 
another story under the microscope; all the latest merchandise is previewed and reviewed; plus in-
depth interviews and features, news, prize-winning competitions and much, much more. 
(STK638280)  (Panini Publishing Ltd) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $9.99

HORROR

DIABOLIQUE #21
Diabolique's focus on the family unit in horror film brings us to another filmic subspecies, one in 
which families neither cause nor defeat terror, but often succumb to it. Regardless of when and 
where it originated, the home invasion subgenre has become a crucial staple of contemporary genre 
cinema. We delve into important current and vintage titles of home invasion horror, including 
Michael Haneke's Funny Games, Alexandre Bustillo and Julien Maury's Inside, and many more. 
Lock your windows, close your doors! (STK638197)  (Horror Unlimited) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 60pgs, FC $9.98

FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #265
Available in PREVIEWS for the first time: FM returns to Middle Earth as The Hobbit brings 
another Baggins' adventure to the big screen. Peter Jackson shares his thoughts on adapting the 
book as well as discussing the merits of his cutting edge filming techniques. Quentin Tarantino 
drops by to chat about his favorite Hammer films that inspired him as an up and coming filmmaker. 
Tom Holland and Mick Garris share their Psycho memories. And friends and family of the 
legendary Ray Bradbury come together to remember one of literature's greatest heroes. 
(STK638205)  (Movieland Classics Llc) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 80pgs, FC $9.99

FANGORIA #337
Fangoria is one of horror fandom's longest running magazines, each issue bringing gorehounds the 
latest news and information about the films and TV series that they can expect to haunt their local 
cineplex and living rooms in the near future! Plus reviews, interviews, on-the-set reports, and more! 
(STK638057)  (Starlog Group Inc) (C: 0-1-1)



Magazine, FC $10.99

HORRORHOUND #47
Monsters run amok in HorrorHound as we take a look back at the history of the Godzilla film 
franchise, it's many spinoffs and rip-offs, as well as the latest US-based film starring Bryan 
Cranston. We take a look at the most famous monster movies from around the globe; from Asia and 
Europe to Australia and America, which are the greatest (and not so greatest) accomplishments in 
the monster movement? In conjunction with this, we also host a retrospective on the Critters film 
series. (STK638095)  (Horrorhound Ltd) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 8x11, 68pgs, FC $6.99

HORRORHOUND 2014 SPRING ANNUAL SPECIAL
An all-new HorrorHound special celebrates the 25th anniversary of HBO's Tales from the Crypt. 
This article features the history of the EC Comic Book series that started it all. An insane image 
gallery of Crypt comics and merchandise, as well as an all-new interview with the Cryptkeeper 
himself: John Kassir. This, paired with all-new content such as a history on Code Red Home Video, 
an encyclopedia to horror punk rock music, an Evil Dead buyer's guide and a double-sided pull-out 
poster! (STK638097)  (Horrorhound Ltd) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 8x11, 32pgs, FC $5.00

LITTLE SHOPPE OF HORRORS #32
(W)  Various (CA) Steve Karchin, Frank Dietz
Hammer/The Shaw Brothers' 1973 classic Legend of the 7 Golden Vampires — Kung  Fu, Hammer 
Horror, Peter Cushing, David Chiang, hot Chinese Babes, and Julie Ege. As the ads said, "Black 
Belt meets Black Magic"! Interviews, articles and behind-the-scenes on the production. Plus, a 
tribute to the late Hammer producer, Anthony Hinds, who was responsible for their greatest films 
including Horror of Dracula, The Curse of Frankenstein, The Brides of Dracula, Curse of the 
Werewolf, and many more! (STK638105)  (Little Shoppe Of Horrors) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, B&W $9.95

RUE MORGUE MAGAZINE #147
Rue Morgue Magazine is North America's original publication for horror in print and entertainment! 
Get exclusive interviews with horror favorites and check out the regular columns as well, all which 
will fill you with a frightful amount of horror knowledge! (STK638064)  (Marrs Media Inc) (C: 0-
1-1)
Magazine, 70pgs, FC $9.95

SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE #92
The only real monster magazine springs forth with its Spring issue 92.  Find out "Why I love The 
Brides of Dracula"; "Three more triumphs for Hammer!," and join us for the Peter Cushing 
Centenary Celebration at the drive-in theatre as we celebrate Hammer Films in three articles!  The 
Cosmic Drive-In visits Friday the 13th Shows in Part 2 of the series that is if you survived Part 1. 
(STK638103)  (Dennis Druktenis Publishing)
Magazine, 8x11, 128pgs, B&W $8.95

SCREAM MAGAZINE #24
This issue sees the full colour bi-monthly UK horror glossy interview chat to Adam Green about 
his latest gore-fest Hatchet 3, take a look back at Hammer's 1958 Dracula, interview George A. 
Romero and Dario Argento from the London BFI, speak with Leigh Whannel about the Insidious 
movie franchise, go on set for the upcoming Brit Zombie comedy Ibiza Undead, explore the Elm 
Street films, go behind the scenes of 2014's Lord of Tears as well as the usual reviews and features! 
(STK638284)  (Screen Power Publishing) (C: 0-1-1)



MATURE THEMES
Magazine, 8x11, FC $8.99

HOW-TO

AMAZING FIGURE MODELER #57
Plastic is fantastic and boy howdy Amazing Figure Modeler knows it! Next time around AFM is 
heading out on a Safari, a Styrene Safari that is, and they're out to track down all the latest and 
greatest injection molded kits and throwin' them on the bench. Things are off to a fun and creepy 
start with a trip to 1313 Mocking Bird Lane to see what Moebius' Herman and Grandpa Munster 
kits have brewing in the lab. Catch some waves with an amazing "Batboat" water diorama that 
makes a "joke" out of Batman and Robin, and then prepare to get thoroughly soaked by the 
'Gillman' as he rides to the Black Lagoon on a custom crafted Jet Ski. All this and so much more 
from your figure model buds that put the "Zing" in Amazing! (STK638233)  (Terry Webb) (C: 0-1-
2)
Magazine, 76pgs, PC $8.00

INTERNATIONAL

HOBBY JAPAN JUNE 2014
Hobby Japan, the key source for model kit building and customizing in Japan, has a new look and a 
larger format! Plus, the monthly "How to Build..." feature, which shows readers how to build and 
customize the latest and greatest Gundam kits from Bandai! Japanese Text. (STK638073)  (Tohan 
Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and 
Malaysia.
Magazine, 400pgs, PC $16.60

MEGAMI JUN 2014
Megami is the best Japanese anime magazine for tons of free giveaways, as well as full-color 
artwork and posters! Includes telephone cards, punch-out "character stands," stickers, and much 
more! Japanese Text. (STK638074)  (Tohan Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan, 
China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Malaysia.
Magazine, 174pgs, PC $16.60

NEWTYPE JUN 2014
Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of the latest news on 
anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model reviews, interviews with directors and 
actors, and columns by industry experts. Japanese Text. (STK638076)  (Tohan Corporation) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Malaysia.
Magazine, FC $16.00

LEGO

BRICKJOURNAL #29
BrickJournal, the magazine for LEGO enthusiasts, looks under the hood of TECHNIC building, or 
making your models move! We talk to TECHNIC hot rod builder Paul Boratko, and editor Joe 
Meno diagrasm instructions on adding functions to your models! There's also shop-talk with LEGO 
TECHNIC designers, and more surprises to keep your creations moving at top speed! Plus: there's 
our regular feature on Minifigure Customization by Jared Burks, AFOLs by cartoonist Greg 
Hyland, more step-by-step "You Can Build It" instructions by Christopher Deck, BrickNerd Pop Art 
by Tommy Williamson, and more! (STK638086)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, 84pgs, FC $8.95



MOVIE/TV

CINEMA RETRO #29
This issue of Cinema Retro takes us to the present-day locations of The Great Escape, while our 
Oakmont Production's series features the WW2 actioner The Last Escape. Our major interview is 
with Nancy Kwan, whose casting in the title role in the hit film The World of Suzie Wong, was 
hailed as a breakthrough moment in American cinema. She talks candidly about her life and career 
with Lee Pfeiffer. Cai Ross looks at the greatest supporting cast ever in All The President's Men, 
and Mark Mawston talks to The Wicker Man's director, Robin Hardy. (STK638282)  (Solo 
Publishing) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
Magazine, 64pgs, FC $11.99

POP CULTURE & MUSIC

LOCUS #640
Locus is the science-fiction and fantasy community's journal of record, with news and reviews on 
new and upcoming releases, as well as articles and columns by well-known authors. (STK638068) 
(Locus Magazine) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 8x11, B&W $7.50

STAR TREK

STAR TREK MAGAZINE #49
One year on from Star Trek Into Darkness and our perception of Star Trek's greatest villain has been 
changed forever. In this issue we take a fresh look at the exploits of Khan Noonien Singh and ask if 
his actions were ever justified. Starfleet's involvement in Project Genesis also comes under the 
spotlight as we explore the organization's sometimes dubious role in galactic affairs. Gates 
McFadden speaks about life aboard the Enterprise-D in an exclusive new interview, and we 
celebrate Star Trek's guest stars in a new feature, "Short Hops." Available in Newsstand and 
PREVIEWS Exclusive editions. (STK638271)  (Titan) (C: 0-1-1)
NEWSSTAND—Magazine, 100pgs, FC $9.99
PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE—Magazine, 100pgs, FC $9.99

TRADING CARDS SECTION

SPORTS CARDS

TOPPS COMPANY

TOPPS 2014 FINEST BASEBALL TRADING CARDS
Topps Finest Baseball remains an iconic release in the eyes of many collectors in the hobby. In 
2014, we continue to provide collectors with the finest inserts and designs they love. New in 2014 
will be 2 on-card autographs in every Master box, with a Finest Greats autograph falling in select 
boxes. The 100-card base set includes veterans and rookies, with numbered parallels in several 
layers. 5 cards per pack, 12 packs per box. (STK637451) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Mini-Box (6 packs) $9.99

TOPPS 2014 CHROME BASEBALL TRADING CARDS
Many have tried to imitate it, but there is only one Chrome, Topps Chrome is still the go-to release 



to find the top MLB rookie autograph cards and refractor parallels. Collectors can also chase 
refractor parellels from the best MLB players from Topps Baseball Series 1 & 2. In 2014, there will 
also be new, exciting additions: Topps All-Time Rookies, Topps Shelf, and Topps of the Class. Plus, 
every box will include 2 autographed cards! 4 cards per pack, 24 packs per box. (STK637148) (C: 
1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Pack $3.99

TOPPS 2014 PRO DEBUT BASEBALL TRADING CARDS
Topps Pro Debut is the flagship Minor League Baseball trading card release. Pro Debut is the first 
place where you will see the 2013 draft class in their Minor League Baseball jerseys. Collectors and 
Minor League Baseball fans will have the chance to get autographs and relic cards from players 
making their debut in the show. There will also be unique Mascot and hat patches that are sure to 
excite MiLB fans! 8 cards per pack, 24 packs per box. (STK637523) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Pack $3.99

NON-SPORTS CARDS

BENCHWARMERS

BENCHWARMER ECLECTIC COLLECTION TRADING CARDS
A tremendous value for the collector, Benchwarmer Eclectic offers collectors vintage assorted packs 
plus new cards! There are 60 assorted vintage Benchwarmer packs from sealed boxes, 1 new 
Eclectic swatch cards, 3 new Eclectic autographc cards, 2 new commemorative autographs, 2 
autograph cards from past releases, 2 promo cards, 1 new Carmen Electra card, and 1 1994 sealed 
factory set containing Brooke Burke. This is the Benchwarmers release for collectors new and old! 
(STK637151) (C: 0-1-1)
Collection PI 

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A BENCHWARMER 2013 BUBBLEGUM TRADING CARDS
All your favorite Benchwarmer models are back for 2013 with this new series of trading cards! The 
110 card base set is supplemented with 65 authentic autographs (1 per 8 packs), 20 authentic swatch 
cards (1 per 8 boxes), and 25 boot camp cards (1 per 8 packs). Plus, there is the Carmen Electra 
exclusive subset, packed 1 per 24 packs! In addition, each pack comes with a stick of bubblegum, 
just like you remember! 6 cards per pack, 24 packs per box. (STK615207) (C: 0-1-1)
Trading Cards $2.99

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT

DC COMICS EPIC BATTLES TRADING CARDS
Featuring all-new original artwork, the DC Comics Epic Battles base set is comprised entirely of 9-
card puzzles for some of the most iconic crossover storylines, printed on premium Cryptonium foil 
stock! Fans will find puzzles for Crisis on Infinite Earths, Bloodlines, Panic in the Sky, Zero Hour, 
Blackest Night, Flashpoint, and Trinity War. The "Make-Believe" 9-card set from Patrick 
Ballesteros features young super heroes and villains playing on the Gotham City playgroud. Rare 
parallels include a sticker version of the "BAM!" Jason Tharp chase set, and the "Totally 
Fabricated" cards continue the numbering from those in the DC Comics: Women of Legend set. 
Plus, there are hand-drawn sketch cards randomly inserted. 5 cards per pack, 24 packs per box. 
(STK637159) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Pack $3.50



ADVENTURE TIME TRADING CARDS
Relive all your favorite episodes from Adventure Time with this totally "Mathematical!" trading 
card set! This exciting set features original content from Katie Cook, cast and creator autograph 
cards, Totally Fabricated costume cards, and more! Every Adventure Time fan will want to collect 
this set! 5 cards per pack, 24 packs per box. (STK637158) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Pack $3.50

RITTENHOUSE ARCHIVES

GAME OF THRONES SEASON THREE TRADING CARDS
The War of Five Kings continues in the third season of HBO's hit series Game of Thrones, and 
Rittenhouse Archives' 90-card set features detailed plot synopses for all 10 episodes, as well as 
biographies for more than 60 different characters! Also, look for randomly inserted relic cards and 
hand-drawn sketch cards! Plus, Silver and God base parallel cards, Quotable Game of Thrones 
cards, Dangerous Liaisons cards, Gallery cards, Map Marker Sigil cards, and more! Then, store 
your collection in the official binder, including a bonus promo card! 5 cards per pack, 24 packs per 
box. (STK637149) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
PACK—Trading Cards M$3.50
ALBUM—Album PI 

STELLAR COLLECTIBLES

STELLAR PLAYBOY CENTERFOLD COLLECTOR CARDS 2000-02 TRADING CARDS
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
ADULT MATERIAL
Set PI 

APPAREL SECTION
PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE APPAREL

DOCTOR WHO: "WARPING TARDIS" 3/4-SLEEVE RAGLAN SHIRT
The tenth Doctor's TARDIS is dematerializing on this raglan shirt! (STK637884) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL—Raglan $32.99
XXL—Raglan$34.99

MARVEL: THE PUNISHER: "SKINNY SKULL" BLACK T-SHIRT
The Punisher's skull has a crimson cadence on this black t-shirt! (STK637683) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL—T-Shirt$18.99

ADVENTURE TIME: "SWORD TIME" WHITE T-SHIRT
When you need a sword, let Finn and Jake help you pick it with this white Adventure Time t-shirt! 
(STK637562) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL—T-Shirt$18.99

MY LITTLE PONY: "APPLES GET APPLES" RED T-SHIRT



Applejack summons apples with this red My Little Pony t-shirt! (STK637783) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

MARVEL: DEFENDERS NAVY/BLK T-SHIRT
The Defenders race into action on this blue t-shirt! (STK637646) (C: 1-1-1)
SM-XXL—T-Shirt $17.99

DEADPOOL: "WORDMARK" NEO CAP
The Deadpool logo features on this cap! (STK637691) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
Baseball Cap $24.99

THE WALKING DEAD: "CARL WALKER" BLACK T-SHIRT
Carl faces the Walkers alone on this black Walking Dead t-shirt! (STK637576) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

MARVEL: "VENOM SYMBICASH" MILTARY GREEN T-SHIRT
Venom has his hands on cash on this military green t-shirt! (STK637676) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL—T-Shirt$18.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A GALACTUS NAVY HEATHER T-SHIRT
Galactus hungers on this t-shirt! (STK620072) (C: 1-1-1)
SM-XXL—T-Shirt $17.99

************************************************************************

ZENESCOPE: "ZERE'S LADY DEATH" BLACK T-SHIRT
Based on the Zenescope Entertainment character! (STK637623) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

APPAREL SECTION
PREMIER VENDORS

GRAPHITTI DESIGNS

BATMAN 75TH ANNIVERSARY LOGO T-SHIRT
BATMAN 75TH: DETECTIVE #27 T-SHIRT
BATARANG T-SHIRT
O/A BATMAN: HUSH T-SHIRT
O/A BATMAN: ODYSSEY T-SHIRT
O/A BATMAN: AFTER?MIDNIGHT T-SHIRT
O/A DARK KNIGHT & ROBIN T-SHIRT
We commemorate the release of Detective Comics #27 back in May of 1939, with a trio of great 
new shirt designs.  We begin with the the Batman 75th Anniversary Logo T-Shirt with features the 
commemorative graphics screen-printed on a Graphite-Grey 100% cotton shirt.  That’s followed 



with Batman 75th: Dectective #27, which features a representation of the premiere cover from 1939 
imprinted on a Deep Royal shirt.  Our third design features the greatest arsenal of weapons ever-
seen, with the new Batarang T-Shirt. Happy Birthday Dark Knight!! NOW AVAILABLE for sale in 
Canada and U.K.
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.95
XXL—T-Shirt$21.95

HARLEY?QUINN:?SILENCE T-SHIRT
Ms. Quinn strikes a pose on the new Harley Quinn; Silence T-Shirt.  Features the art of Guillem 
March printed in full-color on a black 100% cotton shirt.  HQ has arrived! NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K.
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.95
XXL—T-Shirt$21.95

OFFERED?AGAIN

O/A SIN CITY LOGO T-SHIRT
O/A 300 LOGO T-SHIRT
Revisit two of Frank Miller’s finest with these great shirt designs.  Both shirts feature a color 
imprint on black, 100% cotton shirts. 
L-XL—T-Shirt $18.95

************************************************************************

TINY TITANS: BATGIRLS T-SHIRT
O/A BATGIRL III SYMBOL T-SHIRT
The Batgirls have arrived in full-force on the new Tiny Titans: Batgirls T-Shirt.  Features the art of 
Art Baltazar imprinted in full-color on a Lavender-colored 100% cotton shirt. Tiny Titans are the 
greatest!! NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K.      
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.95
XXL—T-Shirt$21.95

ERIC?POWELL’S: ¡EL DIABLA! T-SHIRT
The Goon’s Eric Powell displays his passion for women’s rollerderby on the new !La Diabla! T-
Shirt.  Features Eric’s art screenprinted in color on a Graphite-Grey 100% cotton shirt.  Watch for 
future derby-designs by Eric in the months ahead.
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.95
XXL—T-Shirt$21.95

THE JOKER: STRANGERS T-SHIRT
THE JOKER: ANARCHY T-SHIRT
The Clown Prince of Crime surfaces once again on two great new shirt designs.  Joker: Stranger 
shirt immortalizes the words of the man himself on a Deep Red 100% cotton tee whereas Joker: 
Anarchy, provides us with a new shape for the classic Joker taunt.  Joker always gets the last laugh! 
NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K.
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.95
XXL—T-Shirt$21.95

MIGHTY FINE SECTION

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS: “DORAGON RENJIYA” KELLY GREEN T-SHIRT
(STK639040) (C: 0-1-0)



S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

MY LITTLE PONY: “BEST PONY” PATCH CAP
(STK639039) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Cap $26.99

STAR WARS: “ADMIRAL ACKBAR” BLACK T-SHIRT
(STK639050) (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

DEADPOOL: “KIDPOOL GOING UP” TURQOISE T-SHIRT
(STK639018) (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

VOCALOID: “MIKU CAMEO” CEMENT T-SHIRT
(STK639045) (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

NIGHTCRAWLER NAVY T-SHIRTS
(STK639029) (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

SHIELD: “EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR” BLACK T-SHIRT
(STK639023) (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

MY LITTLE PONY: “THE DOCTOR IS IN” CHARCOAL T-SHIRT
(STK639034) (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

TRANSFORMERS: “GURIMUROKKU” RED T-SHIRT
(STK639055) (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

MAD ENGINE

CAPTAIN AMERICA: “TEE CAPS” NAVY T-SHIRT
Dress like Captain America with this red, white, and blue costume t-shirt! (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #7 (JUL131644)
S-XL—T-Shirt $26.99
XXL—T-Shirt$28.99

SPIDER-MAN: “SPIDER POG” CHARCOAL HEATHER T-SHIRT
Spider-Man's face looks like a pog on this new t-shirt! (C: 0-1-0)



S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

CAPT AMERICA II: “BEATEN SHIELD” BLACK T-SHIRY
Captain America's shield is shadowed on this striking black t-shirt! (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

MARVEL HEROES: “CHARRED PIXELS” HEATHER GREY T-SHIRT
Marvel Comics' characters are 16-bit characters on this gray t-shirt! (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL—T-Shirt$18.99

DEADPOOL: “DEAD CLOSE” BLACK T-SHIRT
Deadpool is up close and personal on this black t-shirt! (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL—T-Shirt$18.99

MARVEL HEROES: “TEAM TIME” WHTITE T-SHIRT
Spider-Man, Wolverine, and the Hulk make for a powerful team on this white t-shirt! (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

STAR WARS: “MARCH SHEET” HEATHER GREY T-SHEET
The Imperial March will go with you wherever you go with this gray t-shirt! (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

STAR WARS: “LORD KAWAII” CHARCOAL HEATHER T-SHIRT
Darth Vader is the cutest little Dark Lord of the Sith on this black t-shirt! (C: 0-1-0)
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL—T-Shirt$20.99

APPAREL SECTION

GEEK CHIC BOUTIQUE

DOCTOR WHO: "LOGO OF WORDS" JUNIORS NAVY T-SHIRT
Words related to the Doctor and his travels are assembled to create the DW logo! (STK637890) 
(4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (DWJS2200)—T-Shirt $20.99

ATTACK ON TITAN: "MIKASA CHASE EREN" JUNIORS T-SHIRT
Attack on Titan t-shirt. (STK638036)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (TAJS2022)—T-Shirt $20.99

MARVEL: "MS. MARVEL'S STAR" JUNIORS TANK
Ms. Marvel tank top. (STK637796)  (5145) (C: 0-1-1)
SM-XL—Tank $35.99

MARVEL: "I AM ROGUE" JUNIORS TANK



Rogue tank top. (STK637792)  (5145) (C: 0-1-1)
SM-XL—Tank $35.99

THE BIG BANG THEORY: "SUPER CUTE CHARACTERS" JUNIORS GREEN T-SHIRT
The cast of The Big Bang Theory looks super cute on this green t-shirt! (STK638032)  (4866) (C: 1-
1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (BTJS3043340)—T-Shirt $20.99

MY LITTLE PONY: RAINBOW DASH CUTIE MARK FOOTIE SOCKS
My Little Pony footies. (STK620768)  (4866/LPSK2188) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada.
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #8 (AUG132025)
Footie Socks $7.99

MY LITTLE PONY: PINKIE PIE SOCKS
My Little Pony socks. (STK620771)  (4866/LPSK2194) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada.
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #8 (AUG132026)
Socks $9.99

MY LITTLE PONY: RAINBOW DASH CUTIE MARK SOCKS
My Little Pony socks. (STK620773)  (4866/LPSK2206) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada.
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #8 (AUG132027)
Socks $9.99

DOCTOR WHO: "TARDIS BALLERINA" TULLE DRESS
TARDIS ballerina dress. (STK637788)  (5145) (C: 0-1-2)
SM-XL—Dress $39.99

MY LITTLE PONY: "RAINBOW MAGIC" PVC/SATIN TOP ZIP PASSPORT
My Little Pony passport bag. (STK637759)  (7745/HX10370027) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries 
actually denied.
Clutch Bag $16.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE WALKING DEAD HANDBAGS
Carry your wallet and other important items in these Walking Dead handbags! Choose from 
Michonne, Omnibus Walkers, and Issue #3 Cover designs. (STK617066)  (1704) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
No countries actually denied.
OMNIBUS—Handbag $45.99
ISSUE #3 COVER—$45.99

O/A THE WALKING DEAD WOMEN'S WALLETS
Carry your cash and card with this Walking Dead wallet! (STK625558)  (1704) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
No countries actually denied.
THE GOVERNOR—Wallet $28.00
OMNIBUS—$28.00

HELLO KITTY: METALLIC SHINE FLAP CLUTCH
Hello Kitty clutch. (STK637758)  (7745/HS3068790) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually 



denied.
Clutch Bag $20.99

NONE

DOCTOR WHO: "LOGO OF WORDS" NAVY T-SHIRT
Words from the worlds of Doctor Who are assembled together to create the DW logo on this navy 
blue t-shirt! (STK637899)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (DWAS2200)—T-Shirt $19.99
XXL (DWAS2200)—T-Shirt $21.99

ATTACK ON TITAN: "MIKASA CHASE EREN" T-SHIRT
Attack on Titan t-shirt. (STK638040)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (TAAS2022)—T-Shirt $19.99
XXL (TAAS2022)—T-Shirt $21.99

THE BIG BANG THEORY: "ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS, LIZARD, SPOCK" SILVER T-SHIRT
When you play Rock, Paper, Scissors, Lizard, Spock, this t-shirt has the rules you need! 
(STK637904)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
SM-XL (BXAS2017)—T-Shirt $19.99
XXL (BXAS2017)—T-Shirt $21.99

VOLTRON: "VOLTON ROBOT" RED T-SHIRT
Voltron t-shirt. (STK637829)  (1634) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and 
U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (NVSN015)—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL (NVSN015)—T-Shirt $20.99

ZENESCOPE: "ZOMBIES" BLACK T-SHIRT
Zenescope Entertainment t-shirt. (STK637614)  (2802) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL (ZEN-0028 S)—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL (ZEN-0028 2X)—T-Shirt $20.99

THE WALKING DEAD: "DARYL SILO" WHITE T-SHIRT
The Walking Dead t-shirt. (STK637607)  (559) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (09-301-202)—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL (09-305-202)—T-Shirt $18.99

THE SIMPSONS: "HOMER ONE UP" WHITE T-SHIRT
Homer Simpson is 16-bit on this white t-shirt! (STK637601)  (559) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available 
only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (95-301-F01)—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL (95-305-F01)—T-Shirt $18.99

DRAGONBALL Z: "DRAGONBALL 1" T-SHIRT
Dragonball Z t-shirt. (STK638009)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (DZAS2065)—T-Shirt $19.99



XXL (DZAS2065)—T-Shirt $21.99

ROBOCOP: "MADE IN DETROIT" HOODIE
Robocop hoodie. (STK637651)  (2435) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL—Zip Hoodie $49.95
XXL—Zip Hoodie $52.95

TED: "F*CK YOU" THUNDER BLUE T-SHIRT
Ted t-shirt. (STK637894)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and 
U.S. Territories.
MATURE THEMES
SM-XL (TZAS2022)—T-Shirt $20.99
XXL (TZAS2022)—T-Shirt $22.99

DEATH NOTE: "HOW TO USE IT" T-SHIRT
Death Note t-shirt. (STK638018)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (NOAS2002)—T-Shirt $19.99
XXL (NOAS2002)—T-Shirt $21.99

ADVENTURE TIME: "MAP OF OOO" LIGHT BLUE T-SHIRT
Never get lost in the Land of Ooo with this light blue Adventure Time t-shirt! (STK637595)  (559) 
(C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (25-301-288)—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL (25-305-288)—T-Shirt $18.99

CORPORATE CTHULHU POLO SHIRT
Dress for success at the office with this polo shirt perfect for the corporate-ladder climbing Cthulhu 
cultist! (STK637701)  (4729) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
MED-XL (50003-S)—Polo Shirt $29.99
XXL (50003-2XL)—Polo Shirt $31.99
XXXL (50003-3XL)—Polo Shirt $32.99

CTHULHU 8-INCH KNIT BEANIE
Cthulhu beanie. (STK637710)  (4729/70001-8) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
Knit Beanie $16.99

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE: "SKELETOR FACE" PURPLE T-SHIRT
Masters of the Universe t-shirt. (STK637834)  (1634) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (UASN021)—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL (UASN021)—T-Shirt $20.99

DC: "AQUAMAN MARCO POLO" WHITE T-SHIRT
Aquaman t-shirt. (STK637589)  (559) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories.
SM-XL (48-301-922)—T-Shirt $16.99
XXL (48-305-922)—T-Shirt $18.99

ROCKY: "THE ITALIAN STALLION — CORNER MAN" SHIRT
Rocky t-shirt. (STK637657)  (2435) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and 



U.S. Territories.
SM-XL—Zip Hoodie $41.95
XXL—Zip Hoodie $43.95

COHEED & CAMBRIA: "BACKWARDS BEAVER" T-SHIRT
Coheed and Cambria t-shirt. (STK637629)  (2802) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL (CAC-0168 S)—T-Shirt $18.99
XXL (CAC-0168 2X)—T-Shirt $20.99

BATMAN: "WORDMARK" NEO CAP
Batman cap. (STK637699)  (1344/80001280) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories.
Baseball Cap $24.99

SUPERMAN: "WORDMARK" NEO CAP
Superman cap. (STK637700)  (1344/80001287) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories.
Baseball Cap $24.99

CAPTAIN AMERICA: "WORDMARK" NEO CAP
Captain America cap. (STK637697)  (1344/80001281) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
Baseball Cap $24.99

SPIDER-MAN: "WORDMARK" NEO CAP
Spider-Man cap. (STK637696)  (1344/80001286) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
Baseball Cap $24.99

THE PUNISHER: "WORDMARK" NEO CAP
The Punisher cap. (STK637694)  (1344/80001285) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
Baseball Cap $24.99

STAR WARS: DARTH VADER "WORDMARK" NEO CAP
Star Wars cap. (STK637698)  (1344/11001420) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories.
Baseball Cap $24.99

TOYS SECTION
PREMIER VENDORS

DIAMOND SELECT TOYS

PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES: GARDEN WARFARE MINIMATES BOX SET
A Diamond Select Toys Release! The brand-new PvZ console game is now the craziest assortment 
of Minimates mini-figures ever! Zombies and plants from Plants vs. Zombies: Garden Warfare 
come together in a battle-ready box set. Cactus, Peashooter, All-Star Zombie, Engineer Zombie, and 
Sunflower. Each Zombie Minimate mini-figure is 2 inches tall with 14 points of articulation and 
features a variety of interchangeable parts and accessories. Each box set comes with an exclusive 
unique game code. Designed by Art Asylum! 
Box Set $19.99



PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES: GARDEN WARFARE SELECT ACTION FIGURES
A Diamond Select Toys Release! The hottest video game of 2014 is now the an all-new Select 
action figure line! Stage your own battles inspired by the Plants vs. Zombies: Garden Warfare using 
the first assortment of action figures from Diamond Select Toys. Each two-pack includes a  5" scale 
Zombie and an opponent Plant figure, each with multiple points of articulation. Assortment 
includes: Scientist Zombie w/Healing Station & Gatling Pea Shooter w/Chili Bean; Soldier Zombie 
w/Commando Head & Ghillie Cactus w/Potato Mine; Engineer Zombie w/Turret & Chomper 
w/Spike Weed; and All-Star Football Zombie w/Imp Bomb & Dark Sunflower w/Marigold. These 
special accessories will only be available on the specialty market!
Two-Pack $24.99Ea.  

BATMAN CLASSIC TV SERIES JOKER BUST
A Diamond Select Toys Release! DST continues their line of busts based on the Batman Classic TV 
Show, and this one is no joke! Hot on the heels of Batman, it's The Joker, as played by Cesar 
Romero, with his painted-over mustache and all! This bust measures approximately 6 inches tall, 
and is a must-have for any Classic Batman TV Show fan. Designed by Barry Bradfield! Sculpted by 
Jean St. Jean! 
Bust $59.99

PULP FICTION MINIMATES JULES & VINCENT 2-PACK 
A Diamond Select Toys Release! The first Minimates based on Pulp Fiction, the star-studded movie 
that made Quentin Tarantino a household name, are here, and the first two-pack features hitmen 
Vincent Vega and Jules Winnfield in their iconic black suits! Each two-inch mini-figure has 14 
points of articulation and features a variety of interchangeable parts and accessories, including 
pistols, hamburger, shake and the mysterious briefcase! Designed by Art Asylum! 
Two-Pack $9.99Ea.

BLUNTMAN & CHRONIC RETRO CLOTH ACTION FIGURES 
A Diamond Select Toys Release! Look, up in the sky, it's Bluntman and Chronic! The comic book 
heroes created by director Kevin Smith and featured in "Jay & SIlent Bob Strike Back" are now a 
pair of Retro-style 8" action figures! Each figure includes a real fabric costume and a removable 
weapon, and will fit into your 8" retro collection like it was made in the 1970s! Designed and 
sculpted by EMCE Toys!  
Figure $19.99Ea.

JAY AND SILENT BOB STRIKE BACK MINIMATES SERIES 1 BOX SET
A Diamond Select Toys Release! Snootchie bootchies! This new four-pack of Minimates features 
four all-new mini-figures based on Kevin Smith's classic road movie Jay and Silent Bob Strike 
Back. Jay & Silent Bob star as Bluntman & Chronic, and they share the stage with director Chaka 
Luther King and the dastardly Cock-Knocker! Each Minimate stands 2 inches tall and features a 
variety of interchangeable parts and accessories. Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum!
Box Set $19.99

SIN CITY MOVIE MINIMATES SERIES 1 BOX SET 
A Diamond Select Toys Release! The most dangerous city on Earth is now a far less dangerous line 
of Minimates mini-figures! The first assortment of black-and-white Minimates based on Robert 
Rodriguez and Frank Miller's hit movie Sin City includes four different mini-figures from "That 
Yellow Bastard": Hartigan, Nancy, Senator Roark and the Yellow Bastard himself. Each 2-inch 
mini-figure features a variety of interchangeable parts and accessories. Designed and sculpted by 
Art Asylum! 
Box Set $19.99 



SIN CITY LIFESTYLE MERCHANDISE

Turn your home into Sin City! 
Bring the feel of the movie home with our line of movie-inspired lifestyle items!

SIN CITY LOGO FLASK GIFT SET 
Take your party on the road with this Sin City logo flask gift set, including a flask, two metal shot 
glasses and a funnel, packaged in a display box.   
Gift set $29.99

SIN CITY LOGO SHOT GLASS 
This shot glass bearing the Sin City Logo is perfect for when you need to forget your troubles and 
toast fallen comrades. 
Shot Glass $5.99  

KADIE’S CLUB PECOS ZIPPO LIGHTER 
Why waste a match when you can make a flame in style? Flip open this metal Zippo lighter sporting 
the logo of Kadie's Club Pecos, then kick back and enjoy the show. 
Lighter  $29.99  

KADIE’S CLUB PECOS SHOT GLASS 
The dancers look even prettier when you're drinking out of this shot glass featuring the logo of 
Kadie's Club Pecos, a popular watering hole in Sin City. 
Shot Glass $5.99  

KADIE’S CLUB PECOS PINT GLASS 
What better way to drown your sorrows than in a pint glass emblazoned with the logo of Kadie's 
Club Pecos? Tip the bartender, or else.  
Pint Glass SRP $9.99  

SIN CITY LOGO PINT GLASS 
Whether you're in Old Town or the Projects, drink deep of the city in this traditional pint glass, 
branded with the Sin City logo. 
Pint Glass $9.99  

SIN CITY LOGO POKER SET 
When the chips are down, sometimes you've gotta bluff. Pay the hand you're dealt with this set of 
playing cards and poker chips sporting the Sin City logo.  
Poker Set $99.99  

SIN CITY MONOPOLY 
All of Sin City's most dangerous locations are represented in this update on the classic Monopoly 
board game. Buy up properties and man them with goons to keep them safe!  
Game $39.99   

BATTLE BEASTS MINIMATES SERIES 2 TWO-PACKS
A Diamond Select Toys Release! Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum! From the mind of Art 
Asylum and the pages of the IDW comic book comes an all-new series of Battle Beasts Minimates! 
This new assortment of two-inch warrior animals includes eight new beasts only available on the 
specialty market: Giraffe & Hammerhead, Cow & Bear, Cobra & Bat and Anubis & Thrush! Each 
Minimate stands 2 inches tall with 14 points of articulation and features a variety of removable and 



interchangeable parts and accessories. Create your own animal combinations!
Two-Pack $9.99Ea.

STAR WARS TIE FIGHTER MAGNETIC METAL BOTTLE OPENER 
A Diamond Select Toys Release! This bottle opener is right on your tail! Bottled beverages won’t 
stand a chance against this solid metal bottle opener based on the Empire's tactical TIE fighter! It 
measures 4 inches long, has magnets on the back and opens any bottle cap with ease. It's also highly 
maneuverable and can travel long distances — leave it on the fridge, or take it on a mission to your 
next party! Comes packaged in a collector’s case with a full-color wrap. 
Bottle Opener $18.00 

MARVEL X-MEN SYMBOL SILICONE TRAY 
A Diamond Select Toys Release! You don't need Iceman to chill your drinks for you any more! This 
silicone tray featuring the famous X Logo is great for ice, gelatin and even chocolate, so you can 
cast up some refreshments for your next baseball game or extinction-level event! Comes packaged 
in full-color box. 
Tray $15.00 

OFFERED AGAIN

STAR WARS: YODA VINYL BANK
A Diamond Select Toys Release! "Save or save not! There is no try!" The latest coin-dispensing 
vinyl Star Wars bank from DST is the wisdom-dispensing Jedi Master, Yoda! Depicting the little 
green philosopher as he appears in Star Wars Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back, this 9-inch vinyl 
bank has a coin slot on its bank for depositing loose change, and is in perfect scale with DST's 
recent R2-D2 bank, as well as past Ultimate Quarter Scale action figures. Judge it by its size, won't 
you? (STK518878) Available Now!  (4667) (OCT121566) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied.
Bank $22.99

STAR WARS: DARTH VADER TINNED MINTS
Does your heavy breathing make your subordinates wince? Freshen up your breath with mints from 
this Darth Vader-shaped tin! (STK525429) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available 
only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Mints Tin $3.99

STAR TREK III: KLINGON DISRUPTOR ROLEPLAY
A Diamond Select Release! At long last, DST adds a new item to their Star Trek role-play series! 
From the company that gave you screen-accurate phasers and communicators and tricorders comes 
the Klingon empire's most popular accessory: the disruptor! This legendary weapon comes with 
electronic lights and sounds, for the complete role-play experience. (STK517791) Available Now! 
(4667) (JUL128072) (C: 0-1-0)
Roleplay $60.00

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS ANAKIN BUST BANK
A Diamond Select Release! The hit DST bank line continues with our first ever Clone Wars-themed 
bank release! Anakin Skywalker is the star of the Clone Wars animated series, and now this galactic 
hero makes his bank debut! Measuring 8 inches tall, this vinyl bust of Anakin features styling from 
the hit Cartoon Network show, and includes a slot on his back for inserting your loose change. Sure 
to be our most popular Star Wars bank yet! (STK468302) Available Now!  (4667) (MAY121674) 
(C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
Bank $19.99



STAR WARS: STORMTROOPER TINNED MINTS
The stormtrooper's helmet represents the faceless, unyielding reach of the Empire. But this helmet 
is full of mints! Bring it on patrol for a tasty treat! (STK525434) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Mints Tin $3.99

STAR TREK: LEGACY MINIMATES SERIES 1 TWO-PACKS
A Diamond Select Release! Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum! Star Trek Minimates return! 
With the USS Enterprise getting the Minimates treatment later this year, DST is bringing back Star 
Trek Minimates with a full assortment from across two TV shows and two movies! The first series 
of two-packs includes Star Trek II Capt. Kirk and Khan, First Contact Capt. Picard and Borg Queen, 
Season 7 Capt. Sisko and Jem Hadar and Capt. Archer and Xindi from Enterprise! Each Minimate 
stands 2 inches tall with 14 points of articulation and a variety of removable and interchangeable 
parts and accessories. All of these Minimates will only be available on the specialty market, so 
order boldly! (STK527559) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico.
Two-Pack $9.99

STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES—ENTERPRISE MINIMATE VEHICLE
A Diamond Select Release! Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum! Star Trek Minimates return! 
After a long absence, DST is bringing back Trek Minimates with their most spectacular Minimates 
vehicle yet -- the starship Enterprise! With an opening cockpit and a hidden Jeffries tube in the 
engineering section, the ship measures 10 inches long and includes an exclusive Minimate of 
Captain Kirk. (STK472234) Available Now!  (4667) (JUL121720) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Mexico, and the U.K.
Minimates Vehicle $29.99

STAR WARS: DARTH VADER NEON SIGN
A Diamond Select Release! Come to the neon side of the Force! The newest neon sign from DST is 
none other than the Sith Lord himself, Darth Vader! Measuring 11.5 inches tall and mirroring the 
glowing red blade of his lightsaber, this light-up portrait of the artist formerly known as Anakin 
Skywalker comes with a base that allows for wall mounting or upright tabletop display. Perfect for 
your desk, rumpus room or isolation chamber! (STK522063) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Not available in Europe.
Neon Sign $124.99

************************************************************************

TOYS SECTION

ADVENTURE TIME

ADVENTURE TIME PLUSHES
Cuddle with three of the most popular characters from Cartoon Network's Adventure Time! Choose 
from Finn & Jake's arch-enemy, Ice King; Jake's girlfriend, Lady Rainicorn; and bratty adolescent 
Lumpy Space Princess! (STK468679) Available Now!  (1969/14255) (FEB128274) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: CAKE FAN-FAVE 7-INCH PLUSH
Embark on a journey to the Land of Ooo with an all-new series of Adventure Time plushes that 



recreate the fan-favorite characters in a cute and oh-so cuddly form! (STK517406) Available Now! 
(1969/14301) (JUN128317) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: ZOMBIE JAKE DELUXE PLUSH
From Cartoon Network's hit wacky cartoon television show Adventure Time with Finn and Jake, it's 
Jake after he's been turned into a brain-eating zombie! (STK525420) Available Now!  (1969/14316) 
(OCT128314) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: TREE TRUNKS FAN-FAVE 7-INCH PLUSH
Embark on a journey to the Land of Ooo with an all-new series of Adventure Time plushes that 
recreate the fan-favorite characters in a cute and oh-so cuddly form! (STK616109) Available Now! 
(1969/14302) (JUN131817) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: PRINCESS BUBBLEGUM FAN-FAVE 7-INCH PLUSH
Embark on a journey to the Land of Ooo with an all-new series of Adventure Time plushes that 
recreate the fan-favorite characters in a cute and oh-so cuddly form! (STK616110) Available Now! 
(1969/14303) (JUN131816) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: FLAME PRINCESS FAN-FAVE 7-INCH PLUSH
Embark on a journey to the Land of Ooo with an all-new series of Adventure Time plushes that 
recreate the fan-favorite characters in a cute and oh-so cuddly form! (STK616113) Available Now! 
(1969/14317) (JUN131813) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: GUNTER FAN-FAVE 7-INCH PLUSH
Embark on a journey to the Land of Ooo with an all-new series of Adventure Time plushes that 
recreate the fan-favorite characters in a cute and oh-so cuddly form! (STK616112) Available Now! 
(1969/14304) (JUN131814) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: MARCELINE PLUSH
The Land of Ooo's top rock & roll vamp takes the spotlight as a sensational 7" tall plush! 
(STK517902) Available Now!  (1969/14257) (JUL128096) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the 
United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: LEMONGRAB FAN-FAVE 7-INCH PLUSH
Embark on a journey to the Land of Ooo with an all-new series of Adventure Time plushes that 
recreate the fan-favorite characters in a cute and oh-so cuddly form! (STK616114) Available Now! 
(1969/14318) (JUN131815) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Plush PI 

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A ADVENTURE TIME: B-MO 8-INCH DELUXE PLUSH
Beemo, the living game console friend of Jake and Finn on Adventure Time, can be your cute and 
cuddly friend with this deluxe 8" plush! (STK623714) Available Now!  (1969/14305) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.



Plush PI 

O/A ADVENTURE TIME: FIONNA DELUXE HAT
Adventure awaits you as Fionna, the gender-swapped Finn, from Adventure Time with this deluxe 
hat based on the fan-favorite animated series! (STK616168) Available Now!  (1969/14248) (C: 1-1-
0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Hat PI 

O/A ADVENTURE TIME SUPER POSABLE 10-INCH ACTION FIGURES
Shmow-Zow! Ya gotta be flexible to be a hero in the world of Cartoon Network's Adventure Time, 
and these super-poseable replicas of the mighty Finn or his canine companion Jake fill the bill! 
Window box packaging. (STK468676) Available Now!  (1969/14230) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available 
in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Figure PI 

O/A ADVENTURE TIME 10-IN SUPER POSABLE JAKE AF
Have adventures of your own in the Land of Ooo with these new action figures of Finn and Jake 
from Adventure Time! These super-poseable figures stand 10" tall. Collect them both! 
(STK625920) Available Now!  (1969/14231) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, 
Canada, and Asia.PI 

ADVENTURE TIME: FINN DELUXE HAT
Fans of Adventure Time can dress as their hero Finn with this deluxe hat that snaps around the face 
to give you the countenance of the animated hero! (STK517398) Available Now!  (1969/14247) 
(JUN128314) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Hat PI 

DC HEROES

NASCAR: DALE EARNHARDT, JR. "SOLDIER OF STEEL" 1/64-SCALE DIE-CAST
When Dale Earnhardt Jr. contended for his third win at Michigan International Speedway on June 
16, he raced with the power of the National Guard behind him and also the heroic strength of 
another American icon — Man of Steel! The National Guard developed a comprehensive national 
recruiting campaign named "Soldier of Steel" which was designed around the June 14 release of 
Warner Bros. Man of Steel movie. Superman, an ordinary citizen, seeks to serve his community 
much like the National Guard Citizen-Soldiers serve theirs every day. Together the military values 
align with Superman's creed: "Truth, Justice and the American Way"! (STK631447) 
(2141/C883865M7EJ) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Die-Cast $6.95

DESIGNER TOYS

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK B.U.N.N.Y.W.I.T.H. PLUS VINYL STICKER SET OF 5
(A) Alex Pardee
From Alex Pardee. Based upon nearly nothing, you will indulge in these hares. From the mind of 
Alex Pardee — Bunnywith Siamese Twin, Bunnywith Mesmerizing Eye, Bunnywith No Legs, 
Bunnywith Hammerhead, and Bunnywith... Um... Nothing. A set of 5 GID Bunnywith Figures and 
screenprinted vinyl stickers, 1 of each style - individually bagged with a header card. The stickers 
are roughly 2" square, and each figure stands roughly 2 1/2" tall. (STK638317) Scheduled to ship in 
April 2014.  (6856/PARD0003) (C: 0-1-1)
Vinyl Figure $25.00



MARVEL MINI LABBIT SERIES TWO
(A) Frank Kozik
From Kidrobot. Marvel Labbit is back by popular demand! From Cap's patriotic stubble to 
Carnage's creepy red crust, Labbit is truly transformed into the mightiest Marvel icons to date. Ten 
doubly dangerous, dominating, and devouring designs elevate Marvel Mini Labbit Series Two into 
the super universe. Each 2.5" vinyl Labbit is blind packed and ready to destroy. Figures include 
Spider-Man, Captain America, Carnage, Silver Surfer, Cyclops, and five more! 'Nuff said! 
(STK638310) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (7580/TKLCG010) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available 
in Indonesia.
Mini-Figure $9.99

MARVEL LABBIT SERIES TWO
(A) Frank Kozik
From Kidrobot. Labbit dives into the Marvel Universe on a conquest of domination. Naturally 
atrtacted to the baddes butt-holes around, Labbit becomes one with two of the most sadistic supers. 
Choose from 7" Kozik takes on either our favorite taco-eating, fourth-wall-breaking, gun-toting 
anti-hero Deadpool, or the vinyl stunt Labbit with the flaming head, Ghost Rider! (STK638312) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (7580) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia.
DEADPOOL (TKLCL001)—Vinyl Figure $49.99
GHOST RIDER (TKLCL002)—Vinyl Figure $49.99

MARVEL MINI MUNNY SERIES TWO
From Kidrobot. Make something super! Marvel and MUNNYWORLD have joined forces again to 
create a collection of blank Marvel MUNNY vinyl figures for you to design however you want! 
Series Two features a new take on Spider-Man, a classic look at Wolverine in his brown & yellow 
costume, and the first looks at Captain America and War Machine in this size. These 4" blank vinyl 
MUNNYs come equipped with accessories and sticker packs inspired by each super hero character. 
(STK638304) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (7580) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Indonesia.
CAPTAIN AMERICA (T14UT009)—Vinyl Figure $9.99
WOLVERINE (T14UT010)—Vinyl Figure $9.99
WAR MACHINE (T14UT011)—Vinyl Figure $9.99
SPIDER-MAN VER. 2 (T14UT012)—Vinyl Figure $9.99

MARVEL MICRO MUNNY SERIES TWO
From Kidrobot. Make something super! Marvel and MUNNYWORLD have joined forces again to 
create a collection of blank Marvel MUNNY vinyl figures for you to design however you want. 
Vinyl vengenance! MUNNYWORLD and the Marvel Universe collide once again to create a whole 
new collection of eight blank 3" MUNNY vinyl figures, now extra cloned and mutated. Each blank 
figure is paired with an accessory and decals specific to a fan favorite Marvel character. Figures 
include The Hulk, the Punisher, Silver Surfer, Scarlet Spider, and several more. Blind packed and 
ready to SMASH and avenge! (STK638295) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (7580/TKLCG009) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia.
Mini Figure $7.99

MARVEL MUNNY ZIPPER PULLS SERIES TWO
From Kidrobot. Ten totally new super Marvel MUNNY characters with zipper pull attachments that 
you can clip on backpacks, key chains, jackets and more! Each super vinyl zipper pull is blind 
packed and ready to rip, clip, and zip into action. Keep one with you at all times; you never know 
when you need a little hero. (STK638294) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (7580/TKLCG013) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia.



Zipper Pull $3.99

OMFG SERIES TWO MINI FIGURES (GLOW IN THE DARK VERSION)
(A) Jared DeCosta & Various
From October Toys. Green glow-in-the-dark OMFG! Series 2 consists of five PVC collectible mini 
figures measuring approximately 2" each, including Puke Knight designed/sculpt by Jared DeCosta 
(redjarojam); Shirtle designed by Kenjitron / sculpted by George Gaspar; Cry-borg 
designed/sculpted by Andrew Scribner (RuFuS); Cuddlehard designed/sculpted by turboPISTOLA; 
and Grimm Gourd concept by Greg Merreighn, designed by Charles Marsh. & sculpted by Mike 
Fleming Jr. Blister card packaging. (STK638319) Scheduled to ship in April 2014. 
(6856/OCTO0034) (C: 0-1-1)
Vinyl Figure $10.00

PEZ BODEGA VINYL FIGURE (GREEN VERSION)
(A)  El Pez
From kaNo Kid, LLC. Back by popular demand! kaNO's Bodega toy makes a triumphant return. 
Completely retooled, the new Bodega features a clearer body, an all new swivel head, and more 
secure packaging then the previous release. This collaboration features Spanish street artist EL PEZ. 
Bodega has 5 points of articulation, stands 5" tall, and comes equipped with brass knuckles and a 
box cutter. (STK638318) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6856/KANO0004) (C: 0-1-1)
Vinyl Figure $45.00

SNOOP DOGG "4-20" 7-INCH VINYL FIGURE
From Kidrobot. Lay back and get your freak on, 4-20 style. Loc'd out with his porchfront braids and 
eased back with a fat roll of endo, the D-O-double-G's been delivering his signature smooth G-funk 
flow since '93. Reppin' the LBC from shades to his shelltoes, Snoop knows it ain't no fun if the 
homies can't get none — so get your and do it Doggystyle. (STK638314) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (7580/TKLCG002) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia.
MATURE THEMES
Figure $39.99

THE LOYAL SUBJECTS X TRANSFORMERS: SERIES 2 MINI FIGURES
From The Loyal Subjects. The Loyal Subjects have redesigned Hasbro's classic Transformers 
characters for a second series of vinyl mini-figures! These new designs feature Optimus Prime (with 
Energon Axe), Slag, Sideswipe, Prowl, Mirage, Shockwave, Ramjet, Thrust, Shrapnel, and other 
fan-favorite characters in in a super-deformed style. Each figure ships in a foil bag, are articulated 
in each arm and at the neck, and feature a scaled weapon from their original 3.75" release. 
Designed by Les Schettkoe, these blind mystery boxed figures prove that there is more than meets 
the eye! Collect them all! (STK637099) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (2329/TLSTFS2002) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
Mini Figure $14.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A Z.O.M.B.I.E. MINI FIGURES
From October Toys. Zillions Of Mutated Bodies Infecting Everyone! Meet School Girl, Rockabilly, 
Bathtime, School Boy, and the Ape! These flesh eating fiends are about 2" tall and the come in four 
different colors — Green, Orange, Blue, and Glow-in-the-Dark. It's Z.O.M.B.I.E. fun with a mini-
figure twist! (STK441092) Available Now!  (6856/OCT0029) (C: 0-0-1)
Mini Figure $1.00

DOCTOR WHO



O/A DOCTOR WHO DALEK 8-INCH ACTION FIGURE
The iconic enemy of the Doctor — the Daleks of the burned planet Skaro — are recreated as retro-
styled action figures!With wheels and neck articulation, these figures are based on the design seen 
in "Genesis of the Daleks." Find a place in your collection for these 8" tall figures or face 
extermination! (STK520798) Available Now!  (6833/BBP12062) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Figure PI 

HORROR

THE LIVING DEAD DOLLS SERIES 27
Spirits and ghouls from around the world, things that go bump in the night. The form in shadow in 
the corner of the room, beasts that avoid the light. All of them gather in defiance of heaven, Mezco 
proudly presents... Living Dead Dolls series 27! (STK639010) Scheduled to ship in June 2014. 
(4830/93270) (C: 0-1-2)
Doll $25.99

MINECRAFT

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A MINECRAFT PAPERCRAFT SETS
From Jazwares. This fun Minecraft papercraft sets feature animals, creatures, and landscapes just 
like in the game, but buildable from predesigned paper! "Animal Mobs" includes physical versions 
of the Cow, Ocelot, Pig, Sheep, and Chicken! "Hostile Mobs" features the Creeper, Spider, Zombie, 
Witch, Slime, and other dangers of the buildable world of Minecraft! (STK617489) Available Now! 
(1969/16701) (C: 0-1-0)
Kit PI 

O/A MINECRAFT PAPERCRAFT HOSTILE MOBS 45PC SET CS
From Jazwares. Featuring a total of 30 "Hostile Mobs", this papercraft pack allows you to create 
your very own physical versions of the Creeper, Spider, Zombie, Witch, Slime and other dangers of 
the buildable world of Minecraft! (STK617492) Available Now!  (1969/16703) (C: 0-1-0)PI 

O/A MINECRAFT: MINECART PAPERCRAFT SET
From Jazwares. Featuring a total of 48 Minecraft items to create in this fun papercraft pack, you'll 
be able to make your very own physical versions of the Miner, Railroad, different kinds of Ore, plus 
different materials for mining, an Iron Armor Steve, Piston Block, Furnace, Minecart, and more! 
(STK617495) Available Now!  (1969/16713) (C: 0-1-0)
Kit PI 

O/A MINECRAFT: OVERWORLD PAPERCRAFT SET
From Jazwares. Featuring a total of 90 Minecraft Items to create in this fun papercraft pack, you'll 
be able to make your very own physical version of the Minecraft world. Includes different terrain 
types, a Storage Container, Tree, Crafting Table, Creeper, Pig with Saddle, Diamond Armor Steve, 
and so much more! (STK617496) Available Now!  (1969/16721) (C: 0-1-0)
Kit PI 

O/A MINECRAFT: SHELTER PAPERCRAFT SET
From Jazwares. This fun Minecraft papercraft pack features a total of 48 different "Shelter Items" 
for you to create! You'll be able to make your very own physical versions of the Tame Wolf, Tree, 



Door, Core Player Steve, and much, much more! (STK617493) Available Now!  (1969/16711) (C: 
0-1-0)
Kit PI 

O/A MINECRAFT: SNOW PAPERCRAFT SET
From Jazwares. Featuring a total of 48 "Snow Items" to create, this fun Minecraft papercraft pack 
allows you to build your own physical versions of the Dog, Snowman, Spruce Tree, Wolf, Snow 
Golem, Iron Doors, and much more! Display them all on the set's different snow terrains. 
(STK617494) Available Now!  (1969/16712) (C: 0-1-0)
Kit PI 

O/A MINECRAFT: UTILITY PACK PAPERCRAFT SET
From Jazwares. This fun Minecraft papercraft pack features a total of 30 different "Utility Items" to 
create! You'll be able to make your very own physical versions of the Bed, Boat, Bookcase, Fence, 
Chest, and Enchanting Table! (STK617490) Available Now!  (1969/16702) (C: 0-1-0)
Kit PI 

MOVIE/TV

ALIEN VINTAGE JUMBO ACTION FIGURE
A Gentle Giant Release! Alien is the legendary 1979 science-fiction/horror film directed by Ridley 
Scott. The film's title refers to its primary antaognist, a highly aggressive extraterrestrial creature 
which stalks and kills the crew of a space freighter. The titular alien and its accompanying elements 
were designed by Swiss surrealist H.R. Giger. Gentle Giant has taken a vintage action figure of the 
Alien xenomorph and digitally scanned it, then reproduced it at a much larger scale. This figure also 
comes with an oversized reproduction of the original package art. (STK639008) Scheduled to ship 
in December 2014.  (5498/80267) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure $499.00

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A ALIENS: HICKS VS. BLUE WARRIOR 7-INCH ACTION FIGURE 2-PACK
This special edition 2 pack features an all new version of Hicks, sporting a brand new aggressive 
combat headsculpt, helmet, and headset along with pulse rifle, shotgun, motion detector, shoulder 
lamp, welding torch and more. The Aliens Warrior includes an exclusive "shotgunned" head 
reflecting the shotgun blast damage he takes in combat with Hicks. Both figures feature over 30 
points of articulation and are unique to this set and available nowhere else. (STK623532) Available 
Now!  (6338/51396) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, 
Canada, and the U.K.
Figure 2-Pack $39.99

O/A ALIENS: EGG WITH LAUNCHING FACE HUGGER & LED LIGHTS
This 4 1/2" tall Alien Egg is an incredibly detailed recreation of the mysterious eggs from the Alien 
films. Closed the egg glows with an eerie green light, but press the button concealed on the back 
and launch a rubbery Facehugger high into the air! Frighten your friends, your neighbors or your 
household pets. An incredible new item from the Aliens franchise! Clamshell packaging. 
(STK623555) Available Now!  (6338/51386) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Figure $29.99

EVIL DEAD 2: HERO ASH 8-INCH RETRO ACTION FIGURE
Get your retro fix with this brand new version of Bruce Campbell as Ash from Evil Dead 2! This 



poseable 8" figure is dressed in tailored fabric clothing similar to the retro toy lines that helped 
define the licensed action figure market in the 1970s. Hero Ash is based on his iconic Evil Dead 2 
appearance with the infamous chainsaw on his right arm, torn shirt and sawed off shotgun. He 
comes complete with sawed off shotgun and holster on his back for storage and is entirely faithful 
to the movie. Blister card packaging with removable protective clamshell and custom illustrated 
artwork. (STK639169) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6338/14902) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $29.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE BIG BANG THEORY: SHELDON 17-INCH TALKING FIGURE
Sheldon, the fan-favorite character in The Big Bang Theory, can be yours with this 1/4-scale 17" tall 
action figure! Plus, it includes an embedded sound chip that spouts phrases from the hit CBS series! 
(STK623484) Available Now!  (2745/TLKDOLL-101) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
Figure $44.95

O/A LIONEL HARRY POTTER: HOGWARTS DEMENTOR CAR SET
The darkest and foulest creatures of Hogwarts come to life on your layout with the add-on 
Dementors coach car. A 15" car, this O-gauge car has operating couplers, flickering interior 
"dementors" lighting, Dementors silhouettes on windows, and Soft molded diaphragms on car ends. 
(STK619800) Available Now!  (2141/635229) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Model Train $59.99

O/A LIONEL HARRY POTTER: HOGWARTS EXPRESS TRAIN SET
Now you can bring the magical world of Harry Potter to life with the Hogwarts Express ready-to-
run train set by Lionel! Based on the best-selling books by J.K. Rowling and the Warner Bros. 
movies, this die-cast metal steam locomotive includes a powerful maintenance-free motor, puffing 
smoke, operating headlight, air whistle, and more. The three passenger cars feature interior lighting 
and operating couplers. The set includes 4-6-0 locomotive and tender, two passenger coaches, one 
combination car, three straight FasTrack track sections, eight curved FasTrack track sections, one 
FasTrack terminal section, and powerful CW-80 Transformer. Traditional O Gauge. (STK619799) 
Available Now!  (2141/711020) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.
Model Train $399.99

POP CULTURE

O/A GRUMPY CAT 11-INCH PLUSH
Tarder Sauce, better known to the users of Tumblr and Facebook as Grumpy Cat, is a genuine 
sensation. This dwarf cat's downturned face comments on everything from politics to Game of 
Thrones, and now you can have a Grumpy Cat of your own with the official Grumpy Cat 11" Plush! 
(STK620673) Available Now!  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, 
and Asia.
Plush $21.99

POWER RANGERS

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE 10-INCH ACTION FIGURES
Bandai brings real ranger fighting power to the battle with the Power Rangers Mago FX ranger 



figures! Move your ranger to active battle sounds. The more you slash and swoosh, the more sounds 
you unlock! The hero-sized 10-inch Mega FX figures feature battle sounds and phrases from the 
television series. Play long enough and you could even unlock the Power Rangers Super Megaforce 
theme song! (STK637194) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38190) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE 12-INCH ACTION FIGURES
The Power Rangers Super Megaforce Rangers are bigger and better than ever on a 12" scale! With 
their Super Mega size, the Power Rangers are armed with battle gear to defend the Earth from 
villains. Evil doesn't stand a chance! (STK637197) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38005) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE 4-INCH BASIC ACTION FIGURE
Bring the action with the Power Rangers 4-Inch action figures! Available in both Super Megaforce 
and Legendary styles, the 4-inch figures are ready to protect the Earth. Each figure includes 1 battle 
gear accessory to help them combat the forces of evil. Collect them all! (STK637177) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (9036/38160) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and 
U.S. Territories.PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE 5-INCH ACTION HERO FIGURES
The Power Rangers Action Heroes are tougher and stronger than ever, and ready for action as 
highly-detailed 5" action figures! Each figure has a cool Super Megaforce style, as seen in the 
television series, making each stand out from the pack! Every figure also includes two battle 
accessories to help in the fight against the villains! (STK637178) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(9036/38200) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE ARMORED MIGHT FIGURES
When the Power Rangers battle rages, take the action to the next level by utilizing all of the 
weapons and armor at your disposal with your Armored Might Figure! Battle as a normal Power 
Ranger or power up your Ranger with the included weapons and battle gear. Multiple battle 
configurations with all of the included accessories provide an amazing play value for all figures. 
(STK637193) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38175) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE BATTLE GEAR
Get into battle with the Power Rangers Deluxe Super Mega Blaster or the Power Rangers Super 
Mega Saber! These weapons feature awesome battle sounds, and each comes with a Ranger Key 
that can be inserted itno other Power Rangers Battle Gear items, the Deluxe Legendary Morpher, 
the Deluxe Legendary Megazord, and other Super Megaforce Zord Builder items. (STK637162) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38035) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories.
Roleplay PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE CYCLE WITH FIGURE
Zoom into action with this Power Rangers cycle. Place the cycle on a flat surface and insert any 
Legendary Ranger Key to launch it forward — up to 10 feet! Mix and match with the Deluxe 
Megazord or any of the other Zord Builder items to create powerful Megazord combinations. Even 
attach the front cowl to any figure as battle gear. Each cycle comes with a 4" Power Ranger Figure 
and comes with 1 Legendary Ranger Key. (STK637166) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 



(9036/38070) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Vehicle PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE DELUXE BATTLE GEAR
Defeat the forces of evil with the Power Rangers Super Megaforce Battle Gear! Take the battle to 
the villains with the ultimate ranger weapon. The Deluxe Super Mega Saber includes extreme battle 
sounds and a blade that lights up with every strike. Insert any Legendary Ranger Key to charge your 
weapon and make the final strike to win the battle. The saber comes with one Legendary Ranger 
Key. With this weapon on your side, you can become a true Power Ranger! (STK637163) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38045) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories.
Roleplay PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE DELUXE HAND GEAR
Take down evil villains with the Power Rangers Deluxe Hand Gear! Insert a Legendary Ranger Key 
to unlock the power of the gear. When a key is inserted, the Hand Gear can fire missile discs to take 
down the enemy. You can even store up to 2 Legendary Ranger Keys inside the cuff of the glove! 
The Deluxe Hand Gear comes with 3 discs, as well as 1 Legendary Key. (STK637164) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (9036/38030) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and 
U.S. Territories.
Roleplay PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE DELUXE MEGAZORD
The centerpiece of the Power Rangers' Zord arsenal is the iconic Deluxe Megazord! During battle, 
Power Rangers Super Megaforce Rangers can use their legendary Power Keys and Legendary 
Morpher to summon the Legendary Megazord to help stop evil in its tracks! Three ways to play: 1) 
Morph as 5 separate Zords; 2) Morph together into Megazord mode; 3) Morph into unique 
combinations with items in the Zord Build collection. Collect and combine with any other item that 
is part of the Zord Builder collection. Utilize the Legendary Ranger Key to unlock compartments in 
the Zords to create even more unique combinations! (STK637173) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(9036/38095) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE DELUXE MORPHER
Unlock the power of the keys with the Power Rangers Deluxe Legendary Morpher. As new villains 
arrive to threaten to safety of the earth, the Rangers call upon the powers and zords of all of the 
Rangers from the last 20 years to defeat evil and restore the planet. Insert any of the Ranger Keys 
into the Legendary Morpher to unlock a light, sounds, and watch the Morpher reveal the Ranger 
symbol. Each series unlocks a different battle sound, just like the TV show! (STK637152) 
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (9036/38000) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
Morpher PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE DELUXE ZORD ARMOR RANGER
Be ready when evil attacks with the Deluxe Zord Armor Ranger! Insert the included 4 inch action 
figure into the Zord armor to take the battle to the next level! Mix and match with the Deluxe 
Megazord or any of the other Zord Builder items to create powerful Megazord combinations. The 
arm of the Zord armor also acts as a Ranger Key that can also be inserted into Power Ranger Battle 
Gear items. (STK637168) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38110) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 



POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE DELUXE ZORD
When evil attacks, be sure to have the powerful Red Lion Deluxe Zord on your side! This massive 
Power Rangers Zord can morph between Lion Mode and Battle Mode to bring the ultimate strength 
to the battle. Insert the included Legendary Ranger Key to unlock the power of and fire a missile! 
Combine with the Deluxe Megazord to create two show accurate Megazord combinations. 
(STK637170) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38090) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories.PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE FIGURE MEGAZORD
Recreate the most heroic Power Rangers Megazord battles with the incredible Figure Megazord! 
Highly detailed with multiple points of articulation, the Super Megaforce Legendary Megazord and 
the Legendary Wild Force Megazord figures are ready to protect this planet. (STK637190) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38155) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE RANGER MASKS
Morph into your favorite Power Ranger with this Ranger Mask! With show accurate detail, this 
mask can bring out the hero in you! (STK637161) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38015) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Mask PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE LEGENDARY RANGER KEYS
Unlock the power of the Power Rangers Super Megaforce Battle Gear and Zords with the 
Legendary Ranger Keys! Each key activates features in other Super Megaforce items, including the 
Deluxe Legendary Morpher. And with three keys or more, you can practice your strategy and 
precision to become the Mighty Mini Game Master! (STK637175) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(9036/38250) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Accessory PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE TRAINING SETS
Become a Power Rangers Super Megaforce hero with these awesome training sets! Each includes a 
mask, buckle, two battle gear items, and a Legendary Ranger Key. Choose from Red Ranger or 
Blue Ranger Sets. (STK637165) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38050) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Roleplay PI 

POWER RANGERS SUPER MEGAFORCE ZORD
Enter battle with this powerful Zord and help the Power Rangers protect the Earth from evil! Each 
Zord comes with a Ranger figure and is equipped with 1 Legendary Ranger Key. Insert the key into 
the Zord to activate special features! (STK637167) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/38080) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A POP! POWER RANGERS VINYL FIGURES
Inspired by the urban and stylized character designs of today's designer toys, Funko presents a new 
take on Saban's Power Rangers, now celebrating their 20th-anniversary, with their POP! Power 
Rangers Vinyl Figures! These 3 3/4" tall figures of the White Ranger, the Red Ranger, and the Pink 
Ranger feature Funko's unique design, rotating heads, and articulation. Because these figures will 
look great on your desk, collect all three! Window box packaging. (STK520414) Available Now! 



(4552/3074) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and 
Mexico.
Vinyl Figure $10.99

POWER RANGERS: SEASONS 13-17
From Shout! Factory. The world’s favorite children’s action-adventure series returns with five more 
astonishing seasons, including the fan-favorite Power Rangers S.P.D. and the explosive Power 
Rangers Mystic Force, Power Rangers Operation Overdrive, Power Rangers Jungle Fury and Power 
Rangers RPM. Join your favorite Rangers as they take on evil unlike anything the universe has ever 
seen! This limited-edition collection contains all 166 episodes and comes packed with hours of 
exclusive bonus features, including retrospective featurettes celebrating the Power Rangers with 
brand-new interviews with members of the cast and crew, archival material, and more! 
(STK637645) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (264/SF14863) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $129.99

POWER RANGERS TURBO: SEASON ONE
From Shout! Factory. Continuing right off the events of Turbo: A Power Rangers Movie, the five 
Turbo Rangers use their new powers, weapons and high-tech supercharged vehicles to battle evil at 
faster speeds than ever before. The beautiful yet vicious space pirate Divatox follows the Power 
Rangers to Angel Grove to get revenge for ruining her planned wedding to the volcanic island deity 
Maligore. From her mobile Subcraft armed to the gills with torpedoes and explosives, and crewed 
by a motley bunch of monsters, she relentlessly pursues our heroes. But the Rangers are not alone in 
their fight, as they are aided by Dimitria, a wise sage and friend of Zordon; Alpha 6, an advanced 
robotic sidekick with a streetwise demeanor; the Blue Senturion, a robotic intergalactic traffic cop 
from the future; and the elusive Phantom Ranger, a one-man army whose very identity is a mystery. 
An all-new team of Rangers is armed and ready to carry on the Power Rangers legacy! 
(STK637662) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (264/SF14886) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $19.93

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS: "ARCADE" SCREEN BLACK T-SHIRT
T-shirt. (STK637669) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (5145) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL (DD570A31)—T Shirt $18.99
XXL (DD570A31)—T Shirt $20.99

POWER RANGERS: "119 HEROES" WHITE T-SHIRT
T-shirt. (STK637663) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (5145) (C: 0-1-0)
SM-XL (MPWR138A31)—T Shirt $18.99
XXL (MPWR138A31)—T Shirt $20.99

STAR WARS

STAR WARS KENNER-INSPIRED: BESPIN LUKE JUMBO ACTION FIGURE
A Gentle Giant Release! Just like they were when you were a kid, only bigger! Gentle Giant is 
proud to bring you the latest addition to the exciting line of vintage Kenner-inspired Star Wars 
action figure reproductions with the release of the classic Luke Skywalker in Bespin fatigues figure. 
Digitally scanned from a mint 3 3/4" Kenner original and reproduced at a jumbo size, no detail has 
been overlooked. Roto cast and made of durable plastic, this jumbo figure includes a faithfully 
reproduced smuggler blaster and yellow lightsaber! It even comes fully articulated. (STK639006) 
Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  (5498/80419) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure $80.00

OFFERED AGAIN



O/A STAR WARS KENNER: BOUNTY HUNTER JUMBO ACTION FIGURES
In order to track down the fleeing Rebel heroes, Darth Vader has assembled a rogues gallery of 
bounty hunters and assorted scum, including Corellian bounty hunter Dengar, the Trandoshan 
Bossk, and self-programmed protocol droid, 4-LOM! Digitially scanned from mint 3 3/4" Kenner 
originals and reproduced to a substantial 12" tall, no detail has been overlooked with these massive 
figures! Roto- and injection-molded and made of durable plastics, each jumbo figure features five 
points of articulation and includes faithfully reproduced weaponry, just like the original. But that's 
not all! All of these classic Kenner recreations comes packaged on 1980 Empire Strikes Back-
inspired blister cards, featuring the original front and "45 back" artwork, in a resealable outer clam 
shell to help protect and display. (STK613679) Available Now!  (5498) (C: 1-1-0)
4-LOM (80310)—Figure $80.00
BOSSK (80308)—$80.00
DENGAR (80336)—$80.00

STAR TREK

STAR TREK: ROMULAN BIRD-OF-PREY PLUSH
Stealthy and powerful, the Romulan Bird-of-Prey is poised to invade the galaxy! Quantum 
Mechanix's plush features the familiar cool gray hull with a glorious golden-orange bird in flight 
depicted on the underside. This chibi-style ship measures 6 3/4" long, with a wingspan 9 1/2" from 
nacelle to nacelle. (STK637435) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (7814/STR0045) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Plush $14.95

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES BASIC ACTION FIGURES
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are back with an all-new epic television series debuting in the 
Fall of 2012 on Nickelodeon. The Basic figures will feature multiple points of articulation, multiple 
weapon accessories, and weapon racks and will be sized perfectly for kids' hands. In addition to the 
four Turtles, collectors will also find fan-favorite characters such as Splinter, Shredder, Kraang, 
April, and many others. The figures will range in size from 4 1/4" to 5 1/2" tall, depending upon the 
specific character. Blister card packaging. (STK466342) Available Now!  (222/90500) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

O/A TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES BASIC VEHICLES
The Turtles are back in action with a new series on Nickelodeon, and now you can rush your Turtle 
action figures into action with the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Basic Vehicles! The Mutagen Ooze 
Drop Copter will Turtle-ize the skies, and the Mutagen Ooze Sewer Cruiser is a fast-floating wetski 
that works on both land and water! (STK522406) Available Now!  (222/94050) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Vehicle PI 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES DELUXE ACTION FIGURES
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are ready to charge into battle with Playmates' new Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles Deluxe Action Figures! Equipped with accessories, these figures also feature 
action abilities, so they can bash their way against their enemies! Collect them all! Blister card 
packaging. (STK637223) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (222/91620) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 



only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES MOVIE BASIC ACTION FIGURES
This summer the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles return to theaters in a new film from executive 
producer Michael Bay (Transformers)! Fans of the film and the characters on which it’s based will 
love Playmates’ Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Basic Action Figures! These figures of Leonardo, 
Michelangelo, Donatello, Raphael, April, Splinter, Shredder, and the Foot Soldier have detailed 
sculpts and come with accessories including weapons or cameras! Figures come on peggable open 
tray “Try Me” packaging. (STK637199) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (222/90850) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES MOVIE BASIC ROLEPLAY
The youngest fans of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles can safely practice their martial arts moves 
with the Ninja Combat Gear roleplay accessories based on the new film from executive producer 
Michael Bay! Leonardo’s kit comes with a blue bandana, hand guards, and a katana. Michelangelo’s 
kit comes with an orange bandana, hand guards, and nunchucks. Donatello’s kit comes with a 
purple bandana and a bo staff. Finally, Raphael’s kit comes with a red bandana and two sai. This 
summer, suit up like the Turtles and take on the Foot Clan! (STK637203) Scheduled to ship in July 
2014.  (222/92900) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Accessory PI 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES MOVIE DELUXE ACTION FIGURES
Based on this summer’s new film, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Deluxe Combat Warrior Action 
Figures feature “Trigger Action” to send the foursome into battle! Initiate the trigger action, and 
these figures of Leonardo, Michelangelo, Donatello, and Raphael will swing their signature 
weapons and knock over opposing Foot Clan soldiers! Each figure comes with weapon accessories. 
Blister card packaging. (STK637201) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (222/91540) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.PI 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES MOVIE: TURTLE ASSAULT VAN
New York City. Crime rates are on the rise and innocent civilians tremble in fear. But there’s a force 
fighting back, vigilantes among us ready to protect the city. Are they the heroes we expect them to 
be? And are they powerful enough to take down the masked warriors everyone fears, the Shredder? 
The Turtle Assault Van, based on this summer’s new film, fits all basic figures and features a 
launching assault luge and spring-powered Turtle torpedo! (STK639009) Scheduled to ship in July 
2014.  (222/94201) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Figure PI 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES MOVIE 11-INCH ACTION FIGURES
Larger and more detailed than their Basic or Deluxe Combat Warrior counterparts, Playmates’ 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Movie 11-Inch Action Figures are the most detailed versions of 
Leonardo, Michelangelo, Donatello, and Raphael on the market! Featuring sculpts taken directly 
from the CGI designs used by WETA Digital for the new film from executive producer Michael 
Bay, these figures come with weapon accessories and will make an imposing stand against the Foot 
Clan! (STK637200) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (222/91555) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure PI 



TIN TOYS

HOT AIR BALLOON MOBILE TIN TOY MOBILE
Comprised of 10 unique hot air balloons designed to relax, soothe, and calm its admirers. 
(STK637252) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6124/HABM) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Mobile$28.99

MECHANICAL ROBOT TIN TOY
This spunky little wind-up robot has arms that swing when he walks! Stands 8" tall. (STK637249) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6124/MS646) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Tin Toy $34.99

MR. ATOMIC ROBOT TIN TOY
This little robot moves his feet as he twists and turns along any smooth surface. Stands 4" tall. 
(STK637247) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6124/MS632) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Tin Toy $22.99

SPACE DOG TIN TOY
Rover's eyes roll, ears flap, tail wags, and mouth drops as he walks along. This wind-up measures 4 
1/2" tall. (STK637251) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6124/SDOG) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Tin Toy $22.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A SPACE ROBOT TIN TOY
Watch sparks fly in this robot's mask as he walks along! The Space Robot's antenna also acts as an 
On/Off switch. It walks forward while sparks light up his eyes and mouth. Stands 8" tall. 
(STK366624) Available Now!  (6124/MS403) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Tin Toy $22.99

TARZAN'S CROCODILE TIN TOY
Tarzan rides a crocodile, and watch as the croc's mouth opens and closes as he walks. Measures 12" 
long. (STK637250) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6124/CTT) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Tin Toy $19.99

TRANSFORMERS

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — TITAN HEROES ACTION FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
available in the 12" scale! (STK639004) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (309/A6550) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $14.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — TITAN GUARDIANS ACTION FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
available in the 16" scale! (STK639005) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (309/A6551) (C: 1-1-1) 



NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $32.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — GENERATIONS DELUXE ACTION FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
available for collectors in the Generations Deluxe series! (STK639001) Scheduled to ship in May 
2014.  (309/A6508) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Figure $21.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — GENERATIONS VOYAGER ACTION FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
available for collectors in the smaller Generations Voyager series! (STK639002) Scheduled to ship 
in May 2014.  (309/A6513) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Figure $36.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — GENERATIONS LEADER ACTION FIGURE
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
available in the larger Generations Leader series! (STK639003) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(309/A6516) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $69.98

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — FLIP-N-CHANGE ACTION FIGURE
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons 
transform back from robot to vehicle and back with the Flip-N-Change figures! (STK638994) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (309/A6143) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $32.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — POWER BATTLERS ACTION FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons quick 
transform back from robot to vehicle and back with the Power Battlers figures! (STK638995) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (309/A6147) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $19.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — CONSTRUCT-BOTS SCOUT ACTION 
FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
customizable with the Construct-Bots Scout figures! (STK638996) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(309/A6148) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $14.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — CONSTRUCT-BOTS WARRIORS ACTION 
FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
customizable with the Construct-Bots Warrior figures! (STK638997) Scheduled to ship in May 
2014.  (309/A6148) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Figure $32.99



TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — CONSTRUCT-BOTS RIDERS ACTION 
FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons are 
customizable with the Construct-Bots Rider figures! (STK638998) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(309/A6150) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $9.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — ONE-STEP CHANGERS AF ASST
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons 
transforms with the One-Step Changers figures! (STK638999) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(309/A6151) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $14.99

TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION — SPARKERS ACTION FIGURES
Based on this summer's film Transformers: Age of Extinction, the Autobots and Decepticons do 
battle with the Sparkers figures! (STK639000) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (309/A6492) (C: 1-
1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $19.99

VIDEO GAMES

SONIC 20TH-ANNIVERSARY 15-INCH CLASSIC PLUSH
Celebrate twenty years of SEGA's Sonic the Hedgehog with this 15-inch plush of the blue 
speedster! (STK636606) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1969/65785) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Plush PI 

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A SONIC 5-INCH ACTION FIGURE WITH /LIGHT UP CHAOS EMERALDS BOX SET
The world's longest running video game featuring that fun-loving hedgehog named Sonic, is the star 
of what is being billed as "one of the hottest holiday toys of the season," a cool boxset with a 5" 
figure of Sonic and four of the chaos emeralds! Plus, the chaos emeralds light up! (STK625327) 
Available Now!  (1969/65910) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada and the U.K.
Box set PI 

SONIC FREE RIDERS 3-INCH ACTION FIGURES
Based on Sonic Free Riders, the the best-selling Kinect game for the Xbox 360 starring SEGA's 
fan-favorite Sonic the Hedgehog series, the Sonic Free Riders 3" Figures brings to life Sonic and his 
friends as dynamic figures on their skateboards! Fans of the game can choose from figures of Sonic, 
Tails, Storm, or Wave. Blister card packaging. (STK517412)  (1969/65501) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada and the U.K.
Figure PI 

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A SUPER MARIO BROS. PLUSHES
Some of your favorite characters from Nintendo's Super Mario Bros. and Mario Kart games have 
escaped your console with these new plushes! Choose from cute and cuddly versions of Baby Mario 
(5" tall), Baby Luigi (5" tall), Bowser (16" tall), Wario (9" tall), Waluigi (11" tall), Bob-Omb (6" 
tall), and the Piranha Plant (8" tall)! (STK618605) Available Now!  (2720) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not 
available in Europe.



BABY LUIGI (1248)—Plush $14.99
BABY MARIO (1247)—Plush $14.99
BOB-OMB (1253)—Plush $12.99
WARIO (1229)—Plush $16.99
PIRANHA PLANT (1251)—Plush $19.99
WALUIGI (1230)—Plush $16.99
BOWSER (1244)—Plush $49.99

O/A DONKEY KONG PLUSHES
Fans of Nintendo's Donkey Kong games can add adorable plushes of Donkey Kong and his nephew 
Diddy Kong, himself the star of Diddy Kong Racing, to their lives with two new plushes! Donkey 
Kong stands 9" tall, while his nephew Diddy Kong stands 6" tall. (STK624915) Available Now! 
(2720) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Europe.
DONKEY KONG (1226)—Plush $24.99
DIDDY KONG (1227)—Plush $19.99

WALKING DEAD

THE WALKING DEAD: ZOMBIE ARMY MEN SERIES 3: THE WATCHTOWER
A Gentle Giant Release! The war versus the Walkers continues with Gentle Giant's Walker Army 
Men Series 3! Build your own Woodbury Prison Watchtower and fence to fend off roaming 
walkers. Combine multiple sets and stage an epic prison walker showdown! Featuring 3 new walker 
sculpts in two ghastly shades, for six walkers inall! This set also includes an exclusive Sheriff 
Grimes figure! (STK639007) Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  (5498/80387) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Army Men $22.99

STATUES & MODELS SECTION

COMIC BOOK HEROES

LITTLE MINXIES: KABUKI STATUE
David Mack's beautiful assassin Kabuki is captivatingly coy as the third release in CS Moore 
Studio's Little Minxies statue line featuring sweetly sexy pinup interpretations of your favorite 
characters! Standing 8" tall, Kabuki not-so-carefully hides her sickle behind her back as she entices 
you near with her enchanting "come hither" eyes. This limited edition PVC statuette is a must for 
Kabuki and pin-up fans everywhere! (STK637509) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6783) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Statue $49.95

DC HEROES

BATMAN 1989 MOVIE COWL PROP REPLICA
Hollywood Collectibles is proud to present the second in a series of limited edition, officially 
licensed Batman Cowl replicas — the Cowl from the original Batman (1989) movie. This lifesize 
Cowl is a faithful reproduction of the one worn by Michael Keaton as Batman and comes complete 
with a Batman-themed display stand. Measures 20" tall. Masterfully sculpted by Emmy Award-
winner Hiroshi Katagiri. (STK637433) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (7740/BR872) (C: 0-1-2)
Replica PI 

1966 BATMAN MODEL KIT
It's Adam West as Batman! This model comes complete with an interlocking base that forms the 



Bat-logo. More characters from the classic Batman television series are coming soon! Made of 
plastic, the kit requires paint and glue for final assembly. (STK637499) Scheduled to ship in May 
2014.  (7593/950) (C: 0-1-2)
Model Kit $124.99

DISNEY

GRAND JESTER: ALICE IN WONDERLAND MINI-BUST
This is one garden party Alice will never forget! Finding herself surrounded by a brilliant bouquet 
of talking flowers, the curious young girl is amazed and delighted as the colorful chorus bursts into 
song and serenades her in voices as sweet as their fragrant scents. Alice's adventures in Wonderland 
are typically as confounding as they are cacophonous, but this melodious menagerie of blossoming 
talent provides a most welcome respite in a world turned topsy-turvy. This character-authentic 
polystone mini-bust is designed by Patrick Romandy-Simmons and sculpted by Jackie Perrault 
Gonzales. Stands 7 1/2" tall. (STK637084) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (587/4038503) (C: 1-1-
1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Mini-Bust $70.00

GRAND JESTER: TINKERBELL WITH BLOCK MINI-BUST
Sometimes flirty, sometimes fierce, the precocious pixie Tinker Bell is known and loved the world 
over for her celebrated role as Peter Pan's silent but scene-stealing sidekick. She emerges from a 
box of knick-knacks for this stone resin figurine that stands 6 3/8" tall. (STK636599) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (587/4038500) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories.
Mini-Bust $60.00

DOCTOR WHO

DOCTOR WHO: 3D TARDIS LIFE-SIZE STANDUP
This 3D cardboard cutout of the TARDIS from Doctor Who stands at 55" square by 180" tall. This 
is a unique cardboard standup of the TARDIS that is 3-dimensional. (STK637445) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (865/1346) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories.
Stand-Up, FC $249.95

FANTASY

FANTASY FIGURE GALLERY: DEAD MOON 1:4-SCALE STATUE
(A) Luis Royo, Romulo Royo
From Yamato USA. In the dark city of the Far East, two dynasties exist against each others. Moon 
and Mars, the opposing leaders encounter their enemies with fatal attraction to unleash dramatic 
consequences toward Apocalypse. Yamato USA is pleased to announce the next installment in our 
Fantasy Figure Gallery: Dead Moon by Luis and Romulo Royo, the exotic heroine in mystic 
oriental flavored graphic novel. This 1/4-scale resin statue is sculpted by Asian sculptor. 
(STK637160) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (4368/350434) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Statue $379.99

THE HOBBIT

THE HOBBIT: KILI THE DWARF MINI-BUST
A Gentle Giant Release! Kili, brother of Fili and nephew of Thorin Oakenshield, is one of the 



thirteen Dwarves to accompany Bilbo and Gandalf on the quest to reclaim the Lonely Mountain 
from the great dragon Smaug. In The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug, Kili is left behind in 
Esgaroth, the lake-town, by Thorin and company after he is wounded by an orc's black arrow. 
Chosen as the next bust in the series by the fans at TheOneRing.Net, Gentle Giant proudly brings 
you the latest addition to your collection, the Dwarven adventurer Kiki! (STK637449) Scheduled to 
ship in December 2014.  (5498/80322) (C: 0-1-2)
Mini-Bust $75.00

MARVEL HEROES

STAR-LORD MINI-BUST
A Gentle Giant Release! Peter Quill is not your typical human/alien hybrid superhero. Orphaned at 
a young age, Peter grew up to be a washout from NASA's astronaut training program before a 
mysterious alien force offered the mantle of Star-Lord, an intergalactic guardian and peacekeeper. 
As Star-Lord, Peter has lead armies, saved universes, and fought toe-to-toe with the likes of some of 
the most infamous villains in the Marvel Universe. Now leader of the Guardians of the Galaxy, 
Star-Lord is a force to be reckoned with, and his legend is just beginning! This kinetic limited 
edition bust depicts Star-Lord wielding his twin blasters in the throes of combat! (STK637448) 
Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  (5498/80404) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Mini-Bust $85.00

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A DEADPOOL: X-FORCE COSTUME PENCIL CUP DESK ACCESSORY
A Gentle Giant Sculpt! A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Ooh. That's got to hurt. Inspired by the violent 
and comedic mutant anti-hero Deadpool, Marvel's incredibly popular "Merc With a Mouth," the X-
Force: Deadpool Pencil Cup is part of Gentle Giant's line of exciting Marvel desk accessories and is 
sure to be a conversation starter. Cast in high-quality polystone, this unique piece comes with two 
shuriken-shaped erasers and a soft plastic arrow fletching cap so you can "weaponize" your favorite 
pen or pencil! This PREVIEWS Exclusive edition features Deadpool's gray X-Force uniform. 
Crafted and detailed by the talented artisans and sculptors at Gentle Giant, each piece is cast in high 
quality polystone, hand painted, and individually numbered with a matching Certificate of 
Authenticity. (STK522945) Available Now!  (5498) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Desk Accessory $99.13

O/A WOLVERINE BOOKEND
A Gentle Giant Release! One of the most popular characters of the Marvel Universe for almost 40 
years, Wolverine returns to his roots with this rendition of him in his classic blue-and-gold uniform. 
The Wolverine Bookend can be paired with any other Marvel bookend, either as a unique display or 
to support your collection of DVDs, Books, reference guides or other media. Pair him with the Hulk 
Bookend to re-enact Wolverine’s famous debut battle! Made of quality materials, no detail was 
overlooked. This strictly limited edition collectible comes hand-numbered, complete with a 
matching certificate of authenticity. (STK529158) Available Now!  (5498/80212) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Bookend $129.00

MARVEL CAPTAIN AMERICA MONSTER TRUCK 1/32-SCALE MODEL KIT
AMT's series of comic book action hero monster trucks continues with Captain America! It's 
molded in 3 colors and the parts snap together. In 1/32-scale, the truck is molded in blue, black, and 
white. No paint or glue is required. (STK637263) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 



(7170/AMT85712) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Model kit $24.99

MILITARY

US MILITARY SNAP-TITE MODEL KITS
Take to the wild blue yonder with Revells' Snap-Tite Model Kits of three of the United States 
military's legendary aircraft! The P-51 Mustang was a workhorse of World War II, the Navy's F-4 
Phantom was a vital weapon during the Vietnam War, and the F-22 Raptor is the fighter aircraft for 
the conflicts of the 21st-century! Each model features pre-painted polystyrene parts for easy 
assembly. (STK637322) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (89) (C: 0-1-1)
F-22 RAPTOR (851390)—Model Kit $10.99
P-51D MUSTANG (851391)—$10.99
F-4 PHANTOM (851395)—$10.99

MOVIE/TV

KNIGHT RIDER: KITT 1/25-SCALE MODEL KIT
MPC reintroduces Knight Rider's KITT 1982 Pontiac Firebird as part of the Silver Screen Machines 
series! This Skill 2 kit features accurate details throughout, including the driver's cockpit and 
optional smoke tinted windows. Molded in black for simplified painting, paint and glue are required 
for final assembly. (STK637261) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (7170/MPC80612) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available in US and US Territories, Canada, Europe, Japan, and Australia.
Model kit $24.99

GHOSTBUSTERS: ECTO-1 1/25-SCALE SNAP MODEL KIT
The Ghostbusters are on the roll again with this release of the original 1/25-scale ECTO-1 model 
kit! This converted Cadillac ambulance features the detailed ghost hunting equipment you 
remember from the film. Snap assembly and stickers allow construction by novice modelers but 
advanced modelers are supplied with decals and can paint in details. (STK637266) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (7170/POL91412) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Model kit $24.99

GHOSTBUSTERS: ECTO-1A 1/25-SCALE MODEL KIT
The Ghostbusters tooled around New York City in search of ectoplasm in their specialized car, the 
Ecto-1! The most important vehicle in spectral crimefighting returns in this model kit, and you can 
use it to build either the Ecto-1 or the Ecto-1A. The kit features 90 highly-detailed parts, an 
equipment rack, and optional decals. Modeled in clear, white, and chrome pieces, this 1/25-scale kit 
will appeal to the Ghostbusters fan in all of us! (STK464761) Available Now!  (7170/AMT75012) 
(APR121784) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Model Kit $24.99

THE MUNSTERS HOUSE FINISHED MODEL KIT
1313 Mockingbird Lane. Home to the Munsters family! Fully assembled and painted, this detailed 
plastic version of everyone's favorite haunted house is built at HO-scale, completely detailed with 
window inserts and full-color painting. Ready to display! (STK637498) Scheduled to ship in May 
2014.  (7593/2929) (C: 0-1-2)
Finished Model $124.99

POP CULTURE



BUGABOO! VW DRAGSTER 1/25-SCALE MODEL KIT
Finally! The Kats at AMT have been able to acquire licensing for select Volkswagen-related kits 
and Bugaboo is one of the first off the line! This wild, stretch-bodied dragster has been continuously 
requested by consumers and will feature vintage packaging and an expanded decal sheet. Skill level 
2, optional tinted windows, gleaming chrome parts, and vintage packaging. Paint and glue required. 
(STK637257) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (7170/AMT85912) (C: 0-1-1)
Model kit $24.99

SERENITY/FIREFLY

FIREFLY: SERENITY 1/250-SCALE CUTAWAY REPLICA
Firefly creator Joss Whedon once described Firefly's ship as the 10th character of the sci-fi series. 
The Firefly-class ship Serenity is much more than mere transportation to her crew: She is home, a 
refuge and a darned fine getaway vehicle. So here's a chance to get to know her better. At 12" long, 
Quantum Mechanix's Serenity Cutaway Replica is 1:250 scale and more than doubles the exterior 
detail of the replica to deliver an even more elaborate, screen-accurate paint job. The real fun starts 
when you lift the upper hull sections, which attach securely to the lower half of the model using 
magnets. You can view the cockpit, main corridor and galley furnished with chairs, consoles, rugs 
and storage lockers. All the key elements of those sets are reproduced in the model, with some of 
the interior details measuring barely two millimeters. The Serenity Cutaway Replica is made of 
polystone resin and is comprised of more than 200 hand-painted parts. It includes a premium 
display stand that will allow you to show off your favorite boat with pride. Limited to 2,000 pieces. 
(STK637489) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (7814/FFY0193) (C: 0-1-2)
Replica $349.95

SPACE

SATURN V 1/200-SCALE MODEL KIT
There are few real-life spacecraft more iconic and world-renowned than the Saturn V rocket used to 
power the Apollo moon landing. This plastic model kit depicts the rocket in authentic detail at 
1/200-scale. The kit is engineered to allow friction fit joints between stages and includes the Eagle 
lunar landing module. The rocket measures over 20" long when assembled. Authentic marking 
decals are included to complete the model. (STK637265) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(7170/AMT84612) (C: 0-1-1)
Model kit $24.99

SPACE SHUTTLE SNAP-TITE MODEL KIT
Developed by NASA as the first reusable U.S. space vehicle, the entire Space Shuttle system 
consists of a winged orbiter, two solid-rocket boosters, and an external fuel tank. After four orbital 
test flights (1982-82) of the space shuttle Columbia, operational flights began in November 1982. 
Revell's 1/200-scale Snap-Tite model kits includes payload module and display stand. The cargo 
bay doors open, and the shuttle can be completed with decals. Molded in white. (STK637399) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (89/851393) (C: 0-1-1)
Model Kit $10.99

GEORGE ADAMSKI'S FLYING SAUCER MODEL KIT
On December 13, 1952 George Adamski photographed an unusual flying craft which he explained 
as a Venusian scout ship. By his accounts of having boarded the ships of the alien "Space Brothers," 
he was among the first of the UFO contactees of the 1950s. This 1/60-scale kit is based on 
Adamski's sighting. Molding in color and clear parts, the flying saucer measures of 6" in diameter. 
(STK636600) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1514/1004) (C: 0-1-2)
Model kit $39.98



STAR TREK

STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE — USS DEFIANT 1/420-SCALE MODEL KIT
The USS Defiant was introduced in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine as a defensive escort ship, designed 
as a result of Starfleet's recent bouts with the Borg. The ship was built for speed, maneuverability, 
and firepower. This release of the Defiant model kit from AMT is a great choice for modelers 
transitioning from glue to snap kits. It is injected in white plastic to allow light to pass through for 
advanced modelers who enjoy working through lighting of their kits. This ship gets mounted to a 
sturdy metal tube atop a 7" dome base. When finished, the model measures 18" long. (STK637264) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (7170/AMT84512) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Model Kit $29.99

STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS STARFLEET ACADEMY RING
Getting into Starfleet Academy, the training ground of the officer corps, is one tough hurdle. For 
those elite members, the Starfleet Academy class ring is a powerful symbol of that shining 
achievement. And like those officers, now you can own the very ring created for the movie Star 
Trek Into Darkness. Quantum Mechanix designed and produced the actual ring worn in the film. 
Using the same mold, we are making the ring for you. The Star Trek Into Darkness Starfleet 
Academy Ring is made of a high-grade, scratch-resistant metal alloy that simulates brushed sterling 
silver. This ring sports a flat face with an enlarged design and is offered in size 10.5. (STK619783) 
Available Now!  (7814/STR0037) (AUG132148) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Ring Replica $29.95

STAR WARS

STAR WARS REBELS: THE INQUISITOR MAQUETTE
A Gentle Giant Release! Star Wars Rebels continues the epic tradition of the legendary Star Wars 
saga with an all-new exciting, action-packed adventures. It is a dark time in the galaxy as the evil 
Galactic Empire tightens its grip of power from world to world. In the beginning of this exciting 
new series, the Emperor deployed one of his most loyal and dangerous servents — the Inquisitor — 
and tasked him with hunting down and eradicating the last traces of the Jedi from the galaxy. Gentle 
Giant is proud to bring you the first new character from the highly-anticipated new animated series. 
Crafted by the master artisans at Gentle Giant, the Inquisitor Maquette is as screen accurate as you 
can get! (STK637450) Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  (5498/80414) (C: 0-1-2)
Maquette $129.00

STAR WARS: ANAKIN SKYWALKER'S JEDI STARFIGHTER SNAP-TITE MODEL KIT
In the opening of Revenge of the Sith," Jedi knights Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker set out 
to save Chancellor Palpatine from the Separatists. Known as the "best starfighter pilot in the 
galaxy," Anakin pilots his Jedi Starfighter through battle-torn enemy territory to reach the 
Chancellor. This small, state-of-the-art spacecraft sports yellow markings similar to the ones from 
young Anakin's pod racer on Tatooine. This kit features easy snap-together assembly and painted 
plastic parts. No paint or glue is required. (STK637276) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(89/851877) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Model kit $24.99

STAR WARS EPISODE V: WEDGE X-WING PILOT HELMET LIMITED EDITION REPLICA
Wedge Antilles is one of the few pilots of the Rebel Alliance who not only fought, but survived, all 
3 of the epic battles of the original trilogy of the Star Wars saga. The original X-Wing helmet was 



made from an APH-6B Vietnam era flight helmet used by the US Navy, circa 1969. This helmet 
included the dual visor cover. A ridge was also added over the top from front to back. The 
microphone is from a Racal Minilite headset. The eFX X-wing pilot helmet is a faithful recreation 
of the iconic helmet that Wedge Antilles wore in Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back. Utilizing a 
digital scan of an original X-wing helmet in the Lucasfilm archive and an actual APH-6B helmet, 
castings of an original visor and chin cup, eFX’s engineers, model-makers and artists painstakingly 
constructed the master patterns to produce this prop replica. Limited to 750 pieces. (STK637417) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1859/01111022) (C: 0-1-2)
Replica PI 

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A STAR WARS: DROOPY MCCOOL MINI-BUST
A Gentle Giant Release! Snit, stage name Droopy McCool, was a member of the Max Rebo Band. 
He was a Kitonak from the planet Kirdo III, and played a flute made from a hollow chidinkalu plant 
from his home planet. He witnessed the downfall of Jabba the Hutt firsthand, and is one of the few 
survivors of the ill-fated attempted execution of Luke Skywalker at the Pit of Carkoon. Now you 
can start getting the band back together for that reunion tour! Cast in high-quality polystone and 
individually hand-painted and numbered, this eye-catching and colorful mini-bust features Droopy 
McCool rocking out on his flute. (STK518033) Available Now!  (5498/80207) (C: 0-1-0)
Mini-Bust $70.00

VIDEO GAMES

MORTAL KOMBAT 9: SUB-ZERO 1/4-SCALE STATUE
Pop Culture Shock Collectibles is excited to present Sub-Zero, the Lin Keui assassin, as he appears 
in Mortal Kombat 9. This amazingly detailed statue features a stunning translucent ice base and Ice 
Sword. Standing 17 1/2" tall, the statue boasts meticulous detail. Comes with a Certificate of 
Authenticity. (STK636689) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (7539/SUB008) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in Asia.
Statue $360.00

WALKING DEAD

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE WALKING DEAD TV BOOKEND
A Gentle Giant Release! Walking Dead fans, do you need a hand keeping your media together? 
Now it’s easier than ever! Gentle Giant Ltd. is proud to present The Walking Dead Logo Bookends! 
Featuring the show’s logo on the base, these bookends boast half a dozen zombified limbs reaching 
out to brace your favorite books… or grab their next victim. Your choice. These limited edition 
bookends were crafted digitally by the master artisans at Gentle Giant Ltd., then rendered in the 
highest quality polystone resin and painted by hand. Individually numbered, they include a 
matching Certificate of Authenticity. (STK529160) Available Now!  (5498/80295) (C: 0-1-0)
Bookend $89.00

IMPORT TOYS SECTION
PREMIER VENDORS

KOTOBUKIYA

MARVEL COMICS HAWKEYE AVENGERS NOW! ARTFX+ STATUE



From Kotobukiya. Marvel Comics is the next great property to get Kotobukiya's ARTFX+ statue 
treatment, and so of course the first series is none other than the Avengers, specifically the 
characters as they appear in Marvel Now!  In 2012 the comic book company relaunched several 
titles, shifting some characters into different books and updating some for a modern audience. 
More than anything, it provided a perfect jumping on point for new readers.  Now the characters are 
brought to life as never before based on concept artwork by superstar artist Adi Granov.  Joining his 
previously released teammates the Hulk, Black Widow, and Captain America is the expert archer 
HAWKEYE!
Statue $54.99

DC COMICS BATMAN ARKHAM CITY ARTFX+ STATUE
From Kotobukiya. For the next awesome DC Comics ARTFX+ Statue Kotobukiya has switched 
gears from the New 52 to one of the most popular video games in recent history with BATMAN 
ARKHAM CITY!  After witnessing the brutal murder of his parents, young Bruce Wayne was 
forever scarred and turned his angst and enormous fortune toward training and outfitting himself as 
Gotham City's premiere vigilante.  In the revolutionary 2011 video game (itself a sequel to 2009's 
Arkham Asylum), Batman patrols the "Arkham City" super-prison, utilizing all of his tricks and 
equipment to stay alive.
Perched atop a stone cornice, Batman surveys the dismal world of Arkham City and prepares to leap 
into action!  The solitary crime fighter wears his iconic costume from the video game, and the 
incredible sculpt highlights every part of it in perfect detail.  Leaning forward off the rooftop Bruce 
Wayne stares straight ahead, his long cape trailing around him and one arm pulled back and ready to 
unleash vengeance.  Batman comes with two different interchangeable accessories for that hand, his 
grapnel gun and a standard batarang!  The subtle movement of his cape draped over his side and his 
tense stance give Batman the appearance of being ready to spring to the attack at a moment's notice 
right off of your shelf!
Sculpted by M.I.C., Batman Arkham City crouches at just under 6 ½ inches tall (in the ARTFX+ 
1/10th scale) atop his unique display base, the first in the ARTFX+ line.  The premiere statue from 
Kotobukiya celebrating the hit video game, the Gotham hero is a great centerpiece in your DC 
Comics collection!
Statue $54.99

METAL GEAR SOLID ~ METAL GEAR REX BLACK VER PLASTIC MODEL KIT
From Kotobukiya. The first Metal Gear Solid game was released on PlayStation in 1998 and 
featured stealth action as directed by Hideo Kojima.  A massive commercial success, "MGS" has 
gone on to include sequels and stories told through several other media.  Some of the coolest things 
about the series are the Metal Gears themselves, walking tanks equipped with nuclear weapons. 
One of the most unique and popular Gears is back in an awesome new color scheme, the METAL 
GEAR REX BLACK VER!  Designed by Yoji Shinkawa, REX stands on massively armored legs 
and wields a huge railgun in addition to gatling guns, missiles, and a laser.  The aerodynamic main 
body has a forward pointing cockpit and a radome to send the pilot additional data.  The REX 
model kit stands nearly 9 inches tall (1/100 scale) and has multiple points of articulation including 
legs that fold up allowing the cockpit to rest on the ground.  The new version of the Gear is 
comprised of 600 pre-colored pieces in the cool black color scheme, and is recommended for 
experienced model builders.
Model Kit $84.99

SHINING HEARTS ~ NERIS -SWIMSUIT VER- ANI*STATUE
From Kotobukiya. The lovely ladies of the "Shining" series from SEGA have made for an 
incredible line of Ani*Statues, and now Kotobukiya returns to the highly popular Shining Hearts 
game for the next one.  Joining the other girls for a day at the beach is one of the main protagonists 
along with Airy and Amil, NERIS -SWIMSUIT VER-!  One of the three sister bakers at Le Couer 



Bakery, Neris takes a break from her duty and appears here in her two-piece swimsuit inspired by 
the artwork of Tony Taka.  Ready for some fun in the sun, the pretty girl stands in a distinctly cute 
pose with her legs crossed one in front of the other, one arm cradling a beach ball while the other 
touches her chest.  Meanwhile, Neris tilts her head to the side to regard you with a shy smile! 
While the girl's adorable red, white, and black bikini looks great, you have the option of displaying 
her with or without a matching ruffled skirt.  Sculpted by Kei Tanaka, Neris stands just under 9 ½ 
inches tall (1/7 scale) on a custom display base.  As with all of the Shining ladies Neris looks great 
on her own or alongside the other beautiful Ani*Statues from that world!
Statue $84.99

PRINCE OF TENNIS II SEICHI YUKIMURA ARTFXJ STATUE
From Kotobukiya. The next superb athlete from the popular Japanese sports anime/manga series 
sequel Prince of Tennis II is ready to join the ARTFXJ line of statues (a bold new expansion 
designed "to bring classic Japanese characters to their fans worldwide"), and it's none other than the 
"Demigod" SEICHI YUKIMURA!  Standing lightly on his feet with an almost exaggerated grace, 
the Rikkai Dai Tennis Club team captain prepares to serve the ball he grips in one hand while he 
dangles his racket loosely beside him.  Seichi wears the tennis uniform of his specific team 
consisting of white shoes, white shorts with red stripes, and a snazzy yellow shirt with black, white, 
and red accents.  The nearly unbeatable player is further detailed with his trademark solemn 
expression, green headband, and shoulder-length dark blue hair.  You can even choose to display 
Seichi with or without his removable matching jacket that billows around him in an unseen breeze! 
The Rikkai Dai captain stands 8 ½ inches tall (1/8 scale) on a unique display base featuring a design 
based on Prince of Tennis II.  Whether he's starting your tennis collection or joining previously 
released ARTFXJ statues from Kotobukiya like Kuranosuke Shiraishi or Kunimitsu Tezuka, Seichi 
is a guaranteed win!
Statue $69.99

UNBREAKABLE MACHINE-DOLL ~ YAYA ANI*STATUE
From Kotobukiya. The next beautiful Ani*Statue from Kotobukiya comes from Unbreakable 
Machine-Doll, a Japanese light novel series (written by Reijii Kaito and illustrated by Ruroo) that's 
seen successful adaptations into manga and a recent anime.  The story revolves around student 
puppeteers in an alternate 1900s world where "Machinart" blends technology and magic to give life 
to automatons... like the main character's machine doll YAYA!  By all outward signs a real girl, 
Raishin's automaton is captured in a highly dynamic Ani*Statue presentation as she falls through 
the air and appears to hover above a complex gear-themed base.  Yaya wears a beautiful outfit 
consisting of heavy boots, stockings, and a detailed flowing and pleated dress that whips around her 
as she falls backward, with ribbons and sleeves floating around her with tremendous sculptural 
detail.  The artificial girl even manages a very cute expression on her face, giving you an 
embarrassed smile as her long hair joins the motion of her clothing in mid-fall.  Sculpted by 
Hideaki Kiyohara, Yaya reaches nearly 7 inches tall at the highest point of her left foot and is in 
perfect 1/8 scale.  An incredible Ani*Statue, this automaton with her intricate, heart-themed gear 
base is the perfect addition to your collection!
Statue $99.99

BRAVE KING GAO GAI GAR FINAL ~ GENESIC GAOGAIGAR D-STYLE MODEL KIT
From Kotobukiya. "D-Style" is Kotobukiya's plastic model kit series featuring various mecha 
rearranged into stylized miniature versions allowing you to collect your favorite robots in a high 
quality compact scale with solid construction and an unbeatable price.  Up next in the fun series 
from Brave King Gao Gai Gar in the deformed style is the ultimate final version of Genesic GaiGar 
and the five Genesic Machines (ProtectGao, SpiralGao, BrokenGao, StraightGao, & GadgetGao), 
GENESIC GAOGAIGAR!  The set includes all six elements, which you can combine into the 
ultimate version like in the anime.  A complex and powerful robot, the little mecha features a cool 



lion head on its chest, drills on its knees, flaming energy "hair," and much more.  Standing just over 
5 inches tall in its assembled form, Genesic GaoGaiGar is comprised of 200 pieces molded in pre-
colored plastic, so no painting is required and assembly is a snap!  Multiple points of articulation 
along with interchangeable parts and weapons (like launching fists and claws) provide for a huge 
range of posing options for the robot.  Genesic GaoGaiGar is the perfect new addition to your 
GaoGaiGar D-style plastic model kits from Kotobukiya!
Model Kit $49.99

MUV-LUV ALTERNATIVE ~ TAKEMIKADUCHI TYPE-00R VER. 1.5 PLASTIC MODEL KIT
From Kotobukiya. Next up in the hit line of amazing model kits celebrating the giant robots of 
Muv-Luv Alternative is an upgrade on one of the specific Japanese high-performance Tactical 
Surface Fighter sub-type, the TAKEMIKADUCHI TYPE-00R VER. 1.5!  Specially designed for its 
battle prowess, the Type-00R version of the third-generation TSF is reserved for the general, also 
known as "shogun."  That's also where it gets its stunning color palette with vivid red and purple, 
the symbolic color of the Shogunate.  The 00R Ver. 1.5 is a powerful combatant with massive 
angular armor plates, large clawed feet, and of course the distinctive horned head that's immediately 
recognizable.  The new version of the Takemikaduchi is comprised of 450 pre-colored pieces so no 
painting is required.  With multiple included weapon options including swords and guns (many of 
which you can store on its back!) you can arm your new Type-00R as you like, and multiple points 
of articulation let you pose it in any dynamic battle stance!  The elite TSF stands over 7 inches tall 
and looks great by itself or alongside other Muv Luv plastic model kits and Ani*Statues from 
Kotobukiya.
Model Kit $59.99

ONE SHOT BUG KILLER!! HOI HOI SAN LEGACY ~ DG-001LN USA-GEAR PLASTIC 
MODEL KIT
From Kotobukiya. One-Shot Bug Killer!!, the popular Japanese property depicting a world of tiny 
insect-exterminating female robots, is back with another adorable yet deadly Interceptor Doll, the 
DG-001LN USA-GEAR!  Standing just under 5 ½ inches tall in true to life 1:1 scale, the tiny robot 
wears a mechanized version of a white dress with pink accents that extends into full-length arms 
and gloves, plus matching tall boots with treaded soles.  As with most of the Interceptor Dolls, the 
Usa-Gear has pretty long hair (lavender in her case with two huge pigtails) held in place by a high 
tech headband with bunny ear-like antennae.  The robot's huge multicolored eyes and cute smile 
belie her role as a bug killer... though not her deadly equipment including a gatling-style cannon and 
trademark "Neck Eater" weapons!  Usa-Gear is comprised of 150 pre-colored pieces that require no 
glue for easy assembly, and once completed she has multiple points of articulation that give her 
excellent poseability.  Display her alone or alongside other Hoi Hoi San plastic model kits and 
figures from Kotobukiya!
Model Kit $44.99

IMPORT TOYS & MODELS SECTION

STUDIO GHIBLI

KIKI'S DELIVERY SERVICE DIORAMA TABLE CLOCK
From Benelic. From Kiki's Delivery Service comes this table clock with a diorama of the film's 
beloved characters! (STK639681) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2438/362) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Clock $36.99

KIKI'S DELIVERY SERVICE: JIJI MEGA-CUP
From Benelic. Enjoy your morning coffee or tea in this mug that features Jiji from Kiki's Delivery 



Service! (STK639683) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2438/11616) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Mug $24.99

KIKI'S DELIVERY SERVICE: ANTIQUE POLE KEY HANGER
From Benelic. Keep track of your keys with this key hanger based on Kiki's Delivery Service! 
(STK639685) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2438/17382) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Key Hanger $39.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

THE ART OF SPIRITED AWAY
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki
The Art of Spirited Away collects color illustrations of Spirited Away (Sen to Chihiro no 
Kamikakushi) for the first time in an English edition! This book includes paintings and designs 
from the now-classic animated film from the director of Kiki's Delivery Service and Princess 
Mononoke. This large-size, softcover coffee-table book features color stills, sketches, storyboards, 
and illustrations used to envision the rich fantasy world of the film. Also includes a complete 
English-language script. (STK191633) Available Now!  (298/TSPA01) (STAR17806) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available worldwide.
HC, 8x11, 200pgs, FC $34.95

**********************************************************************

THE ART OF HOWL'S MOVING CASTLE
(W/A) Hayao Miyazaki
Based on the novel by British author Diana Wynne Jones, internationally renown director Hayao 
Miyazaki brings to life a fantastical time in 19th century Europe when science and magic defined 
the popular zeitgeist. A smash success in Japan, VIZ presents The Art of Howl’s Moving Castle, a 
hardbound, prestige format book which acts as an essential companion to the film. A generous 
collection of concept sketches, fully rendered character and background drawings, paintings and 
cell images, The Art of Howl’s Moving Castle brings the movie into your library. (STK278204) 
Available Now!  (298) (APR053256) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide.
SC, 8x11, 200pgs, FC$34.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE SECRET WORLD OF ARRIETTY
From Studio Ghibli/Walt Disney Pictures. From the legendary Studio Ghibli (Spirited Away, Ponyo) 
comes The Secret World of Arrietty, an animated adventure based on Mary Norton's acclaimed 
children's book series "The Borrowers." Arrietty (Bridgit Mendler), a tiny, but tenacious 14-year-
old, lives with her parents (Will Arnett & Amy Poehler) in the recesses of a suburban garden home, 
unbeknownst to the homeowner and her housekeeper (Carol Burnett). Arrietty remains hidden from 
view, except during occasional covert ventures beyond the floorboards to "borrow" scrap supplies 
like sugar cubes from her human hosts. But when 12-year-old Shawn (David Henrie), a human boy, 
discovers his mysterious housemate one evening, a secret friendship blossoms. Available in Blu-
Ray and DVD formats. (STK461906) Available Now!  (8727) (C: 0-0-1)
BLU-RAY & DVD (DIS BR108558)—$39.99
DVD (DIS D108555D)—DVD $29.99

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO: PLUSH COIN PURSES



From Gund. Carry your loose chain in these plush coin purses based on My Neighbor Totoro! 
(STK639675) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (587/4043195) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Plush $20.00

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO: OH-TOTORO PLUSH WITH SUCTION CUPS
From Gund. From the beloved animated masterpiece by Hayao Miyazaki and Studio Ghibli, GUND 
is proud to bring you the lovable characters of My Neighbor Totoro! (STK639677) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (587/4043194) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories.
Plush $25.00

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO: LITTLE BREATHER VASE
From Benelic. Display flowers in your home with this My Neighbor Tototo vase! (STK639682) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2438/376) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Vase $19.99

CASTLE IN THE SKY: ROBOT SOLDIER PLANTER
From Benelic. Decorate your home with this Castle in the Sky planter, perfect for the flowers that 
will brighten your life! (STK639684) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2438/12642) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Planter $49.99

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO: TOTORO'S BAND MUSIC BOX
From Benelic. From the Studio Ghibli film My Neighbor Totoro comes this delightful music box of 
Totoro and his band! (STK639686) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2438/17441) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Music Box $54.99

EVANGELION

OFFERED AGAIN

STAR OF THE MONTH

O/A EVANGELION 3.0 HEROINE ANTHOLOGY SERIES 4 FIGURES
From Kaiyodo! Collect some of your favorite heroines from the Rebuild of Evangelion series with 
these new figures! Find four figures: Asuka Langley Shikinami (with interchangeable helmet), Mari 
Illustrious Makinami (with interchangeable helmet), Rei Ayanami (with shoulder bag), and Asuka 
Langley Shikinami (in Jersey). (STK629135) Available Now!  (4673/4537807080486) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Capsule Toy $5.00

**********************************************************************

O/A EVANGELION 2.22: YOU CAN (NOT) ADVANCE
Studio Khara is reimagining Gainax's Neon Genesis Evangelion with their Rebuild of Evangelion 
film tetralogy. The second film in the series, Evangelion 2.0: You Can (Not) Advance finally comes 
to North American audiences with "readjustments" to make this film Evangelion 2.22. The battle 
between the children of NERV, including mysterious new EVA pilot Mari Illustrious Makinami, and 
the Angels that attack humanity continues, while secrets threaten the project that promise's 



humanity's salvation. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK435182) Available Now! 
(4439) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada.
BLU-RAY (FN-09884)—Blu-Ray $34.98
DVD (FN-09883)—DVD $29.98

O/A NEON GENESIS EVANGELION SILICONE TRAYS
From Kotobukiya! Great for ice, chocolate, cakes, cookies, or any other treats you can imagine, the 
Neon Genesis Evangelion silicone trays are heat resistant (up to 230C/446F) and cold resistant 
(down to -40C/-40F) so they are both freezer and oven safe. Choose from the 5th & 6th Angel Tray 
or the 10th Angel Tray. Make Angel treats for special occasions or anytime you want some neat 
Evangelion-inspired snacks! (STK472359) Available Now!  (6600) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Mexico, and the U.K.
5TH & 6TH ANGEL (GZ333)—Silicone Tray $9.99
10TH ANGEL (GZ334)—$9.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

EVANGELION CHRONICLE: ILLUSTRATIONS SC
From Udon Entertainment. The Neon Genesis Evangelion television series revolutionized Japanese 
anime with its incredible animation, sophisticated storytelling, and its dynamic mecha designs. 
Evangelion Chronicle Illustrations collects all the original artwork created for the Evangelion 
Chronicle encyclopedia series, plus new pieces created exclusively for this volume. (STK475587) 
Available Now!  (6894) (SEP121215)
SC, 10x13, 136pgs, FC $39.99

**********************************************************************

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A EVANGELION 2.22 CHOPSTICKS
From Kotobuikya! Return to one of the most popular anime series of all with kitchen items based 
on the movie Evangelion 2.22: You Can (Not) Advance! Now you can enjoy anime at your table 
with the main robot unit piloted by Shinji Ikari, Evangelion Test Type-01, and "true Evangelion," 
the Evangelion Mark 6! Unique, fun, and innovative, these glittering utensils (violet and green Eva-
01 and blue, gray, and yellow Mark 6) are semi-translucent and make for a striking addition to any 
dining experience.  Each set of chopsticks measures 9" long with the eating utensil extending from 
the Eva's torso. (STK475085) Available Now!  (6600/GZ335) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Mexico, and the U.K.
Chopstick Set $13.99

O/A EVANGELION: EVA UNIT-01 PLASTIC MDL KIT
From Kotobukiya! Evangelion Unit-01 is the flagship mecha of the Evangelion saga. She is piloted 
by the series' protagonist Shinji Ikari and inhabited by the soul of his mother, Yui Ikari. Unit 01's 
appearance is accurately recreated with its purple, black, and green color scheme. Unit-01 stands 7 
1/2" tall fully assembled. Display alone or alongside other statues and models based on Evangelion! 
(STK622081) Available Now!  (6600/KP183) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Mexico, and the U.K.
Model Kit $54.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

NEON GENESIS EVANGELION: THE SHINJI DETECTIVE DIARY VOLUMES 1 & 2 TP



(W/A/CA) Takumi Yoshimura
From Dark Horse Comics. When even a tough dude like his school pal Toji is getting menaced by 
gangsters, a nice guy like Shinji Ikari feels obliged to seek out the local private eye, Ryoji Kaji, and 
his striking young assistant, Kaworu Nagisa. Somehow, though, Shinji gets drafted into solving the 
case himself, with Kaworu's help-although Kaworu quickly proves to be a mystery of his own . . . 
(STK614685) Available Now!  (750)
EACH (MAY130071) (19-467)—SC, 6x9, 184pgs, B&W $9.99
MANGA (19-468)—SC, 5x7, 184pgs, B&W $9.99

**********************************************************************

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A EVANGELION 3.0: ASUKA LANGLEY "Q VERSION" RAH FIGURE
From Medicom! Medicom's "Real Action Hero" line is an acclaimed series of high-end collector's 
edition, 1/6th scale action figures, featuring the most poseable and realistic bodies ever created, all 
wrapped in top-quality costumes made with the finest materials and workmanship. Asuka Langley 
Soryu from Evangelion 3.0: You Can (Not) Redo is the latest addition to the line, a 12" tall figure of 
the EVA pilot in her red plug suit as seen in the film. She can also be posed with her plug suit 
helmet. Window box packaging. (STK517787) Available Now!  (4239/MEDRAH598) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Not available in Asia.
Real Action Hero $219.99

DER MOND: THE ART OF NEON GENESIS EVANGELION SC (NEW PRINTING)
(A/CA) Yoshiyuki Sadamoto
From Viz. Stylish, delicate, and consistently edgy, Der Mond collects the color illustrations of 
Yoshiyuki Sadamoto, perhaps the most acclaimed manga and anime artist of all time. The book 
includes 74 pages of paintings and designs devoted to Neon Genesis Evangelion, plus another 50 
pages from The Wings of Honneamise, Nadia — The Secret of Blue Water, Blue Uru, and other 
works — including Sadamoto’s cover to Eric Clapton’s 1998 album, Pilgrim. (STK516774) 
Available Now!  (298) (SEP121237) (C: 1-0-2)
SC, 10x13, 120pgs, PC $29.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A EVANGELION 2.0: C:MO PVC FIGURES
From Cerebus Project! C:MO is a series of Creative Motion Model figures designed and sculpted 
by Cerberus Project. The aesthetic intention of this action figure series is to emphasize formative 
design, visual appearance, and size rather than articulation. Accessories for Rei Ayanami include 
slightly smiley face (replaceable with emotionless face), 3 different eye parts, Gendou's eyeglasses, 
and special display stand. Asuka Langley includes a smiley face replaceable with angry face; 
optional eye parts (eyes looking straight forward, towards right, and  towards left); plus 2 extra right 
hands and 1 extra left hand; puppet; mobile phone; and display stand.  Window box packaging. 
(STK620818) Available Now!  (4368) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
REI AYANAMI (10143)—Figure $129.99
ASUKA LANGLEY (10440)—$124.99

IMPORT TOYS SECTION

ANIME



O/A ACCEL WORLD: KUROYUKIHIME PVC FIGURE
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company! Soft black snow embraced by twin black blades. From 
the anime Accel World comes a 1/7-scale figure of the heroine, Kuroyukihime! The bold pose is 
based on the cover illustration of the sixth volume of the original light novel. The figure features 
replaceable parts which allow you to choose between displaying either Black Lotus and 
Kuroyukihime separately, or instead displaying them together as a single figure, whereby fans can 
enjoy having Black Lotus embracing the beautiful Kuroyukihime, ready to protect her from harm. 
(STK614491) Available Now!  (6817/4545784041611) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
PVC Figure $169.99

O/A ANOTHER MEI: MISAKI PVC FIGURE
From Griffon Enterprises! Based on the horror novel by Yukito Ayatsuji, the anime and manga 
Another takes audiences into Yomiyama Middle School and the mysterious deaths that have 
occurred there. One of the curious characters the protagonist meets is Mei Misaki, and this 1/8-scale 
figure recreates Mei in stunning detail. Standing 7 1/4" tall, she is posed with a doll in a coffin. 
Plus, the figure comes with a replacement face part that comes without Mei's eye patch. 
(STK522076) Available Now!  (1812/AN01) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Figure $139.99

FATE/ZERO PETANKO MINI TRADING FIGURES
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. The third set of figures to join the Petanko Mini 
series! The cute sitting "Petanko" series of chibi figures have been shrunk down to half their 
original size to create the Petanko Mini! trading figure series! The third set of figures to join the 
series come from the popular anime Fate/Zero, featuring 10 characters to collect: Saber, Saber: 
Armor Ver., Irisviel, Illyasviel, Kariya Matou, Lancer, Archer, Rin Tohsaka, Waver and Sola-Ui. Be 
sure to collect and display them all! (STK636594) Scheduled to ship in July 2014. 
(6817/4562357653958) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Trading Figures $10.99

GINTAMA: KYUBEI YAGYU "ALPHA OMEGA" PVC FIGURE
From Megahouse. From Gintama, Kyubei Yagyu is here. Replicated in the costume from "Snack 
Smile," the figure is designed gorgeously with girly costumes and hair-style, unlike the usual 
Hakama. The pose which she holds her katana blade with piercing eyes is made perfectly for the 
genius ever since the Yagyu family is founded. The "Shy Pose" can be recreated by exchanging the 
upper body parts. At 1/8-scale, Kyubei Yagyu stands 7 1/2" tall. (STK617502) Scheduled to ship in 
April 2014.  (1903) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, 
and the U.K.
PVC Figure $129.99

HUNTER X HUNTER FIGMAS
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company.  Newly reissued at a lower price. From the popular 
anime Hunter x Hunter comes the re-release of three of the series' major characters in the figma 
format — Gon Freecss, Killua Zaoldyeck, and Curarpickt! Using the smooth yet posable joints of 
figma, you can act out a variety of different scenes. The figures also come with replacement parts so 
you can alter expressions and swap out accessories. (STK637513) Scheduled to ship in July 2014. 
(6817) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
GON FREECSS (4545784062760)—Figure$54.99
KILLUA ZAOLDYECK (4545784062784)—Figure $54.99
CURARPICKT (4545784062890)—Figure $59.99



KILL LA KILL: RYUKO "KAMUI SENKETSU" PVC FIGURE
 (STK636582) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (6817/4560308574413) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
PVC Figure $119.99

OREIMO PETANKO MINI TRAD FIGURES
 (STK639084) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (6817/4562357653965) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Trading Figure $10.99

PANTY & STOCKING WITH GARTERBELT: PANTY PVC FIGURE
From Orchid Seed. The Anarchy sisters, Panty and Stocking, are angels who were kicked out of 
Heaven due to bad behavior. They are sent to Daten City, a place located on the edge of Heaven and 
Hell, where creatures called "Ghosts" have run wild, feeding on human desire. At nearly 7-1/2" tall, 
this likeness of the former angel Panty of the Anarchy sisters cuts a playfully alluring figure. 
(STK636598) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (3145/4582292601319) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure $139.99

SAMURAI BRIDE: SEN TOKUGAWA PVC FIGURE
From Griffon. From the anime series Hyakka Ryouran: Samurai Bride comes a 1/8-scale figure of 
the Buou School Council Vice-President, Sen Tokugawa! She is posed with her shirt rolled up as 
she lifts her shirt, inviting onlookers to get closer with a sexy pose. Bring her home and enjoy her 
impressive bust and full thighs whenever you please; nobody will be able to resist the allure of the 
confident Sen! (STK636609) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1812/HR01) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure $109.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A SEKIRARA: YU KAWAMURA PVC FIGURE
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company! The girl who always tries her best for her childhood 
friend. From the popular PC game Sekirara comes Yu Kawamura, the main character's lovable 
childhood friend who loves to cook and always tries her best! Her gentle personality has been 
captured in a lovely dynamic pose. Yu always kept close to the main character with a warm smile 
across her face, and now you can enjoy that same smile by your side whenever you like! This 
painted 1/7-scale PVC figure includes a stand and measures approximately 8" tall. (STK529030) 
Available Now!  (6817/4545784041598) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $139.99

THE DARK KNIGHT RISES

O/A THE DARK KNIGHT RISES: BATMAN MAF EX
From MEDICOM TOY! Japan's acclaimed Medicom Toy Company delivers their take on Christian 
Bale's Batman with this The Dark Knight Rises Miracle Action Figure EX.  Based on Bale's 
appearance in the third movie of director Christopher Nolan's Batman trilogy, this 6" tall hyper-
articulated figure comes packed with multiple hands for action poses, EMP Rifle and Batgrapple. 
The Dark Knight Rises Batman MAF EX is exclusive to PREVIEWS outside Asia. (STK520858) 



Available Now!  (4239/MEDMAFEX002) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
Figure $39.99

DC HEROES

DC HERO: SWAMP THING SOFUBI
From Bear Model & MEDICOM TOY. One of DC Comics' most famous characters rises from the 
swamp for the newest addition to the DC Heroes Sofubi line — Swamp Thing! The swamp creature 
features a mold by Bear Model and a paint design by Frenzy, combining to give the character a 
unique look. Swamp Thing stands over 12" tall (the first oversized DC Sofubi from MEDICOM!) 
and comes inside an American classic-style window box package with graphics from Jose Luis 
Garcia-Lopez to remind you of the old days! (STK636102) Scheduled to ship in July 2014. 
(4239/4530956464855) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
Soft Vinyl $119.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A DC HERO SOFUBIS WAVE 1
From Bear Model/Medicom Toy! A new DC Comics soft vinyl project debuts with two new figures! 
Batman and The Joker feature master molds from Bear Model and paint designs by Frenzy for a 
new look for these classic characters.  These figures stand 9 3/4" tall and come with a header 
package inside an American toy box package to remind you of the old days! (STK625015) 
Available Now!  (4239) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
BATMAN—Figure $79.99
THE JOKER—$79.99

DOCTOR WHO

DOCTOR WHO: THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR WITH FEZ MEDIUM TALKING PLUSH
From Underground Toys! Travel through time and space with Doctor Who! Based on the popular 
BBC America television series, this plush embodies the distinctive look and feel of the longest 
running sci-fi television series in the world! Showcasing the eleventh Doctor in plush form, 
complete with his Fez and sonic screwdriver, the plush also features sound effects from the hit 
series! (STK639229) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (6808/DW01352) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Plush $29.99

DOCTOR WHO: ADIPOSE 4-INCH PLUSH CLIP-ON
From Underground Toys! Collect your own crowd of Adipose with this soft and cuddly 4" plush 
clip-on. (STK639227) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6808/00995) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Plush $12.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

DOCTOR WHO: ELEVEN DOCTOR ACTION FIGURE COLLECTOR SET
From Underground Toys! For nearly fifty years audiences around the world have watched with rapt 
attention as the Time Lord known as the Doctor has battled monsters through space and time. 
Eleven actors have portrayed the Doctor; due to his Gallifreyan biology, when his body nears death 
it "regenerates" to heal itself, and he takes on a new form — and often, a new personality. This 
boxed set features 5" figures of the eleven men to portray the Doctor in the BBC series, with new 
costumes and new sculpts. Window box packaging. (STK424710) Available Now!  (6808/03418) 



(AUG101677) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Action Figure Set $149.99

**********************************************************************

DOCTOR WHO: "OH MY STARS!" WRISTBAND
From Underground Toys! These Doctor Who wristbands are the perfect accessory for any Doctor 
Who fan! (STK639226) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6808/DW01239) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Wristband $7.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS CERAMIC MONEY BANK
Imported from the UK! Science Fiction meets class distinction as the Doctor Who: TARDIS 
Ceramic Money Bank lands on top of your dresser with a tasteful touchdown. Drop your coins in 
this bank, and within the TARDIS they'll be safe from the Daleks and Slitheen! (STK467869) 
Available Now!  (6808/DR163) (MAY121930) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Bank $34.99

**********************************************************************

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A DOCTOR WHO: THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR'S TARDIS USB HUB
From Underground Toys! With a wheezing, grinding sound, your USB-powered devices come to 
life. Hook up this TARDIS USB hub to your computer, and watch as the lights flash and listen as 
the TARDIS engines groan as your USB devices activate. With four ports, this high-speed USB hub 
provides you will all the USB power you need. This version of the TARDIS features the St. John 
Ambulence logo on the TARDIS door, as seen in the eleventh Doctor's episodes of the fifth and 
sixth seasons of Doctor Who. (STK429796) Available Now!  (6808/DR115) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
USB Hub $41.99

O/A DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS FIGURAL MUG
From Underground Toys! The TARDIS' chameleon circuit is supposed to allow the time-space craft 
of the Doctor to blend into its surroundings, only it has never worked quite right. This time, the 
chameleon circuit has caused the TARDIS, still stuck in its form as a 1960's London police box, to 
become shaped like a coffee mug! This unique mug features a rectangular shape and a removable 
lid. (STK429792) Available Now!  (6808/DR87) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Mug $26.99

STAR OF THE MONTH

O/A DOCTOR WHO: SONIC SCREWDRIVER LED FLASHLIGHTS
From Underground Toys! Dispel intergalactic and earthly darkness with your trusty torch! 
Authentically modeled after the Doctor's legendary device, seen on the hit BBC America series 
Doctor Who, this handy flashlight shines a bright blue beam through light-emitting diodes wherever 
you point it. Choose from versions as the tenth Doctor or eleventh Doctor's sonic! (STK332163) 
Available Now!  (6808) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 



Territories.
10TH DOCTOR (DR11)—Flashlight $14.99
11TH DOCTOR (DR109)—Flashlight $14.99

DOCTOR WHO KEYCHAIN TORCHES
From Underground Toys! Carry your keys on these Doctor Who keychain/flashlight combos! 
Choose from the eleventh Doctor's sonic screwdriver or the TARDIS! (STK469693) Scheduled to 
ship in April 2014.  (6808) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
11TH DOCTOR SONIC SCREWDRIVER (DR122)—Flashlight $14.99
TARDIS (DEC121744) (DR123)—Flashlight $19.99

**********************************************************************

DOCTOR WHO: DALEK "GENESIS OF THE DALEKS" MAXI BUST
From Titan Merchandise. The Doctor Who Masterpiece Collection from Titan Merchandise 
recreates the many characters seen over the half-century history of the hit BBC series! The Daleks 
have been the Doctor's oldest enemies, first appearing in the second-ever Doctor Who story, "The 
Daleks," in 1963. This stunning three-quarter length sculpt recreates the fearsome mechanical 
menace as seen in the fourth Doctor story "Genesis of the Daleks" and stands 8" tall. (STK462025) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (893/DWB-GOD-001) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXII #2 (FEB121644)
Bust $99.99

DOCTOR WHO: NINTH DOCTOR MAXI BUST
From Titan Entertainment! After nine years off the air, Doctor Who relaunched in 2005 with 
Christopher Eccleston's no-frills, tough-as-nails, energetic ninth Doctor. This incredibly-detailed 
maxi-bust perfectly replicates the straightforward, heroic genius of Eccleston's unforgettable 
performance as the leather-jacketed man-of-the-people Doctor! The ninth Doctor is brought to life 
in this intricately-detailed three-quarter length sculpt standing 8" tall. (STK618678) Scheduled to 
ship in June 2014.  (893/DMB-CED-001) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #7 (JUL131974)
Bust $99.99

DOCTOR WHO: GOLD DALEK "DAY OF THE DALEKS" MAXI BUST
From Titan Merchandise! After continual demand, Titan Merchandise are proud to showcase the 
next in our limited edition, high-quality Doctor Who Masterpiece Collection Dalek range: the 
super-iconic "Day of the Daleks" design from the classic 1972, 4 part adventure (starring Jon 
Pertwee's third Doctor) that saw the Daleks return after a 5 year absence with devastating 
consequences. Taken from the original plans for this design, this 8" sculpt is exact in every detail 
and is a must-have item for all serious Doctor Who collectors. (STK616375) Scheduled to ship in 
June 2014.  (893/DWB-DOD-001) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #6 (JUN132047)
Bust $99.99

FINAL FANTASY

FINAL FANTASY STATIC ARTS MINI FIGURES
From Square Enix. Our new line of adorable chibi figure series is making its debut with your 
favorite FINAL FANTASY VII characters; Cloud Strife, Tifa Lockhart and Sephiroth! 

Not too big, and not too small… these 5-inch statuettes are just the right size for your collection, 



and perfect for a display case or a desk of any FINAL FANTASY fan! (STK639126) Scheduled to 
ship in October 2014.  (1089/662248815060) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western 
Hemisphere.
Mini-Figure $29.99

GHOSTBUSTERS

GHOSTBUSTERS: NO-GHOST LOGO MEDIUM TALKING PLUSH
From Underground Toys! When there's something strange in your neighborhood, who you gonna 
call? The Ghostbusters! This awesome Ghostbusters "No Ghost" logo plush sings the Ghostbusters' 
theme tune when squeezed. Stands 9" tall. (STK639230) Scheduled to ship in May 2014. 
(6808/GB01333) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Plush $26.99

GODZILLA

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A TOHO 12-INCH SERIES FIGURES
From PLEX 2013/X-Plus! Two of cinema's greatest monsters are ready to battle their way into your 
collection with the Toho 12-Inch Series Figures! Godzilla is available in his 1954 version while his 
cybernetic opponent Mechagodzilla is in his 1974 version. The fate of Earth hangs in the balance 
with these figures! (STK528229) Available Now!  (4878) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
GODZILLA (1954 VERSION) (411-P3SG04D)—Figure $160.00
MECHAGODZILLA (1974 VERSION) (411-P3MG04D)—$160.00

GUNDAM

HIGH GRADE UNIVERSAL CENTURY: GUNDAM F91 1:144-SCALE MODEL KIT
A High Grade Universal Century model kit from Bandai Hobby. The incredibly fast Gundam F91 
appears in a modern high-grade kit!  Part of the All Gundam project which seeks to bring new 
modern kits from older Gundam titles, the F91 shares a common construction with other kits to 
allow for part swapping and easy customization. Alternate face and deployed shoulder fin parts can 
be easily part swapped out for display! Weapons include beam rifle, beam shield, beam sabers, 
beam launcher, and movable VSBRS! Numbering for "F91" is engraved on shoulders. Also 
available is the Harrison Maddin Colors version of the Gundum F91 from the Crossbone Gundam 
manga. (STK639145) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
BASE VERSION (BAN185142)—Model Kit $15.80
HARRISON MADDIN COLORS (BAN187088)—Model Kit $15.80

HIGH GRADE: FULL ARMOR GUNDAM 1:144-SCALE MODEL KIT ("GUNDAM 
THUNDERBOLT" VERSION)
A High Grade model kit from Bandai Hobby. Redesigned Full Armor RX-78 Gundam featuring 
overwhelming firepower and defensive capabilities using armaments as featured in the Gundam 
Thunderbolt manga.  Features 4 shields on movable arms, double barrel beam rifle, back mounted 
beam cannon and missile launcher, missile pods, beam sabers and propellant tanks.  Packaging 
features illustration by the author Yasuo Ohtagaki. (STK639147) Scheduled to ship in April 2014. 
(1832/BAN185164) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.



Model Kit $35.55

HIGH GRADE: ZAKA & BIG GUN 1:144-SCALE MODEL KIT ("GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT" 
VERSION)
A High Grade model kit from Bandai Hobby. From the highly successful Gundam Thunderbolt 
manga this zaku from the "Living Dead" sniper division is packaged with a massive long distance 
beam rifle known as "Big Gun" capable of sinking battleships in one shot. Big gun features 
adjustable  tripod gimmick for height extension gimmick. The Zaku itself features new molding to 
replicate its unique physical appearance in the manga. Box features illustration by the author Yasuo 
Ohtagaki. (STK639148) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/BAN183662) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Model Kit $50.00

HIGH GRADE: GM 1:144-SCALE MODEL KIT ("GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT" VERSION)
A High Grade model kit from Bandai Hobby. Redesigned GM as used by the Mua Brotherhood 
featuring its unique joint covers and overwhelming firepower and defensive capabilities using 
armaments as featured in the Gundam Thunderbolt manga. Features 2 shields on movable arms, 
double barrel beam rifle, beam spray gun.  Packaging features illustration by the author Yasuo 
Ohtagaki. (STK639149) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/BAN185165) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Model Kit $23.70

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM SEED: YZAK JOULE "ALPHA OMEGA" PVC FIGURE
From Megahouse! Competitive and impulsive, Yzak Joule is one of ZAFT's most loyal pilots in 
Mobile Suit Gundam SEED. A top-notch pilot, the Yzak Joule figure stands roughly 11" tall. 
(STK615116) Available Now!  (1903/81468) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K.
Figure $114.99

FW GUNDAM STANDART TRADING FIGURES SERIES 20
From Bandai Shokugan. Bandai Shokugan is proud to announce the 20th installment of the popular 
FW Gundam Standart series!  It features the Unicorn Gundam 02 Banshee (Destroy Mode), Gyan 
and Bound-Doc in 2 versions (single and two seater versions). Both versions of the Bound-Doc 
includes transformable parts which allows you to change their form from MS mode to MA mode. 
(STK639151) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/85392) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Trading Figure $10.00

JAPANESE CULTURE

NITRO SUPER SONICO "MOUSE VERSION" PVC FIGURE
From Wing/Good Smile Company. A mouse with a cheeky smile — but this kind of mouse is more 
than welcome! Super Sonico has been sculpted as a 1/7-scale figure wearing a cute mouse outfit! 
She is posed leaning on some cheese with a smile on her face and her tongue sticking out to the 
side! The figure is a long-awaited sculpt based on an illustration that was used for a collaboration 
laptop cover! Her ears and tail are covered in a flock material for a rather unique fuzzy feeling, and 
Mouse Sonico's favorite cheese creates a large stand for her to kneel and lean on! The gentle smile 
is contrasted by her sexy outfit and bold pose — ready to be enjoyed by fans all over! (STK637494) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6817/4562177700085) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.



PVC Figure $179.99

MAN OF STEEL

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A MAN OF STEEL PLAY ARTS ~KAI~ FIGURES
From Square Enix. From the blockbuster film Man of Steel, produced by Christopher Nolan, 
written by David S. Goyer, and directed by Zack Snyder, comes Jor-El, the greatest scientist of the 
doomed planet Krypton, and Faora-Ul, the lieutenant to the Kryptonian General Zod. These figures 
feature the exquisite attention to detail that have made Square Enix's Play Arts ~KAI~ figures so 
popular among collectors. Jor-El stands 9-1/2" tall, and Faora-Ul stands 9- 5/8" tall. Window box 
packaging. (STK621121) Available Now!  (1089) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the Western 
Hemisphere.
PLAY ARTS KAI (662248813424)—$79.99

MOVIE/TV

HAMMER: PETER CUSHING AS DOCTOR FRANKENSTEIN MAXI BUST
From Titan Merchandise! The Hammer Horror collectibles line from Titan Merchandise continues 
with the limited edition release, Doctor Frankenstein! Memorably portrayed by legendary actor 
Peter Cushing, Doctor Baron Victor von Frankenstein's experiments into the nature of life created a 
monster in The Curse of Frankenstein. Every detail of Baron Frankenstein's sociopathy is captured 
in this astonishingly-detailed three-quarter length sculpt. (STK614053) Scheduled to ship in June 
2014.  (893/HMB-PCVV-001) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #5 (MAY131997)
Bust $99.99

MUSIC

THE BEATLES: YELLOW SUBMARINE TITANS MINI FIGURES
From Titan Entertainment. Celebrating The Beatles' ultra-psychedelic cartoon epic, this latest range 
of TITANS takes you on a rollicking voyage to Pepperland with the cast of Yellow Submarine! 
Featuring the Fab Four (in all their animated glory), their Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 
alter egos, the music-hating Chief Blue Meanie and the super-iconic Yellow Submarine itself - this 
12 character set even includes Old Fred and Jeremy Hillary Boob Ph.D! 
Each figure is 3" blind-boxed PLUS: 2 hidden chase figures for you to hunt and collect! HEY 
BULLDOG! (STK639404) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (893/BYS-BOX-001) (C: 0-1-2)
Mini Figures $9.99

NENDOROIDS

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A ANIMAL CROSSING NEW LEAF: SHIZUE NENDOROID
From Good Smile Company! "Nice job! You're a great village major!" From the popular 3DS game 
Animal Crossing: New Leaf comes a Nendoroid of the village major's personal secretary, Shizue 
(Isabelle)! Her trademark hair accessory even includes a real bell, allowing fans to enjoy the iconic 
sound from the game. She also comes with optional parts such as musical notes to recreate popular 
scenes from the game, as well as a clipboard and pen to display her in the lovely pose from the 
official Twitter account. It's time to take up some village building with Nendoroid Shizue! 
(STK618604) Available Now!  (6817/4571368443199) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the 



United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Nendoroid $54.99

O/A HIDAMARI SKETCH X HONEYCOMB: MIYAKO NENDOROID
From Good Smile Company! From the anime series Hidamari Sketch x Honeycomb comes a 
Nendoroid of Yunocchi's close friend, Miyako, with a fun and cheerful personality! She comes with 
a number of optional parts that show her love for food, such as a giant serving of rice with 
chopsticks as well as a hanging scroll with the kanji for "tuna" written on it. She also comes with 
cross-legged parts and a floor cushion to sit on. Three different expressions are also included — her 
standard expression, a smiling expression and a blank expression with stickers, allowing you to 
create your very own expression! Be sure to display her together with Yuno (sold separately), and 
enjoy the energetic antics of Miyako whenever you like! Stands approximately 4" tall. 
(STK529036) Available Now!  (6817/4582191969992) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Nendoroid $64.99

O/A MINAMI-KE HARUKA: MINAMI NENDOROID
From Gift/Good Smile Company! The motherly figure who excels at housework! From Minami-ke, 
the anime with its fourth season now airing, as well as a manga that is still being serialized comes 
the long-awaited Nendoroid of the oldest sister of the Minami household, Haruka Minami! She is 
posed wearing her school uniform and also comes with her school bag. She also comes with three 
different expressions including her standard expression, a smiling expression and the "realistic" 
expression she sometimes showed in the series. Optional parts include an extra body part wearing 
an apron, together with a knife and frying pan, allowing you to pose her cooking! (STK611420) 
Available Now!  (6817/4562200829417) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Nendoroid $59.99

O/A NENDOROID PETITE LOVE LIVE TRADING FIGURES
From Good Smile Company! The story that everyone brings to life! The characters from the popular 
anime series Love Live! are joining the cute Nendoroid Petite trading figure series! The set includes 
Honoka Kousaka, the central member of the "µ's" school idol group, as well as two of the other 
members, Umi Sonoda and Kotori Minami! Each of the characters comes in both their Otonokizaka 
Academy uniform as well as their "µ's" stage outfits, for a total of six different variations. Plus, 
there is also one secret character to look out for! Collect and display them all to recreate the school 
idol project! Blind mystery box packaging. (STK619003) Available Now!  (6817/4582191964706) 
(C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Trading Figure $9.99

O/A QUEEN'S BLADE: MELONA NENDOROID
From FREEing/Good Smile Company. Melona has shapeshifted into a Nendoroid! From the anime 
series Queen's Blade comes a Nendoroid of Melona, the shapeshifter and close aide to the Swamp 
Witch. She comes with a standard smiling expression as well as a winking expression. She also 
comes with alternate leg parts that allow you to display her with her lower half shifted into slime 
form, allowing you to enjoy some poses more suited to her "Protean Assassin" title. (STK619957) 
Available Now!  (6817/4571245294012) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Nendoroid $54.99

O/A SONIC THE HEDGEHOG NENDOROID
From Good Smile Company! From the popular Sonic video game series that just celebrated its 20th 
anniversary comes a Nendoroid of the super fast hedgehog himself, Sonic the Hedgehog! The 



Nendoroid also comes with various extras from the game, such as an item box, a ring, chaos 
emerald and half-way point marker! He also comes with parts that allow him to be posed in his 
famous running pose! Combine all these with the included extra expressions to recreate some of 
your favorite scenes from the game. Sculpted by Nakamura Fumitoshi, this painted ABC & PVC 
non-scale posable figure stands almost 4" tall. (STK616824) Available Now! 
(6817/4582191969084) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
Nendoroid $59.99

O/A SWORD ART ONLINE: ASUNA NENDOROID
From Good Smile Company! The beautiful swordswoman who excels at cooking is back once 
more! From Sword Art Online comes a Nendoroid rerelease of the beautiful swordswoman and sub-
leader of the Knights of Blood, Asuna! She comes with three different expressions including her 
standard expression, a serious expression to for combat poses and even the cheerful smiling 
expression she often showed to Kirito! Her rapier, "Lambent Light", is included in both its standard 
form as well as the form it took whenever she made use of a sword skill, allowing you to recreate 
all sorts of scenes from the online world of Sword Art Online! (STK627680) Available Now! 
(6817/4582191969749) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Nendoroid $49.99

O/A WOOSER'S HAND-TO-MOUTH LIFE: REN & DARTH WOOSER NENDOROID
From Good Smile Company! "Whatever, let's all just let loose! ?" From the anime series featuring 
the "new hero"(?) wooser, wooser's hand-to-mouth life, comes a Nendoroid of the modern-day girl, 
Ren! She comes with both a smiling expression and a winking expression, as well as an alternate 
body part which allows you to display her in a sexy swimsuit instead of her normal clothes! Plus 
even more extra parts are included to display her wearing her hoodie too! But that's not all — Darth 
wooser, the silent freeloading creature, is also included, and Ren also comes with special parts to 
pose her in a heart pose together with the previously announced Nendoroid Rin & wooser + 
Mechawooser! There are all sorts of extra parts to really show off Ren's adorable charm! 
(STK614327) Available Now!  (6817/4571368443083) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Nendoroid $74.99

ONE PIECE

ONE PIECE: SHIKI SE-MAX EX MODEL PVC FIG
From Megahouse! Shiki, the Golden Lion, big boss of the Golden Lion Pirates. This is theater 
version in One Piece: Strong World, which was confronted of the straw hat pirates! The appearance 
of the four seasons in colored costumes and haori hakama characteristic, such as hairstyles to look 
elegant and molding a high quality. You can enjoy the two patterns head parts of fearless smile, 
which was full of self-confidence and sharp eyed glare to overwhelm the opponent. (STK617504) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1903) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
PVC Figure $239.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A ONE PIECE CHESS PIECE COLLECTION VOLUME 4
From Megahouse Corporation. The 4th volume of the "Chess Piece Collection R" One Piece series, 
is "Cipher Pol No.9" (CP9) from the World Government's intelligence agency! The powerful gang 
that fought with the Straw Hat Pirates at "Tower of Justice" in Enies Lobby are realized with each 
character's traits to fully bring out the view of the world. All roles from the king to the pawn are 



based on actual chess rules, with two types of black and white stands. Each piece measures 
approximately 3-1/2" tall. (STK612351) Available Now!  (1903/81519) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $12.99

O/A ONE PIECE P.O.P. DX: GOL D. ROGER EX MODEL PVC FIGURE
From Megahouse! Gol D. Roger was the infamous pirate king and owner of the legendary treasure 
known as the One Piece in the world of the popular anime and manga One Piece. His execution and 
the loss of his treasure has induced others, including Monkey D. Luffy, to scour the world in search 
of it. MegaHouse recreates the legendary figure of Gol D. Roger for their Portrait of Pirates DX 
series of figures. Standing approximately 10" tall, Roger can be posed with his flintlock and cutlass 
in hand or his hands can be bound in wooden handcuffs. (STK615114) Available Now! 
(1903/71427) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $134.99

O/A ONE PIECE P.O.P.: EDWARD NEWGATE "VERSION 0" EX MODEL PVC FIGURE
From Megahouse. To celebrate MegaHouse's 10th anniversary of their Excellent Model series 
comes a figure One Piece fans are sure to enjoy! Edward "Whitebeard" Newgate is one of the 
strongest pirates ever to set sail, and was once in contention with Gol D. Roger to be Kaizoku. This 
P.O.P. 1/8-scale figure hearkens back to Whitebeard's younger days when he roamed the seas, 
complete with his long, flowing blonde hair. The captain of the Whitebeard Pirates stands 
approximately 13" tall. (STK615115) Available Now!  (1903/71428) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $139.99

QUEEN'S BLADE

QUEEN'S BLADE: REBELLION LILIANA PVC FIGURE
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. A pleasure to meet you, scallywags! From Queen's 
Blade: Rebellion comes a 1/7-scale figure of the notorious Great Pirate Captain Liliana! She has 
been sculpted wearing her pirate outfit while holding her sword out to the side in a confident pose 
that shows off her personality. A special stand is also included which was made in the image of 
combat effects, creating an even more epic pose! Her outfit can also be removed, and she comes 
with an alternate arm and head part as well as a banana allowing you to recreate the famous banana-
eating pose! (STK636591) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (6817/4562357654061) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure $199.99

SOFUBI

DEVILMAN VINYL FIGURES
Imported from Japan! Based on Go Nagai's anime Devilman, the titular demon is faithfully 
reproduced by Medicom! Standing 9 7/8" tall, the Devilman Vinyl Figure includes removable Devil 
wings, and is available in either a modern retro version or as a reissue of the original 1972 figure! 
(STK518682)  (4239) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
RES. from Previews Vol. XXII #10 (OCT121802)
REISSUE VERSION—Figure $149.99
RETRO DESIGN VERSION—$149.99

OFFERED AGAIN



O/A PARA VINYL GODZILLA 1964 SOFUBI
From Marmit! Painted green and made of soft vinyl in Japan, this 9 1/2" tall figure is based on the 
1964 Godzilla. The figure boasts moveable arms, legs, and tail. (STK612866) Available Now! 
(1918) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Soft Vinyl $59.99

O/A MONSTER HEAVEN: GODZILLA 1989 SOFUBI
From Marmit! Painted brown and made of soft vinyl in Japan, this 9" tall figure is based on the 
1989 Godzilla. The figure features a moveable neck,  arms, legs, and tail. (STK612867) Available 
Now!  (1918) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Soft Vinyl $59.99

KARZ WORKS: YAGHAN PEOPLE SOFUBI
From Medicom Toy. Featuring an all-new sculpt, this Sofubi stands 6-3/4" tall! Choose from 
Version A or Version B. (STK636603) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (4239/4530956464718) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
Soft Vinyl $75.00

MARVELOUS MELMO SOFUBI
From Medicom Toy. Straight from the popular manga comes Marvelous Melmo, just as she 
appeared in her original 1971 release, right down to the design of the header card! Stands 8-3/4" 
tall! (STK636605) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (4239/4530956464664) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Asia.
Soft Vinyl $125.00

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A MAZINGER Z SOFUBI CLASSIC VERSION 2
From MEDICOM TOY! The beloved anime/manga hero is back in this all-new edition of his 
sought-after Classic vinyl figure! Articulated and with weapon accessories, this figure can be posed 
for battle! Figure stands 9 3/4" tall. (STK621582) Available Now!  (4239) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Asia.
Soft Vinyl $144.99

SOFUBI FIGHTING SERIES
From Medicom Toy. Two new wrestlers enter the ring in the popular Sofubi Fighting Series of 
figures! International Grand Prix Wrestling champion Riki Choshu is #04, and "Mr. Puroresu," 
Genichiro Tenryu, is #5. Each figure stands 9 1/2" tall! (STK636601) Scheduled to ship in June 
2014.  (4239) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia.
RIKI CHOSHU (4530956464640)—Soft Vinyl $150.00
GENICHIRO TENRYU (4530956464657)—Soft Vinyl $150.00

STAR TREK

STAR TREK PLAY ARTS -KAI- WAVE ONE
From Square Enix. New Play Arts -Kai- versions of the reimagined charcters from J.J. Abrams' 
films! Captain Kirk is the fearless young man who leads the U.S.S. Enterprise and will not bow to 
any threats. Accessories include the communicator, to pose him as if he is contacting the Enterprise, 
his phaser and utility belt, to enjoy a style unique to the captain of the U.S.S. Enterprise. 

Spock's impassive personality and unique look can easily be identified as an icon of the STAR 
TREK series. With this PLAY ARTS KAI iteration, we have incorporated various pieces and parts 



to recreate his style to the utmost. Accessories include a communicator, phaser, utility belt, and an 
alternate hand that replicates a Vulcan salute.

Both figures come with a display stand. (STK639118) Scheduled to ship in September 2014. 
(1089) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western Hemisphere.
CAPTAIN KIRK (662248814261)—Figure $89.99
MR. SPOCK (662248814254)—Figure $89.99

STAR TREK: KHAN NOONIEN SINGH MAXI BUST
From Titan Entertainment! This beautifully-sculpted 8" maxi-bust of Khan Noonien Singh, the 
legendary warlord of 20th-century Earth who conquered a quarter of the planet and then exiled 
himself into space, perfectly recreates the genetically-engineered superman so memorably portrayed 
by legendary actor Ricardo Montalban. Every physical detail of the 20th-century's infamous 
warlord has been recreated in this astonishingly detailed three-quarter length 8" tall maxi-bust. 
(STK458528) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (893/STB-RMK-001) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXI #12 (DEC111793)
Bust $99.99

STAR TREK: MISTER SPOCK MAXI BUST
From Titan Merchandise! Titan Merchandise proudly continues their limited edition, high-quality 
Star Trek Masterpiece Collection! The Mister Spock Maxi-Bust celebrates Leonard Nimoy's 
legendary performance as the one of the greatest Star Trek icons of all time — the unforgettable Mr. 
Spock. This is an incredibly detailed piece with a note-perfect, never-before-seen replication of 
Spock's Starfleet uniform, tricorder and phaser. (STK462024) Scheduled to ship in June 2014. 
(893/STB-SPK-001) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXII #2 (FEB121674)
Bust $99.99

STAR TREK: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER WORF MAXI BUST
Imported Titan! Titan Merchandise continues their limited edition, high-quality Star Trek 
Masterpiece Collection with another member of Captain Picard's crew! This beautifully-sculpted 8" 
maxi-bust of Lt. Commander Worf, the Klingon security chief of the Enterprise-D, perfectly 
recreates the fearsome warrior portrayed by Michael Dorn. Every physical detail of the security 
officer recreated, from the scowl on his face to the baldric across his uniform to the bat'leth in his 
hands in this astonishingly detailed three-quarter length 8" tall maxi-bust. (STK611423) Scheduled 
to ship in June 2014.  (893/STB-MDW-001) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #4 (APR131943)
Bust $99.99

STAR WARS

STAR WARS SILICONE TRAYS
From Kotobuikya! Kotobukiya's line of Star Wars-themed ice trays continues with the Death Star 
and Boba Fett trays. These ice molds are made from heat and cold resistant silicone, so it's freezer 
and oven safe. Whether you're making a treat for your family or spicing up a Star Wars themed 
party, this sturdy tray lets you capture a variety of foods or drinks in the familiar shape. 
(STK472209) Available Now!  (6600/GZ317) (JUL121877) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico.
Silicone Tray $9.99

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES



TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: BAG BUDDIES PLUSH KEYCHAINS
From Underground Toys! Introducing the new 4" Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Talking Bag 
Buddies range from Underground Toys! Unlike the hard-shelled turtles you may see battling on 
Nickelodeon, these mini keychain replicas are incredibly soft! (STK639202) Scheduled to ship in 
May 2014.  (6808/TNT01468) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.
Plush $12.99

THREEA

3A X IRON MAN FIGURES
(A) Ashley Wood
From threeA. Marvel Comics' Armored Avenger is here! The artists at threeA have brought Iron 
Man to life as only they can. He stands 13 1/2" tall and features a fully poseable body with rubber 
material wrapping both arms & legs; and light-up accents for the eyes, chest, and both palms! 
(Requires 6 X AG1 button cell batteries.) Choose from the Original Armor or Silver Centurion color 
schemes. (STK639170) Scheduled to ship in September 2014.  (2026) (C: 0-1-2)
ORIGIN ARMOR (3AIM-OA)—Figure $230.00
SILVER CENTURION (3AIM-SC)—Figure $230.00

KILLZONE: HAZMAT TROOPER 1/6-SCALE FIGURE
From threeA. Standing 12.5" tall, this figure features: a fully poseable action body; a detailed 
costume with both fabric, PVC and plastic material, plus pouches; realistic soft rubber hoses, cables 
& metal springs; a Sta-5X Arc Cannon with 4 pistons that move when pulled back; interchangeable 
hands; and light-up eyes. (Requires 2 X AG1 button cell batteries.) (STK639167) Scheduled to ship 
in September 2014.  (2026/KZ-HT) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure $160.00

METAL GEAR SOLID: REX FIGURE
From threeA. Newly reissued for PREVIEWS customers! REX, the Metal Gear prototype from 
Konami's best-selling Metal Gear Solid series, is yours with this 1/48-scale fully articulated figure. 
Made of PVC, ABC, and POM plastics, REX stands 14 1/8" H, 14 1/8" W, and 19 5/8" L (23 1/4" L 
with the rail gun). 3 AAA batteries are required for the lighting effects of the rail gun and cockpit; a 
total of six are required for both, and are sold separately. (STK639172) Scheduled to ship in 
September 2014.  (2026/MGSREX) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure $490.00

VIDEO GAMES

OFFERED AGAIN

STAR OF THE MONTH

O/A BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY PLAY ARTS ~KAI~ ACTION FIGURES
From Square-Enix! From the best-selling video game Batman: Arkham City, based on the Batman 
comics from DC Comics, comes three Play Arts ~Kai~ figures from Square Enix. Featuring over 26 
points of articulation, the exquisite Batman (9 3/4" tall), Robin (9 1/4" tall), and Batman (Dark 
Knight Returns version, 9 1/8" tall) figures come to life with stunning poseability, interchangeable 
head and hands, and signature weapon accessories! With unsurpassed quality of the paint 
application and detailed texture that only Square Enix products can bring, these figures will make 
fantastic additions to your Batman collection! Window box packaging. (STK516653) Available 
Now!  (1089) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the Western Hemisphere.



BATMAN—Figure $59.99
ROBIN—Figure $59.99
BATMAN ("DARK KNIGHT RETURNS" VERSION)—Figure $59.99

**********************************************************************

RAGE OF BAHAMUT: CERBERUS PVC FIGURE
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company. "Time for walkies ... and we'll crush our enemies along 
the way! Woof!" From the popular social game Rage of Bahamut comes a 1/7-scale figure of the 
popular Demon-type character, Cerberus! The figure is based on the Legendary Card 
"[Tricepticanus Magica] Cerberus" illustrated by popular illustrator Mushimaro, and the unique 
atmosphere created by the card has been faithfully converted into figure form! Cerberus' innocent 
expression and beautiful body are ready to charm anyone who comes her way, and her unique 
purple outfit as well as the golden ornaments that adorn it have been sculpted with the finest of 
detail. The gradient of her hair and skirt have also been fine-tuned to create a figure that fans will be 
proud to own. (STK637511) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (6817/4545784041734) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
PVC Figure $199.99

SILENT HILL 3: HEATHER PVC FIGURE
From Gecco. Silent Hill is the mega-hit horror adventure video game series published by Konami 
Digital Entertainment. Heather is the first female central character of the Silent Hill series. Her 
challenging recreation includes realistic skin with freckles and moles, which makes it very different 
from the most popular design trends in Japanese female figures. Her pose and facial expression 
represent the mindset of a normal girl forced to fight in terror. The base is "The amusement park of 
the Otherworld", made of wire mesh and steel plate with a bizarre atmosphere created by painting 
the base abstractly on the concrete sculpture. Three types of weapons are included: the standard 
"Handgun" and steel pipe are interchangeable, and the secret item, "Beam Saber", is included, 
which can be found after beating the game once and using mostly melee weapons to kill monsters. 
(STK639073) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2500/46613) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
PVC Figure $140.00

SILENT HILL 3: ROBBIE THE RABBIT PVC FIGURES
From Gecco. Robbie the Rabbit is the mascot character of "Lakeside Amusement Park" in the world 
of Silent Hill 3. The fur is recreated with the right amount of flocking — and blood paint — on the 
head, arms and legs so that it looks like real costume. Sculpted by Shinya Akao of HEADLONG, 
who worked on Gecco's debut statue, "Red Pyramid Thing," this figure projects a cute, scary and 
dubious appearance, as if there is a person inside. Available in Pink (with lead pipe) or Blue (with 
bloody chainsaw) color schemes. (STK639077) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (2500/46614) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
PVC Figure $130.00

TO HEART2: TAMAKI "YUKATA VERSION" PVC FIGURE
From FREEing/Good Smile Company. Tama-nee is showing off some skin while wearing a 
beautiful yukata! From AQUAPLUS's popular game ToHeart2 comes a figure of Tamaki Kousaka, 
better known as Tama-nee, wearing a yukata already ready for the Summer! The yukata has a lovely 
indigo blue color and is covered with hydrangea prints giving her a rather mature air. The yukata 
has been removed at her shoulders, showing off her generous bust for fans to enjoy! She's also 
posed holding a folding fan in her hand, lightly touching it to her mouth with a charming expression 
that gently invites anyone to enjoy her company. (STK639082) Scheduled to ship in July 2014. 
(6817/4571245295118) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 



Territories.
PVC Figure $139.99

TAMASHII NATIONS

SUPER MARIO BROS.: MARIO S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. At last, Tamashii Nations is proud to introduce the world's first advanced 
articulated figure of Super Mario! S.H.Figuarts advanced articulation allows for precise posing to 
bring the intense video game action to your fingertips. The S.H.Figuarts Mario set features a "? 
Block," coin, coin stand, and super mushroom. Separately sold diorama play sets allow you to 
expand your Mario world! (STK639309) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (1832/83159) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $24.99

SUPER MARIO BROS.: D-ARTS PLAYSET 1
From Tamashii Nations. The Super Mario S.H.Figuarts Diorama Play Set A features a "? Block," 2 
brick blocks, Goomba, triple block combining parts, coin, 2 coin stands, a special display stand for 
bringing Mario into aerial overhead block punching poses, and display support arm. (STK639310) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (1832/83160) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $19.99

SUPER MARIO BROS.: D-ARTS PLAYSET 2
From Tamashii Nations. The Super Mario S.H.Figuarts Diorama Play Set B features two pipe parts, 
pipe adjustment parts, Goomba, coin, 2 coin stands, green shell, interchangable hand parts for 
holding green shell, and green shell connecting parts. (STK639311) Scheduled to ship in July 2014. 
(1832/83195) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $19.99

S.I.C. KAMEN RIDER: KAMEN RIDER NO.2 (OLD)
From Tamashii Nations. Rider Fight! Kamen Rider no. 2 (Old) joins the SIC series, featuring an 
organic, master crafted sculpt that captures the character's powerful silhouette. Rider 2 features a 
special display stand incorporating the first major villain of the franchise, the fallen Okami Otoko 
(Werewolf Man). Special effect parts are included to replicate the Rider Kick and Punch finishing 
moves that have so famously done in hundreds of Kaijin. The 7 1/2" tall figure also includes 
interchangeable head parts, a belt part with the shutter closed, and 3 sets of interchangeable hands. 
(STK639282) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/84378) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $47.99

KAMEN RIDER BLACK RX S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. The Child of the Sun returns! Kamen Rider Black RX rejoins the 
S.H.Figuarts series with a completely renewed sculpt and accessories!  Far more accurately 
representing his appearance in the series, RX features all new proportions and faithful detail.  In 
addition to his mainstay Revolcane accessory, RX will also feature two more parts, including a 
standard blade length opaque silver version, and a transparent hilt to recreate the character drawing 
the weapon from his belt. Five sets of interchangeable hands and interchangeable buckle are also 
included in set. Figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639294) Scheduled to ship 
in June 2014.  (1832/84628) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.
Figure $34.99



KAMEN RIDER BLACK RX: ACROBATTER S.H.FIGUARTS VEHICLE
From Tamashii Nations. Timed with the S.H.Figuarts Black RX renewal will be a renewal of the 
S.H.Figuarts Acrobatter bike. This item will feature a more vivid color scheme accurate to the on 
screen design, and an improved range of motion in the front cowling area. Compatible for use with 
the ACT 4 Tamashii display stand and back wheel stand are also included in set. Window box 
packaging. (STK639295) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/86718) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $43.99

KAMEN RIDER OOO: TAJADORU COMBO S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. Newly reissued at a lower price! Due to popular demand Tamashii Nations 
is proud to announce a limited re-issue of the S.H.Figuarts Kamen Rider OOO Tajadoru Combo. 
The figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639306) Scheduled to ship in June 
2014.  (1832/66406) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Figure $30.99

GODZILLA FINAL WARS: GIGAN S.H.MONSTER ARTS AF
From Tamashii Nations. The latest Kaiju to join the S.H.MonsterArts series is none other than one 
of Godzilla's most fearsome opponents — the mighty Gigan! Based on his most recent appearance 
in 2004's Godzilla Final Wars, Gigan comes replete with chains, saws, and enough  interchangeable 
cutlery to throw master chefs around the world up in arms. Rotating chainsaw accessories and other 
interchangeable parts can be applied to portray Gaigan in his Power Up form. The dorsal fins are 
also articulated to depict Gigan when in flight. Finally, Gaigan's iconic red eye has been rendered in 
exquisite detail, using clear parts for an added effect. This one is not to be missed. Figure stands 7" 
tall. Window box packaging. (STK639297) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/81538) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $94.99

GODZILLA VS MOTHRA: MOTHRA & BATTRA S.H.MONSTER ARTS LARVA SET
From Tamashii Nations. S.H.MonsterArts takes on the larval stages with the special Mothra and 
Battra Larva Set. Meticulously replicating the larvae as they appeared in Godzilla vs Mothra, the 
Mothra larva features articulation, a display stand, and a special sting spitting effect part. The Battra 
larva features articulation at each joint, and stays true to the massive form larva with faithful 
proportion and intricate detail. Mothra measures 6 5/8" long, and Battra is 7" tall. Window box 
packaging. (STK639318) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (1832/81537) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $99.99

TIGER & BUNNY: DRAGON KID S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. At last, the lightning Kung Fu fighting Dragon Kid (Pao-Lin Huang) joins 
the S.H.Figuarts line to complete the collection of the S.H.Figuarts Tiger & Bunny heroes! Only 
available in Asia as a Tamashii Web Shop exclusive, this limited edition S.H.Figuarts title will be 
made available to fans in North America via Bluefin Distribution. Featuring dynamic articulation 
for enacting extreme Kung Fu poses, this set also includes three interchangeable face parts, staff 
weapon accessory, three sets of interchangeable hands and a special display stand. Figure stands 5 
1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639233) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (1832/77847) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $43.99

SAILOR MOON: SAILOR VENUS S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. "In the name of Love, I will punish you!" Tamashii Nations is proud to 



announce the fourth S.H.Figuarts Sailor Moon release with the fifth member to join the Sailor 
Soldiers- the pretty soldier of love and beauty, Sailor Venus! The first of the Sailor Team to be 
awakened to her destiny, she comes with her talking feline guardian Artemis to give her advice, or 
begrudgingly be caught up in one of her crazy schemes for love and fame. The golden haired 
heroine includes 4 interchangeable faces (each with a character specific expression), 2 
interchangeable sets of bangs, and several sets of hands (5 right/4 left). Also included as a nod to 
fans is the Sailor V mask she wore when marking her debut in the series. This one is sure to go 
quick, so don't miss out on preordering the team's self titled "Goddess of Love." Figure stands 5 
1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639298) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/81506) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $41.99

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS: BLUE RANGER S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. Angel Grove's resident brainiac joins the S.H.Figuarts line in the form of 
the highly anticipated Blue Ranger from the original Mighty Morphin Power Rangers!  As with the 
previous Black Ranger, the Blue Ranger will feature the second special piece needed to construct 
the legendary Power Blaster. The upcoming S.H.Figuarts Yellow release will then feature the final 
part needed to complete this ultimate weapon! The S.H.Figuarts Mighty Morphin Blue Ranger also 
features the character's signature Power Lance weapon in both separated (two parts) and connected 
variations. To top it off, the genial genius then includes the Thunder Slinger and Blade Blaster; as 
well as 3 sets of interchangeable hands to take signature combat poses.  Preorder yours today; 
because it's just the smart thing to do. Figure stands 6" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639236) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (1832/82030) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $39.99

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS: YELLOW RANGER S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. Complete your S.H.Figuarts Power Ranger collection with the highly 
anticipated  final release from the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, the Yellow Ranger! This special 
female Yellow Ranger sculpt is only available in North America through Bluefin Distribution, and 
will not be featured in Asian markets. Included are bonus accessories which can be combined with 
the Black and Blue titles, featuring the final components needed to complete the legendary Power 
Blaster Weapon! In addition to faithful proportion and advanced articulation, the Yellow Ranger 
features a variety of optional accessories, including 2 Power Daggers, a Blade Blaster, the Thunder 
Slinger, and several hand sets for creating classic poses. Figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box 
packaging. (STK639317) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (1832/82031) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $39.99

DIGIMON ADVENTURES: OMEGAMON D-ARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. Newly reissued at a lower price! Known as Omnimon in English 
localizations of the franchise, Omegamon is one of the most powerful characters of the entire 
franchise, being the fusion between the two main protagonists' Digimon characters, each in their 
final stage of evolution.  You missed out on this one before; preorder today, or risk succumbing to 
your own personal Digisaster as before. Stands 6 5/8" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639308) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/61927) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $52.99

INFINITE STRATOS 2: CHARLOTTE DUNOIS FIGUARTS ZERO
From Tamashii Nations. Following the release of the Figuarts ZERO Cecilia Alcot, the French 
representative IS candidate, Charlotte Dunois joins the FiguartsZERO series! Wearing the IS suit 



used in piloting the second generation Rafale-Revive Custom II, this statue sculpt portrays the 
character in elegant detail and features special display stand.  It's a good year for Charlotte fans! 
Figure stands 6" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639299) Scheduled to ship in June 2014. 
(1832/85172) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $40.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A ONE PIECE: LUFFY "BATTLE VERSION" FIGUARTS ZERO
From Tamashii Nations. Newly reissued at a lower price! At last, the main protagonist from One 
Piece as he appeared in the Battle of Fishman Island arc joins the popular Figuarts ZERO line-up! 
Spectacular translucent battle effect parts are featured in this meticulously detailed sculpture of 
Monkey D. Luffy. The figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK613463) Available 
Now!  (1832/81106) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Figure $30.99

ROBOT SPIRITS: MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UNICORN <SIDE MS> UNICORN GUNDAM 
(DESTROY MODEL)
From Tamashii Nations. The Robot Spirits Unicorn Gundam (Destroy Mode) rejoins the Robot 
Spirits action figure series with special joints for armor attachment and compatibility with accessory 
parts in the separately sold Armor Girls Project MS Girl Unicorn Gundam. In addition to advanced 
articulation and gimmicks, this figure set features extensive accessories — beam saber x 2, beam 
magnum, hyper bazooka, shield, beam Gatling gun x2, and three sets of interchangeable hand parts. 
Figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639279) Scheduled to ship in June 2014. 
(1832/85596) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $38.99

ROBOT SPIRITS: MOBILE SUIT UNICORN GUNDAM <SIDE MS> BANSHEE NORN 
(DESTROY MODE)
From Tamashii Nations. Riddhe's Banshee Norn MS from the Mobile Suit Unicorn Gundam OVA 
joins the ranks of Robot Spirits as it appears in Destroy Mode. This advanced robot action figure set 
features newly tooled joints for full armored leg areas, as well as special bonus parts for use with 
the separately sold Robot Spirits Banshee Norn (Unicorn Mode) that allow for portrayal of the 
standard Banshee in Unicorn Mode. This deluxe set also includes a full array of accessories — 
beam saber x2, Armed Armor DE (Destroy Mode), Beam Magnum, magazines, Revolving 
Launcher, and interchangeable hand parts (4 left/3 right). Figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box 
packaging. (STK639254) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/85257) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $39.99

ROBOT SPIRITS: MOBLIE SUIT GUNDAM 0080 <SIDE MS> GM SNIPER II FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. Newly reissued at a lower price! The Sniper Mobile Suit that gained 
popularity in Gundam 0080 and various game software titles joins the Robot Spirits Series. Knee 
armor moves independently to recreate kneeling sniper pose. Head visor also workable to recreate 
sniper precision mode. The 5" tall figure is comprised of ABS, PVC, and POM materials. Includes 
interchangeable hand parts, sniper rifle, beam saber, and shield accessories. Window box packaging. 
(STK639303) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/62069) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $26.99

ROBOT SPIRITS: MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE 08TH MS TEAM <SIDE MS> GOUF 



CUSTOM FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. Newly reissued at a lower price! The Gouf Custom from Mobile Suit 
Gundam: The 08th MS Team joins the ranks of the Robot Spirits high-precision action figure line. 
The 5" tall figure includes hardpoint accessory attachment system for a full-range of weapon 
accessory options, and boasts a superior range of movement.  In addition to two sets of 
interchangeable hand parts figure set includes accessory weapon parts for two 75mm Gattling guns 
and two shields (Gattling shields), heat rod (anchor type), heat saber (large), and two 3-Barrel 
35mm machine guns. Figure employs PVC, ABS, and POM composite materials for enhanced 
durability, detail and articulation. (STK639304) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/71054) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $33.99

SOUL OF CHOGOKIN GX-65: DAITARN 3 (RENEWAL COLOR VERSION)
From Tamashii Nations. The Soul of Chogokin GX-65 Daitarn 3 is back in all new coloring! New 
advancements in coloring technology have garnered a new spot-on anime color scheme for this 
classic. With use of metallic colored paints, the result is a more vivid scheme with brighter hues and 
an all-new shine.  Also in response to fan requests, the display stand has been re-tooled to 
accommodate a new weapons accessory display layout. Transformation gimmicks allow for 
portrayal of the Daifighter and Daitank. Mach Patrol and Mach Attacker transformation have also 
been fully replicated. Boasting a wealth of accessories, including the memorable Daitarn Fan, the 
figure accurately depicts action scenes from the anime. Figure stands 10" tall. (STK639281) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/85607) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $219.99

DRAGON BALL Z: ANDOROID 18 S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. Look to the Future! The S.H.Figuarts Dragon Ball legacy continues with 
the beautiful, but deadly Android 18. This special release marks the first female Dragon Ball 
character to join the ranks of the S.H.Figuarts line. Two new option parts are featured for the 
previously released Figuarts Krillin, including an all new head for enacting the famous scene when 
18 planted a kiss on the cheek of the terrified hero, and a brand new hand to hold the included 
Android destruction switch created by Bulma. Also features a full array of accessories for Android 
18 herself, including a pair of folded arms, swappable hair pieces, 4 interchangeable faces, as we as 
3 different sets of hands to enact various poses.  Fearsome on her own, she is twice as dangerous 
with her twin brother, 17. Figure stands 5 1/8" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639316) 
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (1832/80572) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $38.99

SAINT SEIYA: SAINT CLOTH MYTH EX WYVERN RADAMANTHYS FIGURE
From Tamashii Nations. The Celestial Fierce Star powered Wyvern Surplice Specter that serves as 
one of Hades Three Judges of Hell joins the Saint Cloth MythEX series in brushed-up EX 
proportion. Set includes three additional facial expression parts (4 total) — smug smile, screaming 
face, and looking down on face. Diecast armor (Surplice Cloth) parts, advanced EX articulation, 
interchangeable hand parts and attack effect parts are also included in the set. Armor parts can be re-
arranged into Wyvern object. Figure stands 7" tall. Window box packaging. (STK639252) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/84629) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figure $89.99

COLLECTIBLES & NOVELTIES SECTION



GEEK GRAB BAG

ZOMBIE LUNCHBOXES
When you need to feast on human flesh at lunchtime, the Zombie Lunchboxes are just what you 
need! Choose from the Human Organ or Head lunchboxes! (STK638079)  (4945) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
HUMAN ORGAN (48063)—Lunchbox $12.99
HEAD (48042)—Lunchbox $12.99

ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE SURVIVAL KIT IN A SARDINE CAN
Are you prepared to survive the Zombie Apocalypse? This Zombie Apocalypse Survival Kit 
contains compass, whistle, matches, first aid instructions, razor blade, pencil, non-aspirin pain 
reliever, firestarter cube, adhesive bandage, energy nugget, wire clip, tea, safety pin, reflective 
signal surface, fish hook, fishing line and spool, duct tape, note paper, sugar, salt, gum, reclosable 
bag, antibiotic ointment, and alcohol prep pad. Packaged in a sardine can, this survival kit is pocket 
sized and floats. It can be used as to cook in, boil water in, or drink from. (STK461697) 
(1915/ZASK 65900) (FEB121688) (C: 0-1-2)
Survival Kit $14.99

ZOMBIE NOVELTY TIN WALL SIGNS
Now you can prepare your room, bunker or saferoom for the Zombie Apocalypse with these 
zombie-themed tin wall signs, pre-drilled and ready to hang! Choose from "Beware of Zombie 
Dog", "Warning: Zombies Inside", "Panic Now And Run, Zombies Are Coming", or "Run! Zombies 
Are Coming!" (STK639109)  (4498) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and 
U.S. Territories.
BEWARE ZOMBIE DOG (SM309)—Tin Sign $6.99
WARNING: ZOMBIES INSIDE (SM270)—Tin Sign $6.99
PANIC NOW (SM304)—Tin Sign $6.99
RUN! ZOMBIES ARE COMING (SM315)—Tin Sign $6.99

ROMPER ZOMBIE 8-INCH RESIN FIGURES
Romper Zombie is a new line of premium collectible urban resin and vinyl zombie figures. The 
sleepy town of Vida Ville is becoming overrun by brain-eating, flesh-chewing 8-year olds who 
turned into zombies! Now the 8" tall resin figures are ready to overrun your collection! Choose 
from Andie, Bobbie, Colie, or Georgie. Don't get too close — they will bite. (STK639188)  (3057) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada.
Resin $29.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A ROMPER ZOMBIE 4-INCH VINYL FIGURES
Romper Zombie is featuring a new line of premium collectible urban resin and vinyl zombie 
figures. The sleepy town of Vida Ville is becoming overrun by brain-eating, flesh-chewing 8-year 
olds who turned into zombies! Now the vinyl 4" tall action figures are ready to overrun your 
collection! Choose from Andie, Bobbie, Colie, or Georgie. Don't get too close — they will bite. 
(STK631537)  (3057) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada.
ANDIE—Vinyl $12.99

CTHULHU CIRCLE MESSENGER BAG
Take the mark of Cthulhu with you on your daily travels with this roomy and durable messenger 
bag! (STK639142)  (4729/80014) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada.



Messenger Bag $39.99

KIRBY KRACKLE: SOUNDS LIKE YOU AUDIO CD
Sounds Like You is the fourth album from Seattle based nerd-rock/geek-rock band Kirby Krackle 
(named after the trademark cosmic bubble effect used by Jack Kirby in many of his classic comics). 
With songs ranging from the trials and tribulations of falling in love over social media, Luke 
Skywalker, someone campaigning for the Iron Throne, going to Grandma's House and more, 
Sounds Like You provides you with the soundtrack for geek life in the new age. (STK639090) 
(1516) (C: 0-1-1)
CD, FC $14.99

KIRBY KRACKLE: LIVE IN SEATTLE AUDIO CD
Kirby Krackle "Live In Seattle" is the band's first full live album. Recorded in Seattle at the Hard 
Rock Cafe (during the Emerald City Comic Con, 3/30/12) this album brings the Kirby Krackle live 
experience to their fans around the world. (STK639091)  (1516) (C: 0-1-1)
Audio, FC $10.99

DC HEROES

BATMAN: ARKHAM TRILOGY BUTTONS
Now you can wear your favorite video game images as a badge of honor with these Batman: 
Arkham buttons! Featuring imagery from the bestselling Arkham video games, these pinback 
buttons are pefect for hats, jackets, bulletin boards — wherever! (STK638080)  (7146/82794ASST) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Button PI 

BIG BANG THEORY

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE BIG BANG THEORY: BENDABLE FIGURES
Collect your favorite characters from CBS's hit sitcom The Big Bang Theory with this new series of 
bendable figures! Assortment includes Leonard, Sheldon, Penny, Howard and Raj. Blister card 
packaging. (STK623799)  (2745/BEND-124) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Germany.
Bendy Figure $9.99

DC HEROES

TOON TUMBLERS DC HEROES MINI-GLASSES
Now you can collect all of your DC Comics favorites on these colorfully decorated "mini-glasses", 
each featuring a bold image of a DC hero or villain on the front, with the character's logo on the 
reverse side. Choose from: Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Harley Quinn, The 
Joker, Catwoman, Nightwing, or Robin. (STK639093)  (6966) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories.
SUPERMAN (TTMG)—Shot Glass $5.99
BATMAN (TTMG012)—Shot Glass $5.99
WONDER WOMAN (TTMG014)—Shot Glass $5.99
GREEN LANTERN (TTMG016)—Shot Glass $5.99
HARLEY QUINN (TT)—Shot Glass $5.99
JOKER (TTMG013)—Shot Glass $5.99
CATWOMAN (TTMG017)—Shot Glass $5.99
NIGHTWING (TTMG018)—Shot Glass $5.99



ROBIN (TTMG015)—Shot Glass $5.99

DC COMICS: INFINITE CRISIS POSTER
Relive the universe-shattering Infinite Crisis event with this full-color poster featuring artwork from 
the DC Comics crossover! (STK639132)  (4264/RP13219) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada.
Poster, 22x34 $5.99

DC HEROES CLASSIC BUTTONS
From DC's Golden Age to today, this button assortment includes a mix of nostalgic and humorous 
designs that capture the long history of the DC Comics heroes and villains! These pinback buttons 
are pefect for hats, jackets, bulletin boards... wherever! (STK638083)  (7146/81156ASST) (C: 1-1-
1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Button PI 

DOCTOR WHO

DOCTOR WHO MUGS
Take your favorite warm beverage (tea, naturally!) on all your journeys through time and space with 
The Doctor with these colorful mugs featuring official Doctor Who imagery and messages. Choose 
from: "Keep Calm Travel Time", "I Heart Heart The Doctor", and "Doctor Who Cartoons". 
(STK639113)  (1894) (C: 0-1-2)
KEEP CALM TRAVEL TIME (815-718)—Mug $10.99
I HEART HEART THE DOCTOR (815-711)—Mug $10.99
CARTOONS (815-717)—Mug $10.99

DISNEY

PEZ TOY STORY BLISTER PACK ASST
Toy story PEZ dispenser. (STK640016)  (6905/079109) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Germany.
PEZ PI 

DISNEY TRADITIONS: FROZEN — OLAF FIGURINE
Making his debut in Enesco's Disney Tradtions line just in time for the holiday season, Olaf from 
Disney's Frozen is sure to melt your heart. Designed by Jim Shore, the "Silly Snowman" is made of 
stone resin and stands over 5" tall. (STK639175)  (587/4039083) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figurine $25.00

DISNEY TRADITIONS: FROZEN — ANNA & ELSA FIGURINE
From Disney's latest theatrical release, Frozen, Elsa and Anna make their debut to Disney Traditions 
in this endearing sculpture by Jim Shore that captures the enduring bond of sisterhood. Made of 
stone resin, these "Sisters Forever" stand 7 3/4" tall. (STK639174)  (587/4039079) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Figurine $65.00

DISNEY SHOWCASE: LITTLE PRINCESSES FIGURINES
Tiaras... frills... and fairytales! Introducing the Little Disney Princesses from the Disney Showcase 
Collection. Each princess is highly detailed with glittery gowns and tiaras with faux gems that 
sparkle and shine. Choose from Ariel, Belle, Cinderella, Jasmine, Rapunzel, or Snow White. 
(STK639173)  (587/4042716) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 



U.S. Territories.
Figurine $25.00

GAME OF THRONES

GAME OF THRONES: IRON THRONE TABLE LAMP
The Game of Thrones Table Lamp features a 7" tall Iron Throne replica on the lamp base, and the 
lamp stands 18.5" tall. Uses Max. 60W bulb (not included)  UL & cUL listed. (STK638087) 
(2032/73670-GOT) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Table Lamp PI 

GAME OF THRONES: MAP CERAMIC STEIN
Survey the entirety of Westeros while tipping back a frosty beverage with this ceramic stein 
emblazoned with a map of the many kingdoms of Game of Thrones! (STK639117)  (2032/92750-
GOT) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, and the U.K.
Stein $22.99

GI JOE

G.I. JOE RETRO LUNCHBOX
It'll be lunchtime 1987, all over again with this retro-style metal lunchbox featuring explosive 
imagery from Hasbro's G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero line, including the launch of the G.I. Joe 
space shuttle, Defiant! (STK638075)  (4945) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.
 (48047)—Lunchbox $12.99

G.I. JOE: COBRA LOGO 25X13 WALL POSTER
Show your allegiance to the forces of COBRA with this 25" x 13" wall poster featuring the read 
COBRA symbol on a black background! (STK638067)  (4945/241261) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Poster, 25x13, FC $7.99

HALO

HALO: WARTHOG MESSENGER BAG
This hardshell accordion-style messenger bag was inspired by the equipment packs carried onboard 
the UNSC Warthog vehicle! (STK638104)  (2015/H103) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied.
Messenger Bag $69.99

HALO VINYL KEYCHAINS
Carry around your keys on one of these new Halo-inspired vinyl keychains! Choose from: Master 
Chief Helmet or Guilty Spark. (STK638107)  (2015) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied.
MASTER CHIEF HELMET (H107)—Keychain $12.95
GUILTY SPARK (H108)—Keychain $12.95

HALO VINYL KEY CAPS
Mark your keys for identification with these Halo-inspired vinyl key caps, featuring die-cut shapes, 
color imagery, and logo/sayings on the reverse side. Choose from: Master Chief Helmet, Falcon, 
Axios, Grunt, Spartan Assault, or Spartan League! (STK638194)  (2015/H114) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 
No countries actually denied.



Key cap $5.95

HELLO KITTY

PEZ HELLO KITTY BLISTER PACK ASST
Hello Kitty PEZ dispenser. (STK640017)  (6905/079050) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Germany.
PEZ Dispenser PI 

MARVEL CINEMATIC UNIVERSE

POP! CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER VINYL FIGURES
This spring Captain America returns to defend the the world in the political thriller Captain 
America: The Winter Soldier, and Funko offers collectible versions of the film's characters as part 
of the POP! Vinyl Figures line! These 3 3/4" tall figures have the urban, stylized design that has 
made them fan-favorites. Choose from Captain America, the Black Widow, or the Winter Soldier 
(masked or unmasked). Window box packaging. (STK638059)  (4552/3787) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico.
Vinyl Figure $10.99

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 WACKY WOBBLERS
Based on this summer's Amazing Spider-Man 2, Funko's wacky wobblers recreate Spider-Man and 
his nemesis Electro as fun and stylized figures that stand 6" tall. Window box packaging. 
(STK638065)  (4552/3952) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, 
Canada, and Mexico.
Wacky Wobbler $12.99

POP! AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 VINYL FIGURES
Spider-Man returns to movie screens this summer in Amazing Spider-Man 2, and Funko brings to 
life the film's characters with new figures in their fan-favorite POP! Vinyl Figures line! Standing 3 
3/4" tall, these figures of Spider-Man and Electro have a fun and stylized design. Window box 
packaging. (STK638056)  (4552/3780) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and Mexico.
Vinyl Figure $10.99

POP! MARVEL'S AGENTS OF S.H.I.E.L.D.: AGENT PHIL COULSON VINYL FIGURE
Straight from ABC's hit series Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. comes this vinyl figure of fan-
favorite character Agent Phil Coulson! Standing 3 3/4" tall, Coulson has the stylized, urban design 
that has made these figures so collectible — and you don't have to go all the way to Tahiti to get it! 
Window box packaging. (STK639250)  (4552) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico.
 (4053)—Vinyl Figure $10.99

AVENGERS IPAD CASES
Protect your iPad with new Avengers-themed iPad cases! Choose from the Captain America logo, 
the S.H.I.E.L.D. logo, or the Avengers logo! (STK639089)  (1840/MVL-2021-AMC) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Ipad Case $14.99

AVENGERS SHIELD LOGO IPAD CASE
Protect your iPad with new Avengers-themed iPad cases! Choose from the Captain America logo, 
the S.H.I.E.L.D. logo, or the Avengers logo! (STK639088)  (1840) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 



only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
SHIELD (MVL-2021-AMG2)—Ipad Case $14.99
AVENGERS (MVL-2021-AMG1)—Ipad Case $14.99

AVENGERS EARBUDS
Listen to your mp3 player the way Nick Fury would with the official Avengers earbuds! Choose 
from Avengers, Iron Man, Captain America, Thor, or Hulk designs! (STK639086)  (1840/MVL-
12EB-AM-ASS) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Earbuds PI 

CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER 12-OUNCE MUG
Enjoy your morning coffee or tea in this Captain America: The Winter Soldier mug! (STK639138) 
(6500/26066) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Mug $10.99

CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER 12-OUNCE PLASTIC TRAVEL MUG
Take your beverage with you on the go with this Captain America: The Winter Soldier travel mug! 
(STK639139)  (6500/26751) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories.
Mug $10.99

CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER TIN TOTE
Take your lunch to school or work in style, just as you did when you were little, with the Captain 
America: The Winter Soldier tin tote! (STK639140)  (6500/26370) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Mug $15.99

MARVEL HEROES

TOON TUMBLERS X-MEN CLEAR PINT GLASSES
The X-Men are one of the most popular super teams on the market today, and PopFun has the 
perfect kitchen accessory for the X-Men's many fans — clear pint glasses! These clear pint glasses 
feature fan-favorite characters Rogue, Gambit, Deadpool, Wolverine, or the Uncanny X-Men team. 
Please note: these glasses are clear, not frosted. Now available for sale or distribution in California. 
(STK639103)  (6966/TT0132) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories.
Pint Glass $10.99

DEADPOOL POSTER
Deadpool, the Merc with a Mouth, has his target in his sights on this 22" x 34" poster! 
(STK639133)  (4264/RP2163) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada.
Poster, 22x34 $5.99

DEADPOOL BUTTONS
The Merc with a Mouth will decorate your bag or jacket with these new Deadpool buttons that 
feature logos, artwork, and pithy catchphrases! (STK626065)  (7146/82699ASST) (OCT132256) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Button PI 

PEZ MARVEL BLISTER PACK ASST
Marvel Comics PEZ dispenser. (STK640018)  (6905/079112) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Germany.



PEZ Dispenser PI 

MARVEL COMICS

MARVEL COMICS  HEROES EARBUDS
Listen to music from your mp3 player with these Marvel Comics earbuds! Choose from Captain 
America, Iron Man, or Wolverine designs! (STK639085)  (1840/MVL-12EB-ASST-P) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia.
Earbuds PI 

MOVIE/TV

BACK TO THE FUTURE: TIME MACHINE SHAKEM PREMIUM MOTION STATUE
"The way I see it, if you're gonna build a time machine into a car, why not do it with some style?" 
This premium motion statue of the time machine from Back to the Future is highly detailed, crafted 
from heavyweight polyresin, and hand painted. The integrated, non-electric motion feature brings 
the piece to life. Measures 7" long by 5" wide by 4" tall on a movie-themed base. Limited edition. 
(STK637440)  (1570/408459) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.
Statue $34.99

HARRY POTTER BUTTONS
Harry Potter and the world of Hogwarts created by J.K. Rowling has thrilled readers and film fans 
for fifteen years, and these buttons feature the characters that have made the stories so beloved by 
millions the world over! (STK638084)  (7146/82962ASST) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Buttons PI 

BATES MOTEL SHOWER CURTAIN
The bloody logo of Bates Motel appears on this shower curtain! Music not included. (STK639127) 
(2032/92830-BM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories.
Decoration $22.99

BATES MOTEL SIGN NIGHT LIGHT
Illuminate the night with the Bates Motel sign night light! (STK639123)  (2032/93430-BM) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Night Light $16.99

GHOSTBUSTERS: SLIMER SHAKEM PREMIUM MOTION STATUE
Sculpted using rare, behind-the-scenes images, Slimer appears to "float" on his ectoplasm base. 
Accurately sculpted, Slimer stands 6 3/4" tall. (STK637441)  (1570/408372) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Statue $29.99

GHOSTBUSTERS: STAY-PUFT SHAKEM MOTION STATUE
The Marshmallow Man comes with interchangeable angry and happy heads, and he sway at the 
waist. Accurately sculpted and highly-detailed, this Ghostbusters statue stands 7" tall. (STK637442) 
(1570/408376) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Statue $34.99

JAWS: BRUCE SHAKEM PREM MOTION STATUE



This shark, swallow you whole! Designed to match the "Bruce" filming models seen on screen 
uising the original Jaws construction plans for reference. This premium motion statue is crafted 
from heavyweight polyresin and is hand-painted. The integrated, non-electronic motion feature 
brings the piece to life. Measures 7 1/2" x 4" x 4" on a movie-themed base. (STK637443) 
(1570/408463) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Statue $34.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A PEZ MUPPETS DISPENSERS
Just in time for Muppets Most Wanted, the new Muppets movie, your favorite Muppets decorate 
these brand-new PEZ dispensers! Choose from Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy, or Animal. Blister card 
packaging. (STK457629)  (6905/079280) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Germany.
PEZ Dispenser PI 

MY LITTLE PONY

MY LITTLE PONY MICRO-COMIC FUN PACK SERIES 2
(W) Katie Cook & Various (A) Andy Price & Various
Each collectible Micro-Comic Fun Pack features a new gatefold cover illustrated specially for this 
format by artist Chris Meeks and a full stand-alone story printed on heavy matte stock as well as 
several collectible blindly packed components. The issues collected in this set are My Little Pony 
Micro-series stories highlighting Fluttershy, Celestia, Luna and Rarity. There are also step-by-step 
instructions to learn "How to Draw" the ponies and a dual-page spread that allows fans to use their 
stickers to create their own pony play scenes! Plus, each comes with a fold-out micro poster (1 of 
8), a sticker sheet (1 of 8), and collectible temporary tattoos (1 of 8). Collect all four My Little 
Pony: Micro-Comic Fun Packs! (STK638982)  (4793) (C: 0-1-2)
Pack M$3.99

MY LITTLE PONY WALL POSTERS
Decorate your walls with these My Little Pony posters that measure 25" x 13"! Choose from the 
MLP cast or an MLP collage! (STK638069)  (4945/241224) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Poster, 25x13, FC $7.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A MY LITTLE PONY COLLECTIBLE DOG TAGS
Show your love of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic by wearing these collectible dog tags that 
feature all of your favorite characters from Equestria! (STK616594)  (1094/10879492002505) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan or Korea.
Dog Tag M$3.00

O/A MY LITTLE PONY LUNCHBOX
Let the Mane Six of My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic spread their love and happiness over your 
lunch when you carry it in this tin lunchbox! (STK618634)  (4945/48051) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Lunchbox $12.99

O/A MY LITTLE PONY BUTTONS
Wear your favorite ponies from Equestria with these new buttons based on My Little Pony: 
Friendship Is Magic! (STK624188)  (4866/LPSY2246) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 



United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.
Button PI 

SERENITY/FIREFLY

FIREFLY: LEAF ON THE WIND KEY CHAIN/PENDANT
You can be a leaf on the wind, too, with this elegant key chain that can also be worn as a pendant 
from Quantum Mechanix. Measuring 5/8" from reactor to bridge, the world’s tiniest Firefly is cast 
in pewter-finish metal and sits atop a bronze-finish metal leaf, itself measuring just under 2". The 
Leaf on the Wind pendant comes attached to a heavy-duty bronze-finish key chain, which can be 
removed with needle-nose pliers. A black cord necklace (included) can be used to wear the pendant 
– or you can use your own necklace, if you prefer. (STK637436)  (7814/FFY0192) (C: 0-1-1)
Keychain/pendant $14.95

SONS OF ANARCHY

SONS OF ANARCHY 6-INCH BOBBLE HEADS
Mezco Toys is proud to continue their line of Sons of Anarchy bobble heads with Jax and Clay. 
Each figure stands 6" tall and comes on a base featuring the Sons of Anarchy reaper logo. Window 
box packaging. (STK636438)  (4830/82110) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
U.S. Territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the U.K.
Bobble head $15.99

SONS OF ANARCHY REAPER LOGO MUG
Drink long and slow from the Sons of Anarchy Reaper Mug. In deep navy with a logo of the grim 
reaper wielding an M-16 and holding a crystal ball, this 15-ounce mug will let people know who 
your crew is. (STK475668)  (2032/92370-SOA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, and the U.K.
RES. from Previews Vol. XXII #9 (SEP122019)$16.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A SONS OF ANARCHY LOGO GUN MUG
This Sons of Anarchy ceramic mug features the series' logo on the mug itself and comes with a 
handle in the shape of a gun's grip! (STK522470)  (2032/92510-SOA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, U.S. Territories, and the U.K.
Mug $17.99

SONS OF ANARCHY LOGO FLEECE BLANKET
Wrap yourself in the Sons of Anarchy fleece blanket and stay warm this winter! (STK638102) 
(2032/82270-SOA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Blanket, 46x60 $29.99

STAR TREK

STAR TREK: USS ENTERPRISE BLACK BOTTLE OPENER
Crack open a bottle with this Star Trek bottle opener in the shape of the USS Enterprise! This 
special version features a black finish. (STK637938)  (133)
Bottle Opener $19.99

OFFERED AGAIN



O/A STAR TREK: STARFLEET LOGO FLASK
Carry Romulan Ale or Saurian Brandy with you wherever you go with the Starfleet Logo Flask. 
This stainless steel flask features a secure screwtop lid and an etched Starfleet delta emblem. 
Packaged in a gift box, this flask is the perfect gift for the Star Trek fan in your life. (STK406741) 
(6500/80379) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, and the U.K.
Flask $19.99

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION — USS ENTERPRISE NCC-1701-D BLUEPRINTS 
12-OUNCE MUG
The curvilinear lines of Captain Picard's Enterprise grace this Star Trek: The Next Generation mug! 
(STK639136)  (6500/80068) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories.
Mug $10.99

STAR TREK TIN TOTE
 (STK390402)  (6500/80070) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories.
RES. from Previews Vol. XIX #2 (FEB095119)
Tin Tote $15.99

TRANSFORMERS

TRANSFORMERS MICRO COMIC FUN PACK
 (STK637937)  (4793) (C: 0-1-2)
Pack M$3.99

TRANSFORMERS CAST WALL POSTER
 (STK638072)  (4945/241229) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.
Poster, 25x13, FC $7.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A TRANSFORMERS LUNCHBOXES
There's more than meets the eye to these Transformers lunchboxes! Made of tin with Autobot or 
Decepticon logos, these lunchboxes will both carry and protect your lunch on a daily basis! 
(STK618630)  (4945/48050) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.
Lunchbox $12.99

WALKING DEAD

THE WALKING DEAD: DARYL CROSSBOW MUG
Daryl's crossbow will keep the zombies away with this Walking Dead mug! (STK639119) 
(2032/92510-WD3) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, and the 
U.K.
Mug $20.99

THE WALKING DEAD FLEECE BLANKETS
Wrap yourself in these fleece blankets based on the Walking Dead and keep the cold away! Choose 
from Daryl or Walker designs. (STK638099)  (2032/82270-WD2) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories.



Blanket, 46x60 $29.99

THE WALKING DEAD: DART BOARD SET
Play darts with this official Walking Dead dartboard set! (STK639120)  (2032/82120-WD) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Dart board $29.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A THE WALKING DEAD KEYCHAINS
Carry your keys on these Walking Dead keychains! Choose from Logo and Zombie Head designs. 
(STK617071)  (1704) (C: 0-1-2)
Keychain $11.99

O/A THE WALKING DEAD BILLFOLD WALLETS
Based on Image Comics' best-selling series The Walking Dead by Robert Kirkman, these billfold 
wallets feature artwork from the comic! Choose from Charlie, Omnibus, The Governor, or 
Michonne wallets. (STK617388)  (1704) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
Wallet $19.99

GAMES SECTION

DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #171
Game Trade Magazine contains articles on gameplay, previews and reviews, game related fiction, 
and self-contained games or game modules, along with solicitation information on upcoming game, 
manga, and video releases. (STK639319)
Magazine $3.99

BLACK LIBRARY

WARHAMMER 40K: NIGHT LORDS OMNIBUS SC
(W) Aaron Dembski-Bowden
Driven by their hatred of the False Emperor, the Night Lords stalk the shadows of the galaxy, 
eternally seeking revenge for the death of their primarch. Guided by the visions of the prophet 
Talos, a warband from this sinister Legion struggles to survive in a constant war against the forces 
of the Imperium. But when they come into conflict with fellow renegades and are hunted by the 
Eldar of Craftworld Ulthwe, the Night Lords find themselves returning to the scene of their greatest 
defeat and drawn into a battle they cannot possibly win. (STK639607) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 986pgs, B&W M$17.50

WARHAMMER 40K: SALAMANDERS: REBIRTH HC
(W) Nick Kyme
Five Years have passed since war came to Nocturne. Third Company, still feeling its losses, 
recovers its strength. And though a small party have ventured out in search of a certain errant fire-
born, it is the Salamanders of Fifth Company who must wage war. On Heletine, the Black Legion 
has come in the name of Chaos and only Brother-Captain Drakgaard's warriors stand in the way of 
their dark glory. Victory for the Imperium hinges on the alliance between the Salamanders and The 
Sisters of the Ebon Chalice, warrior zealots and devout servants of the Ecclesiarchy. But there is 
more to this Promethean War than conquest, and only as the conflict grinds on are the true motives 
of the enemy revealed. (STK639608) (C: 0-1-2)



HC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W M$24.99

WARHAMMER 40K: VULKAN LIVES MMPB
(W) Nick Kyme
In the wake of the Dropsite Massacre at Isstvan V, the survivors of the Salamanders Legion 
searched long and hard for their fallen primarch, but to no avail. Little did they know that while 
Vulkan might have wished himself dead, he lives still, languishing in a hidden cell for the 
entertainment of a cruel jailer, his brother Konrad Curze. Enduring a series of hellish tortures 
designed to break his body and spirit, Vulkan witnesses the depths of the Night Haunter's depravity, 
but also discovers something else — a revelation that could change the course of the entire war. 
(STK639602) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W M$9.99

WARHAMMER: ORION: THE COUNCIL OF BEASTS SC
(W) Darius Hinks
Orion is dead, his mortal host killed before the forest king could resurrect. The halls of the wood 
elves are in ruins and Athel Loren has fallen under the corrupting shadow of Chaos. As the ancient 
accord between elf and forest collapses into conflict, daemons flock to the woodland domain, intent 
on creating a new Realm of Chaos in the heart of the Old World. As the seasons pass and Orion is 
finally reborn, he must rally all the defenders of the forest if any are to survive. (STK639605) (C: 0-
1-2)
SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W M$14.00

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT

BRAVEST WARRIORS DICE GAME
In the Bravest Warriors Co-operative Dice Game, you take on the role of one of the Bravest 
Warriors or one of their bestest pals. Working together, you will overcome Events and Encounters 
using your Portals and Special Abilities. Can you earn enough Victory Points in time? With Portal 
cards, Special Abilities, and a bit of luck your team can overcome all sorts of different challenges 
on your way to victory! Score Victory Points by overcoming Encounters that you’ve seen in the 
Bravest Warriors episodes. The actual number of Victory Points needed win depends on if you are 
playing Easy Mode (great for younger or new players) or Standard Mode. Set the difficulty to your 
level of skill! (STK639610) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.
Dice Game (CZE 01764) M$25.00

ENTERPLAY LLC

MY LITTLE PONY CCG: CANTERLOT NIGHTS BOOSTER PACKS
Canterlot Nights, the first expansion set to the highly popular My Little Pony CCG, introduces 
Princess Celestia and Princess Luna as all-new main characters for players to build their decks 
around. New versions of main characters, powerful new friends, new mechanics, fun content, and 
more! 12 cards per pack. (STK639593) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories.
Booster Pack (ETP 3314-S) $3.49

MY LITTLE PONY CCG: CANTERLOT NIGHTS THEME DECKS
Canterlot Nights, the first expansion set to the highly popular My Little Pony CCG, introduces 
Princess Celestia and Princess Luna as all-new main characters for players to build their decks 
around. New versions of main characters, powerful new friends, new mechanics, fun content, and 
more! 12 cards per pack. (STK639594) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States 



and U.S. Territories.
Theme Deck (ETP 3321-D) $10.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A MY LITTLE PONY CCG PREMIERE EDITION
The My Little Pony Collectible Card Game is a gamer's game. It's fun, interactive, competitive, and 
of course, themed around this extremely popular brand. Basically, players build a deck around a 
character, then try to overcome/solve problems. The first player to reach 15 points wins, but there's 
a lot more complexity to it than that! Start your gaming experience in Equestria with a variety of 
packages. The 2-person Starter Set contains 2 decks, rules, and everything you and an opponent 
need to let the Pony games begin! Booster Parcks contains 12 cards, and Theme Decks contain 60 
cards. The magic is about to begin! (STK626427) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories.
STARTER SET—Starter Set (ETP 3208) $18.99
BOOSTER PACK—Booster $3.49
THEME DECK—Theme Deck $10.99

MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC SERIES 2 BINDERS
Store your My Little Pony cards in two new official binders! Choose from Pony Hugs or Princess 
designs. (STK638297) (C: 0-1-2)
Card Binder M$19.99

FANTASY FLIGHT PUBLISHING INC

LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: THE DUNLAND TRAP ADVENTURE PACK
The Dunland Trap is the first chapter in The Ring-Maker cycle of Adventure Packs for The Lord of 
the Rings: The Card Game. In its combat-heavy scenario, Middle-Earth's heroes must battle waves 
of ferocious Dunlendings as they aid Saruman the White's search for knowledge to use against the 
Dark Lord. Celeborn appears along with cards to support the Silvan trait, cards that provide 
thematic ties to Saruman and the White Council. (STK639614) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
the UK, Germany, France or Spain.
Expansion Pack $14.95

STAR WARS LCG: IT BINDS ALL THINGS FORCE PACK
The struggle for the Force takes on new intensity in It Binds All Things, the fifth Force Pack in the 
Echoes of the Force cycle for Star Wars: The Card Game! Deadly bounty hunters pursue the 
adherents of the Light Side, but a Jedi version of Leia Organa may uncover an escape. Whether you 
fly with Green Squadrom, explore the true depths of a Wookie's loyalty, or turn battles upside down 
with Admiral Piett and the Imperial Navy, every faction gains more ways to use the Force! 
(STK639613) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Germany, France or Spain.
Expansion Pack $14.95

STAR WARS RPG: AGE OF REBELLION BEGINNER GAME
The Star Wars: Age of Rebellion Beginner Game is the perfect entry into the Star Wars: Age of 
Rebellion roleplaying experience for players of all skill levels. With its complete, learn-as-you-go 
adventure, players can open the box and immediately dive into their roles as members of the Rebel 
Alliance, desperately fighting against the superior might of the Galactic Empire. Pre-generated 
character folios keep the rules right at your fingertips, while custom dice and an exciting narrative 
gameplay system advance your story with every roll. (STK639612) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available 
in the UK, Germany, France or Spain.
Roleplay Supplement, HC, 144pgs, FC $29.95



OFFERED AGAIN

O/A WARHAMMER 40K: RELIC BOARD GAME
Based on the Talisman game system, Warhammer 40k: Relic is an adventure board game in which 
two to four players each assume the role of a powerful hero from the 40k universe and bravely 
venture forth to shield the Antian Sector from certain doom. By completing missions and defeating 
enemies, characters compete to gain rewards and experience, furthering their chance of being the 
first to defeat whatever evil lies beyond the Warp rift! (STK519201) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in the UK, Germany, France or Spain.
Board Game (FFG RE01) $59.95

WARHAMMER 40K: RELIC BOARD GAME: NEMESIS EXPANSION
Nemesis is the first expanion for Relic, and introduces player-versus-player combat to the Relic 
board game. As players struggle to determine the destiny of a crucial segment of the Imperium's far-
flung border, they gain the option to assume the role of one of the Imperium's most dangerous 
enemies: a blood-crazed Khorne Berserker, a cunning Eldar Exarch, a savage Tyranid Broodlord, or 
a seductive but lethal Champion of Slaanesh. Relic: Nemesis further tempts the Imperium's boldest 
defenders with new wargear and relics. (STK639611) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, 
Germany, France or Spain.
Board Game Expansion (FFG RE02) $39.95

IDW GAMES

KILL SHAKESPEARE: THE BOARD GAME
(A) Glenn Fabry
Protect the realm from King Richard, Lady Macbeth, and their dark army! Based on the acclaimed 
comic book from IDW Publishing, this co-op adventure brings the greatest characters of 
Shakespearean literature to life in a shared universe rife with peril. Players will go on quests 
assigned by the bard himself in an attempt to prove themselves worthy of taking over the title of 
Scribe of the Land. (STK639687) (C: 0-1-2)
Board Game $59.99

PAIZO, INC

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: MUMMY'S MASK PART 4: SECRETS OF THE SPHINX
The heroes track down the cult of the Forgotten Pharaoh to its secret headquarters inside a giant 
sphinx statue in the Osirian desert, facing scorpion-men mercenaries and Areshkagal-worshiping 
maftets before a final confrontation with masked cultists and their leader, the Forgotten Pharaoh, 
who has been possessed by a fragment of Hakotep I’s soul. The heroes defeat the cult, only to learn 
that Hakotep’s soul has returned to his tomb, and the ancient pharaoh has risen as a powerful 
mummy lord intent on reclaiming his lost kingdom! Secrets of the Sphinx is a Pathfinder 
Roleplaying Game adventure for 10th-level characters. (STK635047) (C: 0-1-2)
Roleplay Supplement, SC, 96pgs, FC $22.99

PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN CARDS: DELUXE HARROW DECK
The future is yours to reveal with the Pathfinder Cards: Deluxe Harrow Deck! The symbols and 
legends of the Pathfinder Campaign Setting fill this 55-card, full-color set of oversized 
fortunetelling cards, making it an invaluable tool for including divination and mysticism in your 
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game adventures. With portentous art, patterned backing, and a larger size 
common to many real-world tarot decks, the Deluxe Harrow Deck straddles the lines between game 
supplement, storytelling set piece, and costume prop. (STK635048) (C: 0-1-2)



Roleplay Accessory, 55pgs, FC $22.99

PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN SETTING: OCCULT MYSTERIES
Unravel the secrets of the Pathfinder world with Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Occult Mysteries. 
Inside you’ll find an exploration of some of the Pathfinder Campaign Setting’s greatest mysteries, 
from the creation myths of various cultures to theories on the identities and ultimate goals of its 
veiled masters. Look behind the scenes of some of Golarion’s most notorious secret societies, 
including the Anaphexia, the Harbingers of Fate, and the Night Heralds. Adopt new options to 
incorporate astrology, harrowing, numerology, scarification, and spiritualism into your campaigns, 
and explore the contents of a half-dozen occult tomes — including Osirion's book of the dead, the 
mysteriously missing Volume 5 of the Pathfinder Chronicles, and more! (STK635049) (C: 0-1-2)
Roleplay Supplement, SC, 64pgs, FC $19.99

PATHFINDER FLIP MAT: HILL COUNTRY
Whether you’re headed into the mountains or exploring the borderlands, you’ll have all the rocky 
reaches you need with Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Hill Country. This durable accessory can serve as a 
setting for exploration, battle, or anything in between in any tabletop fantasy campaign! This 
portable, affordable map measures 24" x 30" unfolded, and 8" x 10" folded. Its coated surface can 
handle any dry erase, wet erase, or even permanent marker. (STK635050) (C: 0-1-2)
Roleplay Accessory, 18pgs, FC $13.99

PATHFINDER PLAYER COMPANION: HARROW HANDBOOK
Learn the lore behind the mysterious harrow deck and master its secrets to perform remarkable 
divinations, conduct eerie auguries, and make mind-boggling predictions with the Harrow 
Handbook. New ways to perform harrow readings and a slew of new character options breathe new 
life into your game by allowing you to foretell the future and command the course of destiny. This 
player-friendly investigation of some of Pathfinder's most popular fortunetelling methods makes a 
perfect companion to the Pathfinder Cards: Deluxe Harrow Deck! (STK635051) (C: 0-1-2)
Roleplay Supplement, SC, 32pgs, FC $12.99

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

MUNCHKIN APOCALYPSE 2: SHEEP IMPACT
Have even more fun bringing about the End Times with 106 new cards for Munchkin Apocalypse!
Sheep Impact is an expansion set; you will need Munchkin Apocalypse to play. (STK639696) (C: 0-
1-2)
Card Game (SJG 1504) $19.95

USAOPOLY

DOCTOR WHO RISK: THE DALEK INVASION OF EARTH COLLECTOR'S EDITION
"The Daleks are now the masters of the Earth!" In the 22nd-century, the Daleks invade Earth and 
attempt to conquer the planet in their bid for galactic domination. The Doctor Who Risk: The Dalek 
Invasion of Earth Collector's Edition puts you in command of the Dalek forces who seek to 
subjugate the planet — and the Doctors who are tasked with defending it! Special rules encompass 
all eleven Doctors, and special Mission Cards give you tasks to complete each turn. The fate of the 
Earth is in the balance when the Daleks attack in Doctor Who Risk: The Dalek Invasion of Earth! 
(STK639697) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
Board Game (USO RI094378) PI 

SUPER MARIO BROS. CONNECT 4
Mario and Luigi battle it out in this special Super Mario Bros.-themed edition of the classic game 



Connect 4! (STK639698) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories.
Board Game PI 

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

MAGIC THE GATHERING TCG: JOURNEY INTO NYX BOOSTER DIS
The third and final release in Magic the Gathering's Theros block, Journey into Nyx delves into the 
underworld of Greco-Roman mythology! Available in standard Booster Packs, Event Decks, Fat 
Packs, and Intro Decks. (STK639690) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories.
BOOSTER PACK—Booster Pack M$3.99
EVENT DECK—M$24.99
FAT PACK—M$39.99
INTRO DECK—M$14.99

WIZKIDS/NECA

DC HEROCLIX: WAR OF LIGHT — SINESTRO CORPS WAR SCENARIO PACK
Kick off the War of the Light excitement in your store and whet players' appetites with this special 
Scenario Pack! The War of Light – Sinestro Corps War Scenario Pack features content not found 
anywhere else in the DC HeroClix: War of Light event series, including: an exclusive Green 
Lantern HeroClix figure, an exclusive Sinestro HeroClix figure, a Green Lantern Ring 3D special 
object, the Shield Construct 3D special object, dice with custom Green Lantern logos, and War of 
Light scenario rules. All of the content found in the Sinestro Corps War Scenario Pack is unique to 
this product and will not be found in the DC HeroClix: War of Light tournament set! This retail 
SKU is the only way to get Green Lantern, Sinestro, as well as the Green Lantern Ring and Shield 
Construct 3D objects! (STK639703) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories.
Scenario Pack (WZK 71192) $19.99

DC HEROCLIX: BATMAN: ARKHAM ORIGINS QUICK START KIT
Now, HeroClix is even easier to teach with this convenient Quick Start kit! This non-collectible 2-
figure Quick Start kit is designed as an inexpensive entry point into HeroClix with easy-to-grasp 
rules right out of the box! Featuring Batman and The Joker, these specially designed figures come 
with character cards, rules sheet, and map board. Eash boast straightforward, traditional HeroClix 
dial designs, with power descriptions printed right on the character cards. (STK639699) (C: 1-1-2)
Quick Start Kit (WZK 71457) $4.99

VIDEOS SECTION

ANIMATION

BEN 10 OMNIVERSE: DUEL OF THE DUPLICATES
From Warner Home Video. Watch for almost two action packed hours as heroes Ben, Rook and 
Max try to stop Albedo from absorbing Azmuth's intelligence and taking over the galaxy in Ben 10 
Omniverse: Duel of the Duplicates. Featuring a 3 part episode story arc plus two action-packed 
bonus episodes, Ben 10 fans are sure to enjoy the fourth volume DVD release from the Ben10 
Omniverse franchise! (STK637852) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $14.97

JUSTICE LEAGUE: TRIPLE FEATURE



This DVD set contains three Justice League features in one collection! Secret Origins: Martian 
Manhunter comes to Earth to warn of an impending alien invasion in the first Justice League 
movie! Starcrossed: When a Thanagarian armada arrives on Earth, the Justice League turns to 
Hawkgirl for some answers! Paradise Lost: When Wonder Woman falls to sorcerer Felix Faust, and 
Superman is is captured by the warlord Mongul and forced to fight for his life on an alien world, its 
up to Green Lantern and Hawkgirl to save their teammates from the battle zone known as War 
World! Special Features: Episode Introductions with Producer Bruce Timm; Biographies, Deleted 
Scenes, Interviews, Justice League Watchtower, "Draw the Dark Side" and "Escape from War 
World" featurettes. (STK637711) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD (x3) $19.97

MR. MAGOO: THE THEATRICAL COLLECTION (1949-1959)
From Shout! Factory. Voiced by Jim Backus (Gilligan Island’s “Mr. Howell”), Mr. Magoo is a
wealthy, short-statured retiree who gets into a series of sticky situations as a result of his 
nearsightedness, compounded by his stubborn refusal to admit the problem. However, through 
uncanny streaks of luck, the situation always seems to work itself out for him, leaving him no worse 
than before. This collection includes all of the theatrically-released animated shorts from 1949 to 
1959 in one DVD set for the first time ever! That's 53 theatrical shorts — two of which won Oscars 
for Best Short Subject, Cartoons. ("When Magoo Flew" and "Magoo’s Puddle Jumper"), with 12 
shorts presented in Cinemascope. In addition to all-new DVD extras, the full-length Magoo feature 
film, 1001 Arabian Nights, is also included! Oh Magoo, you've done it again! (STK637671) (C: 0-
1-1)
DVD $34.93

ANIME

BERSERK!! THE GOLDEN AGE: ARC III
From Viz Media. It’s been a year since Griffith’s imprisonment by the Kingdom of Midland. Once 
praised as the saviors of Midland, the Band of the Hawk has been on the run and is on the brink of 
breaking apart. Much to everyone’s surprise, Guts returns to the Hawks, and the search for Griffith 
begins! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637688) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$24.98
DVD—$19.98

BLEACH UNCUT: SET 20
From Viz Media. The Soul Reapers form an uneasy alliance with the Visoreds, and the battle against 
the Espadas resumes. Barragan, the former ruler of Hueco Mundo who was displaced by Aizen, 
appears to be defeated by the combined efforts of Hachigen and Soi Fon, until they discover him 
forcing open Hachigen’s Shiju Saimon barrier. Later, Ichigo is troubled that he can’t seem to use his 
Hollowfication to full effect. And with the ultimate battle with Aizen looming, he’ll need every 
ounce of power! (STK637692) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $44.82

CUTICLE DETECTIVE INABA: THE COMPLETE SERIES
From Sentai Filmworks. In a world where half-human, half-animal chimeras live and work 
alongside normal people, there are sure to be a few bad apples in the bunch. Unfortunately, 
criminals that are only half-human means there are often non-human clues that leave the police 
stumped. That's where lone wolf detective Hiroshi Inaba comes in. He's literally part wolf and has 
the amazing ability to extract critical information just by examining or tasting a sample of 
someone's hair!  Of course, that ability has also resulted in Inaba having a little bit of a hair fetish, 
but that doesn't seem to be a problem for his two assistants. Well, at least the cross-dressing one isn't 
complaining much. And it's nothing compared to the strange tastes of Inaba's nemesis, the 



omnivorous, half-goat crime boss Don Valentino, who has an appetite for green legal tender instead 
of tender young greens! Inaba's sworn to cut Valentino out of the criminal flock before the Don can 
wolf down more ill-gotten dough, but he's going to have to chew his way through a lot of evidence 
to get his goat. Can sheer dogged detective work put the baaaaad guys behind bars?  Find out in 
Cuticle Detective Inaba! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637757) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$59.98
DVD—$49.98

EBITEN: THE COMPLETE SERIES
From Sentai Filmworks. Take one group of rabid fan girls with tenuous grips on reality, toss out all 
rules of proper social behavior, mix them together in a basement with more twisted anime parodies 
and allusions than you can shake a schtick at, and what do you get? Well, besides a recipe for 
disaster, if borderline delusional Kyoko Todayama is in what passes for charge, you get the 
Asstronomy Club, where mayhem rules and the wall between the real world and total fantasy 
shatters at least once every five minutes! And as if things weren't wild enough, let's throw in a "boys 
love" manga fanatic who always seems to end up in her underwear, a maid on a secret mission, a 
ruthless arch enemy whose goal is to have the club disbanded, and a CAT as the faculty adviser! 
And then there's Itsuki, who inexplicably still thinks this is a serious astronomy club. To be fair, 
some of the members DO seem to be robots/aliens and/or from outer space. One thing's for certain 
though: the Student Council will most definitely NOT approve of what happens when the Insane-O-
Meter redlines and freaky fan girls run wild in Ebiten! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK637748) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$59.98
DVD—$49.98

EUREKA SEVEN: THE MOVIE
From FUNimation. Fall in love alongside Renton and Eureka all over again with this feature film 
set in an alternate timeline within the Eureka Seven universe! In the year 2054, humanity is on the 
brink of destruction thanks to a half-century war with the strange beings known as the EIZO. In the 
middle of an important mission, mecha pilot Renton is reunited with his childhood friend Eureka 
who was kidnapped by government forces years before. But their heartfelt reunion might not last 
for long: Eureka’s life will soon come to an end, and the crew that Renton serves alongside on the 
GEKKO have their own ideas about what to do with the blue-haired girl. As mankind prepares to 
fire a doomsday weapon that will end the war once and for all, the fate of the world rests in the 
hearts of two young lovers. (STK628283) (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #11 (NOV132547)
BLU-RAY & DVD—$34.98
DVD—$29.98

FAMILIAR OF ZERO: SEASON ONE
From Sentai Filmworks. Louise Françoise Le Blanc de La Vallière's name is so long and her spell-
casting skills are so poor that everyone at the Tristain Academy of Magic just calls her "Louise the 
Zero".  Louise's humiliation only increases during an important second year test, where the other 
students summon up dragons and other mythological creatures as their familiars, and she 
inexplicably summons Hiraga Saito, a totally normal teenager from Tokyo.  Now she's stuck with 
him and Saito's stuck with the lousy life of being a familiar.  Except, maybe there's more going on 
than meets the eye, because Saito's not prepared to accept the social inequities that Louise and other 
aristocrats consider the status quo, and he may not be quite as normal as everyone thinks.  And the 
reason Louise is so bad at magic might just be that she hasn't figured out what she's good at yet.  In 
fact, they might even have the makings of a great team.  If they can learn to stand each other first, 
that is!  Will familiarity breed contempt?  Will combining two negatives result in a positive? The 
answer will be spelled out, enchantment by enchantment, in Familiar of Zero! Available in Blu-Ray 



and DVD formats. (STK637751) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$59.98
DVD—$49.98

FROM THE NEW WORLD: COLLECTION ONE
From Sentai Filmworks. Born into a world a thousand years in our future, Saki and her friends 
Satoru, Maria, Mamoru and Shun have lived their entire lives in what seems to be a perfect utopia. 
Not only is their small idyllic community overflowing with clean rushing water and abundant green 
foliage, but almost all technology has been rendered irrelevant by the magical power of "Juryoku," 
the psychic ability to materialize anything one desires. But when Saki discovers a long lost artifact 
from the past, the façade of their world is shattered and the cracks that split the foundation of their 
reality threaten to swallow them whole! Faced with a bloody secret history of how their world 
really came to be and thrust into a nightmarish new paradigm, Saki and her companions are 
confronted with dangers they never knew existed and a series of choices that may change the fate of 
every intelligent creature on the planet — human and otherwise! Yusuke Kishi's award winning 
novel becomes an epic new animated series as five young teens fight to survive the shocking 
revelations that come From the New World! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637753) 
(C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$69.98
DVD—$59.98

HAPPINESS: THE COMPLETE SERIES
From Maiden Japan. Yuma and Haruhi are both students at Mizuhosaka Academy, but since the 
classes for magic users and non-magic users are kept completely separate, the odds of their ever 
getting to know each other are impossibly small.  But then a gas explosion on Valentine's Day 
renders the Magic section unusable, leaving the school with no choice except to make everything 
co-ed.  As a result, mage in training Haruhi and her best friend Anri find themselves transferred into 
a normal class with Yuma and his best friends Hachisuke and Jun.  Although how "normal" they are 
is debatable given that Hachi might be the world's biggest letch and Jun prefers to wear the girl's 
school uniform rather than the one for the guys.  And there's something about Yuma as well, 
something that Haruhi notices almost immediately.  But is Yuma aware of it yet?  Whatever the 
answer, the most magical year of classes for both of them is about to begin, and the most important 
lessons learned won't be on conjuring or geometry.  Gather up your schoolbooks, calculators and 
magic wands, as a boy and a girl discover the real secret to Happiness! (STK637749) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
DVD $49.98

HIDAMARI SKETCH X 365: THE COMPLETE SECOND SEASON
From Sentai Filmworks. Now available on Blu-Ray for the first time. Yuno, Miyako, Hiro, Sae and 
the rest of the denizens of the most fascinating piece of surreal estate in Japan are back.  And they're 
still spurning the "A happens after B, happens after C" pattern so prevalent in the rest of the world. 
In fact, instead of just taking place after Yuno's first year at Yamabuki High, this season of Hidamari 
Sketch continues on both sides, around the edges and in-between.  Filling in the details in an ever-
expanding collage that's both avant-garde and slice of life!  And if the format's not completely 
unexpected, we guarantee that some of the things that you never knew about before WILL be in 
Hidamari Sketch X 365 - The Complete Second Season! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK637765) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$59.98
DVD—$39.98

IS THIS A ZOMBIE? SEASON ONE
From FUNimation. Available as a Blu-Ray/DVD combo pack at a lower price. Some guys have no 



luck; he's got no pulse. That's life for poor unfortunate, undead Ayumu. First, he was murdered by a 
serial killer. Then he was resurrected as a zombie by a cute little Necromancer. That seemed pretty 
cool until she moved into his house, refused to speak, and forced his rotting carcass to do all the 
cooking. After that, a magical girl in a pretty pink dress used her matching chainsaw to chop his 
corpse in half. Luckily, the Necromancer's powers of resurrection trumped those of the chainsaw 
chick, so Ayumu became the world's first magical girl zombie. Confused? All you gotta know is 
this: zombies, frilly dresses, demons, and moe chainsaws. Pink. It's the new dead. Combo Pack 
includes both Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637886) (C: 0-1-1)
Combo Pack $44.98

LITTLE BUSTERS: COLLECTION TWO
From Sentai Filmworks. As if receiving enigmatic messages delivered by the cats wasn't odd 
enough, Riki Naoe's world continues to grow even stranger.  Following the shocking twin 
revelations of Midori's missing shadow and the fact that he's the only one who seems to remember 
Mio, he's determined to learn the nature of the connection between them.  Meanwhile, some of the 
secret's Haruka is keeping about her family are revealed with potentially devastating consequences, 
and Riki finds himself pressed into a completely unexpected situation when a sleepover held by Rin 
and the other female members of the team goes out of control.  However, as overwhelming as all 
that seems, it's merely the preamble to the drama that's unleashed when Kudrayaka learns that her 
cosmonaut mother is going to be sent into space!  And in between it all, the Little Buster's first 
ballgame is approaching, even though they still haven't found a ninth player.  Covert missions are 
run, long simmering personal rivalries come to a boil and events that are literally out of this world 
will take an entire country by storm in the spectacular second collection of Little Busters! Available 
in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637754) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$69.98
DVD—$59.98

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN UNCUT: SET 18
From Viz Media. Naruto declares to his friends his intention to take on Sasuke by himself, while the 
Elders of the Leaf make a serious decision about who will fill the vacant seat of Hokage — 
Kakashi! In Mount Myoboku, Gerotora, Fukasaku and the Great Lord Elder debate whether or not 
to give Naruto the key to the Tetragram Seal that Gerotora holds, an act that could potentially 
unleash Nine Tails. Meanwhile, Tsunade recovers from her coma and, having grasped the situation, 
issues orders to prepare for war! (STK637693) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $44.82

STAR BLAZERS 2199: VOLUME ONE
From Voyager Entertainment. ONE YEAR REMAINS UNTIL MANKIND GOES EXTINCT... 
Space Battleship Yamato, the legendary anime that once took Japan by storm, has been reborn using 
the ultimate production staff and the latest technology! The year is 2199. Mother Earth is on the 
verge of breathing her last. Earth has been rendered a dead world by meteor bombs
launched by Gamilas, a mysterious interstellar state. The time left to humanity, which has fled into 
underground cities, is a mere year... Mankind’s final hope is the Yamato, which rests off of 
Kyushu’s Cape Bonomisaki — the Space Battleship Yamato! Believing in a message of salvation 
sent from the distant depths of the galaxy, the Yamato now sets sail with a young crew under the 
command of Captain Okita! Contains the first four episodes of the 2013 reimagining of the Yamato 
saga. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637909) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$44.99
DVD—$39.99

CLASSIC ANIME



ARIA: THE ORIGINATION (SEASON THREE) & ARIETTA OVA DVD
From Nozomi Entertainment. As winter melts into spring, Akari, Aika and Alice continue to work 
hard on becoming Neo-Venezia's top gondoliers. Aika starts to take on more responsibility around 
Himeya, Alice travels up the challenging canal near Hope Hill. Even Akari spends a day working on 
a huge gondola called a traghetto! But there's still so much to learn - and the final test to become a 
Prima, which once seemed so far off in the future, might not be so far off anymore.
Contains episodes 1 - 13 plus special Origination episode 5.5. Also includes Aria The OVA: Arietta. 
(STK637713) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $39.99

DALLOS
From Discotek Media. Shun Nonomura is a young man out of Monopolis, a sprawling miner's 
colony on the lunar surface. His people mine helium-3 and other essentials for the Earth? but in the 
late 21st century, Earth's resources are depleted and the planetary government has resorted to 
authoritarian rule to get what they want. As the put-upon miners, including Shun's own family and 
friends, start to organize a revolt, they come under attack from Earth's new lunar commander: Alex 
Rigel, a military man unafraid to use force to put down the uprising. An early effort by the great 
Mamoru Oshii (Ghost in the Shell). (STK637777) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $24.95

DIGIMON DATA SQUAD: DIGIMON SEASON 5
From Flatiron Film Company. The fifth season of the Digimon saga, collected together for the first 
time! Our heroes and the members of D.A.T.S. (Digital Accident Tactics Squad), an organization 
created to conceal the existence of the Digital World and Digimon from the rest of mankind, are 
facing a massive conflict between Earth and the Digital World triggered by an ambitious human 
scientist determined to make use of the Digimon for his own personal gain! (STK637855) (C: 0-1-
1)
DVD $79.95

DRAGON BALL Z: SEASONS 3 & 4
From FUNimation. Newly remastered and available on Blu-Ray for the first time! All seven 
Namekian Dragon Balls have been assembled, and the dragon Porunga has been summoned! Goku 
and his loyal friends must stop Frieza from making his wish for immortality. To defeat this 
monstrous foe — a Super Saiyan must emerge! For the first time ever, the Dragon Ball Z season 
sets are available on Blu-ray! This epic collection presents episodes 75-107 of the legendary series 
in remastered, high definition quality and 16:9 aspect ratio using frame by frame, pan and scran 
technology. An elite team of Capsule Corp. scientists worked around the clock to put the greatest 
anime in history on the cutting edge of modern technology. You may think you’ve seen all there is 
to see in the DBZ universe, but you’re wrong. Take home this thirty-five episode collection today, 
and fire your next Kamehameha in the brilliance of Blu-ray! Season 4 (also offered on Blu-Ray for 
the first time) collects Episodes 108-139. (STK637612) (C: 0-1-1)
SEASON THREE—Blu-Ray$44.98
SEASON FOUR—Blu-Ray $44.98

EUREKA SEVEN: PART ONE
From FUNimation. Newly remastered and available on Blu-Ray for the first time. Relive the classic 
era of anime with the studio that brought you Escaflowne, Fullmetal Alchemist, and Wolf’s Rain. 
Eureka Seven, the greatest anime love story ever told, returns to the spotlight after almost a decade
—in a complete series collection for the first time! Renton is a teenager trapped working as a 
mechanic in a backwater town. He dreams of joining up with a daredevil group of pilots known as 
Gekkostate and following in his father’s heroic footsteps. When a mysterious beauty named Eureka 
shows up asking for a tune up, Renton soon finds himself drawn into a high-flying mecha dogfight 



that makes him a target of the military. When the dust settles on the spectacular battle, Renton is 
invited to join Gekkostate, but he soon discovers that even a dream come true has a dark side. 
Available in Limited and Unlimited Blu-Ray packages, along with standard DVD format. 
(STK637620) (C: 0-1-1)
LIMITED EDITION BLU-RAY—$49.98
BLU-RAY—$44.98
DVD—$34.98

EUREKA SEVEN: PART TWO
From FUNimation. Newly remastered and available on Blu-Ray for the first time. Relive the classic 
era of anime with the studio that brought you Escaflowne, Fullmetal Alchemist, and Wolf’s Rain. 
Eureka Seven, the greatest anime love story ever told, returns to the spotlight after almost a decade
—in a complete series collection for the first time! Renton is a teenager trapped working as a 
mechanic in a backwater town. He dreams of joining up with a daredevil group of pilots known as 
Gekkostate and following in his father’s heroic footsteps. When a mysterious beauty named Eureka 
shows up asking for a tune up, Renton soon finds himself drawn into a high-flying mecha dogfight 
that makes him a target of the military. When the dust settles on the spectacular battle, Renton is 
invited to join Gekkostate, but he soon discovers that even a dream come true has a dark side. 
Available in Blu-Ray and standard DVD formats. (STK637635) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$44.98
DVD—$34.98

LILY C.A.T.
From Discotek Media. Available on DVD for the first time. 2264 A.D.: The Starship Saldes is sent 
into deep space to explore a newly discovered planet. The journey will take twenty years. The 
Saldes' crew of thirteen, mixing experienced space jockeys with eager but naive scientists, are 
prepared for anything -- except an unseen alien invader with an insatiable appetite. Along with the 
ominous force that takes over the ship's controls. The voyage becomes a grim struggle for survival 
in a vessel which has become a coffin orbiting the paradise world which was to be its destination. 
(STK637776) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $24.95

MIGHTY SPACE MINERS
From Discotek Media. When disaster strikes an asteroid mining colony, who can the trapped miners 
call? No one! That's why only the bravest and most resourceful of individuals can ever become 
space miners, the hardworking pilots, scientists, and technicians who keep Earth supplied with 
priceless metals and isotopes from deep-space asteroid mines in the year 2060. (STK637775) (C: 0-
1-1)
DVD $19.95

RANMA 1/2: SET ONE
From Viz Media. Newly reissued and available on Blu-Ray for the first time. From the legendary 
oeuvre of master creator Rumiko Takahashi, the mixed-up, madcap, martial arts romantic comedy 
Ranma 1/2 returns! In this definitive limited edition Blu-ray collection, Ranma 1/2 is presented in 
stunning, uncropped 1080p high definition straight from the Japanese masters. Presented for the 
first time in the original Japanese episode order, Ranma 1/2 has never looked better. Also included 
are all-new extra features showcasing the phenomenon of this beloved anime series and a booklet 
with episode summaries and a manga preview. After taking a surprise dip in a cursed spring while 
on a training journey in China, martial artist Ranma Saotome and his father, Genma, aren’t quite 
themselves anymore. Now Ranma turns into a girl whenever he’s splashed with cold water, and 
Genma turns into a panda! Their new forms cause nothing but confusion at the Tendo dojo, where 
Soun Tendo is waiting to introduce one of his three daughters to Ranma—as his fiancée! Turns out 



Genma and Soun arranged the match long ago, but the girl, Akane, and the boy, Ranma, aren’t 
exactly crazy about the idea, or each other! Or are they? Watch the gender switching, jealous rages, 
and martial arts battles unfold all over again! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637706) 
(C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$54.97
DVD—$44.82

SPACE ADVENTURE COBRA: THE ORIGINAL TV SERIES PART 2
From Nozomi Entertainment. When the buxom blonde bombshell Dominique asks Cobra to 
infiltrate a Pirate Guild drug ring, how could he possibly say no? However, the drug ring operates 
under the guise of a popular sport called Rug Ball. It's a game that combines football and baseball, 
where killing someone on the opposing team is considered to be a good play! With the continued 
disruption of the Pirate Guild's business, their pursuit for Cobra turns deadly as they hunt him and 
all he holds dear! Contains episodes 16-31 of the classic early 80's anime. (STK637712) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $49.99

YU-GI-OH! CLASSIC: SEASON FOUR
From Flatiron Film Company. After the conclusion of the Battle City Finals, chaos erupts once 
again! The three Egyptian God Cards are stolen! A terrifying new villain emerges! And as if things 
couldn t get any worse, real monsters begin to appear around the world, terrorizing the population! 
Are these strange events connected, and can they be resolved!? Yugi and the gang better find out... 
before the planet faces total destruction! (STK637842) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $44.95

ASIAN CINEMA

LADY WHIRLWIND / HAPKIDO MARTIAL ARTS DOUBLE FEATURE
From Shout! Factory. Lady Whirlwind (also known as Deep Thrust): A man sets out to close up a 
Japanese gambling ring to avenge the suicide of his girl friend. Along the way, he must also deal 
with the dead girl's revenge-driven sister. Hapkido (also known as Lady Kung Fu): In China, three 
martial arts students run into trouble with the local Japanese school. They attempt to keep the peace, 
but events force them to fight back! Two Golden Harvest Productions kung fu classics available for 
the first time on DVD in North America! Both are presented in 2.35.1 Anamorphic Widescreen and 
include new extras. (STK637664) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $14.97

LUST OF THE DEAD 3
From Tokyo Shock. The zombies that arose after the nuclear outbreak are still high in numbers. The 
group of girls have lost some of their comrades and are fighting off the horny zombies to stay alive 
themselves. Can they stop the plague for once and for all? (STK637856) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $19.98

SPACE BATTLESHIP YAMATO (2010)
From FUNimation. The 2010 live-action adaptation of the classic anime, available in North 
America for the first time. A cult classic from the glory days of anime blazes to life on the big 
screen in this feature-length sci-fi epic starring Takuya Kimura (Redline, Howl’s Moving Castle)! 
The year is 2199. Mankind teeters on the brink of extinction as the Gamilas, a heinous race of alien 
invaders, wage an endless war for the right to inhabit the Earth. The last hope for humanity lies on 
the distant planet of Iskander, and the only battleship capable of attempting the journey is the 
legendary Yamato. Armed with the devastatingly-powerful Wave Motion Cannon, grizzled Captain 
Okita and the Yamato’s crew venture boldly into the darkest depths of space. The Gamilas attack at 
every turn, but fallen hero Susumu Kodai and ace pilot Yuki Mori fight side-by-side for the future 



of their world. Together, these young lovers unlock the secrets of Iskander – only to face a 
harrowing voyage home that will change their world forever! Combo Pack includes both Blu-Ray 
and DVD formats. (STK637642) (C: 0-1-1)$29.98

SWITCH (2013)
From FUNimation. A famous Chinese Yuan Dynasty painting known as "Dwelling in Fuchun 
Mountains" is stolen and sold on the black market led by a mysterious business magnate (Tong 
Dang Wei) and it is up to special agent Jinhan (Andy Lau) to recover it. Jinhan and his wife (Zhang 
Jingchu) have drifted apart due to the secret nature of his work and Jinhan is unaware that is wife is 
also a special agent who was tasked with protecting the painting. Combo Pack includes both Blu-
Ray and DVD formats. Also available in standard DVD format. (STK637594) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY & DVD—$29.98
DVD—$24.98

CULT CLASSICS

DISCO EXORCIST: COMBO PACK
From Wild Eye Releasing. Richard Griffin's classic homage to sex and blood-filled '70s horror 
cinema is now available in this limited edition VHS/DVD Combo Pack — featuring the limited 
edition VHS version of the film and the special edition DVD! (STK637716) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
Combo Pack $29.95

DOGS
From Scorpion Releasing. David Mccallum (The Man from U.N.C.L.E., NCIS) stars in this 
horrifying tale of man's best friend turning into his worst enemy! On the quiet campus of the 
remotely-located SouthWestern University, something strange is happening: All of the dogs in the 
area — once loyal, gentle pets — are now banding together in wild packs and hunting down their 
former masters. Could the strange transformation have anything to do with the secret government 
experiments being conducted in the school's physics laboratory? Available in Blu-Ray and DVD 
formats. (STK637773) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$29.95
DVD—$19.95

FLAVIA THE HERETIC
From Scorpion Releasing. Gianfranco Mingozzi's 1974 nunsploitation classic, available on Blu-Ray 
for the first time ever. Flavia, a young woman in the 13th century, is sent by her overbearing father 
to a strict nunnery in Portugal. After witnessing the unjust practices inside the convent as well as 
questioning her own faith, Flavia escapes from the nunnery, but is soon recaptured by the primarily 
male Church leaders. She is then subjected to torture, rape and whippings by the Church leaders, as 
punishment for her defiance. Battered and beaten, Flavia then starts planning a violent mission of 
revenge against the Church and everyone in it. (STK637744) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
Blu-Ray $25.95

THE GOTHAM CITY SERIALS
From Mill Creek Entertainment. The Complete 1940s Batman Movie Serials! Batman: The 1943 
Serial Collection: See how Batman really began! Watch as mild-mannered Bruce Wayne (Lewis 
Wilson) becomes Batman, the classic superhero who, with Robin (Douglas Croft), protects Gotham 
City from the evil schemes of Dr. Tito Daka (J. Carrol Naish). Packed with adventures involving a 
radium-powered death-ray, a deadly alligator pit, electronic zombies, and even the original Bat 
Cave! Batman and Robin: The Complete 1949 Movie Serial Collection: Join superheroes Batman 



(Robert Lowery) and Robin (John Duncan) as they help Commissioner Gordon (Lyle Talbot, Glen 
or Glenda:, Plan 9 From Outer Space) battle the Wizard, a villainous madman who steals a top-
secret remote device allowing him to control all the moving vehicles in Gotham. Between The 
Wizard trying to destroy them and Bruce Wayne's love interest Vicky Vale (Jane Adams) working to 
uncover their identities, The Dynamic Duo careen from one nail-biting cliffhanger to the next as 
they set out to save Gotham and foil The Wizard's plan for world domination. (STK637868) (C: 0-
1-1)
DVD $9.98

MS. 45
From Drafthouse Films. Abel Ferrera's 1979 revenge thriller, newly remastered and reissued. This 
early 1980s cult classic still stands as a potent and uniquely feminist entry in the urban revenge 
subgenre. Mute fashion seamstress Thana (Zoë Tamerlis) is assaulted on her way home from the 
grocery store and then assaulted by a second attacker. She kills the second attacker with an iron and, 
after recovering from the shock, starts dismembering his body. What begins as a revenge film 
gradually becomes a disturbing portrait of urban alienation and sexual fear. Highly regarded by both 
audiences and critics, Ms. 45 is that rare breed of exploitation film — intensely disturbing yet sexy, 
clever, intelligent, and even funny. (STK637843) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
BLU-RAY—$29.95
DVD—$27.95

RUNNING HOT / HOT TARGET DOUBLE FEATURE
From Scorpion Releasing. Two dangerous beauties, two underrated thrillers, all on one disc.
Running Hot: Acclaimed actor Eric Stoltz (Mask, Pulp Fiction) stars in this volatile tale of star-
crossed lovers in a last ditch escape from the law. A stripper (Monica Carrico) watches the trial of a 
younger man (Stoltz) accused of murdering his father. Hot Target: At first glance, Christine Webber 
(Simone Griffeth, Death Race 2000) would seem to be a woman who has everything. A wife of a 
successful businessman, she is beautiful, sophisticated, stylish — the perfect wife and mother. But 
scratch the surface and see that Christine is also a woman trapped by the very "perfection" of her 
life. (STK637745) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $16.95

SORCERER
From Warner Home Video. William Friedkin's (The Exorcist) 1977 existential masterpiece, newly 
restored and available on Blu-Ray for the first time! Set on the edge of a South American jungle, a 
desperate four-man team, led by Roy Scheider (Jaws), must transport a volatile cargo of 
nitroglycerine over 200 miles of treacherous terrain in order to stop a potentially disastrous oil fire. 
Featuring a beautiful soundtrack by Tangerine Dream, this remake of Henri-Georges Clouzot's 1955 
French thiller, The Wages of Fear, also stars Francisco Rabal, Amidou, Bruno Cremer, Ramon Bieri, 
and Joe Spinell. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637850) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$27.98
DVD—$12.95

THE TICK: THE COMPLETE SERIES
From Mill Creek Entertainment. All nine episodes of the 2001 Fox television series, now available 
at a low price. In a world where criminals rule the streets, evil has finally met its match. There is a 
new protector of the weak and oppressed, the hilarious blue defender of goodness, known as... The 
Tick (Patrick Warburton, Seinfeld)! Together with his sidekick Arthur (David Burke, Party of Five) 
and their friends - the insatiable Batmanuel (Nestor Carbonell, The Dark Knight) and the alluring 
Captain Liberty (Liz Vassey, CSI) - these heroes will prove they are more than just big, dumb guys 
in silly-looking suits. Featuring writing from creator Ben Edlund, Larry Charles (Seinfeld) and 



Jackson Publick (The Venture Bros.)  and based on the hit comic book, this hysterical set contains 
nine episodes, spanning the entire series. So let this be a warning to naughty people everywhere, for 
you have met ... The Tick! (STK637746) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $9.98

UNSEEN EVIL
From David Sterling. A group of hikers led by a college professor are searching the woods for an 
ancient Indian burial mound. When they discover a likely site, three members of the group reveal 
themselves to be grave looters. In the course of ransacking the mound, one of them stumbles across 
a cursed crown that unleashes the mound's guardian: an invisible monster that begins attacking 
everyone it finds. (STK637717) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $14.95

DOCTOR WHO

DOCTOR WHO: THE WEB OF FEAR
From BBC Video. The TARDIS narrowly avoids becoming engulfed in a cobwebby substance in 
space. It arrives in the London Underground railway system, the tunnels of which are being overrun 
by the web and by the Great Intelligence's robot Yeti. The Intelligence's goal is to drain the Doctor's 
mind; can the Doctor sabotage the device before the Intelligence’s plan comes to fruition? 
(STK637853) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $19.98

FANTASY

ESCAPE FROM TOMORROW
From Random Media. The most provocative film from the 2013 Sundance Film Festival, Escape 
From Tomorrow should not exist, and yet it does. Like nothing you've ever seen, Randy Moore's 
directorial debut is a bold and ingenious trip into the happiest place on earth. An epic battle begins 
when a middle-aged American husband and father of two learns that he has lost his job. Keeping the 
news from his nagging wife and wound-up children, he packs up the family and embarks on a full 
day of park hopping amid enchanted castles and fairytale princesses. Soon, the manufactured mirth 
of the fantasy land around him begins to haunt his subconscious. An idyllic family vacation quickly 
unravels into a surrealist nightmare of paranoid visions, bizarre encounters, and an obsessive pursuit 
of a pair of sexy teenage Parisians. Chillingly shot in black and white, Escape From Tomorrow 
dissects the mythology of artificial perfection while subversively attacking our culture's obsession 
with mass entertainment. (STK637677) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $19.97

HORROR

DEAD SHADOWS
From Shout! Factory. A young man’s parents were murdered on the same day the Halley comet was 
visible from Earth. Eleven years later, a new comet lights up the Parisian sky, but as the night goes 
on, people begins to transform into horrible creatures. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK637682) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$22.97
DVD—$14.93

GILA!
From Polyscope Media Group. Hot Chicks, Hot Cars, Hot Music and One Big Monster! A giant 
lizard terrorizes a rural mid west community with a group of heroic young people led by Chase 



Winstead (Brian Gross) attempting to destroy the creature. (STK637719) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $14.95

MACHINE HEAD
From Anchor Bay. The desert of Los Ranchos, CA isn’t your standard spring break hot spot, but it’s 
party time when a young girl's wealthy father gives her the keys to his amazing desert ranch oasis. 
She and her hot girlfriends plan a wild spring break vacation getaway to take advantage of this 
lavish vacation pad. During the drive to the house, the girls find themselves terrorized by a 
mysterious black muscle car on the highway. They soon realize they have been lured into a sick 
game of high-octane terror. Machine Head unleashes a hell unlike anything they’ve ever seen. The 
girls will do whatever it takes to cross the finish line alive and get the checkered flag! (STK637861) 
(C: 0-1-1)$22.98

HUMOR

MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
From Shout! Factory. Now available in a standard clamshell case. The crew at the Satellite of Love 
celebrate their MST3K’s silver jubilee with a box set featuring four previously unreleased episodes, 
PLUS tons of brand-new special features AND a bonus DVD featuring two back-to-back historic 
episodes that have been out of print for years: Mitchell (Joel’s last episode as host) and The Brain 
That Wouldn’t Die (Mike’s first episode as host). (STK637739) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $59.99

SCI FI

BATTLE OF THE DAMNED
From Anchor Bay. When a deadly virus is accidentally released into a major city, its population is
quarantined by military blockade. And for a wealthy industrialist desperate to rescue his daughter 
from inside the rabid chaos, his only hope is former commando Max Gatling (Dolph Lundgren). 
Now Gatling has one day to bust in, blast through hordes of the undead, find the girl, and hunt for a 
way to get them both out alive. But will a small band of survivors and an army of killer robots turn 
his mission into maximum slaughter? Matt Doran (The Matrix) and David Field (Chopper) co-star 
in this intense action shocker that TheActionElite.com calls “awesome badass…one of the
craziest movies of Dolph’s career and arguably one of his best!” Available in Blu-Ray and DVD 
formats. (STK637864) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$29.99
DVD—$24.98

EMPIRE OF THE APES
From David Sterling. In a distant galaxy three escaped female convicts crash-land on a world 
inhabited by a race of warlike apes. They fight for survival as the humanoid apes fight for their 
possession, body and soul. A daring escape is their only way out. Hot on their heels are the blood-
lusting gorillas and a prison warden bent on their return to the prison ship from which they escaped! 
(STK637718) (C: 0-1-1)
DVD $14.95

FARSCAPE: THE COMPLETE SEASON THREE
From Flatiron Film Company.  The third season of Farscape explores the wonders, possibilities and 
dangers of the wormhole phenomenon more completely than ever before. Through more ominous, 
adult-themed tales, the series also peeks into the darker corners of the minds of Moya's crew. In 
particular, Farscape Season Three shows the dichotomy of John Crichton: from his volatile, 
passionate bond with Aeryn to his ability to at once unite and divide the loyalties of the crew. As 



crew members embark on personal missions to deal with individual agendas, the stories showcase 
smaller ensembles, allowing each character and relationship more room to grow. Before the 
company reunites, lovers and friends are betrayed and family ties are ripped asunder. Old enemies 
become allies and dear friends are lost forever! Special Features include: "From The Archives": 
Composer Guy Gross Discusses the Season 3 Theme; Archival Documentary: "Season Three: A 
Look Back" with Executive Producer David Kemper; Behind-the-Scenes Interviews with the cast, 
including "Zhaan Forever", an In-Depth Interview with Virginia Hey; Listening In with Composer 
Guy Gross Featurettes for 4 Episodes; 9 Audio Commentaries; Deleted Scenes for 11 Episodes; 
Original TV Promos. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637840) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$59.95
DVD—$44.95

IRON SKY: DIRECTOR'S CUT
From Entertainment One. Newly reissued as a "director's cut" combo pack in a steelbook case! In 
1945, a secret Nazi space program fled to the Dark Side of the Moon, where they constructed a 
giant fortress and a massive armada of flying saucers. Their plan: travel back to Earth and re-
colonize the planet. 20 minutes longer, loaded with new visual effects, new music from Laibach 
and, of course, tons of new, politically incorrect humor, the Director’s Cut of Iron Sky is an all-new 
take on the film, following the original vision of director Timo Vuorensola! Combo Pack includes 
Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637724) (C: 0-1-1)
Combo Pack $29.98

STAR TREK

STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE—THE COMPLETE SERIES
From Paramount. Collecting all four series of the UPN television series and available on Blu-Ray 
for the first time. The STAR TREK franchise continues with its fifth spinoff television series, 
ENTERPRISE. Set in the 22nd century (100 years before the stewardship of Captain Kirk), the 
prequel series charts the intergalactic adventures of the first humans to explore the far reaches of 
outer space on the eponymous Starship Enterprise NX-01. Ship commander Captain Jonathan 
Archer (QUANTUM LEAP's Scott Bakula) leads his crew on a pioneering mission to chart new 
planets and alien civilizations at a time when the United Federation of Planets is in its infancy. John 
Billingsley, Jolene Blalock, Dominic Keating, Anthony Montgomery, Linda Park, and Connor 
Trinneer costar as Bukula's intrepid crew. Attempting to tie up loose threads and storylines from 
previous STAR TREK incarnations, the series is presented in its entirety with this collection of 
every episode from all four seasons. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637727) (C: 0-1-
1)
BLU-RAY—$379.99
DVD—$249.99

TROMA

RETURN TO NUKE 'EM HIGH, VOL. 1
From Troma Films/Anchor Bay. Return to Nuke ‘Em High Vol. 1, directed by cult movie legend 
Lloyd Kaufman, is a satirical sci-fi comedy event film with themes ripped straight from today’s 
headlines: the contamination and degradation of the world’s food supply, rampant bullying, love 
triumphing over prejudice. Nuke ‘Em is in the same vein as other classics such as Class of 1984, 
Rock ‘n’ Roll High School, and Carrie, but seen through the unique vision of Lloyd Kaufman and 
the Troma Team. Welcome to Tromaville High School where, unfortunately, the glee club has 
mutated into a vicious gang of Cretins. Chrissy and Lauren, two innocent bloggers, must fight not 
only the Cretins, mutants and monsters but also the evil Tromorganic Foodstuffs Conglomerate. 
Will they save Tromaville High School and the world? Find out in this brand-new, unhinged classic 



from beloved Troma Films! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK637858) (C: 0-1-1)
BLU-RAY—$24.99
DVD—$19.98

SOUNDTRACKS

EXORCIST II: THE HERETIC ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
From Perserverence Records. Ennio Morricone is among the legends of film music composers. He 
has sold over fifty million albums worldwide and written music for over 500 movies, television 
shows and classical recordings over the course of 6 decades. His best known works include five 
Oscar nominations (as well as a lifetime achievement award) for Days Of Heaven, The Mission, 
Bugsy, The Untouchables and Malena. Perservence Records are proud to reissue this album, 
originally released in 1977, as well as offer it at a great value price. We here at Perseverance 
couldn't be prouder that the first release in our new series is this particular soundtrack. We love the 
maestro's work and felt that many people missed out on the Warner France reissue from the early 
decade. (STK637722) (C: 0-1-1)
CD $12.99

FLASH GORDON, VOLUME ONE: ORIGINAL TELEVISION SCORE
From Perserverence Records. Original television score from the Syfy series produced by Robert 
Halmi. We are proud to announce the release of the soundtrack from the Syfy Network series Flash 
Gordon which aired in 2007-2008. The show was produced by Robert Halmi who is known for his 
many epic miniseries (Moby Dick, Tin Man, Merlin, Farscape and hundreds others). The show ran 
for 23 exciting episodes and featured the music of composer Michael Picton. (STK637720) (C: 0-1-
1)
CD $15.99

KNIGHT RIDER: MUSIC FROM THE TV SERIES, VOLUME ONE
From Perserverence Records. Perserverence Records are proud to announce the release of Don 
Peake's score from the the classic 80s TV series, Knight Rider. Knight Rider was "a shadowy flight 
into the dangerous world of a man who did not exist". For four seasons viewers saw crime fighter 
Michael Knight and his fully loaded car, K.I.T.T., fight bad guys. The show made David Hasselhoff 
a worldwide star while Knight Rider lives on in reruns and on DVD. (STK637721) (C: 0-1-1)
CD $17.99

RAYMOND SCOTT: MANHATTAN RESEARCH INC.
From Virtual Label, LLC/Basta. Available on vinyl for the first time. Never intended for 
commerical release, Raymond Scott would often describe Manhattan Research, Inc. as "more than a 
think factory - a dream center where the excitement of tomorrow is made available today."  This set, 
available either on 2 CDs or 3 LPs, contains 69 selected samples of Scott's work from the 1950's 
and 1960's for film soundtracks, commercials, collaborative works with Jim Henson, and his own 
technical and musical experiments featuring performances on his pioneering electronic music 
inventions (the 'Circle Machine', the 'Rhythm Modulator', the 'Bass-Line Generator', and more). 
(STK637767) (C: 0-1-1)
Vinyl $49.98

RED SONJA: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
From Perserverence Records. With the 1985 Varese LP long out of print, the release of this album 
fills a gap in many a listener's Ennio Morricone collection. The music is sequenced in chronological 
film order so that it makes sense, and not in an arranged "suite" as it was on previous albums. The 
cue "Entering the Castle" can be heard here for the first time on an official album. A great score by 
the Maestro that has been long sought after. It comes with a 16-page booklet with liner notes by 



film music expert Gergely Hubai that analyze the music on a track-by-track basis and tell about the 
impact of the score on the genre in particular. (STK637723) (C: 0-1-1)
CD $19.99

SHERLOCK: MUSIC FROM SERIES THREE
From Silva Screen Records. Since its UK TV debut in 2010, BBC One's Sherlock has developed 
into a worldwide TV phenomenon and has been exported by the BBC to over 200 territories.  This 
new release of music from 2014's Series Three (recently shown on PBS in the United States) sets 
the tone for the ongoing adventures of Sherlock Holmes (Benedict Cumberbatch) and Dr. John 
Watson (Martin Freeman)! David Arnold is one of the UK’s leading film composers, penning the 
scores to a host of blockbuster movies including Stargate, Quantum of Solace and Hot Fuzz. He 
also successfully took over the scoring of the James Bond movies on the recommendation of John 
Barry. Michael Price is a multi-talented composer, music editor and arranger whose credits include 
Band Of Brothers, The Lord Of The Rings and Love Actually. (STK637866) (C: 0-1-1)
CD $16.98

ADULT

SLAVE MARKET
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
ADULT MATERIAL
DVD $14.99

STEPMOTHER'S SIN
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 
comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.
ADULT MATERIAL
DVD $14.99

COMING SOON

300: RISE OF AN EMPIRE
From Warner Home Video. Based on Frank Miller's latest graphic novel "Xerxes" and told in the 
breathtaking visual style of the blockbuster 300, this new chapter of the epic saga takes the action to 
a fresh battlefield—on the sea—as Greek general Themistokles (Sullivan Stapleton) attempts to 
unite all of Greece by leading the charge that will change the course of the war. 300: Rise of an 
Empire pits Themistokles against the massive invading Persian forces led by mortal-turned-god 
Xerxes (Rodrigo Santoro), and Artemesia (Eva Green), vengeful commander of the Persian navy. 
Combo Pack includes Blu-Ray and DVD formats. Also available in standard DVD format. 
(STK637911) (C: 0-1-2)
BLU-RAY & DVD—$35.99
DVD—$28.98

DIVERGENT
From Summit Entertainment/Lionsgate.  In a future world where people are divided into distinct 
factions based on their personalities, Tris Prior is warned she is Divergent and will never fit into any 
one group. When she discovers a conspiracy to destroy all Divergents, she must find out what 
makes being Divergent so dangerous before it's too late. Based on the eponymous young adult novel 
by Veronica Roth. Combo Pack includes Blu-Ray and DVD formats. Also available in standard 
DVD format. (STK637915) (C: 0-1-2)
BLU-RAY—$39.99



DVD—$29.95

DISNEY'S MUPPETS MOST WANTED
From Walt Disney Pictures. Disney’s Muppets Most Wanted takes the entire Muppets gang on a 
global tour, selling out grand theaters in some of Europe’s most exciting destinations. But mayhem 
follows the Muppets overseas, as they find themselves unwittingly entangled in an international 
crime caper headed by Constantine — the World’s Number One Criminal and a dead ringer for 
Kermit! — and his dastardly sidekick Dominic, a.k.a. Number Two, portrayed by Ricky Gervais. 
The film stars Tina Fey as Nadya, a feisty prison guard, and Ty Burrell as Interpol agent Jean Pierre 
Napoleon. Combo Pack includes Blu-Ray and DVD formats. Also available in standard DVD 
format. (STK637919) (C: 0-1-2)
BLU-RAY & DVD—$39.99
DVD—$29.99


